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ing community.
ObvioOusly, until the
railway strike is over there can· be no
deliveries by rail. It will be extremely
difficul t foOr the Railway Department to
handle all the traffic that will be offering, especially wheat from silos and
elsewhere. However, usin.g the new rolling stock, the Commissioners will do
their best to get as much superphospha·te to the farming community as
is possible.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).-I am' prepared to confer wHh the honoOrable member for Ripon on the matter
he brought forward.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.59 p.m.

LEG-ISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday) October '25} 1950.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CIifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.55 p.m., and read the
prayer.
TEACHING SERVICE (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill .was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of Education), was read a first time.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN AND
APPLICATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
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STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public WoOrks) presented the report of
the Statute Law RevisioOn Committee on
limitation of actions.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.4).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
PubUc Works).-I m9ve-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The amount included in this Supply Bill,
£7,975,399, is sufficient to meet requirements until the end of December, 1950.
The first column of the Supply schedule
indicates the amount requIred under each
divisioOn of the Estimates to meet expenditure for the months of November
and December, 1950, while the second
column shows the proportionate amount
of the expenditure under each division of
the Estimates for the last financial year.
The Supply schedule discloses many
variations from the expenditure for a
proportionate period of the year 1949-50.
There are many r~asons for these variations, but the amount 'Of Supply required s
whether greater or lesser than the expenditure incurred for a proportionate
period of the preceding year, does not
necessarily reflect' the position of the
curren t year.

.ACTS INTERPRETATION ACT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
1. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of Housing), was read a first time.

Under some divisions the ,greater
portion of the expenditure is not
charged until the latter half of the
year, while in other instances the expenditure is heavier in the early part
of the financial year.
In addition,
Supply is not required for certain
items
of
expenditure
such
as
interest, sinking fund, and exchange
payments for which special approOpriatIons
have
been
author'ized
by
Parliament.

GRAIN ELEVATORS BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
W:0rks ), was read a first time.

The main items in the schedule under
which increased provision is required
are-The increase of £4,065 for salaries,.
contingen'cies, and miscellaneous purposes for the Premier's Department has
been caused mainly by the transfer of
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the State Film Centre from the Education Department to the Premier's Departmenlo The strength of the Police For.ce
has been increased, and higher cost of
living allowances has been in operation
since the 6th of August last; theref.ore
f.or salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous expenditure an
additional
amount of £21,884 is required.
Increased Supply of £365,578 is necessary for Education Department salaries
to meet salary increases gran:ted by the
Teachers Tribunal in February, 1950, and
to provide for the payment of salaries on
the 18th 'Of December, when s'chool vacation commences, one payment of which
would normally be made on the 4th of
January, 1951. For works and buildings
in the same Department the extra amount
involved is £11,062. Payment of school
works and buildings allowances will be
made during the months of November
and December for the year 1950-51. The
salaries of council staffs of techni!cal
schools were incre.ased on a ba'sis similar
to the recent revision made by the
Tea'chers Tribunal in connection with
departmental teachers, and this necessitated increased ma'intenance grants by
the Government, for which purpose an
additional amount of £19,587 is required.
Payments to sufferers from miners'
phthisi'S are made quarterly in advance,
for whlch purpose the Treasury needs
an additional amount of £3,290. Under
the division covering Lands and Survey
-salaries and contingencies-the further
amount required is £16,682, to pay revised
salary rates, adjustments in cost of living
allowances, and 110 meet the cost 'Of employing additional temporary staff, including survey labourers.
Additional
provision of £47,080 is requIred under
the heading of m'iscellaneous expenditure
in the Lands Department, owing
to the substantially increased field staff
attached to the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Branch necessary to carry out the
provisions of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act.
For the State Rivers and Water
Supply Oomm'iss'ion salaries and so on,
the increase of £32,830 is due mainly to
the extens'ion of the Commission's
activities, with a oonsequent increase in
staff. In addition, the cost of materials
and wages has risen.
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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Salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous costs in the Department
of Health require an additional
amount of £100,964.
The main factor
necessary for the extra amount of
Supply is the increased payment to the
Hospitals .and Charities Fund. The additional payment provided under this
division to the Hospitals and Charities
Fund for 1950-51 is £1,635,000, whereas
the payment in 1949-50 was £800,000.
To provide for increasing costs on
account of extensions in the tuberculosis
services, an additional amount of £42,000
is required for salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous expenditure.
Due to incre·.::l.sed salaries and wages
payable under awards relating to the
Railway Department, and increased
prices for fuel and other materials, the
extra amount sought is £238,603. Expenditure under this division was
£19,254,000 in 1949-50, and the estimate
for 1950-51 is £20,687,000. Increased
Supply is necess·.],ry to an amount of
£15,156 for State Coal Mine working expenses, as it is anticipated that 236 days
will be worked during 1950-51. In
1949-50 only 194 days were worked. In
addition, increases have been made in
salaries and wages.
Under some divisions in the Supply
schedule decreases are shown and I shall
explain the more important. The
reason for the decrease of £8,395 in the
vote for the State Accident Insurance
Office is that renewal premiums on
account of the insurance of State employees are payable during the month of
September. Paym,ents to the Railway
Departmen t and the State Coal Mine
from the Treasury show a reduction of
£286,492.
Provision is made for the
payment of a subsidy to the Railway Department on account of debt
charges, and as this payment is not made
until the end of the financial year a reduced amount of Supply is required. For
exceptional expenditure in the Treasury
the reduction in the amount sought is
£18,671. The amount provided for the
financial year 1950-51 will be SUbstantially less than the actual expenditure
incurred during last financial year, and
this accounts for the reduced amount of
Supply required.
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I 'have now explained the major variations in the amount of Supply required
for the months of November and December from the proportionate amount of the
expendi ture for the last financial year. I
shall be pleased to furnish any further
information desired by the honorable
members.
The HOD. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-As unofficial Leader I do not
consider it is part of my duty to explain
or criticize a Supply Bill and I do not
propose to do so on this occasion. Consolidated Revenue Bills come before this
House from time to time but we cannot
do a great deal in regard to their
contents. I would merely point out that
State expenditure is going up by leaps
and bounds, particularly in the Railway,
Health, and Education Departments and,
in the main, the increases are due to
circumstances beyond the control of the
Government. I feel sure if it is possible
to economize in any direction that will be
done, but the necessary expenditure, as
outlined by the Minister, must be met.
Consideration of this measure gives
members an opportunity to obtain any
informa tion they desire regarding the
administration of the various State
Departments. I commend the Bill to the
House.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-There are
certain important features of a measure
of this description upon which comment
should be made. In the amount of
£7,975,399 sought the main increases in
expenditure are due to salary rises,
increases in staffs and variations in the
cost of materials. These are inevitable,
particularly salary rises which have been
granted by the various tribunals. One
important item of increased expenditure
which all members approve has reference
to the provision of an 'additional amount
of £100,964 in the Department of Health.
That is necessary to meet payments from
the Hospitals and Charities Fund. Members are aware of the parlous condition
of the various hospitals and it is the duty
of the Government of the day to do
everything possible to help those institutions out of their difficult financial
position.
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I think we must 'all be appalled at the
prospect of the future financial position
of this and other States of the Commonwealth. This financia'l year the Government has budgeted for a deficit, and that
deficit will be considerably increased by
a recent decision of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court to raise the basic wage.
I understand that that increase will
involve the State 'in the payment of a
further amount of £3,000,000, which
must be added to the deficit budgeted for.
I do not know what steps the Government intends to take to meet the position,
nor have I any suggestion to make in
regard to it. I cannot visualize from
where the additional revenue is to come.
In the past, members have been inclined to attribute the State's parlous
financial position to the operations of
the uniform tax legislation. I was
pleased to read of the attitude of the
Premier, at the recent Premiers' conference, in bringing before the Commonwealth Government the difficulties
occasioned to the State because of the
adoption of uniform taxation.
I re.member that in 1945-46 the
Government of the day was severely
reproved by members of this House for
its attitude in regard to the Oommonwealth's policy of uniform taxation. I
did not accept the word of the then
Premier that he had adopted a particularly strong attitude towards that
policy. It is interesting to note that,
in spite of suggestions made at the time
by people who have since been in a
position to fight the Commonwealth on
the important matter in questlion, no
better results have been achieved hy subsequent Governments than were obtained
by the Cain Admin.istration. I recall
that on one auspicious occasion Mr. Lienhop, with whom I s~ldom disagree, said
definitely that an approach to the court
on the question of uniform taxation
would be successful. r recall also giving
him an assurance at the time-he usually
accepts assurances from me-that an
approach 1:0 the court would be futile
because Labour members were satisfied
that it could not possibly be successful.
On two occasions when appeals were
made to the people, the Leader of the
Liberal party and the Leader of thepresent Government said that if they
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were returned to office they would immediately contest the uniform taxation
laws and would put into effect the pollicy
which they had suggested the Labour
Administration should follow. 'In spite
of the fact that the former Premier-Mr.
Hollway-conferred with other State
Premiers and that during the first couple
of months of the regime of his Government he was issuing all sorts of threats
on the matter, he eventually cooled off.
Finally it was generally lagreed in
this Parliament that the advice of the
:Cain Administration was sound and that
the Commonwealth's position regarding
'uniform taxation was unassailable.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I would'not
call it uniform taxation. I would call
it legalized robbery.
The Hon .. P. L. COLEMAN.-The honorable member was a member of a
Government which had an opportunity of
challenging the law on the subject, but
that Government could have received
no better consideration from the members of the Liberal party-Country party
Government in Canberra than was
obtained from the Government consisting of members of the party to which
my political coUeagues and I belong. As
a matter of fact, the Government of
which Mr. Warner was a member did not
receive as good a deal, because the
present Prime Minister's immediate
predeeessor was more conscious of the
responsibili ties borne by the State than '
is the present Commonwealth Government. The Chifiey Government certainly
dealt more liberally with the State. In
any case, the position now obtaining
must be faced. I do not know the
remedy, but the Government, which is
charged with the responsibility of controlling the finances of the State during
the next two or three years, undoubtedly
finds itself in real difficulties. Members
of this House, together with those of
another place, should do all they
possibly can to assist the Government and
co-operate with it in its efforts to find
a solution of the problem.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I was waiting to heat Mr.
Coleman criticize the present Government for having budgeted for a deficit.
For two or three years I had the
pleasure of introducing Supply Bills and
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I think that on every occasion there .was
a speech from Mr. Coleman urging the
Government of the day to raise taxation
or, at any rate, to take such action as
would remove the possibility of a huge
deficit. Now, however, the position has
changed and Labour members are
friends of the Government of this State.
Their only complaint is regarding the
difficulties which must arise in endeavouring to balance the Budget. Liberal
party members appreciate those difficulties. We know how impossible it is to
balance the Budget while there is in
existence a rigid Commonwealth system
of handing out finance to the States,
when expenditure is increasing by leaps
and bounds, and when there would
appear to be no remedy unless the
Governmen t is prepared to sacrifice most
essential services. Obviously, it is impossible to avoid wage increases.
In the circumstances, the State has
become dependent upon the Commonwealth. There is no doubt that a conference of some kind must be held with
the view of giving thorough consideration to the financial requirements of the
States. It is a hopeless position when
States which have to administer such
important matters as education and
others associated with the social life of
the community, are compelled to go
cap in hand ·for the purpose of obtaining
additional assistance from the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth has unlimited opportunities to spend money
and afterwards hands over to the Srates
such balance as remains. That position
is completely wrong. The distribution
by the Commonwealth to meet the needs
of the States should be on a properly
defined basis. Victoria is a solvent
State, from which a tremendous amount
of uniform taxation is raised. In the
circumstances we sympathize with the
Government and hope that something
will be done to ensure that Victoria's
needs are adequately met, to enable its
administration to be carried on without
the prospect of facing heavy deficits
every year.
I have no criticism to offer on this
Supply Bill. The amounts sought are
constantly increasing and will rise still
higher. The tremendous difficulties of
finance are not peculiar to Victoria:
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every other State has the same problem,
and I repeat that there should be :'l
conference between the Commonwealth
Government and the States with the view
of evolving a -definite system under
which the Stat'es will receive adequate
finance for their needs. I must confes's
that it is wrong that the States should
spend money obt'ained by way of handouts 'from the Commonwealth. There
is a tendency towards recklessness in expenditure when the St'ates ar'e not able
to raise the taxation on their own
account.
Probably uniform taxation has come
to stay, but the revenue derived therefrom should be properly apportioned for
the purpose I have already outlined and
to avoid the Stat·es having to go as
mendicants to the -Federal Government.
They should be treated as equal partners
in a great Commonwealth. Being charged
with vital responsibilities, they should
be able to obtain the finance necessary
to discharge those responsibilities.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province) .-It was not my
intention to take part in the debate,
but I agree with portion of the speech
of Sir James Kennedy, who is the Leader
of the Liberal party in this House. I
regret-as I am sure the Government
does-that it has been found necessary
to continue the bad practice established
by the Liberal party in budgeting for a
deficit. One cannot help being concerned with the financial position of the
nation.
I suppose that the aggregate
deficit for the present financial year, in
respect of both the Commonwealth and
the States, will be about £80,000,000.
The basic wage increase will add about
£3,300,000 to the expenditure of Victoria, while in other States the increased
cost will be comparatively larger. One
wonders how long the pr~sent financial
stability of the nation will continue. I
do not desire to gain any cheap political
kudos for the party I represent by harping on the old question of value being
put back into the £1. At present the
tendency seems to be to take more value
out of it. The promise to restore the
value of the £1 to some' extent was a
poli tical one, made when votes were required. Such promises are of a reckless
nature.
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I think we all have to become fully
cogizant of the situation and give consideration to the question whether the
present apparent financial stability can
be maintained.
I admit that State
finance is dependent upon what Sir James
Kennedy described as Commonwealth
hand-outs. I am one who believes that
if the State was empowered to raise
income taxation, it would not be as well
off as it is. History shows that at the
ttme when the right to tax rested with
the State, social services were in a hopeless position. I think that Victoria lS
better off even though it has to damour
for hand-outs from Canberra than it
would be otherwise. 11he fact is that full
adv,antage was not taken to incur
reasonable
expendi ture
on
social
services when the opportunity was
a t hand. While the original formula
·for reimbursements to the States
of money collected under the uniform
taxation system may not have been
rigidly adhered to, no one can dispute the
fact that Victoria was not in as favourable a position as were other States
when the system first came into vogue,
and that argument must have a bearing
on the present position.
I do not think that any member of this
House can fail to be concerned with the
financial situation not only of Victoria,
but of the Commonwealth as a whole.
It wiH be recalled that during the early
years of the second world war there
was a vigorous and proper campaign to
induce the people to purchase war savings
certificates. The purpose was twofold;
one reason was that there should be a
form of investment, apart from ordinary
war loans, to further the war effort,
and the other was that when purchasing those certificates, the people would
not be buying goods that were in short
supply and that would prevent increases 'in prices.
Large numbers
of the war savings 'certifioates will
be falling due for redemption in 1951
and 1952. I think that in the firstmentioned year a sum of £51,000,000
must be paid out in war gratuities. To
repeat an expression used in other places,
I wonder "can we keep the lid on the
financial stability of the nation?"
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-Take money
from the wool growers.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I am not
in favour of sectional taxa tion. The
responsibility must fall on the citizens
as a whole.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What
about the effect of the 40-hour week?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Surely
the interests represented so ably by the
honorable member-the interests .of
wealth-are' not entitled to all the
advantages gained from science. One of
the advantages derived by the ordinary
worker from science as applied to industry is his entitlement to a shorter
working week. ,Members of the Liberal
party were not so keen to assist the
workers when 33 per cent. of them were
unemployed, or even in a period of
ordinary prosperity when only 8 to 10
per cent. were out of work. The honorable member cannot now blame the 40hour week for the present difficulties.
I believe the time is not far distant when
the people, in order to save what they
have, will have to endure taxation as
heavy as that imposed at any period of
the last war. If the Budget cannot be
balanced, what position develops? I
consider that the people must eventually
pay for many of the advantages they are
now enjoying. One wonders at the
expense in other spheres. I do not mind
a decent wage being ,paid, but when I
read that in peace time a sergeant in the
army receives £13 a week, plus keep and
clothes, I wonder wher,e it will all end.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Perhaps
you and I should enlist.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.~Mr.
Warner and I might make good soldiers
up to a point, but if bombs were to fall
I should think we would become very
careful. I am just as worried about
the situation as are other members.
Some people say, "It cannot happen
here." I am not so pessi'mistic as to
believe that it really can, but if have
spoken to many people of all shades of
political thought and in 'all walks of life,
some of whom take a keen interest in the
financial position of the nation. Their
opinion is that the situation must get
worse before it will get better. Where will
it lead us'? Everyone knows the position in relation to life assurance policies
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and superannuation funds. The Government did the correct thing when it increased the superannuation benefits for
the Public Service by 25 per cent., but
what will happen to the ordinary person?
. I believe the State is drastically HI and
the condition can be righted only by
drastic remedies. Unless some stabi'lity
can be brought to the nation I am not so
sure that it m-ight not go "through the
roof," to use a phrase that is employed
when people discuS's the ,financlial instability of nations. No one can deny
that the progress of the State must continue. That wi'll cost money. What the
public of this State must be told is,
"If you want things, the money must
come from somewhere; it does not come
from under the table, unless it is put
there." If we want things we must pay
f.or them. If anyone is foolish 'enough
to believe that he can secure lower taxes
in these times, I am amazed. What
amazes me more is that in these days,
when I suppose there is more prosperity
than has ever been experienced previously
in the history of the nation, we find the
seven Governments, are budgeting for an
aggregat,e deficit of between £80,000,000
and £100,000,000. If that does not tax
the ingenuity of those who are responsible for the finances of the States
and the Commonwealth I do not know
what will.
While I sympathize, I consider that,
irrespective of our beliefs, our first duty
is to fight for the stability of our own
nati'on. Some of us will perhaps suffer
more than others, but it is far better to
suffer now than to experience what has
happened in other countries of the
world. I was pleased with the remarks
made by the Premier when the recent
rise in the basic wage was announced.
He immediately asked the Prime Minister to convene a conference. According
to the latest press advice, the Prime
Minister has agreed. One of my principal quarrel'S with the present Prime
Minister is that he seems to change his
mind a great deal. I do not want him
to change his mind in this case. Let
all the financial representatives of the
Sta tes meet those of the Commonwealth
and, if there must be extra taxation to
retain the solvency of the nation, let us
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have it. The sooner the nation is put
on a satisfactory footing, the less will it
hurt. The longer a disease is allowed to
persist without the application of a
remedy, the worse will be the result.
Although I know that those whom Mr.
Warner represents have a habit of
looking after themselves, I am eager, in
the interests of the nation, to help to save
every one.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province) .-1 wish to make one
or two comments on the Budget statement. I have been reading in Hansard
the criticism levelled against the Hollway Government during past sessions
when it faced up to a deficit of £250,000.
It is amazing that supporters of the
present Government can allow an estimated deficit of about £2,500,000 to pass
with litt.le or no comment. I should not
like to be associated with a Government
that presented a Budget providing for
such a deficit.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-We are meeting only inherited commitments.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I do not
believe that is so.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I know it is
so.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I should
require additional proof before believing
that.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The commitments are inescapable.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I shall
deal with that aspect later. No doubt
the question of education in Victoria
is of paramount importance. To-day
I attended a deputation from representatives of the City of Moorabbin which
waited upon the Minister of Education.
I was amazed to learn the urgent need
for educational facilities within the
City of Moorabbin. That district is
developing at a surprising rate. Evidence
is to be found in the fad that the
Assembly constituency of Dandenong, of
which Moorabbin forms a part, is the
largest single electorate in Victoria in
respect of the number of electors. It
has grawn to that position during the
last few years. That indicates the need
for rapid extension of educational facilities.
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The present Minister of Education
cannot be charged with lack of sympathy
or of understanding of the educational
situation. From my point of view, it
is most unfortunate that the honorable
gentleman was unable to say something
definite to the representatives of the
Moorabbin city council in respect of the
lack of educational facilities. While I
am particularly interested in regard to
primary schools-with which that city
is under-supplied-there is also a lack
of higher elementary education in the
form of high schools or technical schools.
In that populous district there is neither
a high school nor a technical school. In
the main, those conditions obtain
throughout the South Eastern Province
which Mr. Isaac and I represent.
It is incumbent upon the Government
to put forth its best effor~s to increase
higher elementary education. I have
daily experience of the need for it. I
see families growing up and passing from
the elementary education stage into deadend jobs. If that situation is to be
avoided and juveniles are to be converted from "dead-enders" to citizens
of worthy status in the community, there
must be established higher elementary
education facilities in the form of high
schools, and particularly technical
schools, wherever they are needed in the
State. There is a shameful dearth of
those facilities in the South Eastern
Province.
The Hollway Government
was asked for them but much progress
was not made in the establishment of
those institutions. I now press my claim
on the present Government, even if it
may mean a sacrifice in other directions.
It must be remembered that children who
are now five or six years of age and are
receiving primary education win, in a
few years' time, become the manhood
and womanhood of the nation. Upon
their educational standards the success
of the nation will depend.

The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-How long
has the situation you have described
been eviden t ?,
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-For a
long while. I am not levelling a charge
against the present Government.
I
direct the attention of the House to the
matter. The problem was known to the
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HoHway Administration, which possibly
made a bigger contribution towards its
solution than did any Government which
preceded it.
I now refer to one or two matters
associated with health. While I was
Minister of Health I went to much
trouble initiating conferences and constituting a committee composed of various officials in the Department of Health
and private practitioners in dentistry,
with a view to obtaining rapid extension
throughout the State of school dental
services. As a result of those conferences
and collaboration along certain lines, I
was able to come to an -agreement with
dentists in private practice whereby
they would make their services available
to the Government under certain conditions. They were such that I hoped
an adequate den tal service would be provided for all schools. ,I pla'ced my plan
before the then Treasurer who promised
that the Budget Estimates would include
a grant of £100,000 t'o initiate the
scheme, which included the purchase of
six neW dental vans. At that time, two
an tiquated vehicles were being used, and
six new ones were ovdered. They should
be in servi'ce now and I should like the
Leader of the Government in this House
to tell members what has happened to
them. The dental clinic at South Melbourne was working under most disgraceful conditions, and therefore it was
arranged for the work to be transferred
to neW premises on St. Kilda-road. So
far the changeover has not yet been
made, and I wish to know when it will
eventuate. I believe that m'ore than 75
per cent. O'f the evils that beset humanity
are due to defective teeth in childhood.
It is O'f majior importance to ensure that
all . ,children receive adequate dental
attention so that they will not be prey
to illness in later years.
I now wish to discuss a circular, dated
the 16th instant, and numbered 27/50
(1), issued by the Hospitals and Charities CommissIon to subsidized institutions. The Hollway Government promised
an increase O'f £750,000 in the funds to
be made available to the Commission.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES-Was that
money to be used for construction or
maintenance work?
The Hon. C. P. Gartside.
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The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-It was
to be devoted to maintenance work.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The present
Government will make available an increase of £750,000 compared with the
grant received by the Oommiss'ion last
year.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-The
circular I have mentioned issues a warning to all subsidized institutions when
it saysThe conditions of grants from the funds
. are:
(i) That a schedule of items showing
estimated costs in respect of which
it is intended to incur expenditure
be submitted to this office before the
expenditure is incurred.
OJ) That grants will be limited to the
items approved by the Commission
before the expenditure is incurred.
(iii) That
payment of grants towards
approved expenditure shall be made
only on presentation of invoices or
receipted vouchers.
(iv) that the institutional share of any
such expenditure to be incurred
shall not be raised by bank overdraft.
The Commission will consider promptly
any application made on behalf of your
institution.

There appears an addendum marked
"Important "As Governmental funds available for distribution are limited and, of course, on
grounds of appropriate economy, the Commission suggests that a survey be made iminediately within your institution to ensure
that non-essential expenditure is not incurred, but in any case that expenditure
does not exceed income.

The circular states that the funds are
limIted, but to what extent? The word
" economy" is used and institutions are
told to economize in their administrative
costs; expenditure is not to exceed inoome. If there is an unexpected call
upon the services of these institutions,
what are they to do? Must they turn
needy persons away? The institutions
desire the position to be clarIfied.
A
further paragraph in the circular reads--=Where grants now indicated from
governmental funds, together with other
budgetted income are believed to be insufficient to meet essential expenditure for
the current year, your benefiting community
and others interested should be invited to
contribute.
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The Hospitals and Charities Commission
must start a heresy hunt among the
public to obtain funds. I think that is
doomed to failure because the average
man' in the street considers that he is
now making an adequate contribution
to social services in his income tax payment. Subsidized institutions will be
forced to observe sUich rigid economical
measures that they will not be able to
render appropriate service to needy
people.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Why not
institute a State lottery?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The present
Government has increased the grant by
£835,000 above the amount made available last year.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I shall
have more to say on this subject when
the House is discussing "the Budget. I
do not think Mr. McVilly would permit a
circular of the nature I have described
to be issued unless there was just cause.
I repeat that I fear that the service
given by these institutions will be
seriously curtailed. Doubtless members
know that I have always taken a keen
interest in efforts to eradicate tuberculosis. I am pleased to learn that the
present -Minister of Health is also
interested in the subject. That redounds
to his credit, and the people will thank
him for his efforts in that direction.
I compliment the Government on what
it has done to extend the work of the
Ma ternal and Child Hygiene Branch of
the Department. The composite Government and the Hollway Government increased the grants previously made for
this worthy object, and I was pleased to
learn that whereas the former Government contributed on the basis of £1 for
£1 up to £1,000 to assist in establishing
child welfare institutions, the present
Government has increased the grant by
placing it on the £2 for £1 basis. While
in some respects I have painted a black
picture, I give credit where it is due.
I shall not say any more at present
but I shall make some further observations when the items are being discussed
in Committee.

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I shall
deal with that aspect later. Subsidized
institutions include all' public hospitals,
mental hygiene institutions, tuberculosis
sanatoriums, kindergartens, creches, baby
health centres and so on. The administrative committees of all such institutions
have received a copy of the circular I
have mentioned informing them that they
must curb their expenditure despite the
growing need for the public service they
render. Costs are ever increasing, yet the
administrative committees are to be
restricted in the raising of revenue. They
will not be permitted to obtain a bank
overdraft in anticipation of a gift from
some beneficient person. The Government is restricting their finances.

Sir FRANK CLARKE (Monash Province) .-1 direct the attention of the
Minister of Public Works to our own
home here, which ought to be run
efficiently, even if we cannot secure
efficiency in other spheves. Recently,
several thousands of pounds were spent
in the installation of a new lift in this
building. The attendants say that they
cannot understand how it works; the
doors will not open when they should.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The installation of the lift cost £10,000.
Sir FRANK CLARKE.-It appears to
be completely useless, as it will not work.
I make the same complaint regarding
most of the clocks in this bUilding. For

The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The purpose
of the circular was to ask hospitals and
other institutions to exercise reaspnable
economy.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I contend that the circular involved more than
a request of that nature. The last paragraph statesThe Commission intends to examine the
financial position of all subsidized institutions . in February, 1951; before that time
you will be requested to supply information
for such purpose.

To me, that implies that the screw is
going to be turned. There is a feeling
among administrative officers of institutions that they will not be able to continue to render the service they now give
because governmental funds are to be
restricted and bank overdrafts are to be
prohibited. The institutions will have to
rely upon the contributions of wellwishers. Many people do not realize the
vast work done by these institutions.
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eighteen months past, they have not
registered the correct time. The apprentices who go around attending the clocks
say that they are fully wound but that
they will not work because they are
worn out. The firm which has the contract for servicing the clocks simply
says, " Look here; these clocks are worn
out. It is useless trying to do anything
to them, but if you like to spend another
£10,000 we can install electric clocks
throughout the building." I do not believe that the clocks are worn out. It
is my opinion that those whose duty it
is to do the servicing will not take the
trouble to repair the clocks and tune
them up.
Those things are not the fault of the
Minister. I have been Minister of Public Works, as have most senior members
of this House. Of course, the Minister
must accept the technical responsibility
for what happens, but I would be the
last to tell him that it is his fault that
certain things are not done. However.
he would be blameable if he failed to call
before him the officer responsible for
attending to these matters, and if he
accepted the vague reply, " I am awfully
sorry; I will inquire into it." The Minister should say, "Look here, you are responsible for seeing that these things
are done."
If the contractors for the installation
of the 'lift have not been paid their
£10,000, I would say to them, "We will
not pay you a cent until we are certain that the lift is in proper working
order." Of course, the Government
might already have paid the contractors.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I was told
tha t the cost of installing the lift was
£60,000.
Sir FRANK CLARKE.-As for spending another £10,000 on the installation of
electric clocks throughout the building,
I think that is all rubbish. For £1 or
£2 new parts could be put in the clocks
to make them keep time. I think the
trouble is that the clocks are not properly attended to. I trust that the Minister
will tell his officers to get a move on.
We should be able to manage our own
intimate home here, even if we cannot
manage things outside Parliament.

Bill (No.4).

The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-On a previous occasion I
asked the Minister of Housing if he
would consider allocating building
ma terials to permit of repairs being
effected to sub-standard houses in the
industrial suburbs.
The unfortunate
people who are compelled to live in
those dwellings suffer great hardship on
account of bad ventilation, leaking roofs,
and other structural defects. Within a radius of 10 miles of the heart of
Melbourne, there are 40,000 houses in
When I previously
need of repair.
brought the matter under notice, the
Minister directed the a tten tion of the
Housing Commission to it, but I do not
know why. I thought the matter came
wi thin the jurisdiction of the Building
Directorate. I was informed that the
secretary of the Housing Commission did
credit me with some knowledge of the
housing problem. He also repeated the
phrase so frequently used by Mr. Warner,
that it was uneconomic to put new timber into old houses, and that labour could
not be properly utilized in doing repairs
to those old dwellings.
I warn the Government that at a later
stage I shall again raise the subject, and
I shall want to know how many repairs
have been effected, also how many
garages have been built in the meantime. Evidently, some people take the
view that it is more important to house
a valuable motor car than to accommodate human beings, but that is a wrong
outlook. The people in those 40,000
houses comprise approximately 180,000
units working in industry, and they have
a right to be protected. It is the duty
of the Government to ensure that the
houses are repaired. Of course, there is
the case of the unfortunate widow who
owns two houses, on the income from
which she relies for her maintenance.
There is also the medical practitioner
who has no place in which to park his
car.
The Hon. A. E. McDoNALD.-What
percentage of those 40,000 houses are
owner-occupied?
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-I think
the percentage is 8.5 per cent. in Collingwood and Abbotsford and a small
section of Clifton Hill. A garage 20 feet
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by 10 feet occupies an area of 200 square
feet. Many people in Clifton Hill are
living in garages, which are not made
of brick, but which may properly be described as hovels. Notwithstanding that
fact, the Government does not appear to
be doing anything about it. I think it
is altogether wrong that bricks, timber,
and galvanized iron should be used for
the building of garages when a great
many citizens are suffering hardship on
account of inadequate accommodation. I
understand that repairs to date have
been made to about only 2 per cent. of
houses of this type. As I previously said,
I shall later again raise the question to
ascertain what action the Government
has taken.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-To-night, I was surprised
to hear Mr. Kennelly say that the
anticipated deficits of Government
in Australia would be approximately
£80,000,000 at the end of the current
financial year. That was an amazing
statement. It clearly indicates the lack
of stability in the economic set-up of the
country. The Government of Victoria
will be affected by the latest increase in
the basic wage to the extent of approximately £3,000,000, and probably it will
be faced with a deficit of £5,000,000 at
the end of the 1950-51 financial year.
Undoubtedly, we are passing through an
age when everybody wishes to get something for nothing. On the one hand,
reduced taxation is asked for; on the
other, increased benefits ,are expected.
A day of reckoning must come, both in
private businesses and in the national
economy of any country, if development
is pursued on that basis.
For some considerable time past, there
has been an agitation for the preservation of the Dandenong ranges. Last year,
the Hollway Government delegated the
then Minister of Forests, LieutenantColonel Dennett, to make an inspection
of the area. He was accompanied by the
chairman and the other members of the
Forests Commission, also by the Honorable Mr. Isaacs, who is director of the
.11 Save
the Forests" campaign. I do
not think anybody will doubt that the
preservation of the Dandenong ranges,
which are situated within 20 or 25 miles
of Melbourne, is vital to the population
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of ·Melbourne. Unfortunately, over the
years the whole appearance of those
ranges has been changing. Much of the
country has been subdivided into i-acre
blocks, and purchasers of those allotments, who wish to build homes on
them, have to remove practically all
the timber. That process has continued
with the result that the ranges have
been denuded of much of their timber,
and, of course, much of their beauty.
The Shires of Ferntree Gully and Lilydale were S'O concerned about the matter,
that they appointed a joint committee,
of which I was chairman, to make an
investigation. The committee considered
ways and means by which it would be
possible to preserve' this area and to
endeavour to bring back to the Crown
some big portions so that, as far as possible, the origina,l atmosphere of the Dandenong ranges could be retained. The
Hollway Government purchased an area
of 700 acres of land known as Doongalla estate. That cost a sum of £8,000,
and the area is being handled by the
Forests Commission. I understand that
the scheme is to make it an educational
centre for forestry and fire prevention.
At that time negotiations were commenced with the Spencer Jackson
organization, which had a large area of
country and had offered it to the Government many years before. The offer was
not accepted. An approach was made
to the Government somewhere in the
30's, but at that time no one was interested. Naturally as years went by
the owners, who are' interested in the
property business in order to m·ake profits, subdivided the area. In the last
two years they have had surveyors there,
and they reached a stage when the
Government had to act if it wanted to
retain that valuable area for future
generations.
The Hollway Government went out of
office, and the matter was taken up by
my committee with the new Government.
I p::ly a tribute to the Premier and the
Ministe,r of Forests for continuing the
work commenced by the Hollway
Government. As a consequence, 400
acres of valuable land around the lookout atOne Tree Hill has been preserved
for the generations ahead. That makes
a total of 1,100 acres brought back to
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the Crown over the last six or eight
months. Although not spectacular that
is a great advance. There is not a great
deal to see for the money, such as recreation reserves and schools, which
result from expenditure by other Departments. Those who think at all,
however, agree that it is a valuable contribution for the future.
My committee in presenting the case
last year-this information is available
in the files of the Department-put forward the view that the Dandenongs
could . be preserved in four ways. The
first proposal was that the headwaters
of creeks and land adjoining creeks
should be preserved. Those people who
occasionally go into the Dandenongs will
see that houses have been built down
to the water's edge, and that trees, ferns,
undergrowth, and all the other things
that go to make a good catchment area,
hJ.ve been removed. Consequently the
creeks that rise in the Dandenongs have
been for many years gradually drying
up. PeO'pl'e on the creeks realize that
the flow of water is nothing like it was
25 years ago.
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to the approval of the Governor in Council. That was set in motion some twelve
or fifteen months ago, and we are hoping
to have it effected by the end of the
year. The municipalities were advised
of the suggested amendment last May.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No alteration of the uniform building regulations
has been made for three years.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-The
honorable member can argue that with
the secretary of the Public Works Department, who says that the alteration
will probably be effective by the end of
December. The fourth point which the
committee made to the Minister was that
land should be resumed on scenic points
in the ranges; in other words, that those
areas which provide the best scenic views
for tourists and trippers should be preserved for all time. There has been a
fight, naturally, for people to buy these
best positions on which to erect houses
and plant trees, thus blotting out for all
time the finest views in the ranges. We
feel that if these four proposals are
carried out effectively we shall stop the
bad planning which is taking place, and
The committee also feels that wherever that from the present time onwards we
possible areas should be brought back shall"' be able gradually to bring back
to the Crown. .i have mentioned 1,100 some of the atmosphere which has been
acres, but there are other areas which lacking from the ranges in the last few
the committee is endeavouring to have years.
brought back. Unfortunately, in some
The week before last, a meeting was
instances the negotiations have broken held at Olinda. It was presided over by
down, and we have not been able to Professor Turner, Professor of Botany
induce the people concerned to put a at the Melbourne university. The hall
price on the land, but I think that dur- was packed with people who wanted to
inp' the next few months the Govern- do something to preserve the ranges, but
m:nt may have the opportunity to bring I do not think any constructive idea was
back to the Crown a few additional put forward. Everyone harped on the
timbered areas. We also believe that theme of preservation.
the minimum area of subdivisions should
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It can be
be increased. With that idea we had done only with money.
a deputation to the previous Minister of
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-If we
Public Works, Sir James Kennedy, and
have
the money, what do we do then?
S1.4 bmi tted a proposal to him that there .
Would
we compulsorily acquire these
should be an additional provision in the
areas?
uniform building regulations prescribing,
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Municipal
subject to the Governor in Council, minimum subdivisional ar,eas. Even the pre- councils have the power to acquire such
vailing minimum subdivisional areas areas now.
over the shire as a whole are not effecThe Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-The
tive. It was suggested that no subdivi- local council has the power to some
sion should be permitted of an areJ. under extent. It can acquire land for park
2 or 3 acres, as the case might be, purposes, but it has to find the money.
and that all subdivision should bp. subject Quite recently the Fernt-ree Gully Shire
The Ron. G. L. Chandler.
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Council stopped a proposed subdivision
and interviewed the vendors. We expect
to be able now to purchase an area of
land on the Emerald-road, which is the
only area left on the saddle of the range.
There is beautiful timber on it, and we
hope to retain it. I do not know where
the money is coming from, but unless
.something is done 011 a big scale we shall
not be able to carry out the plan. It is
.easy to find people who say that this,
that, and the other thing should be pre.served, but when it comes to giving effect
to their idea some one has to be trod on.
'Without money we cannot produce a
sa tisfactory scheme.
I hope that the Government will in
.some way take advantage of the provi·
sions of the Soil Conservation and Land
Utilization Act, which was passed two
.sessions ago, and thus bring back to the
Crown land adjacent to creeks. That is
vi tal. There, again, it. is a matter of
finance. I hope that the Government
will continue to be helpful when the
committee puts forward concrete schemes
for the preservation of these areas. Mr.
Kennelly is a trustee of the National
Park at Ferntree Gully. It contains 500
or 600 acres, and I should say that between 100,000 and 150,000 people go
there every year. Mr. Lienhop, when he
was Minister of Public Works, approved
of a £10,000 grant to the trustees over
a period of five years. I understand that
it expires this year, but I think every
one who goes there will agree that the
money has been wisely spent. I bring
this matter forward with the idea of
again emphasizing to the Government
and to honorable members generally that
there is no asset comparable with the
Dandenong ranges adjacent to any
other capital city in Australia.
The sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m.
until 7.55 p.m.

The HOD. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province).-I support Mr. Chandler in
his championship of the Dandenongs,
'and compliment the present Government
on the practical help it has given in
'preventing to some extent the spoiling
'I)f that beautiful area.
The previous
Government also helped in a similar way
.and the two reservations made will g.:
a long 'Way towards preserving one oj
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nature's wonderful beauty spots. I have
travelled a great deal in all States of
Australia, pJ.rticularly in the bush lands,
and in my view the Dandenong Ranges
area is one of the most beautiful districts in Australia. It has the additional
advantage of being in close proximity
to the great metropolis of the State .
Although much risk has ~lready been
taken in the alienation and subdivision
of land in that area, I do not think the
matter has got completely out of hand .
Good work could still be done by the
local municipal councils requiring larger
areas in subdivisions some distance from
the townships and by adequate planning. I have not asked Mr. Chandler
whether the subject has been referred
to the Town and Country Planning
Board, but I think it would be a suitable subject for ref,erence to that Board,
and for it to prepare a plan for the
preservation, as far as is still possible,
of the best features of the Dandenongs.
If key points were reserved and new
vistas were opened up in various places
so that distant views would not be
blotted out by injudicious planting good
work could be done. The efforts of local
people to preserve the beauties of the
ranges by building their homes to conform with the natural surroundings and
by the judicious planting of appropriate
trees should be acknowledged.
The
houses and gardens throughout the
Dandenorigs add to the natural beauty of
the districts rather than detract from
it.
I strongly commend the State Development Committee, on which Mr. McNally
is the Council's representative, f.or the
good work it is doing. It is at present
consider.lng a reference from the Government relating to national parks. The
committee has inquired into the surveying and controlling of national parks
with a view to recommending means by
which deterioration can be arrested and
greater use can be made of their possibilities in the future. Queensland is
possibly the most progressive State 01
the Commonwealth in the preserv:ltion
and utilization of national parks. I
understand that the State Development
Committee has had an opportunity of
seeing some of the work done by the
Queensland authorities. I have inspectec]
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many of the national parks in that State,
in comp-any with National Park rangers
who constitute a regular staff and are
doing good work.
During the early part of this year I
spent ten weeks travelling froIl'l: the far
north to the south of New Zealand, visiting almost all the most famous beauty
spots. In New Zealand the tourist industry is really a most important one.
It brings a great deal of money into the
Dominion and assists to advertise its
good features. The efforts being made
to exploit the tourist advantages offered
by Victoria and its beauty spots are
inadequate.
As I have stated, the
D::mdenong Ranges are among the most
beautiful areas in Australia, but there
are many other attractive spots. It is
interesting to note that in many instances poor land grows the most beautiful flowers. In Western Australia one
will see marvellous wild flowers flourishing on most b;;trren and sandy land; they
represent a natural' garden.
For example, on parts of the coastal
land around Albany which, I suppose
would not be worth a shilling an acre
for agricultural purposes, there is to be
found a blaze of magnificently coloured
flowers. Some of the most beautiful
natural flowers of Victoria grow on poor
country in the Grampians. So it does
not -always follow that the State would
have to pay large sums f.or the reservation of beauty spots. Nevertheless the
matter requires to be dealt with in a
planned way. Mr. McN ally will recollect the splendid report made recently
by Mr. Crosbie Morrison to the State
Development Committee. It is one of
the best I have had the pleasure of reading and I hope that if that committee
recommends legislativ,e action following
its inquiry, honorable members generally will read Mr. Morrison's report for
themselves. The Town and Country
Planning Association has prepared a
most informative booklet which Mr.
Chandler apparently had among his
papers and which I think most other
members of this House will have seen.
The booklet contains a survey of the
national parks of Victoria and gives
some idea of what needs to be done if
the best use is to be made of those
areas.
The Hon. O. E. Isaac.
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There is one other aspect of the
general subject of our natural timbers
in which members will be interested. At
present a "Conservation Week" is in
progress in the Shires of Kerang, of
Cohuna and of Gordon, of which Boort
is the main town. In that area an
effort is being made by all interested
Departments. The Forests Department,
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Agriculture Department, the
Lands Department, the Education Department and the Soil Conservation
Board are combining in an endeavour
to bring home to the people of the district the importance of conserving the
natural resources of the State. There
is really a fine spirit among various
organizations, the municipal council and
the general public in the district. It is
one of the movements in which honorable members generally will be interested, particularly when it is associated with a -" Conservation Week"
organized in their own district. So I commend Mr. Chandler for having raised this
question and I commend also the present
and previous Governments for the practical help they have given.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
Province).-There are one or two
matters to which I should like to address
myself in connection with the Supply Bill
now before the House. Great worrk is
being done every year by the Lord Mayor
of Melbourne with what is known as the
Lord Mayor's Youth Camp. Unfortunately, that camp is not large enough to
accommodate and give the requisite
opportunity to a sufficient number of
country children who are anxious to
enjoy an annual holiday away from the
hotter areas of the State. There are
many children in the slums of the city of
Melbourne who do not get a chance of
visiting country districts. Throughout
the length and breadth of Victoria there
are beauty spots admirably suited for
the purposes of a youth camp. I would
recommend that the Government cause
an investigation to be made of the
Grampians area. There is one spot
known as Zumsteins, which is equipped
with a swimming pool and everything
else needed for a youth camp.
Those facilities were established by a
man who settled in the district after his
service in the first world war. The place
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is known far and wide, and I feel sure

that the Government would· be well
advised to look in to the question and that,
in conjunction with the National Fitness
Council, the camp could be made a
permanent one f.or use by the youths of
Victoria. That would provide the children living in the slums of the city with an
opportunity of getting out into the fresh
air, of mixing with children in other
walks of life, of building up their own
morale and of gaining a better outlook
on life generally. A benefit would accrue
not only to the children concerned, but,
in the long run, to the State.
I consider also that the Government"
should give greater attention to the
question of works and buildings coming
under the jurisdiction of the Public
Works Department. Repea tedly in this
Chamber reference has been made t'O the
housing situation. There is ~n emergency
housing scheme applicable to the city of
Melbourne but throughout the State
generally there is a shortage of accommodation. I think it is high time that
the Government directed .Siome of its
energies towards the decentralization of
the control of various departments.
Taking the Lands Department, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
the Country Roads Board and other
instrumentalities, I suggest that their
headquarters should, wherever possible,
be decentralized. 'Dhe Department concerned should provide housing accommoda tion for their officers.
I know of a case of a man who lived
for a considerable period in a country
town in my province, until his home was
bought by the Education Department.
He became a victim, inasmuch as he was
compelled to leave his old residence to
ma,ke room for a departmental officer,
whereas I claim that th~ Department
should have constructed a dwelling for
that officer. I submit that argument
apart altogether from the fact that the
decentralization of departmental control
would be of substantial benefit to the
people settled in the oountry areas of the
State.

r desire to commend Mr. Chandler for
his remarks concerning the control of
rivers and streams in Victoria. Some
ye.:1rs ago, when I was a member of it.
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the Public Works Committee investigated
the problem of riv~r erosion throughout
the State. On the floor of this House
I have frequently told the story about
the Avon river, so well known to the
Minister of Labour. That is a river
which in a very short time has changed
its course on more than one occasion.
Yet when one examines the photograph
of the river as taken many years ago,
one sees that it was wooded to the
water's edge. It was a beautiful stream
serving excellent hill country in Gippsland. Nowadays one sees that the river
has been tearing down fertile country;
many hundreds of acr,es have been Jost.
but nothing has been done in the matter.
It is all very well to contend that
remedying the situation would involve a
good deal of expense. Only to-night in
this House it has been said that a great
amount of money must be spent, but
I consider that the only way to overcome
the difficulty is to compulsorily acquire
all land bordering the river, and plant
timber right to the water's edge, at the
same time ensuring that the trees are
preserved. I submit that that is the
only possible way in which the erosion
of streams in Victoria can be prevented.
Some of the streams are fast biting their
banks away and destroying many hundreds of acres of the most .fertile land
in the State. Recently there was mention of certain land being taken over
from the Crown. alienated, and sold to
private individuals.

In view of pasture improvement, top
dressing, and artificial pastures, which
have been introduced to Victoria and
are now causing severe diseases am(mg
stock, and consequential heavy loss to
sheep breeders, I think the time is fast
approaching when those areas, instead
of being taken over and sold to private
persons, should be held by the Crown.
They should be set aside for the purposes of veterinary research, to enable
diseases among stock to be coped with.
Only recently, when speaking on a Bill
relating to veterinary science, I recounted
the story about the diseases that had
been brought into the Western District.
They have arisen from increased pasture
improvement and can also be traced to
Western Australia and the south-east ot
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South Australia. I stated that, as a re- he is told by the Transport Regulation
sult, the perc.entage of lambing had been Board that he must remove his vehicles
reduced from 80 to about 40 per cent., from the roads, although he has renand even lower, causing economic loss. dered such excellent service during the
Instead of land being set aside for the period of industrial unrest. I claim that
purposes of agricultural colleges, it one who has performed such a service to
should be held by the Crown with the the community should be allowed
view of the establishment of research greater ,freedom and should have his
farms. Those farms should be staffed licence continued so that he may render
by veterinary officers who would be able further service to the public instead of
to look to the needs of the district should being wiped off the road as soon as the
there be an outbreak of disease among St!lte railway services resume. I have
cattle. To-day, in the event of such an always termed the Transport Regulation
outbreak in, say, the Mildura district, Board "The Railways Protection Board."
the veterinary officer has to be' rushed I still consider it as such.
I sincerely
from as far away as Ballarat. By the hope that, when the strike is over, those
time he arrives it is probably too late men who have rendered such excellent
to stop the rot.
servke will be given more consideration
I am deeply concerned with the treat- by the Board than they have been
ment meted out to transport operators shown in the past.
and road hauliers who, during the preThe Hon. H. V. MacLEOD (Western
sent strike, are doing such a marvellous
Province).-l
directaittention to the
job for the State. It is due to them,
railway
lines
running
northwards from
and to them entirely, that the people
the
Western
District,
parti'cularly
those
are able to move from one place to
another. Thanks to these road hauliers to PatchewoHock and Ouyen. There is
who ar'e performing such an excellent no link between those lines. A link would
task, the people of the city of Melbourne greatly assIst gr'aziers and pastoralists
are being fed to-day, The regrettable in the area. The distance between the
phase is that every time a railway strike two towns is about 28 miles, and the
occurs these road operators, at a great link would provide a direct route
loss to themselves are called upon to through Horsham to Portland. A railre-organize their businesses and send way connection between Koroit and
their motor vehicles with passengers Heyw1ood, in the Western District, would
from country towns to Melbourne. The also effect a connection from Portland,
road haulier who is running a goods ser- through to Warrnambool, and would
vice between one place and another is open an area around Koroit, Bessiec.)lled from his usual route and sent to belle, and Heywood. That link should
any part the Transport Regulation Board be seriously considered. It is gratifying
may direct, more particularly for the to me to knoW that a start has been
purpose 01£ supplying food to the people made on the construction of the port of
Portland, for which w'e in that part of
of the metropolis.
As a general rule the road transport the State have been fighting for so m·any
The great metropolis of Meloperator has his centre in a certain years.
bourne
has
been a bottomless pit as far
locality and his trucks radiate from that
locali ty to gi v,e a regular daily service as we in the Western District are conto the people along certain routes. He cerned, and I feel confident that the
finds that in the time of a railway strike Government will push ahead the conhe still has to contract to carry news- struction of the port facilities at Portpapers, mails, and so on, along those land as soon as possible.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-An engineer
routes, but as there is no railway
service he has very few passengers to of world Wide experience has been
cater for. This means that the service appointed to do the job.
The Hon. H. V. MACLEOD.-l support
must necessarily be a loss to the
Dperator. On the other hand, tle has to Mr. Isaac in his re'ferences to re-afforesrun his buses to Melbourne to do a tation and the attra'ction of the Dannational job.
What hurts me is that, denon.g ranges. I know he is also interwithin 48 hours of cessation of a strike, ested in the Western District and the
The Hon. R. C. Rankin.
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pine plantati'ons rfrom Portland to the
South Austr·alian border. In that area
pines are growing better :than in any
other part of the State.
There is a
scheme for the development of another
25,000 acres in the western part of the
State, whkh is suitable for pine plantations vha t will prove a great asset.
I
feel sure the Government will keep well
behind the~e schemes which I now bring
under notice.

pow.er to force landlords to make repairs. It is one thing to have the power
and another to execute it. Immediately,
landlords advanced the ·e·xcuse tha t
labour and materiaLs were unavailable,
which in many cases was substantiaUy'
true. The position also depends upon how
hard they try to get labour and materials.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support. some of
the remarks made by my ftI'iend, Mr.
Thomas, on the subject of house repairs.
At the same time, I direct attention to
that phase af the subject which comes
wi thin the province of the Landlord and
Tenant Act. I anticipate the Governmen t will be extending that Act in the
near future and I suggest that some
relief might be given to landLords who
are being forced to spend up to two
years' rent income on a few paltry
repairs. During my term as Minister
of Housing, I tried to have repairs carried out in the inner suburbs. Invariably
it was found that many houses were
ei ther in such a poor condition that they
were not worth repairing or Dha t the
cost of repairs would have involved the
return from five to ten years' rental.
It is difficult f.or the Government to force
a landlord to spend ten years' rent
income in carrying out repairs on a
house which has already been condemned by the Housing CommissIon and
upon which a demolition order has been
issued. The Government might do two
or three things. It might agree that a
person shall be permitted to collect in
rent, over a limited perilod, the amount
whi1ch he spent for repairs. It might
also consider giving to a landlord who
undertakes repairs a guar.anltee period
in which he will be permiHed to continue to let that house, even though it
may be under a demolition order. In
that way a certain Cilmount o·f repairs
might be c.arriedout.
My planning
friends would say we should do something to force landlords to take adion.
Regulations could be m·ade, as they were
by the Hollway Government.
Those
regu1ations had the effect of widening
the Housim;g Act to give the Government

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If they
tJ'y and succeed, their rent income will
be absorbed by the cost ,of repairs for
four or five years; consequently they do
not try very hard. When the Government introduces a Bill to extend the
Landlord and Tenant A'ct som·e consideration might be given to that aspect.
I also point out that par~ of the housing
shortage is said to be due to the effect
of the Landlord and Tenant Act. For
exam'ple, in the daily newspapers, houses
are advertised for salle with vacant
possession.
Yet, there are no houses
for vacant' renting.
The reason is
obvious. If a person builds a new house
he will not allow a tenant to rent and
thereby bring hilmself under the control
of the Landlord and Tenant Act because
immediately the tenant is in he applies to
the Fair Rents Court, irrespective of the
ren t being paid to the owner. The owner
is therefore caught between the grindstlone olf the tenant and the Fa·ir Rents
Court. Therefore, he prefers to sell the
new house. The same thing happens when
a house becomes vacant. A landlord does
not desire to allow another tenant in
a t a very low rent which does not pay
him.
There:nore, to remove himself
from the control of the Landlord and
Tenant Act, he sells the property and
obtains a substantial price for vacant
posseSlSion. I know of cases where, in
order to escape the effects of the Act an
owner has sold at a very low d~OIsit and
on an intere·s<t basis which is not controlled by the Landlord and Tenant Act.
By securing interest on a higher price
he secures a substantial I1en t, although
the capitall value may be repaid in the
never ne-ver."

I

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is the
whole point.

II

The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The landlord will try to get the house back.
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The Hon. A. G. WAR!NER.-If the
landlord is forced to 'foreclose he will
certainly get the house back.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-There is
another side to the question. Where
the landlord -has succeeded in getting the
tenant out-----.probarbly on grounds which
he Shouid not exercise-he has received
an enhanced profit by s-eUing fOT vacant
possession.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I can
easily demonstrate my case.
Every
Saturday morning, about 200 houses are
offered for sale witfh vacant possession.
The remedy I suggest is that the provisIons of the Landlord and Tenant Act
should not be made applicable to new
hOWies. Let us encourage people to buHd
new homes fur renting so that they win
not be impelled to sell them for vacant
possession. An arrangement could be
entered into between landlord and tenant
which would be satisfactOTY to botlh. I
admi t tha t a high rental might be
desired by tihe awner, but, t1he owner'
will let, although he m-ay wish to obtain
vacant possession of the house at some
future date, three or fcur years hence.
Under the present legislation, if the
owner of a house cannot obtain vacant
possession he 'is ,forced to resort to all
sorts of tricks to avoid having tc let the
property. If :there ,is not some alleviation
from the effect of the Landlord and
Tenant Act the situation wiU continue
until it becomes as bad as in France. In
that country rent control was imposed
about 1918 and still applies.
The net
result is that no houses are, in reality,
being erected in France to-day.
The only 'way in wthidh a st'art ca,n be
made on the rernoVlal of housing contTols
is to commence with new houses. Even
if that proposal is not acc~table it is at
least a constructive suggestion.
I
suggest that there might be appointed
an all-party committee consisting of
members who have had adm'inistra,tive
experience to ascertain whether a satisra'Ctory means can be found to alleviate
the problem. MemJbers of tJhe Lalbour
party have spoken on tJhe subject of the
avaricious tenant who sub-lets houses.
. There are cases where a landlord is receiving £2 a week rent While his tenant
is receiving a total rent of £10 a week
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fr-om the house. It would be reasonable
to permit t:Jhe landlord to receive a substanHal percentaige of the rental derived
The situation is
f:rom sub-letting.
certainly unfair to the landlord, who may
be a widow whose husband has left her
a home from which to derive income.
The subject should be treated on a nonparty basis.
The situation must be considered from
the various view points of the landlord,
the tenant, and the owner of busIness
premises. All members are aware that
owing to rising prices ~nd increased
turnover and profits numerous business
premises have changed hands on the excuse that the seller is disposing of goodwill. Actually what is being sold is the
key to the premises. The rent that the
landlord can charge is pegged, but his
tenant can sell the key and collect the
£2,000 or £3,000 which represents the
actual difference between the true rent
and the lower return that the landlord
is receiving.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The landlord' can control that practice, because
there can be no sub-letting without his
authority.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Many
leases are continuing under the terms of
the lease, and the landlord has been
obliged to agree to the transfer in such
cases. In some States control on business
rent has been removed entirely.
I do
not suggest that should apply here, but
I think if a business man wanted his
premises for his own ,purposes, even if
he had to give two years' notice to the
tenant, he should thenbe able to ,get his
property. Perhaps if he were given the
rjght to increase the rent substantially
if the tenant desired to remain in the
property after the two years' notice had
expired that might be some compensation. If prompt action is not taken
the Ipresent practice will grow and
become an incubus almost irremovable.
If control was removed many tenants
would be prepared to make arrangements with their landlords to 'pay a
fair ren t.
The practice has been
adopted in other States, where the
tenant and the landlord have been able
to come to an agreement and the Fair
Rents Court has ratified the agreement.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That practice obtains in South Australia.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.-In some cases
the rents have been reduced.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Wthen I
hear Mr. Warner making these statements' I feel that the House has lost
another of its characteristics-it has
ceased to be a landlDrds' protection
Chamber.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Unfortunately there is not much left to protect
for the landlords. I suggest that an allparty committee should be appointed to
examine this subject cLosely, because
apart from the usual "flap" that
emanates from some Labour party supporters, there are quite a number of
members of that party who realize that
something prompt must be done to solve
this problem.
I support Mr. Goleman's. remarks on
the subject of uniform taxation. I do
not think the term" uniform taxation"
aptly describes it-standardized robbery
is a better description. I admit that
irrespective oOf the party complexity of
the Commonwealth Government, no
Federal Administration would like to
surrender the power which flows from
the collecting of money. On more than
Olle occasion I have said that I believe it
is undesirable tlO create a centralized taxcollecting authority, because of the fear
of creating a dictatorship. I believe there
should be decentralizatiDn of both power
and taxation, to spread that power
amongst the people. I do not intend to
retraverse the long story of how Victoria
has suffered under uniform taxation. It
was said this evening that the total
deficits of all Governments in Australia
this year will amount to something like
£80,000,000. When we consider the boom
period through which we are passing, so
far as overseas prices are concerned, and
then realize that we aIle noOt, even under
those conditions, able to balance our
budgets, then it is obvious that there is
soOmething wrong with the entire system.
What is it that is wrong; what is causing
these difficulties? There is no dDubt that
every State Premier is competing with
every other State Premier in spending.
I am not acousing the Country party
Government alone of doing it, because 1
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think it is natural for any Governmentbe it Labour, Liberal or Country partyto compete in the buying of votes by
giving gifts, so long as the Government
concerned does not have to collect the
money so expended. I am sure that all
State Governments woOuld look twice at
a gift if they realized that they had to
cDllect by means of taxation from the
people whom they were governing the
money necessary to make that gift
possible.
If that realization were
brought to the mind of State Governments we would get some competition
and more efficiency in Governments.
The HoOn. P. L. COLEMAN.-In other
words, they would try to balance their
budgets?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-;-That is so.
As Mr. Goleman has said on several
occasions, unbalanoed budgets represent
bad finance. I contend that the States
will never balance their budgets so long
as the so-called uniform taxation system
remains, with the consequent competition
between all State Premiers toO get more
and more out of the bag held in Canberra.
My belief is that we will nDt get relief
on the sheer justice of our claims, but
I think that some day the whole system
will collapse under the weight of its own
sheer stupidity. We will find that State
Governments will constantly be approaching the Federal Government, claiming
more and more money, saying" Bill or
Jack got so much for South Australia,
therefore we ought to have more."
There will be increased grabbing, more
humble pleading for money until some
day the Federal Government will have
to say, "We cannot give you more
money, go and collect it for yourselves."
I am conscious of the fact that some
State Premiers say that they want the
taxation rights returned to the States
and that they do not like uniform taxation, but they find it is easier to go to
the man holding the bag and make a
plea for money than to accept the odium
of collecting it.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLy.-How
about the smaller States, how will they
get on?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Commonwealth Grants Commission deals
with the needs of the smaller States. So
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far as the major States, Victoria and
New South Wales, are concerned, where
the majority of the population of Australia resides, I believe the people would
be better off if those who spend the
money in those States were responsible
for the collection of it. The time will
come when the taxation imposition will
become so tremendous that the people
will rise up against it and will object
to the type of stupidity that is driving
the State· Governments into the role of
wasteful spending authorities.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I have
heard a former Federal Treasurer say
that the States do not want the abolition
of uniform taxation.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is my
. belief that the people of the States do
want its abolition. If Mr. Coleman were
to say that some State Premiers did not
want uniform taxation abolished I would
agree with him.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
Federal Treasurer to whom I referred
said that the States were not sincere in
their approach to the problem.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Admittedly some State Premiers are not
sincere. They would sooner collect the
money by going cap in hand to Canberra,
begging all the time, than face the electors from whom it would be necessary
to collect the money.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.--:-And when
they did not get sufficient revenue, they
would abuse the Federal Treasurer.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so. Is it best for the people to give
subsidies, by way of reduction in railway freigh ts and fares? There is no
doubt that if the Victorian Government
had to collect the money direct from
the taxpayers in this State, there would
soon be a closer inquiry into railway
freights and fares, as was recommended
by the Labour Prime Minister, Mr. Chifley, some time ago. As Mr. Chifley
said quite clearly to the State Government in Victoria, "One of the reasons
you do not balance your Budget is that
you are not charging proper railway
freights and fares." I agree with Mr.
Chifley in that respect. The State is
subsidizing people through the railways,
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yet those people, particularly the wool
growers, are getting high prices for
their products.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-What about
the suburban train fares?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It 'is possible that the Government is making
a grant in tiha'i direction to reSidents in
the metropolitan area.
Certain comm'Odities are being carried on the railways which are at present selling at high
prices, yet the gl'o:Wers are stiU being
subsidized by way of ruling r,ates that
are too low. I agree with Mr. Chifley
tha t in making gifts of that kind th~
Government is avoiding it,s duty to
charge proper freight rates.
The Han. F. M. THOMAS.-U is
actually subsidy" under the lap."
The Hon. A. G. WAIRNER.-That
aptly des'cribes it, and from the taxpayer's point of view it is bad policy.
It is detrimental to the economy of the
Sta'te. Subsidies hide the true cost and
the mOfle-y necessary for the subsidies
must ultimately be found by the taxpayer. Certainly it now passes through
the circuitous route of going to Canberra, under the uni-f.orm taxa'tion
soheme and is then being returned t'O
the Sta1tes for spending.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Why did
not your Government do aU these things
six months ago?
Th:e Hon. A. G. WARiNER.-Unrortunately when our Go'vernment was
in office there was a Labour Government in Canberra.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
should not have prevented your Government raising rail freights. It is a!11 very
well telling the other fellow What he
should do.
'llhe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
desire to raise again the matter of the
promise made by the Labour P~ime
Minister of Australia when uniform
t:!xation was first introduced so I wiII
say no more.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I feel that Mr.
Warner has made a number ali suggestions that wHI meet with the approval
of the Government, but I cannot agreewith one Q1f his suggestions.
Mr.
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Warner referred to that much discussed
question of rent control and suggested
that an aU-party committee should be
appointed by the Government to consider all aspects of ~hat subject. From
wha't I have seen Qf committees dealing
with various matters, I am afraid that
if that suggestion were adopted the unfortunate own errs of rented or leased
houses would suffer for a very much
IQnger period. My proposition is that
the Government itseU should take the
necessary ste:ps to give immediate relief
to these people. Since the war ended
in 1945 costs have risen tremendously,
wages 'ha've increased and even the underpaid people who are at present not wQrking-according to a statement appearing in to-night's press-are still receiving a suffi:cient amount eaJch week to
meet the normal rents that" they are
expected to pay to the owners of the
houses they occupy.
It is fair that everyone who. has need
to ren t a house should be prepared to
pay a reasonable and just rental. But
wha t do we find? While costs everywhere are rising there is Qne thing that
continues to remiain securely pinned,
namely, the rent t!hat an owner can
cha'rge for his property. How does that
come about? It is causing trouble to
many owners who are unable to live in
reasQnable comfort and meet cont'inual
rising costs. Under the present rent control regulations rent,s are pegged on the
value olf the property in 1941. If we
look back to that year we realize that
the enemy was almost landing on the
coast Qf Australia and our fortunes
were altfheir lowpst ebb. The country
was faced with or wa'S a'Ctually experiencing the effects of war. There ha1s
been no let-up in house for renting
Via:luation since then, and surely when
everything else is rising, it 'is but fair to
expect t!hat house valuations for renting
shOlUld be fixed at a price nearer to. the
present-day market value, or at least
somewhere between war-time values and
present-day values.
The Government
'Could then permit the Fair Rents Board
to accept the new valuation and fix rent
on a basis tlhaJt: would :be fair to all
concerned. Why should a person who, by
frugality, has assured for himself a minimum degree of safety in his old age, be
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the sufferer; not because value has disappeared from the £1, but because prices
were pegged? Just as the price of gas
was pegged, so also was the income of
owners of properties fixed. Therefore, I
trust that the Government will consider
the granting of some relief to those
people.
The sympathies of members of the
Country party Governmen~ lean naturally
towards country people and country
municipalities, but I feel sure that they
will be ready to remedy the wrongs
suffered by metropolitan municipalities,
particularly in regard to main and semimain roads. The nearer these roads run
towards Melbourne, the gr,eater is the
extent to which they are used by Qwners
of vehicles who travel from outlying
places.
The Government could add
further laurels to its record by helping
the inner municipalities. A good example of a road in this category is the
Chandler highway between Kew and
N orthcote. I t would be appreciated if
the Minister would give his attention to
those matters.
I supp0l1 Mr. Rankin in his praise of
the work being done by transport
operators nt present and on former
occasions when there has been a strike
in this State. The Government should
also give commendation to the Transport Regulation Board for the speed
with which it put an organization into
operation to ensure the conveyance of
good~ and passengers.
A,s has been
previously pointed out, road transport
operators render a useful service in
times of emergency such as the present,
but they are usually forgotten as soon
as the trouble is ended. The State
should assist these men who come to its
assistance in times of interruption to
public utilities and &ervices. The Government would do well to consider granting further extensions and concessions
to motor transport and private enterprise which is so useful in times of
emergency.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-I wish to mention a
few items so that, when the Bill is being
dealt with in Committee, the Minister
may be ready to supply me with the
information I desire. I hope I shall not
be accused of being parochial, but on
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this occasion the matters to which I
shall refer concern my province. On
previous occasions, we heard a great
deal about the creation of the Rural
Finance Corporation, which was really
the setting up of another banking institution to assi~t the farming community,
squatters, and other people. I should
like to know what has been done under
the provisions of the Rural Finance Corporation Act. Have the directors been
appointed? I assume that they might have
done some adjustment of the debts of
farmers as was previously administered
by the Farmer's Debts Adjustment
Board. I trust that I shall be given information regarding the working of the
Corporation, and its cost. The information will indicate what degree of sincerity was behind the introduction of
that measure by the previous Government.
The next matter to which I wish to
refer was mentioned by a previous speaker. Some thought should
be given to a plan for the housing of elderly people.
It is a
problem which has exercised the minds
of many people in recent years. About
a fortnight ago, my Parliamentary
colleagues and I attended a conference at
the Northcot,e Town Hall when this subject was discussed. The Northcote City
Council proposed to make submissions to
the Minister of Housing for his consideration. If the Government does not do
anything in the interests of these elderly
people, the council will probably take
some action. The coundl suggests that
some of the land blanketed by the
Housing Commission could be utilized
for the erection of small units of
about seven squares in which a
husband and his wife who are still
able to look after themselves could
live. A proposal, iWlhich wi'll embody
certain covena.nts regarding the occupancy of these units, will be submitted
for the consideration of the Minister.
Mr. Cameron spoke of the difficulties
of municipalities in the maintenance of
main roads. A proposal on that matter
also will be submitted by the Northcote
City Council to the Minister of Public
Works.
High-street, N orthcote, is an
import,ant arterial road. At present, it
is a bus route. No one will dispute that
The Bon. A. M. Fraser.
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the buses play havoc with the roads over
which they run.
The upkeep of the
roads is the responsibility 'Of the local
In 1946, the Melbourne and
councils.
Metropolitan Tramways Board considered the construction ofa tram line along
High-street at an estim,ated cost of
£80,000. The project would have involved the alteration of the levels of that
thorough'fare.
Practically the whole
street would have had to be reconstructed, because sewerage and gas
mains would have had to be relaid. The
estimate9. cost at the present time is
£200,000, but that is beyond the capacity
of the council. If expenditure to that
extent was incurred, it would probably
be necessary to increase the municipal
rate'by 6d. in the £1.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Probably
it /Would be beyond the powers of the
tramways Board to undertake the project under those conditions.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Transport
must be provided for the people irrespective of the cost, because the State
cannot stand still. PlI'obably, as suggested by Mr. Warner, it will be necessary to devise some better system of
life. Members of the party of which I
am a member believe that the system
which provides for the good of all-the
policy of Socialism-is tJhe one which
should be adopted. It is remarkable that
at a time of great pr,osperity in which
the States and the Commonwealth will
spend Imany millions 'Of pounds more
than was expended during the war years,
Governments are budgeting for defi'cits
totalling approximately £100,000,000.
If those conditions ,continue, I have no
doubt that Sociali'Sm will eventuate even
in our own time.
I return to the point ,which I previously raised regarding the provision of
relief for municipalities.
I understand
that the Northcote City Council was prepared to shoulder its responsibility to
the ext en t of the original estimate of the
cost of the High-street project, but
the present-day cost would be far beyond
its financial resources.
The council
approached the Country Roads Board
with a view to obtaining assistance,
but it appears that the policy of
the Board does not permit it to
assist in the construction of a road
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through which a tram line runs. However, I do not see any reason for that.
I trust that the Minister will give those
matters his eloise consideration. I now
wish to refer to the Bell-street bridge.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That matter
is noW 'being dealt With.
The Hon. A. M. FRAISER.-I have had
no advice about it. When the Cain
Government was in office, it was proposed that the Country Roads Board
should take over tJhe buHding and maintenance of the bridge, and that the C'Ost
should be allocated as follows:-Onethird cif the cost to each of the two
municipalities concerned, and one-third
to the Governmen t.
~ should like the
Minister to ascertain whetJher the work
can be expedited because it is urgent.
I have been advised that the present condition of the bridge constitutes a grave
danger to Itraffic. Strangely enough, the
girders for the construction of a new
bridge have been lying on the site for
two years. When I made inquiries
recently, as to why nothing was being
done, I Was informed that specifications
had just 'been completed and it was
hoped t'O proceed with the work. I trust
that the Minister will look in to the
matter.
The final question I wish to refer
to is the bus service through Coburg
and Preston and the Housing Commission estate at East Coburg. It is very
difficult to know how one stands with
the various authorities concerned with
buses. There is the Motor Omnibus
Advisory Board, the personnel of which
I ascertained the other day by asking
a question, the Transport Regulation
Board, and the Licensed Vehicles Commi ttee of the Melbourne City Council.
Apparently one body says" We are prepared to grant a particular route," but
it is left to another 'body to elect the
applicant for the route, and to another
to police it. The complaint I have to
make relates to the lack of service provided by the proprietor of the route. I
should like to read portion of a letter
I have received because it admirably
states the case and portrays better than
I could what is in the mind of the
writer.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
- I t is bad practice for honorable mem-

bers· to read letters in this House. The
honorable member himself can express
what the writer has said in the letter.
To read a short extract from it might
be permissible, but it is not permissible
to read a long letter.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The
writer af the letter which I wish to
read propound's the proposition better
than I could, and the letter also reflects
the attitUde of the people of Coburg and
Preston.
The PRESIDENT.-Who is tme writer
of the letter? Is he a person in authority? In this House it is very bad practice to read an expression of views by a
person unnamed. Honorable memhers
are here to hear the arguments and
views of other mem1bers, and I am sure
that Mr. Fraser is well able to state a
case on behalf of his constituents. To
read a letter from a person unnamed,
particularly a long letter, is an objectionable practice, although the reading qf a
short extract may be overlooked. To
read a letter in extenso would be to go
beyond the bounds of proper debate.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The writer
of the letter occupies an important position in the dist~ict, and writes on behalf
af a very important branch of the Au~
tralian Labour party, of which he happens to be secretary. It is a large
branch, and all its members live on the
Housing Commission estate.
The PRESIDENT.-Mr. Fraser is well
qualified to express the opinions of his
constituents. [f he is permitted to read
the letter to which he has referred every
other honorable member may wish to
read letters from his constituents, and as
a resul ta mass of letters from various
persons will be recorded in Hansard.
The honorable member can state in his
own words everything the writer of the
lette!' wishes to express,· but I hold that
it would be out of order for him to read
a letter such as he refers to from any
outside person.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I must
bow to your ruling, Mr. President, and
I shall remember it in future. Perhaps
if I look at baC'k numbers of Hansard
I shall be able to find many letters recorded there.
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The PRES1DENT.-1 do not think
that the honorable member intends to
reflect on the Chair, but I have consistently in my presidential capacity rejected the reading of letters from outside persons. It has been my attitude
and the attitude of my predecessor to'
hold that the reading of such letters is
objectionable.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I shall
have to direct the Minister's attention to
my recollection of the facts as stated in
the letter. It is regretted by my constituents that the service is very unsatisfactory, both at its commencement in
the morning and at other periods of the
day. 1 understand that the first bus does
not start early enough to provide proper
transport for early workers, and the
particular point 1 want to make is that
when complaint is voiced about the route
the bus proprietor says he would change
it but is not permitted to do so by the
Public Works Departmen t. When fares
are mentioned to him he says, "1 would
be delighted to reduce the fares but again
the Public Works Department will not
allow me." The question is, are these bus
services run for the convenience of the
travelling public, or in the interests
of the bus proprietor? That is what the
people there want to know. They would
be very much obliged if the Minister
would tell them who is responsible for
policing the routes, to see that they are
run in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the licences and of the time
and fares schedules. It is an easy way
ou t for the bus proprietor to say that a
public authority precludes him from
doing what the public requires.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
commi ttted.
Clause 1 (Issue and application of
£7,975,399).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 should like for the information of honorable members to place
before the Committee some figures which
I think are illuminating as showing the
progress made in the cost of the Public
Service. I look back to the period when
I had the honour to be a Minister in this
Chamber. This month twenty years ago
the Council passed a Supply Bill, covering a period of one month, for an amount
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of £1,325,640. For the two months it
would have been £2,651,280. That is to
say, the cost of the Public Service in the
past twenty years has increa'sed by over
200 per cent. In October five years ago a
Supply Bill was passed amounting to
£4,007,512, so that in five years the cost
of the service to the State has increased
by £3,967,887; that is to say, it has
practically doubled.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sums available for the pur~
poses voted by Legislative Assembly).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-During the secondreading debate honorable members raised
several questions with which I do not
propose to deal in detail now. I assure
them, however, that each of their questions will be investig.ated by the Departments concerned, and tha,t they will receive answers. Mr. Fraser referred to
the Rural Finance Oorporation.
A
Cabinet sub-committee met the Corporation recently in order to investigate its
methods and prospects, and to hear how
it will conduct its business.
The
Corpora Hon has sufficient money for the
present, it is doing a little business, and
it is expanding. It is a long story, and I
would prefer when I receive a full report
to hand it to Mr. Fraser.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province) .-During the dinner
interval an honorable member in
another place suggested to me that
shortly I might be going to New
Zealand. When I asked him why, he
replied that an Empire Parliamentary conference was shortly to be
held in that Dominion. He added
that delegates from South Africa
and some States of Australia were today 'entertained in Parliament House by
the Governmen t. 1 w.as also informed
that a delegate had been appointed by
the Government to represent Victoria at
the conference. If th'e're is no truth in
my statement, I can 'be st'opped by some
responsible Minister intimating that the
rumour is not true. If it is correct, I
should like to know why there has been
so much secrecy concerning a matter of
great puibUc moment and national importance. 1£ a Victorian representative
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has been appointed to attend the conference to be held in New Zealand all
members of PaT'Uament should have been
notified.
I understand that the honorable member for Bend~go in the Legislative
Assem'bly will represent Victoria.
I
railse no objectlion to his appoint'ment,
because I 1ftl.ink hie is a fit and proper
person to represent his particular brand
of political philosophy. However, by
his appointment, the Government has
curt aoross the o'bjective Q1f the British
Empire
Parli-alID'entary
As socia tion,
which wasfurmed to bring together a
good cross section of rEWresentatives of
the British Commonwealth of Nations.
It is an excellent idea to bring them together periodically as was done approximately eighteen ·months ago, when the
then Premier and the Leader of the
Qpposition attended a conference in England. Those memJbers represented both
the Government and Opposi1:!ion parties
in Victoria, but, if rumour is COlTect, on
this occasion the delegate from this
State represents neitfuer the Government nor the Opposition.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He will
represent tihe Parliament of Victoria.
The Hon. C. P. GAR1'1SEDE.-Th'at is
my compllaint. One man who has a particu1a'r brand of poli1:!ical phIlosophy will
represent Victoria, where tthere are three
distinct parties.
When the morall rearmament conference was held in
Switzerland delegates f.rom ·the three
political parties were sent at an expenditure of some tthousandis of pounds.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Who sent
them?
The Hon. C. P. GAlRT.SIDE.-The
Government of wlhich I was a member
made certain provision, and the Country
party Governmenrt: adopted the principle
and permitted them to go. The three
parties were consulted and a'greement
was rea·ched. A different a tm tude has
been adopted on this occasion. In my
opinion the three VJetorian political
parties shou1d be represented at the conference in New Zealand. I have no axe
to grind because I do not desire to go to
NeoN Zealand, but I am speaking on a
question of principle. If 'Wihat I say is
true the Government should give an explanation of its conduct.
Session 1950.-[60]
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-There has been no
secrecy whatever about tlhe sending of a
delegate to the Empire Parliamentary
Conference in New Zealand. Shortly
after the Government took office notification was received from the Empire
Parliamentary Association that a conference was to be held in NeoN Zealand, the
expenses of which were to be paid by the
New Zealand Government. Advice was
received that because of the accommodation problems in New Zealand only one
representative from Victoria should be
sent.
It was also stated that the
delegate attending the conference should
not be accompanied by a secretary
or anybody else. The committee of
the Empire Parliamentary Association
of Victoria met.
The committee
consists of our President, the Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly, the
Premier, the Leader of the Opposition, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the Leader of 1:hp. Labour party,
the Deputy Leader of the Labour party,
and myself. After discussing the matter
it was decided that the logical representative would be the President of the
Legislative Council. The committee was
satisfied that mem:bers in both Houses
would be satisfied with that choice to
whioh there could 'be no objection. Only
last week the Plresident advised the committee that f.or private reasons he was
unable to go to N f!W Zealand. There
has been no secrecy about this matter; I
have told quite a number of members
that one reas'on why I was hurrying on
wi th business was that the President
might be absent at the end of November,
and on that account the House mi.gh t
have to adjourn for a week.
When the President informed the committee that he could not attend the conferen'ce, another meeting of the committee was called.
A member of the
Liberal party in the other House was
approached, but for health reasons he
was unable to go to New Zealand. It
was decided that the delegate should be
the Leader, the Deputy Leader, or a
prom in en t person from one of the three
parties.
I stated that in view of the
urgent business requiTing attention I
could not spare from the Legislative
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Council any member of my party. Similarly· no Minister could leave Victoria at
present· for two or three weeks.
The
Premier did not desire to attend the conference. Both the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader .of the Labour
party took the view that as they had'
represented this Parliament at a previous conference some other member
should be given an opportunity .1'0 obtain
experience. 'I1he [)eputy Leader o! the
Labour party' was chosen as a second
string if the other member approached
could not .go to New Zealand. He
occupies a prominent position in his
party, and, in my opinion, he is quite
competent to uphold the traditions of
this ParUament in New Zealand.
It is true that to-day a luncheon was
given to delegates from South Africa,
Northern Rhodesia, and Southern Rhodesia.
Delegates to the conference in
New Zealand are passing thr'Ough Melbourne every week, and on behalf of all
members of Parliament hospitality is
being eXltended to them by our branch
of the Empire Parliamentary Association.
There has bee~ nothing underhand or secret about this matter.
Everything has been done to fi t in
with the arrangements made by the New
Zea~and Government, which is organizing
the conference and paying the expenses
of delegates.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-With all the
penitence and timidity of one who has
been arrested, tried and convicted of
attempted political suicide, I make a
further plea for liquor reform. Recently
I was rash enough to make certain
observations on this subject and to invite
discussion. However, none was forthcoming. I do not expect honorable members to agree with all that I say. As a
matter of fact, when people agree with
me, 1 feel that I must be wrong. Something to that effect was said by Socrates,
whose ideas are applicable to modern
conditions. Members are willing t'O express divergent views on every subject
except liquor reform.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-What had
Socrates to say on that question?
The Hon. J. W. GALBAiILY.-He was
wise, and deplored strong drink.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-He drank
hemlock.
The Hon. J. W. GALBArLLY.-JIe did
so when he wished to end his life. The
Greeks practised moderati'On in all
things. Over-ea ting is as bad as oyerdrinking and as many people to-day are
digging their graves with knives and
f'Orks as others are doing with bottles.
I repeat that on the question of liquor
reform members appear to be dumb. I
am reminded of Browning's Pied Piper
of Hamelin. After he had rid Hamelin
of the rats and asked for his 1,000
guildersThe mayor was dumb, and the council
stood
As ,though they were changed into blocks

of wood.

That is how members act whenever the
question of liquor reform is raised in
this House or in the other ,place. I was
interested to hear the comments of the
Leaders of political parties in Victoria
when they were asked what they had
to say on the subject of liquor reform"Do not quote me, I am too busy!"
Tha t view was expressed by men who
are supposed to express· a conscientious
opinion on all matters affecting the lives
of our citizens. That was the extent
of their sincerity in relation to liquor
reform. I do not pretend that my ideas
are right, but I should like them to
be discussed.
I was pleased when
the Licensed Victuallers' Association
attacked me for expressing my views. I
would be very disturbed to think that
any body felt that I was its m'Outhpiece.
I do not pretend that I have made any
grea t contribution to the solution of the
problem. On the other hand, I wa~
attacked by the local option people. I
respect their views, which they had the
courage to express, without descending
to personalities. I received many letters
from thoughtful people criticizing me on
a high level.
I suggested previously that the Government should consider sponsoring a
society for the encouragement of saner
drinking and the elimination of drunkenness, but apparently no thought has heen
given to. that matter. I abh'Or drunkenness and J am an "anti-swill" man.
I w~uld like to ~liminate the disgraceful
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drinking scenes witnessed in Melbourne
and in many other places throughout
the State. The methods of achieving
that end may be open to discussion but
1 feel that the service given by our
hotels Should be improved. The whole
situation surrounding the liquor question can be altered merely by a stroke of
the pen-by amending the law. It is of
no use shutting our eyes to the problcml,
and while we neg}ect to discuss the subject, we are losing the tespect of the
decent people.
}if the Governmen,t
tackled vhis problem· it would wdn the
admiration 0If all sedtions fur having
made a courageous a ttempt to cure
the evil ,of .people drinking too quickly
in hotel bars. That is not only bad fur
the health of the persons concerned, but
also for the na1tional charaCter. I have
made my observations in the hope that
other members will have tJhe courage to
express their views. Fbr as long as 1
am a member of Parliament, I shall endeavour to sponsor the cause O'f liquor
reform because, 1 repeat, 1 am an " antiswill " man.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Doutta Galla Province) .-i do not know
thlat 1 Should repl,y to Mr. GalbaUy's
Observations, but I am not afraid to express my view on the liquor problem. I
oppO'se the lengthening at the trading
hours unless the people have an opportunity df deciding the question.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.----.I did not
say that the trading hours shouid be
extended.
The Hon. WN1L1AM SL:ATER.-Mr.
Galbally mentioned the subject in a
general wa,y witihout indicating the reforms he desired. 1 repeat 1!hat 1 have
no hesitat10n in expreSsing my opinion
in view of wh\aJt happened whern the
people of New South Wales were asked
to say what they desired done in the
matter of e~ending hotel traddng hours.
No one likes the instances mentioned by
Mr. Gallbally rel'ating to beer" SWliHers."
Many :people do not relish the prospect
Otf. the hOUTS of 1Jhe "swill" being increased and their views must be considered before any extension is granted.
If I were asked to eXlpress my opinion,
I would say that 1 believe in the nationalization of the liquor trade which,· I
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contend, holds the only prospect of solv..
ing many problems connected with the
sale of liquor.
I repeat that I oppose
any extension of the hotel trading hours
unless the people are consulted.
1 desire to discuss the subject of tOlWn
planning. One of the worst traffic bottle
necks in the city of Melbourne is in
Mt. Alexander-road, Wlhich ~rries all
traffic bound for the northern districts
of Victoria, in addition to heavy traffic
to the Essen don aerodrome. During the
last few weeks, 1 have been surprised
to see great pillaTls arising for a factJOry
building just beyond the Flemington
raHway bridge in Mt. Ale~ander-road,
Wlhere certain induStries aTe located. Industrial eXltensions in that area wiLl
make it more difficult to CUTe tihe existing traffic bottle-neck, yet the erection
of another greaten t'eJ'lprise has been permi\tted. I do not knlOW Who owns the
land abutting the Moonee Ponds creek
at the bridge.
'Dhe Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The land
on the lefit-hand side of the road belon~
to the Melbourne City Council.
The Hon. WLUUAM SLATER.~I am
su~rised vha t the council should permit
the estalbHshment of another industry in
tbalt area in· view of the present traffic
congestion. 1 have directed attention to
the matter in the hope that traffic prolblems in that locallity will be mindmized.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.---iI am aware
of the prolblem mentioned by Mr. Slater.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS (Southern
Province) .-1 wish to discuss tlb.e
appointment of the new Agent-General.
During recent weeks, importantt conferences have been held in London in
connection with e~OTts froan Australia
and, so fur as 1 know, the interests of
Victoria were not represented at those
gatherings.
The agreement wdth the
British Governmenrt for the supply of
mu Hxm and Famlb expired on the 31st of
J uJy, and we expected to hear long before this what action has been taken in
relation to it. If an Agent~General had
been residing in London, doubtless he
would have been able to fOl'lWard advice
on the ma·tter so that country people
would have known the prices tlhat they
ShoUld expect to be paid for mutton and
lamb.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The Conimonwealrt'h Minister for Commerce and
A:gricuJtture has recently been in London
and he will make an announcement on
the subject when he returns to' AustraMa.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLlSS.-m view of
the important matters to which I have
referred and which affect Victoria in
pal'lticular, I should like to ask the
Minister of Public Works whether anything definite has been done about
appointing a new Agent-General.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Not yet. At
the moment Mr. Carter is the acting
Agent-General.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.-The honorable gentleman will appreciate -the necessity of action being taken. Does he not
think, too, that all concerned should have
been advised of what has taken place in
respect of the new contracts that started
in the beginning of August last? Thpre
are many people in Victoria who are
greatly interested in that question and I
think that steps should be taken to ensure
that they receive the requisite information.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The question of food
contracts is extremely important. A
number of primary industries are awaiting advice respecting certain items, but
that is the province of the Minister for
Commerce and Agriculture in the CommonweaLth Government who has been in
London with representatives of various
trades. The dried fruits, the butter, 'the
.canned fruits, and the egg-producing industries have been interested in the
contmcts with the British Ministry of
Food. I presume that the advice will
come through the appropriate Commonwealth Department. All concerned are
awaiting information regarding the outcome of the contracts, which will affect
a number of industries. I agree with Sir
William Angliss when he says that we
should have been informed of the result.
However, it will not be received from 'the
Agent-General's office, but from the
Commonwealth Minister.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I do not think we
should let the challenge thrown .out by
Mr. Galbally pass unnoticed. As one who
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is almost a teetotaller, not interested in

the drink trade, I think I can speak with
a considerable degree of safety on the
subject. When I first entered politics I
felt that something should be doOne about
the liquor trade and I approached many
of the old members of Parliament with
suggestions t'O that effect. I think it is
time the public knew the general answers
those old politicians had to the questions
involved.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-You did not
ask me any question.s.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I omitted
toO do so, aUhough I realized that the
honorable
member would
be an
authority. The old politicians said that
people voted against and not for Governments, and that the same situation
applied in respect of the actions of the
people. Furthermore, it was contended
that any Government which introduced
a Bill dealing with the liquor trade would
make enemies. Any party forming a
Government does not like to make
enemies unnecessarily.
Some parties
make enemies gratuitously, but they
would not like to do so deliberately. I
include even the Country party in that
comment. I made what I considered
to be a practical suggestion concerning
the problem. Obviously, if a Government
brings forward a Bill on the subject of
liquor reform, it must contain clauses
favouring a particular proposition. Undoubtedly numerous people would be
opposed to whatever propositions a
Government submitted. There is no question that there are strong vested interests
in the drink trade, and there are equally
strong fanatical feelings in certain
quarters. I suggested, therefore, that
there should be brought forward·a Bill
setting out a scheme for taking a
referendum, and that the Government
should devise means whereby it would be
bound by the result. In other words, the
Government should bring forward not
'substantive proposals, but merely a series
of questions, at the same time making the
necessary arrangement. to be au-tomati·
cally bound to follow such suggestions as
were agreed to by the people.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-That p~
posal was made when you were new to
politics.
.
.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Quite so. meet one person who, in my opinion, was
There is ohviously need for some kind of really under the influence of liquor.
liquor reform. Personally I do not mind However, when I landed in Sydney on
if the hotel is socialized; this is one form my return I must have seen between
of socialism to which I should not take 200 and 300 people under the influence.
violent objection, 'although I think that
1!t is difficult to say definitely just
the licensed victualler should obtain
how
the drinking habits of Australians
something better than lOs. in the £1.
At the same time, if there is to be are different from those of people overIn other countries intoxicating
further socialization the hotels might be seas.
a reasonable subject. On the other hand liquor is available 'at practically ail
I have no strong feeling as to whether times of the day, although in England
I noticed
they should be closed at 4, 5, 6 or 7 p.m. certain hours are specified.
My own view is that people should be that in the United States of America the
able ito drink with their meals up to a bars, which are very clean, are not overI would say that there are
reasonable hour, but there again I am not cl'low.ded.
sufficient
bal's
to meet the requirements
f'anatic in my opinions, I would be neither
violently in favour of nor opposed to any , of the population, and one can alwayc;
obtain pro.per atten'tion fr·om the bar
particular proposition in that regard.
tender. In some instances the customer
Even if it were a private member's is handed a serviette with his glass of
bill, a measure could be introduced in beer, which is placed 'on a sm'all mat.
such a form as to preclude members of The hotels I saw were certainly an
Parliament making enemies over the example t'o the Australian var.iety.
liquor question. I realize that members
Hotels in Dondon open for the evening
who have belonged to this House for
5 or 6 o'clock
many years are probably rather wise in session. at either half-past
.
'
their attitude towards ,the subject but, as accordmg to the 10cahty, and they close
Mr. GalbaHy says, we have a duty to the alt either 10 or 11 p.m. I do not think
people. I suggest that that duty would that, in proportion to the population,
be performed in the best way if a refer- there are as many hotels in London as
N one of the
endum Were conducted on such a basis there are in Melbourne.
bars
in
England
was
overcrowded,
and
as to bind Parliament to accept the
result. Apparen'tly only in that way I did not see a single person under the
could a Bill dealing with the liquor influence of drink at night in the streets
question be dealt with without bringing of London. On the Oontinent one could
pu.rchase intoxicating liquor at every
opprobrium on par liamen tarians.
thlrd, fourth, or fUth pla'ce. The people
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern drink in a decent f'ashion and never seem
to abuse their privileges. There is no
Province).~I was not present when Mr.
Galbally spoke on the Hquor question. doubt that their drinking habits are
Like myself he has 'been overseas, and totally different from those of the people
one of the things that impressed me of Australia.
there was the difference between the
do not claim,as Mr. Warner did to
method of conducting hotels in the beI practically
a teetotaler; I like 'my
v·arious coun;tries I visited and that obglass of whisky or beer on oocasions. I
taining in Australia. There was also a
would s'ay that the hotels in Australia
different!e in the drinking habits of the
are no credit when compared with those
people. I travelled nearly 34,000 miles
overseas, but the questi'on of W1h.a t can
and I noticed only two men who may
be done about it is difficult.
As Mr.
have been under the influence of intoxi- Warner said, in effect, l;iqUJOr ref'orm .is
cating liquor. One was arrested in
inclined to be political dynamite. PosLondon by two policemen who for some sibly the alcoholic content of beer sold
reason thought he was drunk. About a
in London may be sU,ghtly lower than
minute later; in Piccadilly, I sa'w a man Austra:Uan beer.
who was singing in the street. He appeared to be happy.
I can say that
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-How does
throughout my travels abroad I did not that bear on the problem?
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I am
merely drawing a distinction. The fact
must be faced tlha't people in all parts
of the world like to drink intoxicating
liquors occasionally. One recalls what
occurred in America over prohibition,
WIllen tha't country was nearly ruined.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-What pro.porUon of the United States of A'merica
is governed by prohibition now?
'Dhe Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I oannot
say whether prohibition 'applies generally. I understand that one organization
spent nearly one million dollars toO bring
in prohibition, and that its leader stated
tha t he would be prepared to spend a
further milliion dollars to prevent prohibition from being reinstituted. I agree·
with Mr. Galbally and Mr. Warner that,
apart fr.om the quesUon whether the introductilon of Hquor refor.m woOuld be
dynamite politically, the hoOtels ·and
general facilities for drinkiing in Australia should be the subjects of investigation. I do not speak against the
hotels or breweries, but, by comparison
'with what I saw overseas, our hotels are
not a credit to Australia, nor are the
drinking habits of Australians a credit
to them.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE (Monash
Province).-Under item 10, I notice an
amount of £87 for the Patriotic Funds
Council. That organization was formed
during the war, but is now defunct.
Nevertheless, since hostilities ceased, this
item has constantly recurred. Although
the amount is not large, I should like
the Minister of Public Works to explain
the necessity for the continuance of the
item. If it is necessary to retain control
over certain accounts, under the Patriotic
Funds Act, maybe this item of expenditure could be eliminated by passing
over to the Lord Mayor's Patriotic Fund
the control of those funds. The Lord
Mayor's Patriotic Fund Council employs
a secretary and a staff, and possibly the
amount of £87 could be passed over to
another worthy cause. I cannot concede
the principle that, under the heading of
"Patriotic Funds Council," the Government should continue to vote this amount
without considering some other means of
controlling patriotic funds.
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Item 12 relates to Central Planning
Authority and State Development Division. The statement has been made that
a bottle-neck exists in Mount Alexanderroad. I agree. There are many bottlenecks around Melbourne. When I traverse the metropolitan area, I wonder
whether it was so well planned after all.
Governmental authorities have failed to
keep pace with the necessity for building
further roads and boulevards. Consequently, much traffic is forced to pass
through the centre of the city. That
section of Mount Alexander-road where
there is council land should be widened
by at least 40 feet. Gatehouse-street
and the road through the Royal Park
leading to Carl ton should also be widened.
If that were done, the pressure of traffic
through the centre of the city would
unquestionably be relieved. An aerial
photograph of the district reveals that,
apart from Sydney-road, Mount Alexander-road is the only main thoroughfare
leading in a north-westerly direction.
Mount Alexander-road leads to the
Moonee Valley racecourse, and if the
roads to the east and west of the course
were widened the pressure of traffic in
that area would be relieved.
I also suggest that, at no great cost,
the track alongside the Maribyrnong
river, on the south-western side of the
Flemington racecourse, could be extended
in a north-westerly direction beyond the
racecourse-if necessary, by tunnelling
beneath the hill-to make a new boulevard extending towards the Essendon
airport. Many other areas could be similarly treated. Melbourne was originally
well laid out but, because of the distances between main roads-which were
adequate in the days of the horse and
buggy, but are inadequate in the days of
the automobile and the truck-many
bottle-necks are being encountered.
Unless those areas are widened and
further main roads created-even if they
run in a serpentine fashion-chaotic conditions will result. In the more crowded
suburbs of our sister capital, Sydney, a
great deal of alleviation of traffic congestion has been achieved by the use of
marked concrete roads which can easily
be followed through to the outer suburbs.
I suggest the adoption .of that practice
in the Melbourne metropolitan area..
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Would you
be agreeable to the construction of a
road over the railway yards at Russellstreet and its continuation through the
gardens?
Sir
FRANK
BEAUREPAIRE.-!
favour that scheme, which was first introduced by the then City Engineer of
Melbourne, Councillor H. E. Morton. It
was based upon a vast knowledge of
traffic and engineering conditions.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLy.-1t would
be necessary to ge further, to Highstreet, St. Kilda.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-I have
previously stated that, instead of spending a huge sum of money in pushing
back a distance of 60 feet the
frontages to High-street, St. Kilda,
a cheaper proposal would be to
widen other narrow streets. Possibly
shopkeepers along an existing main road
believe the widening of that road would
benefit them, but they are wrong. The
passage of a multitude of people through
a main thoroughfare during a peak period
does not result in increased business for
shopkeepers.
As to item 13, it is time the office of
Agent-General was filled, but I do z:tot
seek the appointment. I had occaSIOn
to be associated with the most recent
Agent-General, during 1948 and 194?
He represented this State as well as dId
any previous Agent-General of whom I
have knowledge, as far back as 190R
Victoria has had the advantage of the
services of efficient Agents-General in
the past, and Sir Norman Martin was
equal to the best. The future appointee
to the position should have impressed
upon him the necessity for carefully
·checking any propaganda issued from
the Agent-General's office in London
€ither to intending settlers or to industrial undertakings which desire to establish their businesses in Victoria. Industries are needed in the State, but careful consideration should be given to how
they are to be established. Should they
be promised special·building permits to
'~mable them to erect buildings alongside
a railway siding; or should they be
offered r.educed railway freights that
are not available to existing industries
with ,"?hom they will be competing? it
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is also necessary to ensure that any large
industry transferring its business to Victoria should also, if possible, be able to
transfer necessary employees to carryon
the undertaking. Concurrently with that,
provision should be made for the ho~sin.g
of those migrant employees. ThIS IS
necessary as there are many people
already in this country without homes
amd industdes that are lagging because
of the shortage of employees.
It has been reported that 47 indus- \
tries have intimated that they propose to
become established in Victoria, but so
far only three have arrived here. The
proposition of transferring industries
holus bolus to Victoria has not been
given ful'l trial. Whoever the Government appoints to fill this important post
in England, it should ensure that before
he assumes office he will confer with representatives of all sections of the community to obtain a first-hand knowledge
of what is desired in this country. I am
not in favour of industries being granted
special privileges in order to attract
them to Victor.ia, nor do I think it desirable that they should be enabled to
attract employees from existing primary
and secondary industries.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province}.-I should like to refer to the
operations of the Country Fire Authority.
RecenHy certain questions have been
asked on the subject in this House. I
dir,ect the attention of the Minister of
Public Works to the Country Fire
Authority A:ct, where it is .provided that
there shall be appointed a chief officer of
the urlbim brigades and a chief ·officer of
the rur.al brigades. I shall refer to a
circular which has recently been sent
out to the brigades by the secretary of
the Authority, no doubt with its concurParagraph 3 of that circular
rence.
readsThis is to inform all concerned, therefore,
that there will in future be one chief fire
officer instead of two; with two deputy chief
officers instead of one such officer previously
employed.

That is a definite direction and apparently it represents the decision of the
Authority, but it is contrary to the Act.
I feel that the Authority has no power
to do what it proposes in its circular
letter.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Does the
Act use the word "shall" or "may" ?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-The
Act was drawn in such ,a way as to meet
the wishes of the brigades that were
brought together to constitute the Country Fire Authority.
The bush fire
brigades were to have their own chief
officer who was to be responsible to
the Authority, and the country fire
brigades-now known as the urban
brigades-were to retain their own chief
officer. It was a very bitterly fought
question at the time the Authority was
appointed. That specific provision in
the legislation is now to be superseded,
but I think the Authority is acting contrary to the powers conferred on it by
the Act.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-I shall look
in to that matter.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I next
desire to direct special attention to the
tremendous increase in road accidents in
Victoria. The death rate is appalling
and I urge the Government, through the
Chief Secretary's Department, to give
immediate attention to this problem.
Many big transports and other vehicles
are parked at night on highways, or on
roads immediately adjacent to highways, 'frequently without lights, and
they have been responsible for many
fatal accidents. No matter where one
looks in the metropolitan area and on
country roads, one finds vehicles of all
kinds parked along the sides of the road.
Municipalities are having trouble in connection with this matter. Apparently
the owners are unable to find suitable
parking space for their vehicles elsewhere.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Every night
in the week there are thousands of unlighted vehicles parked in the streets,
particularly in the suburbs.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I hope
the Government will view this matter
seriously. It claims to be a Government of action and this is an opportunity
for it to take prompt action, through the
Police Department. Even if the vehicles
are adequately lighted they should not
be permitted to park on the sides of busy
roads. The number of deaths in motor
cycle alCCidents is increasing. Apparently
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the legislation passed recently to control
speeding and pillion riding is not adequate to meet 1ihe position.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-{)ne
effective method, if adopted, would s~ttle
it-the cancellation of licences.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDUER.-I think
the time is r.ipe for drastic action to be
taken, even a,Long the lines suggeSted by
Mr. Slater.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE (Monash
ProvinlCe).---'I deslire to refer to the
division in the Supply Schedule that has
ref!erence to the Patriotic- Funds Council.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I shall take
up that m'atter With the TreaJSury.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIHE.-On
the Ltem, immigration, much ()If what I
desire t:o say has already been said in
connection with the division referring to
the Agent-General. I suggest tlhat the
authorities in charge of immigration,
ei ther State or Federal, should more
thoroughly consider the best means of
meeting the requirements of secondary
and primary industry in the way of
bringing skilled art,isans to this country.
Some two or three years ago certain industries with w.hich I am associated were
asked to stat~ what cl'ass of migrants
tlhey would be .prepared to absorb in their
industries.
The conditions prescribed,
particularly in regard to guarantees,
were very stringent and were f'ar removed from the major question of inducing good artisans to come .f.rom overseas to this State. It is necessary that
special investigations should be made
among industrialists who can employ a
number of migrants, to ascertain what
types of men and women they want and
under what conditions they can employ
them.
AnoiVher subject that requires cons1deration is the provision of housing
for those migrant employees. My company !purchased an area of land on which
fourteen or sixteen houses could be
erected. It was ready to bring certain
types of tradesmen to Victoria and build
homes for them oh that area, but it _
found the conditions appHC8Jble extremely difficuit to com'ply with. The
com'pany received no encouragement in
its efforts to provide hOUSing, or even a
hostel for single men.
Are company
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directors and other employers expected
to vIsit the vallious Departments asking'
tJhat the conditions be altered? My
directors were very concerned about the
situation and decided to leave matters
al'one until conditions altered somewhat.
It is necessary for all parties to confer
on this subj1ec't. J)t should not be left to
the induStrialists to approa'ch Ministers
or depa'I'tmental officers to ascertain
what is required.
'Dh'e best type of
immigrants are those who are preselected overseas for employment in particular industries and placed in their
right jobs as soon as they arrive in this
country.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I desire to refer to
the proposal of the Government to impose
a rod licence on amateur fishermen, but
as I understand that a Bill on that subject
is in course of preparation, I shall reserve
most of my remarks until a later stage.
I have always been a champion of the
common man, woman, or child who,
unsuspectingly, might commit a breach
of a regulation or an Act of Parliament.
If the Government perseveres with its·
proposal to impose a rod tax on amateur
fishermen, the Bill will not be well received.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I think you
should wait until you see the terms of
the Bill before you criticize it.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I shall
have more to say onjl}~ subject later.

Sil'E.\"ANK BEAUREP~ Monash
Province).-I commend the Gov~r. ent
on its policy of continuing the w k
initiated by previous Governments in
regard to' the extension of technical
education, but I suggest that the time is
opportune for are-orientation of certain
aspects of the functioning of technical
schools. In my opinion, there have been
certain weaknesses in the administration
of technical education during the last
decade or two. While technical schools
in the country may partly provide training of young folk for life on the farms,
they are not fully enough related to the
future life of country boys. Too many
boys are educated in a manner which
would incline them to seek employment
in the cities. Although many secondary
industries in the city require additional
Session 1950.-[61]
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labour, I would prefer that the young
folk educated in country technical schools
should remain in the rural areas rather
than drift into city employment. There
should be a greater realism with regard
to technical education in that respect,
·and a closer tie-up with farm and
country life.
I know that good work has been done
in recent years in the teaching of certain
subjects in the technical schools and the
agricultural colleges in such towns as
Echuca, Wangaratta, Longerenong and
Dookie, but there are about 25 technical
schools in the 'country. and their curricula should include subjects applicable to
work and life in the country. I suggest
that serious consideration be given to
the matter by the Minister.
The Hon. P. P. INcHBoLD.-We are
making a drive to train teachers for that
purpose.
Sir FRANK BEA UREPAIRE.~I think
it was in 1940 that the question of the
establishment of an institute of technology was first mooted. That institute
was to be designed to award degrees in
many subjects related to secondary
industry. I was a member of the committee which made a report to the
Minister of Education at that time.
Cabinet accepted the report and voted
£250,000 for the establishment of that
institute. We may reach the stage
when it will be possible to undertake
the project, but probably it will now
cost something like £500,000.
If the institute functioned as originally
proposed, it would turn out men holding
degrees in subjects directly related to
secondary industries, as apart from qualica ltml'-eitable for e~!~~fe~
Service and~.f..!Cupations. Many
employers would prefer to engage persons
holding technical school diplomas, in
preference to the holders of university
degrees. My point is that if it is possible
to establish such an institute at some
time in the future, the training in that
institution should be related more to the
practical conditions of industries, and
the institute should be empowelled to
issue degrees. The present technical
school diplomas should be increased to
the status of a university degree. If that
were done, it would not be necessary for
technical school diploma students to
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spend two or three more years at the
university to get a degree in engineering
or other technical subjects.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You are
really suggesting that the institute of
technology should be a technical university?
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-That
is so. In my opinion it would be a
good thing if the university had some
competition by the functioning of an institute of technology of the type proposed.
The institute would issue
diplomas in subjects directly related to
secondary industries. It is quite possible
that in the not distant future, Victoria will have a population of 3,000,000
persons, and it could well do with the
services of not one, but three universities.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) .-When the Eildon weir was
constructed some years ago, a road
which at that time was used by many
residents in the area was submerged,
and for many years the residents were
subjected to great inconvenience. About
twenty y~ars ago, when I was a member
of the Federal Parliament, representing
that district, representations were made
to me with a view to having another
road constructed to replace the one submerged. The Commonwealth Government made available a certain sum of
money for unemployment relief from
which an allocation was earmarked for
the construction of the 'present Eildon
weir road. I understand that the road
cost £68,000, but at that time no indication was given to the Country Roads
Board that the Eildon weir would be
~Q-:>~~w~se the ~xp~.~
the £68,000 mig}L_~e been incurred. The people oI the area are concerned as to whether another new road
will be constructed to r,eplace the road
to be submerged by the enlarged Eildon
weir. It is probable that not only the
Eildon weir road but the road from
Mansfield to Jamieson will be covered
with water when the enlarged weir has
been completed.
Not many years ago, the Railway Department spent £13,000 on the railway
line near Mansfield, but that Department
had no information of the present Eildon
weir project. It appears to me that there
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has been a complete lack of liaison between the different Departments concerned. That, in my opinion, is entirely
wrong. As I have already mentioned,
the residents in the area are concerned
as to whether a new road will be provided to replace the thoroughfare that
will be submerged. I have received
representations on that subject. The
people have no indication as to where
the new roads will be. In fairness to
them they should be given an indication
of what the Country Roads Board and
the State Rivers and Waters Supply Commission have in mind. I ask the Minister
to take the matter up with those bodies.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province) .-I regret that I
have to bring an important matter forward so late in the evening. It is, however, a subject of great importance and
urgency. Last night, when discussing the
Prices Regulation (Amendment) Bill, I
mentioned the shortage of timber, and T
expressed certain views as to how it
could be remedied. To-day there came
into my hands a letter from a constituent
of mine amplifying the statement I made
and- substantiating it to a certain extent.
It rela1tes to the difficulties of many
people in the building industry in obtaining timber. I wish to quote two extracts
from it. It was written by a prominent
builder engaged in home building, and it
states that he is having extreme difficulty
in obtaining joinerl.i9r the dwellings he
is ere~tin~e has been infornRd by his
suppbe
of timber that they are uruhlre
to
in satisfactory timber to fulfil his
ers for joinery.
That builder is constructing large numbers of houses for the War Service Homes
Department, for the Dutch dredging
company which is carrying out work on
the new dock for the State Government,
and for private persons. At the present
time he has seventeen houses at a standstill for want of window frames. I have
been supplied with a copy of a letter
written to the Forests Commission by a
firm which supplies components for the
houses. It states:
At the termination of the last war we
were without stocks of selected hardwood
of any consequence, and, with the exception
of two sawmillers, have been consistently
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refused supplies of Victorian timber suitable for manufacture into joinery and floor.
ings, &c.
Our order book at present contains over
11,000 window frames, complete with glazed
sashes, &c., besides large quantities of doors,
floorings, mouldings, &c., and it will be tragic
if our production of these very essential
requirements is retarded owing to the lack
of suitable timber.
As you are no doubt aware, several years
ago we embarked on a plan for the mass
production of double-hung window frames,
and we are convinced that our action has
saved millions of feet of timber which would
have been lost in waste had we continued
in the manufacture of "special" joinery as
practised by the trade pre-war, and still
continued by a large number of joinery
establishments to-day.
Within the past
twelve months we have produced over 22,000
single and multi window frames and sashes
complete, and over 12,000 doors.

I want to direct the attention of the
Minister of Housing to these facts, because the Forests Commission holds the
key to the situation. It supplies most of
the country mills with logs, and these
people have intimated that they are unable to obtain timber. They wrote to the
Forests Commission on the 18th of October asking for relief. They will purchase
logs either from the mills or from the
Forests Commission. As they are performing an excellent job and assisting
the Government to solve the housing
problem, I suggest that they are entitled
to the Government's sympathy and cooperation.
I want to quote figures given to the
House in October last year by Mr.
W'arner, who was then Minister of Housing. They indieate that in 1946-47 the
production of timber was 244,245,500
super. feet, and that in 1948-49 it was
247,957,500 super. feet, representing an
increase of 3,721,000 super. feet. The
importation of interstate timber increased f,rom 34,408,300 super. feet in
1946-47 to 39,716,000 super. feet in
1948-49, an increase of approximately
5,000,000 super feet. Importations of
timber from overseas increased from
33,929,500 super. feet in 1946-47 to
83,169,400 super. feet in 1948-49, or an
increase of 50,000,000 super. feet. That
indicates that in spite of the fact that
the production of timber increased over
those years there must be something
wrong with the distribution of it.
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Mr. W·arner interjected the other night,
" Weare building twice the number of
houses." Nevertheless, there should be
timber somewhere available to people
who are making a small but valuable
contribution to the building programme.
I have suggested an investigation into
the prices structure. Some years ago the
Labour Government directed certain
mills to deliver to yards. in Melbourne
5,000,000 super .. feet. In one year we
were successful in getting them to supply
4,000,000 super. feet.
That enabled
small builders to go to the timber yards
and purchase small quantities as they
wanted them.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That does
not increase the total quantity.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I agree
that the total quantity available cannot
be increased to any great extent, but
with a better system of distribution
timber could be sold to better advantage.
Instead of some builders getting all of
it and others none, ·every builder would
get a reasonable share.
Last year the Minister of Housing·
agreed to decontrol timber. At the time
I could not see any objection to the procedure, but in view of the experience of
to-day the present Minister should give
serious consideration to reverting to
control. There would be no difficulty
about it. It would merely have to be
placed back on the schedule; in fact, I
do not know whether it has been removed from the schedule. Mr. Benallack could be re-appointed as controller. It will be agreed by those who
were associated with him that he knows
the timber trade thoroughly, and did a
good job. I urge the Minister first of
all to confer with the Forests Commission with 'a view to supplying logs to
such people as those I have mentioned.
I am not stating their case particularly,
but I include a number of builders in
the community. Secondly, the Minister
should give early and serious consideration to the question of re-controlling
timber. I believe that would give better results in distribution than are
obtained to-day. I submit both suggestions for his prompt and earnest
considera tion.
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The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Provinoe).-Mr. Coleman may
not be aware that when the Hollway
Government went into office only 15 per
cent. of timber was controlled, and that
the control was limited to sending timber to specified districts, mainly in the
country, where there was no timber.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That statement is not correct. The whole of the
timber was controlled at that time.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The effective control was only over the 15 per
cent. of the timber which was being dealt
with.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That was
the timber which was directed.
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-That is
right, so that in effect there was only
effective control of 15 per cent. According to my interpretation, when the Hollway Government took .over from the
Cain Administration there was legal control of all the timber produced in the
State, but in fact the Cain Administration actually directed only 15 per cent.
of it. In my opinion that was right,
and in substance I followed the same
pO'licy, until I f.ound that even direction of that 15 per cent. was unnecessary because of increased production
and importations. W,e made a list of
towns in the country requiring timber,
and we asked sawmillers to look after
this town and that town. The miners
gave an undertaking, and we were able
to remove con tro1.
In my opinion, when 20,000 houses a
year are being built, there must be shortages all over the place, but the cure
fDr that is not to. regulate all the timber. All I am now saying is that the
total supply is not increased by control.
Surely the right way is how the Hollway
Government went about it. It tried to
import timber from New ZeJ.land, but,
failing that, it went to Tasmania, from
which State large quantities were imported. I suggest that the proper way
to proceed is not to introduce more regimentation to provide for a few odd cases.
The right way is to find out what the
shortages are and to import substantial
quantities. Even the present Minister
will agree that when I left office he had
in front of him nine months' orders
for timber required by the Housing
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Commission and some other bodies. If
more timber is imported more houses
can be built, but there will be more shortages' of timber. It would assist the
present Government if the FDrests Commission would remove its socialized control in some areas.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You, as
Minister, intensified the socialization
policy of the Forests Commission, and
I warned you about it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I made
no attempt to socialize the Forests Commission, and as far as I am aware the
Hollway Government did not do any
socialization. lam prepared to cooperate with the Minister and the Forests
Commission to see if the Forests Commission can open up some new areas.
It has a nice little socialistic set-up.
It has planned what it will dD with the
timber, but the timber cannot be used.
All that is gained by that kind of planning is nothing. It is a nice monopoly
for the Commission, but not fDr anybody
else.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE (Monash
Province). - I understand that the
Government proposes to cDnt,inue the
policy O'f previous Administrations in
subsidizing the construclion by country
municipalities of swimming pools.
Of
course, it should also be prepared olD subsidize suburban munic.ipali'ties for the
same purpose. Before granting any subsidy, the Government should ensure that
proper til tra tion and circulation systems
are ,provided. I have written repeatedly
to the responsible Department, but I have
not yet received a satisfactory reply.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If a municipality constructs a new swimming pool
no grant will be made by the Government unless a filtration plant ,is installed.
Sir FRANK BEA UREPAIRE.-Proper
filtration and water circulation systems
are not al,ways provided. The Departmen t is satisfied if chemicals are placed
iIi the water, but that does not take the
place of a proper filtration system. The
only satisfactory method is to circulate
the water through filters of gravel and
sand. It is entirely wrong not to insist
on that system of filter being installed,
because without adequate filtration of
water in swimming pools the health of
the people could be menaced.
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I also desire to make reference to the
brown coal industry. The effective use
of brown coal unquestionably has saved
m'any industries from closing down.
Various Governments have given consideration to the brown coal industry, but
I am rather concerned at reports-I
hope they are untrue-that the development by private enterprise of brown coal
mines is threatened. The mines opera ted
by private enterprise have provided just
as good service to industries in this
State as has the State Brown Coal Mine.
I am fully aware that at Yallourn brown
coal has been manufactured into briquettes, which have been suppUed to certain industries. Brown coal produced by
private enterprise was not used for that
purpose, possibly because no hriquetting
plant was available. However, the effort,s
of private companies saved many industries; therefore I trust that there is no
truth in the suggestion that brown coal
mines at present operated by private
enterprise are to be taken over or shut
down.
'
The Hon. E.' P. CAMERON (East
Yiarra PT'ovince) .-1 desiTe to impress
upon the Government the necess-ity for
providing increased transport f'a'cilities
in areas that are rapidly becoming
cl'osely settled, more particularly where
there are Housing Commission esta'tes.
In the eastern suburbs many districts
that have been settled for long
periods of time are provided with
indifferent systems of transport.
Extension of tramway s'ervkes and
increased railway facilities are vitally
necessary.
A ;previous Government
approved of the duplication of the railway line between Camberwell and Alamein, which serves a large new Housing
Commission area.
The railway passes
through an area that is becoming increasingly closely settled, and also serves
the outlying portions of Mulgrave and
Burwood.
In normal times the present transport
services are hopelessly overloaded, and
women and children are unable to
obtain seats. With the increase in
populaUon, the overcrowding is becoming more noticeable each week. I urge
the Government to push on with the
dupli'ca:tion of the line between Camberwell and Ashbur'ton.
It was delayed
Session 1950.-[62]
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to allow the construction of the branch
line from Alphington to East Preston
as it was considered that the need of
that locality was greater. However, I
direct the aUention of the Minister at
this stage to the necessity for providing
additional transport for the eastern
suburbs.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I wish to repeat the
assurance that I gave earlier that all
subjects raised by honorable members
will be replied to by' the Departments
concerned.
Probably it would take
me several hour.s to furnish adequate
and satisfactory replies to the various
matters that have been mentioned. Certain questions of vital importance have
been raised, and they will be investigated
immediately. Mr. Chandler mentioned
the urgent matter of lights on vehicles,
which concerns the safety of people. As
inadequate lighting may result in the
loss of life, I will bring the question
under the notice of the Chief Secretary
immedia tely.
I will give serious consideration to the
question raised in regard to liquor. I
agree with Mr. Slater that any alteration
of our liquor laws should be undertaken
only as a result of an expression of
opinion of all the people. I contend that
if five people were chosen 'at random and
asked to define what was meant by liquor
reform each one would furnish a different
answer. A gentleman who desired hotels
to be open for longer hours would have
an entirely different view from that of
the Reverend Robertson McCue, of the
Local Option Alliance organization.
I
can assure honorable members that the
matters to which they have referred will
be replied to in due course.
The Clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
IMPORTED MATERIALS LOAN AND
APPLICATION (kMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of
Housjng), was read a first time.
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Newspapers.

VICTORIAN INLANID MEAT

DAIIRYliNG IlNnUSTRY.

A!UTHORJITY (ADVANCES) BllLL.

HERD TESTING FOR TuBERCULOSIS.

This BiJil was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. 11REVOR HARVEY (Minister of
Labour), was read a first time.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Wor~s).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.
The motion W1aS agreed to.

The House adjourned at 11.16 p.m.
until Tuesday, October 31.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, October 25, 1950.
The !SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 11.19 a.m.,
and read the prayer.
STATUTE LAW REVlSION
COM:'MITTEE.
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
presented a repor.t from the Statute Law
Revision Committee on lim,itation of
actions, together w1th an appendix and
minutes of evidence.
It was oTde~ed that the report be laid
on the table.
CATILE

COM'PlENISATION FUND.

For Mr. McDONALD (Dundas), Mr.
Norman a,sked the Minister of AgricU'lture-1. How many head of dairy cattle, according to the l'atest statistics, are in Victoria?
2. How· many of such cattle-(a) are
under regular tuberculosis tests; and (b)
were rejected last year as suffering from
tuberculosis?

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-The answers are1. 1,525,183.
2. (a) 194,000.

(b) The total number of
cattle condemned because of tuberculosis
for the year ending 30th of June, 1950, was'
4,074.

NEWSPAPERJS.
PRICE

INCREASE: DISCOUNT
AGENTS.

TO

NEWS-

Mr. MERRIFIELD (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister in Char.ge of PricesWhether, when the price of daily newspapers was under consideration, newspaper
proprietors
informed
the
price-fixing
authorities of their intention to reduce the
discount to news agent distributors from 10
per cent. to 7~ per cent., being a 25 per cent.
reduction?

For Mr. HYLAND (Minister in
Oharge of p.rices), Mr. Lind (Mdnis1ter
of Lands).-The answer isThe price-fixing authorities were informed that the Newspaper Proprietors'
Association of Melbourne and the Victorian
Authorized Newsagents' Association had
negotiated and agreed to adjustment in the
distributive percentage discount rate. This
agreemel1t was subsequently approved by
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, but if
there are any complaints, the Commissioner
will further investigate the agreement.

RECEIPTS FROM SALE OF CATTLE.

HOSPITAiLS AND CHARITIES

For Mr. McDONALD (Dundas), Mr.
Norman asked the MindSter of Agriculture-

ALLOCATION TO CARITAS CHRISTI
HOSPICE.

What percentage of the r~eipts to the
Cattle Compensation Fund come from the
sale of-(a) beef catt.le; and (b) dairy
cattle?

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-This inform'ation is not available as
the receipts into the Cattle Compensat.ion Fund are not segregated, but of the
number of catHe sold at market during
the last nine months 55 per cent. were
beef catt~e.

COMIMISSION.

Mr. TOWERS (Collingwood)
the Minister of HeaUh-

asked

1. What amount was allocated to Garitas
Christi Hospice by the Hospitals and
Charities Commission during-(a) the year
ended the 31st of March, 1950; and (b) the
period from the 1st of April, 1950, to date?
2. What amount was paid by the Commission on behalf of the Hospitals Benefits
Fund during-(a) the year ended the 31st
of MarCh, 1950; and (b) the period from the
1st of April, 1950, to date?
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3. If he will give consideration to the
making of a special Government grant to
the hospice for maintenance purposes?

I wish to explain that question No.3 is
not in the form in whkh I desired to ask
it. There appears to have been a misunderstanding. I understand that a grant
of £45,000 f,or building purposes was
made by the GoiVernmen't to Caritas
Ohris!ti Hospice some years ago, and the
money was inves!ted. I wanted to know
whether the interest accrued on it could
be used for maintenance pf tlle alreadY
e)Cisting building.

Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).regret that the Department of Health
did not know until too late that the
honorable member's question as printed
was not phrased as he des'ir,ed. The
answers to the questions as printed are--

r

I
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) asked the Chief SecretaryIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file relating to cruelty to animals?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The file will be laid on the table of the
Library.
COAL.
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY ON IMPORTED
COAL.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
PremierWith regard to his answer on 24th of
October, 1950, to his (Mr. Norman's) question
relating to the importation of coal, from
which account the subsidy of over £300,000
involved in the distribution of this coal has
been met, and whether the finance will be
provided from Consolidated Revenue or from
loan funds?

Separate payments from the Hospitals
and Charities Fund and from the Hospital
Benefits Fund are not made to hospitals
and institutions in respect of public ward
beds. The Hospitals and Charities Commission allocates one amount according to the
needs of the institution.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The subsidy on the whole of the
coal imported by Victoria since the
present Government took office is a
charge against Commonwealth funds.

The following amounts -have been allocated to Caritas Christi Hospice during the
periods in question:(a) The year ending the 31st of March,
1950, £5,000; (b) the period from
the 1st of April, 1950, to date,
£3,360.
The financial position of the Hospice will
be examined and consideration will be given
for a special Government grant.

POLICE OFFENCES (ANIMALS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend Division 2 of Part II. of the
Police Offences Act 1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
VISIT OF DETECTIVES TO HOME OF AUTHOR.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Chief SecretaryWhether two detectives visited the home
of the author of a book entitled Power
Without Glory last Sunday night; if so, what
was the reason for the visit?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The Chief Commissioner of Police reports
that in answer to a request by telephone--" Will Detectives Currer and
Mooney come to my home without
delay "-the detectives, who are members
of the homicide squad, attended at once.
They were received by Mr. Hardy, who
assured them he had not requested their
services. The telephone message was
apparently a hoax.

MOTOR CAR

(D~IVERS'

LICENCES)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend section 6 of the Motor Car Act
1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
POLICE OFFENCES (IDLE AND
DI'SORDERLY PERSONS) BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend paragraph (5) of section 69 of
the Police Offences Act 1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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JUBILEE AND CENTENARY' SPORTS
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating to sports in connection with the
celebration of the jubilee of the Commonwealth of Australia and the centenary of government in Victoria.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
COUNTRY ROADS BOARD BILL.
For Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport), Mr. Lind (Minister of Lands)
moved for leave to bring in a, Bin relating to the Country Roads Board.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
GRAIN ELEVATORtS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
17) on the motion of Mr. Moss (Minister of Agriculture) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I believe
this Bill is a product of the previous
Administration; At the request of the
Hollway Government, the Parliamentary Public Works Committee presented
a report in April last, relating to the
grain elevators system. I am sure every
member agrees it is proper that machinery should be put into operation to give
effect to the finding of that committee.
The legislation, of which this Bill is
an amendment, was first enacted in 1934
and, according to HansaTd reports, there
was great doubt in the minds of members at the time as to the ultimate
success of the scheme. This was not
surprIsmg, as the sum involved was
£2,500,000 and the scheme was new to
Victoria.
The bulk handling of wheat has proved
a sound economic proposition and has
been a boon to wheat growers who
hav·e come within its scope. It has
resulted in tremendous savings of bags
and the fact that sewing of bags became unnecessary has reduced production costs. The bulk handling system
has expedited the transportation of
grain from the paddock to the railhead
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and has thus reduced any risk of destruction by fire or damage by rain. to wheat
which ordinarily would have been standing in the paddock.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale). - Which
Government had' the foresight to introduce that scheme?
Mr. TURNBULL.-I cannot say. 1
was not then a member of Parliament.
Cornsacks cost about 3s. each, and the
ability to dispense with them represents
a saving of a little more than 1s. a bushel.
The eHmina tUm of bag sewing also was
responsibl'e for a saving of approximately 2d. a bushel.
The home consumption price of wheat is on a cost
plus baslis and it is evident that the
saving effected by the bulk handling
system has been passed on to the consuming public. In days gone by, when
producers sold their product on a world
parity basis and purchased machinery
and tools of trade from firms enjoying
the protection of high tariffs, wheat
growers, as a result of extremely low
prices, adverse seasons, big overdrafts
and high interest charges, of necessity
had to receive Government aid. Unfortunately, whenever financial assistance
was given, the newspapers of the day
carried big headlines stating that wheat
gr@wers were receiving a handout at the
expense of taxpayers. Consequently, the
farmer was dubbed as "spoon fed" by
those who did not realize the difficulties
under which he was working.
I wish to point out that, during the
last few years, wheat growers have
returned to the taxpayers more than
they ever received from the Government.
But, during this period, have the newspapers carried the same headlines informing the public of the wheat growers'
contribution to the economy of this
country? I say they have not. For that
reason I wish to state these facts. During
the last five years the price of wheat has
been approximately 12s. a bushel greater
than the home consumption price. As the
quantity of wheat for home consumption
is approximately 60,000,000 bushels, on
those figures it is evident that the grower
is subsidizing the consuming public to
the extent of approximately £38,000,000
annually, to make possible the purchase
of a cheap loaf of bread. The wheat
growers have provided cheap wheat also
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for the dairying and pig raising industries and to poultry farmers. Without
this contribution, the price of eggs would
be double what it is to-day. Also butter,
other dairy products and bacon, would
be considerably dearer than they are at
present. I believe the public should be
acquainted with these facts. I realize
that eggs are an important item in the
family budget and, although they appear
to' be dear, I am sure the housewife
would utter daily prayer for the wheat
grower if she realized it was he who was
keeping eggs at the ruling price to-day;
otherwise they would be double their
present price.
Reverting to the Bill, the location of
the new silos is to be decided by the
Government. on the recommendation of
the Grain Elevators Board. The Minister
mentioned in his second-reading speech a
specific number of silos to be erected. He
said that silO's would be built at approximately 35 stations not already served,
and that at 74 stations alreJ.dy ppssessing
facilities, annexe bins would be provided.

a

Mr. Moss.-That is an approximate
figure.
Mr. TURNBULL.-I trust that the
Government wUI not decide the location
of the silos before the Board has had
an opportunity of investigating the requirements of all districts. I have before
me a statement of the wheat receivals
at the Oharlton railway station for the
last three years, and doubtless a similar
position was experienced at many other
cenkes. In 1947-48, 613,000 bushels
were received 'at CharIton; in 1948-49,
543,000 bushels; and in 1949-50, 636,000
bushels. Members can easily realize the
congestion at tha t station during the
delivery season, and the loss of manhours as the outcome of 70 or 80 motor
trucks having to queue up to take their
turn to unload Wlheat.
The Bill will
enable extra storages to be provided so
that congestion will be relieved.
For
the reasons I have stated, the Opposition
supports the measure.
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-In supporting the Bill, I wish to point out that the
system of bulk-handling of Wlheat came
into operation in Victoria in 1939, at
railway stations !Where the average
yearly delivery was 30,000 bags or more.
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At that time, it was considered that it
would not be economi'Cal to provide these
f.aciUties at locations ,where a smaller
quantity was delivered.
Before the
establishment of the system, many
wheat grO'wers failed to realize Hs advantages and strong opposition was
raised against the proposal.
However,
it was not long after the introduction of
the scheme that growers realized that
their wheat was being handled most
sa tisfactorily from every ,angle. .
At the COIn'mencement of the scheme,
it was anticipated that the Grain
Elevators Board would have a harvesting period of eight weeks in which to
handle the wheat.
As the out'come ot
the introduction of maohinery on farms
-particularly tractors-the harvesting
period was reduced to about five week~.
Despit'e that reduction in the period, the
Board was ahle to handle the crop sa tisfactorily. The ,present shortage of bags
and the difficulty of obtaining men tu
sew them have caused ,anxiety among
growers, who :must depend upon bulk
storages.
When the chairman of the
Gra'in Elevators Board was giving evidence before the Public Works Committee, he recommended the establishment' of bulk storages on farms. The
suggestion should be given consideration.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-I think the
idea is a II .washout."
Mr. ,MORTON.-Comments may b~
made by those who know all about milk
and other products, but 1 think the
Wlhea t farmer is the best judge of the
way in which his commodity should be
handled. The Public Works Committee
recom.mended that elevators with a
oapacity of 100,000 bushels should be
provided at small country stations, and I
understand that the Government is considering the erection of them at 35
stations, where deliveries range between
20,000 and 30,000 bags eaah year. The
storages now available in Victoria will
accommodate 31,180,000 bushels, plus
some 1,600,000 bushels gristed by millers
during the harvest season.
Even with
that capacity to handle approxi,mately
33,000,000 bushels, there is need for
additional storages, and I approve of the
proposal to increase the borrowing
powers of the Board to £4,500,000, because the erection of 35 additional silos
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will cost about £2,000,000. At present
the Board's borrowing powers are
restricted to the sum of £2,500,000.
Clause 5 of bhe Bill will amend subsection (1) of section 32 of the Act,
which provides that before a contract O'f
the value of £100 ,or more is entered into,
it must be advertised by the Board, and
seven days' noUce must 'be given.
At
present it is almost im,possible to induce
contractors to tender for a sm:all job of
a value of only £100, and so the Government is wLse in in-creasing the amount to
£500.
'
Clause. 7 will give the Board authority
to establish a reserve fund of £500,000.
In the past, lean years have been experienced; for instance, in 1944-45 the
Board received only 511,000 bushels of
If the usual price oharged
wheat.
farmers had been adhered to then, the
Board WO'uld have incurred a loss of
approximately £115,000 on its working
for the year. Fortunately, it was acting
as agent for the Commonwealth Government at the time, so it has recouped the
amount it had expended. The reserve
fund of £500,000 win ensure that, in a
lean year, the Board will have sufficient
funds available t6 cover its operating
costs.
In the last three years the average
yield hh3 been 36,475,000 bushels. In
1946-47 the Grain Elevators Board received 45,774,000 bushels and the Railway Department provided 20,679 trucks;
in 1947-48 the Board handled 34,948,000
bushels, and 23,173 rtrucks were provided; and in 1948-49 the Board handled
38,703,000 bushels, and 24,463 trucks
were provided. I have been informed
that in future the number of available
trucks can be increased. The Railway
Department has co-operated excellently
with the Grain Elevators Board.
I feel that the bulk handling system
has proved so economical that the bagging of wheat will become a thing of
the past. It will be necessary for the
farmer who grows a large quantity of
wheat to make provision for some
storage on his farm for a limited
period.
The handling of Victorian
wheat crops in the future will be
carried out in the most economical
way by the closest co-operation between
Mr. Morton.
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the wheat farmer and the Grain ElevatO'rs BO'ard. The wheat harvest O'ccupies
a 'periO'd O'f O'nly apprO'ximately five weeks,
when millions of bushels are handled. It
would be quite uneconomical for the
Grain ElevatO'rs BO'ard to' prO'vide
stO'rage space fO'r all wheat that could
be grown in one season, as the storages
would be used for only a limited period.
Mr. TURNBuLL.-During the harvesting
seasO'n the millers grist wheat all the
time, and that relieves the position.
Mr. MORTON.-They grist approximately 1,600,000 bushels. However, according to the figures in my possession,
last year the Grain Elevators Board
handled 38,703,000 bushels and the
storage capacity of its silos was only
33,000,000 bushels. It is necessary for
approximately 5,000,000 bushels to be
stored fO'r a few weeks, so that the
Grain ElevatO'rs Board may have the
O'PPO'rtunity to dispose of that quantity.
Mr. TURNBULL.-Is it possible to load
ships during .the harvesting season?
Mr. MORTON.-It is possible, but the
Railway Department would have to provide transport to the seaboard. I again
stress the urgent need for the farmer to
make some prO'vision for temporary storage of wheat O'n the farm during the
harvesting season. I am pleased to learn
that it has been recommended that silos
with a capacity of 100,000 bushels should
be installed at two stations in my
electorate.
Mr. TuRNBuLL.-Are the loca,tions
mentioned in the report of the Public
Works Committee?
Mr. MORTON.-Yes. The recommendation is that silos should be erected at
Glenorchy and Tatyoon. At present sO'me
of the wheat grown in the nO'rthern par,t
O'f Glenorchy is taken to the Murtoa silO'.
With the establishment O'f an elevator at
Glenorchy, Murtoa will obtain some
relief, and all wheat growers around
Glenorchy will receive the advantages of
bulk handling. If a silo were established
at Tatyoon, the pressure on the Willaura
silos would be relieved, and growers in
the area would have the privilege of
participating in bulk handling. I support the proposals contained in the Bill.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill).-This measure will be welcomed
by everyone concerned. As a wheat
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grower of 30 years' experience, I claim
a little knowledge of the difficulties confronting the man on the land. The
Grain Elevators Board was established
in 1934 to implement the bulk handling
system of wheat. With the slow means
of ,transport then in vogue, it was found
that the facilities were quite reasonable
for the first five or six years. An addi• tional factor was that the price of jute
was low and ample supplies were forthcoming. However, from 1939 onwards
jute goods were at a premium and were
very scarce. Because of transport disabilities during the war period, the
shortage of silo space and the sea rei ty
of bags, the wheat grower was in great
trouble, and in many cases had to improvise to overcome his harvesting
difficulties.
As a result of the efforts of·the honorable member for Borung and myself, the
previous Government submitted to the
Parliamentary Public Works Committee
terms of reference relating to extension
of bulk handling facilities. When I read
the report of the committee I was impressed with the excellent way in which
it had handled the subject. In my
opinion, however, the proper authority
to deal with the location of new sites is
the Grain Elevators Board, which has
records since 1934 of deliveries to bag
and bulk stations. The silos and bulk. heads at many stations in Victoria have
become overtaxed. Lt was not until last
year that local administrations were set
up to police the deliveries made to silos.
For instance, the Quambatook silo was
originally designed to receive 270,000
bushels, but eventually three districts
outside the proclaimed area were supplying wheat to that station. and an impossible situation developed. Wheat was
being carted from Oakvale, which under
normal conditions received 20,000 to
30,000 bags a year. I understand that
last year. because of the shortage of bags,
not one bag of wheat was received at
Oakvale.
I feel that the Grain Elevators Board
is in a posi,tion to consider fully all
aspects of the bulk handling system
throughout Victoria. With the volume
of wheat grown during the last few years,
the fast means of transport and the large
types of harvesting machinery in use, it
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has been found that the bulkheads and
silos cannot cope with the deliveries. The
Railway Department has had to come to
the rescue, and last year it did an excellent job in Victoria, shifting each week
between 4,000 and 5,000 trucks of wheat
from the silos to the seaboard. That
was an exceNent effo~t, but it necessit'ated interference to some extent witih
the nor,mal outward transport of freight
from Melbourne. If greater quantities
of wheat could be held in the silos,
which would obv,iate the necessity for
the railWaY'S to transport the wheat immediately to the seaiboard, conditions in
the wheat industry would be relieved.
When I was a member of the State
Development Committee. I visited a
number of districts in connection with
inquiries by that committee, and in those
areas I learned tha t many farmers
desired some form of bulk handling of
their wheat.
,When Mr. Glowrey, the chairman of
the Grain Elevators Board, returned
from abroad, he advocated that farmers
in thds State should instal bulk-storage
fa-cHiNes on their farms. I am satisfied
that only by su~h a system will it be
possible to aUevia te the dlifficulties now
being experienced in the delivery to; and
storage of whea't at the railway bulkheads.
Mr. WHITE (AUendale).---Do you
agree with the plan for the' provision
'of bulk'storage on the farms?
'IJieut.-Colonel
lUPiWORTH.-Definitely I do. I could name at least ten
farmers in my distr.ict who are providing bulk storage on their properties.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That is their own
pigeon.
Lieut.-Colonel HiliPWORTH.-I think
the Chief Secretary realizes that if
farmers provided bulk storage on their
farms, it would help them to ol'1ganize
and regul'a te the workin'g of their
properties.
Mr. HAYEs.-Producers cannot be paid
for their wheat while it is held on their
properties.
Lieut.-Colonel
HEPIWOR11H.-'Dhey
would be paid just as. quickly in the long
run. During the rush period of the last
season, I had some experience in the
delivery of wheat.
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1MI'.
WHITE (Allendale) .-You are
advocating the installa'tion of additional
storage on the farms?
Lieut.~olonel HIPWORTH.---.JI am. In
my O'piniO'n, the farmers should help
themselves in that respect.
Mr. WHITE (AUendale).-Jf farmers
provided home storage, they would have
to' bear the cO'st in'VO'l,ved and at the same
time meet the cost of the provisiO'n of
silos at the railway stations.
Lieut.-Colonel
HlJPWORTH.-The
honorable member for Allendale is a past
master at interjecting. If he had more
backgrocmd in wheat growing, he would
realize that what I have said must
happen in Victoria. If a system of
speedy motor tran~ort is used, and if
the modern methods of ha,rvesting crops
quickly are to continue to O'peI"ate, it
will be necessary to provide enlarged
bulkheads or silos at the raHway stations
to accom'ffiodate the wheat. In the report of tihe Parliamentary Public Works
Committee, reference is made to places
such as Kerang, Swan Hill, Lake Boga,
Oakvale, and other towns in my electora teo I do not think farmers in those
districts desire to be given preferential
treatment over wheat growers in other
parts of Victoria. However, a large
quantity of wheat is produced in tlhe
areas mentioned, and it will be essential
to inlcrease the bulk storage facilities at
many railway stations in the wheatgrowing districts. In my opinion, bag
stations at which 15,000 bags of wheat
or more have been delivered---<going back
as f.a:r a'S 1940-should be provided with
some form of bulk handMng. If that
were done, the extra storage facilities
would relieve congestion at the existing
silo stations, and ·an average harv,est
could be' handled much more expeditiously.
We realize, only t,oo happily, that the
la'st two or three seasons have produced
bumper harvests, and probably the forthcoming harvest win be one 0.£ 1Jhe biggest
in the history of Victoria. Therefore,
difficuLties will again be encountered in
the handling of the wheat crop. That
brings me to the question of difficulty of
c0ntrol at the silo stations. That is a
matter for consideration by the Grain
Elevators Board.
The wheat grO'wer
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who rises earliest is the best dressed, so
to speak, as far as wheat deliveries are
concerned.
Mr. HAYES.-All farmers cannot deliver
their wheat at the .silo at the same time.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-That is
so.
Therefore, a system should be
adopted at the opening of the season
whioh would peI"mitaH fa1rmers to
deliver a nU!miber of bags based on the
acreage sown to whea:t.
When aU
gr,owers had delivered their allobted
quantity, they would all make further
deliveries in the same rotation. Last season many farmers in the Quambatook
district harvested 2,000 or 3,000 bags of
wheat, which had to be left in the paddocks, because 1t was impossible to get
carters to transport the wheat to the silos.
If wheat has to be left in the paddocks
for two or three weeks after it has been
harvested, the farmers run a big risk of
loss. Therefore, I recommend that the
Minister who will be controlling the
administration of the legislation should
consider the adoption of a system of
control to regulate deliveries to the silos.
Mr. HAYEs.-That is mentioned in the
report of the Public Works Committee.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-But such
a system has not yet operated. I was
pleased to note that the adoption of a
system on those lines has been considered. It is hard to organize the man
on the land. Many farmers have spent
a good deal of money in providing
modern means of transport for the conveyance of their wheat to the silos, but
on account of the limi,ted silo space, they
cannot use their transport system to the
fullest extent.
The silos were originally established
to receive deliveries of wheat spread
over eight or nine weeks. A.t that time,
horse transport was largely used. Members will realize that at the pres en t time
an improved system of transport operates
throughout Victoria. Much of the wheat
is now conveyed by bulk motor transport. That, of course, has considerably
reduced the period during which the
whole of the wheat is delivered. Another
factor is that the wheat yield has inThe delivery
creased considerably.
period has been reduced to about onethird of that in which the harvest was
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previously delivered. For those reasons,
the silos are of insufficient capacity to
handle the whole of the harvest during
the normal delivery period. Many wheat
growers, who now use mechanical
methods of transporting their grain to
the silos, can deliver their crops much
more quickly than can their neighbours.
Therefore, a system of control of deliveries at the railway bulkhead to permit
of all farmers delivering a fair percentage of their harvest is essential. If
that were done, the man who still has
only slow transport will not suffer
unduly.

Mr. HAYEs.-The man who has to cart
his wheat a long distance must also be
considered.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-That is
so. Some farmers have to cart their
wheat 30 miles, while others cart only
3 miles.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Not many wheat
growers cart their grain 30 miles now.
HIPWORTH.-Some
Lieut.-Colonel
growers have been carting their wheat
from Kerang to Quambatook, a distance
of 27 miles.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-But they would have
been taking it out of their prescribed
area.
Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH.-They
carted their wheat to Quambatook, but
no objection was raised. My final point
is that in considering the establishment
of new centres for bulk handling, the
Grain Elevators Board should take into
consideration the facts of the last two
or three years, when the bulk of the
wheat of many growers was carted longer
distances to neighbouring silos. If, for
instance, there was a silo at Oakvale, it
would relieve deliveries at Quambatook
and Gredgwin to the extent of 30,000 or
40,000 bags. It is pleasing to note that
it is proposed under the Bill to give the
Grain Elevators Board authority to increase the limit of its borrowing powers
from £2,500,000 to £4,500,000 for the
purpose of erecting additional silos. I
do not think exception will be taken to
the use of materials for the construction
of additional silos and storage space,
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because that will help to preserve the
national income.
I commend· the
measure.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I commend the Minister of Agriculture
for bringing forward this Bill at this
stage in the Government's history, partly
because it was part of the policy announced by the Country party during the
last election campaign to make amendments to the Grain Elevators Act to
provide for the building of extra bulk
storages at railway stations. The history of bulk handling in this State is
interesting. In the early 1920's a Bill
to provide bulk handling of wheat was
passed in this Parliament, but it was
never put into operation. It was not
until the 1930's that bulk handling of
wheat crystallized, largely through the
efforts of my predecessor, the late Sir
Louis Bussau, who forced the issue with
the Government of that time. His
efforts resulted in the passing of a Bill
to authorize the construction of wheat
silos.
When the building of the silos was
undertaken, there was considerable opposition to the bulk handling system,
not only from dty people, but also from
some wheat growers who said that they
would not change from bag handling to
bulk handling of wheat. In 1939, which
was the first year in which the Grain
Elevators Board operated in what we
know as the Geelong area, before the
season was over, wheat growers, including those who had objected to bulk
handling, wished to put 100 per cent. of
their wheat through the elevator system.
Throughout the State there is no
greater monument to Governments than
the bulk handling system which has been
established since 1939. I say that not
because I am a wheat grower. or because
the system has paid its way, but because
it has raised the standard of one of our
staple produots. Bulk handling through
the elevators is the most hygienic method
of handling wheat. Once it is stored in
the silo it is free from the depredations
of a mouse plague, from the deterioration which takes place in the wheat
stack, and so on. Wheat can bp d~livered
direct from the harvest field to the silo
in tip-top condition. Australia can ('ompete with any country in the world in
the quality of its wheat and flour.
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I represent a minority amongst wheat
growers which believ;es that there should
be instituted in Australia a system of
wheat grading. The old f.a.q. method
of selling is obsolete, for the reason that
samples are taken from all parts of the
State, irrespective of the type of soil on
which the grain is grown, climatic conditions, moisture content of the grain,
and other pertinent factors. Irrespective
of whether the wheat has a high
or IQIW gluten content, aH the samples
go into the busbel measure and that
sets the f.a.q. standa~d. In Canada
the grading system has been established.
I claim' that with the eXlception of one
grade of Canadian wheart Australia can
supply wheat of 'a quality equal to
that of any on the world's markets.
One grade only of Canadian wheat may
beat o'urs; I say "may" because even
that is problematical. I feel that the
farmer who grows quality wheat should
be paid ,for quality.
The Agriculture Departments in Victoria and other
States are to be commended for the
strenuous efforts they are making in
their attempts to raise the quality of
Australian wheat. I believe that through
the silo system, properly controlled, Victoria could grade its wheat. There are
various bins in a single elevator unit and
those bins are now being used to some
degree for the holding of various grades
of grain. ,
.
This is more or less a financial Bill,
the crux of which is clause 6, which
extends the borrowing powers of the
Grain Elevators Board from £2,500,000
to £4,500,000.
That prOVlSlOn will
enable the Board to build extra silos.
When that work has been done I desire
the Board to take into consideration my
remarks on the grading of the grain.
As I have said, various State Agriculture Departmen ts are a ttempting to
raise the standard of our grain. An outstanding fact to the producer is that the
high quality gluten content wheat generally is a low yielder. One of the highest
gluten content producers is the "Minister" type, which makes beautiful flour
and bread. In the Mallee where the
ordinary grade of wheat will yield six or
seven bags to the acre the "'Minister"
type will yield only two or three bags.
The producer is paid for "Minister"
Mr. Dodgshun.
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wheat only the same price as is paid on
f.'a.q. The Departments are aJt:tempting
to cross-breed wheats in order to get
both quality and quantity, and I commend them for their efforts.
When the proposals that are set out in
the Minister's second-reading speech are
iIlljplemen ted, following the passage of
this Bill, consideration should be given to
the location of the extra bins. The Minister of Agr:iculture has divided that question into two parts. He has intimated
that it is intended to build sHos to 100,000
bushels capacity at 35 stations which are
now bag receiving stations. I am in full
accord with that proposal, because the
standard probably will be, on the average,
up to 60,000 bushels over a period. We
have been told that the existing silos
were built on an average of 30,000 bag
deliveries over ten years, or 90,000
bushels.
When the eleva,tors were built in 1939,
some of the stations that will probably be
affected by this measure had an average
delivery close to the required 30,000
bags, but deliveries to those stations
have since declined. They have not been
up to the standard that obtained prior
to 1939. because at adjoining stations
grain eleva tor bins were provided. As
was exp'lained by the honorable member
for Swan Hill, grow,~s in the restricted
area, as set down by a com,mittee in
each district in consultation with the
Grain Elevators Board, came into the
adjoining area and delivered wheat to
the elevators. That caused considerable
congestion in many districts. The congestion will be relieved once the elevators
a're built at the ima,in bag-receiving
stations. I have informed many of my
constituents that they are ruining their
chance of getting an elevator at a bagreceiving station because they are delivering their wheat to an elevator
station out of their own district and in an
elevator district. That matter has been
covered and no doubt will be taken into
considera tion by the Board.
There are t,wo other factors whi'ch
should cause grave concern, partilcularly
in ref,erence ,to congestion during the
harvest period.
The Boa~d has contra'cts with certain millers in country
towns to receive a specified quantity of
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wheat annually. Where there has been
a contract with a miller in a country
town, almost without ie~cepiion difficulties have been eXlperienced, although
in some instances the grain elevators
. . under the control of the Board
have been utilized t'O supplement the
quantity of wheat tihat the miller takes.
Very often the miller fills his own
storages. He then says, "I am right for
the year," and refuses to keep the wheat
moving. In some of those towns it will be
neces-sary to build extra storage.
The economics of the whole storage
system must be studied. Wheat growers
do not want to follow the example set
in New South Wales, where merely a
storage system operates. The Victorian
system is a bulk handling system. Prior
to the last war sufficient ships came from
overseas to take the wheat. During the
war, while the Grain Elevators Board
was in operation, only ten ships
a year took wheat from Geelong.
That meant that the greater part of the
whea t harvested was gristed in this
country for export as flour. That should
be the objective, if it can be achieved. It is
better to sell flour than wheat, because,
being more concentrated, it occupies
less shipping space, and the offals are
available in this country for feeding and
fattening Bve stock.
The third point as proposed by the
Minister is the extension of the silo
capacity at existing stations. It is here
that I want to issue a word of caution
regarding the economics of the scheme.
The sHos at the 30,000-bag stations were
generally built to handle' during the
season two and a half times their
capacity. That means, roughly, that
where there is a 220,000-bushel silo,
which in round figures is equivalent to
70,000 bags, it is expected to handle
150,000 bags. Silos were built on that
principle generally, and if we depart from
it the economics of the whole scheme will
be upset.
Although I represent the largest
wheat-growing electorate in the State,
I am not satisfied that at this stage it
is necessary, or that it would be
economical at all the stations mentioned
-there are 74 of them-to construct
the extra storage. For years there has
been a shortage of railway rolling stock.
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During the war at least 1,000 Victorian
trucks were in South Australia or elsewhere, being used for war purposes, and
Victoria had usually only 1,000, but
sometimes 1,500 and rarely 2,000, ,to
move the whole of the wheat haryest.
There was much C'ongestion, especially
when there was an average crop. Last
year and the previous year the minimum
number of trucks was 3,000, but in some
. years it has been increased to 4,000. All
sorts of trucks have been pressed into
service for carrying wheat.
Previous1ly the Railway Department
did not seem to have the capacHy to
muster trucks from all over the State
and to deliver them to the wheat areas
when the crops were being harvested.
There was a fortnight's delay, at least,
after the grain commenced to come into
the silos before it could be taken away.
All honorable members know that the
Railway Department has launched a comprehensive programme of construction
for engines, trucks, and other rolling
stock. It is expected that a number of
the new trucks will be available for th1s
season's wheat, and that next year there
will be 2,000 more. My opinion is that
when that happens congestion will be
overcome in the districts where it exists
to-day. With the improved handling of
the wheat on the Mildura line and east
of it to Dunolly, and in the Wimmera and
Mallee to Murtoa, much of the congestion will disappear.
One or two members have stressed the
idea of farm stora~es, and I make· no
secret of the fact that I am opposed to
any Government or any Government
instrumentality teiling the farmers what
they should do in that regard when the
Government it·setf has a handling
system. It would be wholly uneconomic
to tell the farmers that they must bund
stoOrages on their farms even for only
500 or 1,000 bags when iron and steel
are as scarce as they are at present. In
·any district the cost would be ten timps
as much as the cost of pl·acing an extra
silo at a railway station. The honorable
member foOr Swan Hill broke down his
own argument when he advocated
storage on the farm and committees tt)
regulate wheat coming into the silos.
With storages on the farm there would
be no need for committees to regulate
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the flow of wheat into the silos. I advocate tlhe appointment of such committees.
They worked effectively in many districts in the war period, and in some
places last year. Often, however, action
is deferred until the silo is full, and
then' each farmer is regula ted as to
what he can bring in.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-What is
the relationship between the size of the
silo and the size of the harvest?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is hard to say
in existing circumstances.
I have
already said tha t the silo is based
roughly on the idea of its being filled
two and a half times in coping with an
average crop.
Mr. CAIN.-What is the present capacity of the si'los?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-About 22,000,000
bushels, wi1Jh the terminal silos. It is all
very well for honoI'1able members to say
that a high price is being obtained for
wheat to-day. The honorable member
for Dundas probably realizes that
farmers are having a birthday at present,
but that it cannot last for ever. When
the ,price of wheat falls it wnl be difficult
to pull costs down. The objective is to
obtain an even flow of wheat from the
harvest field to the shipping centre and
the pLaces where it is consumed. Tha t
is the purpose of the Bill. I rose· to speak
only for two reasons-I am intensely interested in the wheat-growing areas, and
there have been references to bulk storage
on farms, and they do not represent the
wishes of the ordinary wheat farmer.
I trust that honorable members will give
full consideration to the Bill because it
is important. Wheat growing is a basic
industry on whi'ch the economy of Australia has been built, sometimes to the
detriment of the grower.
I hope the House will give the Bill a
speedy passage so that the Grain Elevators Board will be able to draw plans for
the erection of Uhe new si'los. I do not
wish anybody to be buoyed up by the
hope that relief will be provided for the
coming harvest or the following one. It
may be necessary for the Government
to bring men from overseas to do the job,
Ilnd in any event matedals will have to
be imported. I do not want even the
Grain Elevators Board to be adamant
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on the type of grain elevators that will
be built. The Minister of Agriculture
has said that circular bins of concrete
will be constTucted. There may be more
economical ways of handling the situation. I desire that all avenues shall .
be explored before the final decision is
made. I trust I will remain in office
sufficiently long to have the opportunity
of expressing in Cabinet my views on
the matter. I commend the Bill to the
House and wish it a speedy passage.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-It may be
contended that little, if any, wheat is
grow!"! in the metropolitan area. My
constituents do not produce wheat; they
consume it. This legislation ·has been
introduced largely as the outcome of .
proposals by the Parliamentary Public
Works Committee, of which I had the
honor of being a member. That committee produced a progress report and,
although all members of this House
have received a copy, I venture
to suggest tha t many ha ve never
read its contents.
I direct the
attention of the Minister of Agriculture
to the fact that a progress report was
presented, first because the committee
considered the provision of adequate
accommoda tion for wheat grown by
faTmers was all important; and secondly,
because the committee anticipated that
the life of the Hollway Government
would be short.
The Parliamentary Public Works Committee often makes inquiries which
extend over a long period; some inquiries
cover a period of twelve months. Evidence is taken from Departmental officers
and other experts, but, before a report
is finalized the Government goes out of
office and all the committee's work goes
by the board. A new committee, when
appointed, has to start over again. New
members coming on to the committee
do not desire to see a transcript of
evidence; they wish to meet those who
tendered the evidence. The impression
gained by members of the committee
depends largely on the class of person
submitting evidence, and the manner of
its submission. Therefore, arrangements
should be made to ensure that, while
inquiries are progressing, the committee
m'ay continue'its investigations, complete
its report, and present it to Parliament.
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Tha t could easily be done. My experience
has been that considerable time and
labour have been lost and valuable reports
have gone astray because Parliament has
been dissolved before the completion of
investigations by the committee. I desire
to quote a paragraph from the progress
report from the ParUamentary Public
Works Committee in relation to the subject matter of this Bill. . It readsWHETHER ADDITIONAL STORAGE
SPACE IS NECESSARY AT ANY OF THE
PRESENT BULK HANDLING STATIONS.
Since the introduction of the bulk handling system in V,ictoria some ten years ago,
changes have taken place in the wheat
farming industry which have rendered the
existing silos inadequate to meet the greatly
increased production of wheat and the
quicker rate of delivery. The main factors
which have brought about increased production are the introduction of new wheats,
improved farming methods, the abolition of
wheat licences, and the stabilization of the
price of wheat. Mechanizat'ion has stepped
up the harvesting rate of grain by more
than double the rate which existed at the
time plans were made for the installation
of the present silO's. Added to this is the
fact that deliveries from farm to silo are
now made almost exclusively by motor
trucks with trailers carrying loads almost
undreamed of ten or more years ago and
further increases in production and speeding
up of the delivery rate can be expected in
the future.
Furthermore, the Railway
Department, whilst doing its utmost to cope
with the transport of each season's wheat
to the seaboard has not kept pace with the
progress made by the wheat industry,
through stress of war and other circumstances, and the evidence indicated that
shortage of rolling stock has ~ften caused
bottle-necks at silos.

That submission is of great importance.
The committee has taken evidence at
various centres. Naturally, many farmers desire the erection of a silo at
their back door, but it is impossible to
place silos just where farmers may want
them. Locations must be decided on an
economic basis. Farmers to-day are
unable to secure silo space and I
feel sure that this measure will at least
be the means of ensuring the erection of
more silos in Victoria where they are
considered necessary. I take this OPPOTtunity of expressing my appreciation,
and tha t of other members o'f the
Parliamentary Public Works Committee,
to the many farmers who interested
themselves in the proposal and tendered
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evidence of great importance, not only
to the committee, but to the State of
Victoria and the nation as a whole.
I direct attention more particularly
to an interesting visit to the Blackheath
area which is situated between the
Warracknabeal and Dimboola railway
stations. The district produces much
wheat, which in many cases has to be
carted a distance of 20 miles. Farmers in the district requested that a
roadside silo should be established at
a given spot at which wheat could be
dumped and allowed to remain for the
time being. The farmers submitted a
fair case and members of the committee
were impressed with the disabilities
under which they were labouring. It
was shown in some instances that wheat
had to be carted up to 20 miles to a
convenient silo.
Those farmers contended that they
were placed at a disadvantage compared
with others who were within reasonable
distance of a silo. This matter was
discussed fully by the committee, and at
one stage it was felt that a roadside silo
should be established. However, after
taking in to consideration all the economics of the matter, the committee re-.
commended that it would be better to
build a rail way line between the two
existing lines to alleviate the difficulties
of farmers in the Blackheath area.
When that proposal was explained to
growers who previously had supported
the establishment of a roadside silo,
they endorsed the recommendation. If
the proposal is adopted and a connecting
line is built, I feel certain that the present
congestion will be relieved. I direct
attention to the following recommendation of tlhe Public Works Committee:That a Select Committee, consisting of one
representative each from the Grain Elevators
Board, the Australian Wheat Board, the
Victorian Railways Commissioners, and two
representatives of the wheat growers be
appointed to draw up a comprehensive plan
showing (a) where silos should be constructed at bag stations; and (b) additional
storage which should be provided at existing
bulk handling stations.

Mr. CAIN.-That recommendation was
not acted upon.
Mr. HAYES.-That is true, because the
Government adopted the attitude that it
would permit the Grain Elevators Board
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to do the job. I appreciate the excellent
work that has been done by the Board.
Possibly its members think that its representatives on the proposed committee
will be in a .minority but the appointment of the committee will be a step in
the right direction, because it will
obviate any feelings of discontent with
the provision of silos at various centres.
Some farmers will still be located many
miles from a silo and,. in the future,
their position will be no better than it is
at present. Possibly that will cause some
dissatisfaction. I also direct attention
to the recommendation which provides
for the construction of a railway line
connecting the two main lines running
to Yaapeet and PatchewollockThat a railway line be constructed from
Dimbobla to Minyip or Murtoa (a) to serve
the Blackheath area; and (b) to relieve
congestion on that section of the MelbourneAdelaide line between Murtoa and Dimboola.
I trust that consideration will be given to
the proposal, because the Public Works
Committee informed farmers in the
Blackheath district that a roadside silo
was out of the question 'but it would
endorse the suggeSition to build a connecting .railway line to relieve the con. gestion during the delivery period.
The honorable member for Swan Hill
referred to the rationing of silo space
and in this connection the Public Works
Committee made the following recommendationThat, as a temporary expedient, where
silos are unable to cope with deliveries, a
system of rationing of silo space be introduced by which (a) growers' committees
would assess on a wheat-acreage basis the
quantity of wheat which each grower could
deliver to a silo; and (b) the balance of his
wheat could be stacked in bags at sidings,
or, if he so desired, held on his own property until silo space is available.
Every farmer is not located within 2
or 3 miles of a silo. The owners of
properties within a short distance of a
silo enjoy advantages over other growers
whose farms are situated 10 or 15
Therefore each
miles farther out.
grower should be allocated a percentage
of silo space; otherwise producers
who have to travel long distances will
find that all the space has been absorbed
before their wheat reaches the silo.
There is no valid reason why farmers
living within a short distance of a silo
Mr. Hayes.
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should be permitted to store 90 per cent.
their wheat to the disadvantage of
other growers.

of

Another question to which serious con·
sideration was given by the Public Works
Committee was the provision of storages
on farms. The idea was coldly receIved
and it was not supported by one witness
in every ten who gave evidence. The
honorable member for Swan Hill supported the system but I do not, for the
reason that it involves the wheat grower
in too many risks. In the first place, a
farmer who carts his wheat to a silo is
paid shortly afterwards but no matter
how capable a man mlaY be, he has to
face the risk of wheat stored on his
farm being affected by fire, the depreda·
tions of mice, disease, and so on. Those
aspects must be considered.
Mr. CAIN.-The farmer would have to
meet additional costs if he stored wheat
on his property?
Mr. HAYES.-Yes. The provision of
silos on farms was strongly advocated by
the chairman of the Grain Elevators
Board, who doubtless was honest in his
endeavours to have the scheme introduced, but the committee unanimously
decided against the proposal. I repeat
that a majority of witnesses did not
support the idea, principally in view of
the added risks involved. Wheat stored
on a farm cannot be insured.
Mr. FRAsER.-All crops can be insured.
Mr. HAYES.-The committee mad~
inquiries into the maHer of providing
insuran'ce for wheat f·armers against
damage to their crops by fire, rain, or
pests, and was informed that no company
would insure a crop. A'ction should be
taken to providE: insurancE: because
farmers should not be deprived of their
earnings if crops are affected by fir~,
rain, or pests. In this connection, I
direot ·attention to the following comment O'f the Minister in his explanatory
speech:THe Auditor-General has also recom·
mended that country elevators and equip.
ment of the Board should be covered against
fire risk. He points out that the elevators
are almost wholly of concrete and steel
construction, and, therefore, the fire risk is.
small; the value of the structures and
equipment total over £1,000,000. Because
the elevators are dispersed throughout the
State, and the risk is well spread, the
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Board prefers to adhere to the p,olicy of
carrying the risk itself with the intention
of charging the cost of any necessary
replacement against the reserve fund.

I ask the Government to investigate the
possibility ot insurance cover being given
to wheat growers. The honorable member for Grant has stated that insurances
can be effected, but evidence to the contrary was given to the Public Works
Committee. I understand that insurance
companies are not prepared to accept the
risk on the basis required by the farmers,
that is, an over-all cover against rain,
fire, or damage by pests.
Mr. CAIN.-I expect that the companies
would accept the risk if the farmers
were prepared to pay high premiums.
Mr. HAYES.-I understand that'the
companies will not give a cover under
any condition. As a member of the
Public Works Committee, I had the
opportunity of visiting various centres
where silos were established and where
it was considered extensions were required, and iI am sure that this Bill is
a step in the right direction. I realize
that wheat silos cannot be established
at every country station, also that many
silos win not be erected for four or five
years. In the meantime, growers in areas
not served by sHos will have to put up
with some inconvenience. All gflowers
will have to accept the risks of fire,
drought, and damage to their crops by
pests. I am pleased that the Government has seen fit to give effect to several
recommenda tions of the Public Works
Committee. I hope that my remarks
rela ting to the establishment of the
railway line between Dimboolaand
Murtoa will be considered by the
Government.
The sitting was 8uspended at 12.53 p.m.
until 2.47 p.m.

Mr. FRASER (Grant).-The system
of bulk handling of wheat is not new as
its success has been established in most
wheat-growing countries throughout the
world. In Victoria, it was introducep to
effect economies and to eliminate unnecessary labour attaching to the system
of bag handling. It did not take long
for bulk handling to prove its effectiveness. and now it is an economic necessity.
Members will recall that difficulties arose
during the war years. In the first -place,
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the scarcity of jute meant not only an
increase in the price of bags, but also a
shortage, and if the bulk handling system
had not been operating wheat growers
would have been in a dilemma. In that
period, much of the rolling stock of our
railways was being used for war
purposes, and as the Chief Secretary
mentioned, numbers of Victorian trucks
were in use on the South Australian
railways. Those conditions proved the
effectiveness of the bulk handling system.
The silo capacity was thoroughly tested,
and it was found necessary for the Grain
Elevators Board to erect bulkheads at
many stations where silos had not been
built. In view of thOSE factors, the Bill
should be supported by all members.
I wish to comment upon certain statements that have been made in the debate. The honorable member for Ripon
said that he understood silos were to
be erected at two stations in his electorate. In the main, farmers in the
area represented by the honorable member go in for grazing more than for
~heilt growing. I suggest that new si'los
should be erected in wheat-growing areas
before consideration is given to districts
that may, because of certain events or
a variation in markets, change to another
system of production. The honorable
member for Ripon, in reply to an interjection, said that he thought some members knew all about mHk production but
little about wheat growing. Probably
he was not referring to members of the
Country party, because I do not think
anyone in that party knows much about
milk production. It may be said that
they are well informed on wheat because
many of them are wheat growers and
have had long experience in the industry.
Three interesting points were made
during the debate. First, it was stated
that farmers should be encouraged to
make some provision on their farms for
the storage of wheat; secondly, the
matter of insurance of wheat was raised;
and, thirdly, the construction of a railway line, as recom,mended by the Public
Works Committee, to link up Murtoa and
Dimboola was mentioned. It was suggested that the construction of a raHway
line would open up a new area, greatly
facilitate the movement of trucks, and
assist the' wheat growers in the area.
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In view of past ?xperience, it is surprising to learn that anyone would
suggest the construction of more railway
lines in Victoria.
I believe I am
correct in saying that the recommendation of the Public Works Committee was
made wdthout any reference to the Railways Commissioners. One would have
thought the Commissioners would have
been consulted by the committee to
ascertain whether the construction of
the line was practicable, whether it
would be of any advantage to railway
transport, and to gain an estimate of
the cost of construoting the line.
After aU, it is a matter of economics.
If the proposed Hne was considered to be
a profitable proposition, or of any practicable value to wheat growers there
might have been some merit in the
recommendation. However, in view of
our experience of similar lines it would
be far better if wheat growers in the
areas affected received assistance by way
of subsidy. The Western Australian
Government has abandoned the idea of
constructing new lines in wheat-growing
areas, and in many districts, particularly
in the lakes area where m'any ,returned
soldiers have been established, the
Government is subsidizing the cartage
of wheat to the nearest rail head. It
would be a better proposition to provide
a similar subsidy to wheat growers in
the Blackhea th area than to consider
the construction O'f a new railway liile.
It has been stated that farmers have
found difficulty in insuring wheat on
their properties. That contention is not
correct. During the suspension of the
sitting I contacted the Co-operative Insurance Company of Australia Limited,
and was informed ~hat insurance companies, acting in accord with principles
laid down by the Underwriters' Association, will grant insurance cover to
farrners for the wheaton their properties. The present practice is to insure a
crop from the date it is sown until it is
harvested and up to the 30th of March,
or until such time as the wheat is delivered to the receiving station. When
the wheat is accepted at the station the
responsibility for its insurance then
devolves upon the Australian Wheat
Board.
The va te for insurance from the time
the crop is sown until it is delivered to
Mr. Fraser.
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the receival station is 15s. per cent. If
a farmer desires to insure wheat in
the open on his own property he can
do so at the rate of 8s. ld. per cent.
If it is in a barn on his own property,
he can pay the barn rate, which is 12s.
per cent. In every ease the rate is quite
a low one. No difficuLty arises in respect
of insuring wheat stored on a faftm
against fire, and the rate quoted is less
than lOs. per cent. That does away
with the bogey raised earlier that
farmers could not insure wheat on their
own properties. As I stated, when the
wheat is delivered ,to the receival
station its insurance is the responsibility
of the Austvalian Wheat Board, which
has a very low percentage rate because
of the large quantity of wheat involved.
Clause 7 O'f the Bill contains a special
reference to insurance, which the Minister of Agriculture dealt with in his
second-reading speech.
The Grain
Elevators BO'ard desires to carry its own
insurence, and, having regard to the
good risk involved, I think that is a wise
decision. At the same time it has been
pointed out by the Auditor-General that
some provision should 'be made for a
replacemen t fund in the event O'f silos
being destroyed. In the Bill the Government proposes to permit .the Grain
Elevators Board to carry its own insur·
ance and put away each year a certain
sum as a cash premium. That procedure
will be followed until such time as the
fund has £500,000 to its credit. While
tha t figure remains unchanged the
practice of paying money into the fund
win cease. Tha t is a wise provision and
can be endorsed by every member.
I again wish to refer to the suggestion that wheat farmers should make
some provision for the storage of wheat
on their own propeI'tties. Despite what
has been said by members on the Government side, there is, in my opinion, a
good deal of virtue in that proposal. It
is not suggested that the farmer. should
stOle wheat on his f'arm every year or
that the provision of storage facilities
should involve him in great e~pense.
However, un'foreseen circumstances could
arise during the perIod of the wheat
harvest which might make it necessary
for the farmer, much against his will~
to store wheat on his own property ..
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Tha t being the case there is virtue in
the suggestion tha·t farmers should make
some provision for storage.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-In years gone by
farmers have kept wheat on their farms
until the middle of February.
Mr. FRASER.-Despite what the
Chief Secretary said earlier he now
acknowledges that the situation might
arise where wheat would have to be
kept on the farm.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You are
trying to twist what the Chief Secretary
said.
Mr. FRASER.-I can only interpret
his remarks. He stated that very often
in the past it was necessary for farmers
.to store wheat on their farms until
the end of February. Possibly the wheat
was harvested in December, therefore
it would be held on the propel'\ty for
eight weeks. The honorable member for
Allendale loves to live in the past. He
forgets that during the war period some
provision of this type was necessary.
Until a year or two ago, because of lack
of road transport to carlt the wheat from
the farm to the receival station, in many
cases wheat had to be stored in the
open, un-bagged.
Mr. MORTON.-With great loss to the
farmers.
Mr. FRASER.-Yes. I think I have
travelled around Victoria more extensively than has the honorable member
for Allendale and the facts will bear out
my statements. I repeat that the provision of additional silos is wise. I am
gra teful to the Chief Secretary for
reminding the House that during past
years circumstances arose under which it
was necessary for farmers to hold some
of their wheat on their farms. At times,
there was no scarcity of' wheat sacks,
and then it was a simple matter to stack
wheat on the farm and put a cover over
it.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Home storage again.
Mr. FRASER.-Yes. Every farmer
has some sort of shed on his property.
If he needs to provide an effective wheat
store, all he has to do is to lay down a
cement floor in his implement shed, and
then he will have a place in which he
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can safely store a fairly large quantity
of wheat. If he wishes to insure the
wheat against loss or damage, he can do
so. If a farmer has not a shed suitable
for the storage of wheat, he can improvise an effective means of storing his'
grain, even if he has to follow the
principle adopted by the Australian
Wheat Board a few years ago in the
pr~vision
of bulkheads at railway
stations where silos were not provided.
Tha t would be a wise action. To-day,
on account of the advancement of science
and improvements in machinery, it is
possible without difficulty to load bulk
wheat stored on the farm into transport
trucks. In that way much of the
laborious work which previously had
to be done in the handling of bags of
wheat is eliminated.
The extension of the bulk handling
system isa matter of more than ordinary
merit, and I am surprised that the honorable member for Allendale, the Chief
Secretary, and one or two other Government supporters, have treated the matter
so lightly by saying that the suggested home-.storage plan is ridiculous.
Although the present strike might soon
be settled, experience has taught us that
another railway strike could occur at any
time. If one should occur during the harvesting period, wheat growers will
experience real difficulty.
It has been stated by several Minister~,
who have been at the table of the House
from time to time in charge of the Bill,
that it is anticipated that the silos will be
filled two and a half times during the
year, but that will be possible only if a
sufficient number of railway trucks is
a vaila ble to shift the w hea t to the seaboard. A strike is one difficulty which
might arise, but it is possible that other
trouble could occur. It may be that the
terminal at Geelong would become so
chockful of wheat that more grain
could not be taken from the silos in the
country. For those reasons, the person
who originated the idea that farmers
should establish a system of farm storage
is entitled to the thanks of the community, because the plan is a sound one
and it should be advocated. The system
of storage on the farms is in operation in
many countries, and it could be extended
in Victoria.
At this stage it is
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interesting to record that in New South
Wales where the bulk handling 'system
is in operation, it has been found advantageous, on account of the necessity to
. facilitate the movement of trucks, to
empty wheat from bags into the silos at
the railway stations, for loading into
the railway trucks. Tha t is another
indication
of
the
advantage
of
the bulk handling system. I commend
the Bill to the House.

grain. A similar danger relates to the
bulk purchasing of wool. While I commend proposals for stabilizing the price
of wool there could be a grave danger in
the introduction of a bulk-buying or bulkselling system.
A reduction in the
various classes of wool could take place
until eventually growers would find
themselves in a position in which buyers
would be paying for bulk rather than for
quality.

ll'Ir. McDONALD (Dundas).-I commend this measure to the consideration
of honorable members. I congratulate
the executive and the chairman of the
Grain Elevators Board for their foresight in suggesting that a Bill of this
type should be brought before Parliament. I do so particularly in view of
the fact that clause 6 will authorize an
increase in the borrowing powers of the
Grain Elevators Board to enable it t9
finance the erection of additional silos. I
have had some discussion on this subject
with the chairman of the Grain Elevators
Board. In the district which 1 represent,
two additional silos will be erectedone at Goroke, and one at Arapiles. The
silos will have a capacity of 100,000
bushels. The provision of storages of
that capacity will be of great assistance
in facilitating the delivery of the wheat
harvest in the districts affected.
Early in the representation of my electorate, farmers approached me with a
view to having silos built. 1 consider
that the erection of bulk-handling facilities is well warranted on account of the
production of wheat in those districts. I
am not exaggerating when 1 say that the
quality of wheat grown in my electorate
is not bettered by that of grain produced
anywhere else in Australia. It is a particularly good milling wheat, and flour
millers have sought it for blending purposes.
I was interested to hear the discussion
earlier to-day on the desirability of paying for wheat on a grade basis. Until
that system is undertaken, the wheat
industry of Australia will fall progressively lower, because at present wheat is
paid for on the f.a.q. basis, and
the only factor in augmenting the
income of a farmer is the production
of more :wheat. Growers are not given
an incentive to produce a better type of

I shall ndt further discuss the
merits of the Bill, because I know
that it is the desire of the Government to have it passed expeditiously.
However, I desire to say how pleased
I am to know that the farmers in the
Goroke and Natimuk districts are to
receive the attention which they well
deserve from the Grain Eleva tors Board
and from the Government.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-1 merely wish to comment in regard
to clause 2 of the Bill. The Bill as a
whole has been commended by members
on both sides of the House, but possibly
the only adverse effect of the operation
of the measure will be as has been expressed by the honorable member for
Dundas, in that there is a danger that
yield and not quality will become the
important point. Until it is possible,
under the bulk handling system, to provide a greater number of smaller silos
for·the higher grade wheat, the danger to
which I have referred will continue to
exist. Not being a wheat farmer, or
representing a wheat-growing area, I
shall confine my remarks mainly to
clause 2 which authorizes an alteration
to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the
principal Act. If that s~ction is amended
as proposed, it will read as followsThe Board shall be a body corporate by
the name of the" Grain Elevators Board"
and shall have perpetual succession and a
common seal and be capable in law of suing
and being sued and for and on behalf of
His Majesty of purchasing taking holding
selling leasing taking on lease exchanging
and disposing of real and personal property for the purposes of and subject to this
Act.

The Miinister in his second-reading speech
referred particularly to the p'Jrchase by
the Grain Eleva tors Board of motor
vehicles which are to be converted into
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mobile workshops. The natural desire
of this Government undertaking is to
avoid various forms of taxation, but I
would ask the Minister of Agriculture
to give an assurance to the House that
if the words "for or on behalf of His
Majesty" are included in section 4 it is
not intended that the Government, or
future Governments, shall depart from
the agreement that has been reached,
and confirmed recently by the Premier,
that the present Government is prepared
to continue to meet legitimate municipal
charges for rates and road-making purposes on properties owned by Governmental instrumentalities.
Most of the properties owned by the
Grain Elevators Board have been erected
on railway or Crown lands, but in some
instances the properties are on privately
owned areas. As advant'age is taken
by the Board of municipal services, I
hope that this amendment will not be
used as an excuse for the Board to fail
to meet legitimate charges by the municipalities, even if it is only an ex gratia
payment by the Government of the day.
I trust that I shall receive an assurance
from the Minister along those lines.
Where road-making is undertaken on
properties abutting areas occupied by
the Grain Elevators Board, I trust that
the Board will meet its share of the
road-making expenses. This excellent
Bill is supported by all members.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-I had not
intended to speak on this Bill and would
not have done so but for the statements
made by the honorable members for
Swan Hill and Grant in reference to the
home storage of wheat on farms. As a
member of the Parliamentary Public
Works Committee, it was my privilege to
visit most of the wheat-growing areas
in Victoria. When sworn evidence was
taken by the committee, not one· farmer
agreed that holding of wheat on fiarms
was a solution of the storage problem.
I haye carefully perused the transcript
of sworn evidence submitted to that
committee, and I shall indicate what
certain representative f'armers in Victoria had to say on this subject. The
honorable member for Swan Hill said
that wheat questions should be left to
wheat farmers. I readily agree, and I
shall read what wheat farmers have to
say about home storages.
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In answer to a question submitted to
Mr. Dahlen berg , who is recognized as one
of the best wheat farmers in Australia,
he said tha t home storage was not
economical and he could not see any sense
in it. He was asked, "You were at the
meeting to which reference was made?"
He replied, " I was not at that particular
meeting but we have discussed the
question." At Nhill another witness
saidThe propO'sal for the storage of wheat
on each farm has been carefully examined
by growers' committees and at public
meetings and on every occasion has been
rejected as impracticable. It is generally
regarded as an attempt to transfer to the
individual farmer the remedy for the inabmty of the railways and the Grain
Elevators Board to keep pace with the
requirements of the industry.

The late Mr. F. H. MoCredden, secretary
of the Victorian Wheat and Woolgrowers'
Ass'ociation, which has a membership of
more than 10,000, said in evidence--There are advocates of a farm storage
system to be put in by the wheat grower
himself and thereby relieve congestion at
the railway silos. The estimated cost oer
grower of bins and machinery for putting
in and taking out wheat is in the vicinity
of £200. The bins to hold about 3,000
bushels of wheat. After an e}Camination of
the proposal members of the V.W.W.G.A.
are not enthusiastic aQout it. In the first
instance, a capacity of 3,000 bushels would
keep a large machine going only two and
a half days in a good crop. Secondly,
the machinery-elevator and engine, &c.required would mean an enormous aggregate
outlay. Taking the figure of 15,000 growers
-18,600 held licences in 1947-at £200 each
represents an outlay of £3,000,000. In addition there would be the eXltra handling, into
the farm storage and out 'again, with
wastage of grain and loss of weight.
It
would be che,aper for the wheat growers to
hand to the Government as a gift the
estimated cost of instaUing a farm storage
to enable the extensions to be made at the
stations with their money.

He ridiculed .the idea of installing Ct
home storage system. A member of the
Wheat Board, Mr. Anderson, in answer
to a question whether he agreed with
the home storage proposal, said, "Most
emphatically, no." He was then asked
why he opposed the idea, and he
repliedThere are approximately 12,000 wheat
farmers in Victoria, and if that policy were
given effect it would mean that there would
be 12,000 heaps of wheat scattered throughout Victoria. In my opinion 95 per cent. ot
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the country wheat farms are infested w,ith
weevil, and if you embark on a policy of
that kind you can see how vulnerable the
crop will be to weevil attack. Portion ot
the crop would be kept back on 12,00()
farms. At some later date that wheat
would have to be sent to the 139 silos in
Victoria. There would only require to be
one farmer delivering a small percentage of
weevil wheat from a dirty farm and then
it would infest the wheat from hundreds of
other farms, no matter how oareful they
are. I st'Tongly urge that that policy should
not be countenanced. It would be very
dangerous from a weevil angle.
It could entail wheat growers in a
terrifically heavy lJ.oss?
It could. Each grower would have to
provide some type of home silo, but I could
not estimate the cost. I have seen the
storage silo built by the Lucas people ill
South AustraUa. It is constructed of sheet
steel and costs £400, the capacity being
1,000 bushels. Another angle is if that
policy were embarked upon you would require an army of inspectors to police the
farm silos to see that t he farmers only
put grain from the current season into the
silo. ]t would be easy for a farmer who
had old wheat to pitch it into the silo, put
the new wheat on top of it and then who
could determine it. I would not countenance it.

The chairm·an of the Grain Elevators
Board, Mr. Glowrey, was apparently the
only advoca'te of home storage in the
evidez:rce submitted to the Parli.ament'ary
Public Works Committee, during the
hearing of the evidence in the Mallee,
the Wimmera, and other parts of Victoria. The majority of growers strenuou:sly opposed .it; as I have said all
witnesses before the Public Works Committee opposed it. I menNon the fact to
indi'cate that members should not allow
the "Collins-street" farmers to impress
upon them the necessity for instituting a
home-storage scheme for holding wheat
on the farms. lit is apparent from the
sworn evidence I have quoted that home
stora,ge is not a solution O'f the pro.blem.
It would create much trouble, would involve great expense, and would not be
economical. It is hard for the farmer
to-day to buy a sheet of iron, let alone
to make a home-storage bin.
The
Government is to be congratu'lated, after
only a few months of office, on bringing
such an important piece of legislation
forward. It is a follow-on of the 1939
Country party Government which built
the silos. To-day there is not a farmer
who would not be glad to put the whole
Mr. White.
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O'f his wheat in any silo :in any part of
Victoria. ~ hope there will be no further
mention of home storages. Mr. Glowrey
is doing a good job, but his homestorage scheme will not work. and the
farmers do not want it.
The motion w.as agreed to.
The Bil'l was read a second time and
ordered to be considered in Committee
this day.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture)
presen ted a message from His Excellency
the Governor recommending that an
appropriation be m,ade from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of
this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommenda tion was passed in Committee, and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6 (Increase of borrowing
powers).
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong). - The
clause prov:ides for increased borrowing
powers, for the Board, and on it may well
depend the number of silos built and
other provisions made under the Bill. To
make my opinion clear, I should Uke to
explain that if two districts have comparable claims for the establishment of
silo facilities, one in a northern area
which is recognized as a Wlheat-growing
area, and the other in the Western District, with a higher rainfall, the recognized wheat-growing area should have
the preference. If the price of wheat
should fall to the guaranteed price under
the stabilization scheme, many areas in
the west of the State woU'ld revert to
grazing, lamb fattening, and perhaps
dairying, and if that occurred silos in
those districts would be of no further
use, and would become what is known
as a· u white elephant."
In the northern wheat-growing areas
the nature of the country and the rainfall are not conducive to grazing exclusively. They will be for ever producing
wheat, and silos there will always be of
use. All members, no doubt, believe that
growers should be encouraged to produce a better quality wheat, and I am
sure we are unanimous that wheat
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grown in northern areas is better than
that grown in the Western District.
Therefore, I urge that the Board should
exercise caution when allotting locations
for silos. The Chief Secretary advised
that caution should be exercised in the
construction of annexe bins. He feels
that with the additional rolling stock
which will become available much of the
congestion will disappear.
I agree
entirely with him. I think that with
more railway trucks available, and with
extra silos in use, there will be much
less congestion, and it may not be necessary to construct as many annexe bins
as would otherwise be needed. For that
reason I believe we can forget about the
home-storage scheme. Producers should
not be asked to provide that faci'lity for
themselves, because it will not be
necessary.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 7.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
DRAINAGE AREAS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
10) Gn the motion of Mr. Brose
(Minister of Water Supply) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
BOLTE
(Hampden).-This
Mr.
measure received general support in the
Council and will be similarly received
by members on both sides of this House.
Briefly, the history of drainage areas is
that for many years the Public Works
Department has been in control. A few
years ago, when the Rivers and Streams
Act was passed, it was visualized that
all drainage areas and river and stream
improvement works would come under
the control of one Department. The
Public Works Department at the time
anticipated that that would happen, but
unfortunately those in charge of rivers
and streams are not yet in a position to
take over responsibility for the whole
of the State. The Public Works Department realized the necessity of having its
Act brought up to date, and, with that
purpose in view, about twelve months
ago, the then Minister of Public Works,
Sir James Kennedy, instructed one of
his officers to make a survey and submit
his report to a committee of engineers.
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About six months ago that report was
considered and the suggested amendments were acceptable. They were also
acceptable to the Municipal Association
of Victoria. Municipal councils will play
a big part under the amended Act, when
H is proclaimed.
I wish to deal briefly with the drainage
problem of the State. Recently I visited
New Zealand. It is educational for any
one to witness the expanse of country in
that Dominion that has been reclaimed.
People living in swamp areas where
previously Ithere could not be run a
bullock to 20 acres are now dairying a
cow to the acre. New Zealanders think
so much of dvainage that the average
person in a drainage area will pay more
per annum to have his land drained than
Victorians will pay for irrigation. The
capital expended in some New Zealand
drainage areas is as high as that in an
irrigation district in Victoria.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Who pays
for 1he capital works?
Mr. BOLTE.-They are debited to the
appropriate district.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale) .-Does the
Government find the money?
Mr. BOLTE.-The Government finds·
the capital, but the amount is debited to
each distriot. Residents in New Zealand
drainage ·areas are not in as good a
position as are Victorians living in irrigation areas. When I explained that, in
regard to rivers and streams, the Victorian Government would provide seven
eighths of the capital expenditure, New
Zealanders were am'azed and thought our
ciltizens were being treated liberally.
New Zealanders are drainage minded;
they are not irrigation minded. We in
Victoria are mindful of the fact that
irrigation is the life blood of the north,
but we have never pushed drainage of
the southern portion of the State. The
honorable member for Portland has
within his electora'te considerable areas
that could be converted into prosperous
farm lands by the application of drainage
principles. Land which is wor-th only
approximately £6 or £8 an acre in normal
times would, if adequately drained, be
worth between £40 and £50 an acre. This
amending Bill will go a long way towards
alleviating the position of residents in
some of those areas.
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In the past, under the old Act, the
only way in which to get a drainage
area constituted was by a petition of the
land owners concerned. Under the amending Bill, ~t is now proposed that a shire
council may, in effect, say, "There is
land in this area which is not being
utilized; we believe something could be
done to put it into production if an
amount of money were spent; therefore,
we wiN petition to have the matter investigated." That in no way usurps the
right of the land owner, who eventually
has his say. In the past it has been impossible to include in a drainage area
people outside a particular area. A shire
could perform only cert,ain works, within
a municipality. Under the amending
Bill, it will be possible .lor two shires to
get together and one may allot work to
the other so that it may carry out the
complete work. Every clause in the Bill
possesses some point. I believe the
legislation will do untold good. I think
that the clause relating to maintenance. is
very necessary. The sad story of drainage districts in Victoria in the past has
been that large sums were spent on
drainage and capital works in certain
districts, but there the matter started
and ended. Noone was prepared to pay
f0r mJ.intenance work. Eventually the
drains became blocked and the country
reverted to practically the same state as
before the scheme had been commenced.
Under the amending Bill provision is
made to ensure that sufficient money will
be found to maintain a drainage district.
I know the Minister of Water Supply
will agree with me when I say, that,
irrespective of whether it be irrigation,
drainage areas, or river improvement
works, wherever capital works are involved, 90 per cent. of the deputations
received by whoever holds the portfolio
of Water Supply relate to maintenance
work. Members of those deputations
request that certain maintenance works
be performed. This Bill stipulates that
the people themselves shall be responsible; and so they should be. A certain
job may be worth £100,000, to which the
Government may contribute say, £50,000.
Parliament has every right to ensure
that that money is not rt:hrown down the
drain. so to speak. It could happen that
£100,000 is spent and, in five or ten years'
Mr. Bolte.
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time, it might be necessary to spend a
further £100,000 on maintenance work.
whereas the expenditure of £200 or £300
a year would keep the drains in order.
Immediate benefits do not accrue from
a drainage scheme. When I was in New
Zeal'and, I inspected an area of about
10,000 acres that was being drained.
The first part that came into production
about five years ago was carry.ing one
beast to the acre; the part that was
drained about two years before was
carrying one beast to 2 acres; and the
land that was drained only a year previously was carrying one beast to 4
acres. The soil becomes sour and a long
Ume is needed to bring it back into full
productivity. Further reclamation works
should be undertaken in the swampy
areas of the State. It is as essential
to do .that work in the southern parts
of Victoria as it is to implement irrigation schemes in the northern districts.
Drainage works can be undertaken even
in the present difficult times because they
do not require the use of building
materials, although man power and
earth-moving equipment must- be used.
Drainage works cDuld be undertaken in
conjunction with other projects in
different areas. The BiB will be administered by the Minister of Public Works,
and officers of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission and of the
Public Works Department will co-operate
in the matter.
Mr. CAIN.-How do you justify two
authorities dealing with one project?
Mr. BOLTE.-I have suggested that
the opposite procedure should be adopted.
The Bill shDuld ha ve been in trDduced
years agO'. It was intended that the
wDrk should be controlled by one Department but physical difficulties prevented the State Rivers and Water Supply
CDmmissiDn from assuming control.
The Bill is really an expedient to enable
the Public Works Department to put
the work in hand during the transition
period.
Mr. CAIN.-To my knowledge, that
has Dbtained fDr about fifteen years.
'Mr. BOLTE.-That is true, and I will
support any measure in tended to place
this work under the control of Dne
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authority. In view of the existing circumstances, members should agree to
pass the Bill so that the Public Works
Department will be able to proceed with
this most important wOTk.
Mr. HOLT (Portland) .-Members of
the Labour party agree with the principle of this measure, which should have
been brought down many years ago.
The principle of the Bill is recognized all
over the world, and one example is the
vast reclamation schemes of Holland.
This principle was first recognized in
Victorian politics in 1898 when local
municipalities were given power to
drain land. There is a universal approval
of the principle, which is essentially
socialistic. In other words, the magnitude of the task is so great that it is
beyond the capacity of individual land
owners, either physically or financially.
The community as a whole must of
necessity contribute to the cost of
schemes of this na ture ; in return the
public receives the benefits accruing from
the increased productivity of drained
land. That is a socialistic concept, and
I repeat that it is pleasing to note that
it has received universal approval on
both sides of the House.
There are nine large drainage schemes
in my electorate, the greatest number in
any electorate in the State. I do not mention that fact in any parochial spirit but
merely to emphasize that the need for
drainage schemes' is greatest in the
Western District and in Gippsland, which
are heavy rainfall areas. In order to
constitute a drainage area, the requirement of the principal Act is that a
majority of land owners in a particular
area owning the greater part of the land
may petition the Governor in Council
through and with the consent of the
municipality in which the land is situated.
If two municipalities are involved, one
can hand its power over to the other
by agreement. Such an arrangement
exists in regard to the Condah swamp in
relation to which the Shire of Minhamite
has handed over responsibility to the
Shire of Portland. I repeat that the
present requirement is an application
by a majority of land owners in the areas
to be drained.
What constitutes a
drainage area is a matter of opinion,
which may vary between ..tUthorities
or. individuals.
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The petition is forwarded to the
Governor in Council through the local
municipality and its signatories must
be fortified by various witnesses, a
cumbersome detail which the Bill
will eliminate.
Then the Minister
of Public Works must investigate
the scheme. An inspection is made
by an officer of the Department,
after which the matter is referred back
to the council and the petition lies on the
table for 60 days. It is then incumbent
upon any neighbouring land owners to
object to the scheme by way of a counter
petition through the same channels.
The ultimate decision is made by the
Minister. The difficulty in that procedure is that the majority of land
owners must reach a decision and that
they must own at least half the land in
the area. If one land· owner in an area
owned 51 per cent. of the land and the
remainder held only 49 per cent. that one
man could cause a scheme to be abandoned, because under the present legislation a petition could never be presented.
I know of one scheme at least that will
benefit from the passing of the Bill.
Our problem is the reverse of
that in the north of Victoria, because in our case it is a matter
of getting rid of water. The passing of this measure will enable the
necessary remedial steps to be taken to
permit the formation of drainage areas
where the statutory majurities are not
available.
The difficulty has been
that hitherto a dual control has
existed over rivers and streams and
drainage areas, and it has been
difficult to know where one problem
When
ends and the other begins.
rain fell before large tracts of land
were cleared, it lay in pools in the forest.
The water either seeped away or evaporated and the danger of flooding was
thereby lessened. To-day with more
efficient methods of clearing and bringing land under cultivation, the water gets
away . muoh
more
quickly :than
nature intended. The provision made
by nature for the removal of excess
water is totally inadequate to cope
with the terrific volume of water
that
moves
more
quickly
from
cleared land. Our rivers and streams
are being required to do a job that nature
never intended them to do.
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In 1946, Councillor Baulch, of the
Shire of Belfast, put forward the
proposal that the Government should
assume responsibility for the drainage
of all land from source to sea. It is now
found that as a result of the setting up
of a drainage scheme in an up-stream
area rich river flats down stream,
which ·previously were only occasionally
subject to flooding, are flooded if a downfall .of rain exceeds half an inch. That
happens particularly at the mouth of
the Fitzroy river, because water from the
Surrey, Fitzroy and Condah drainage
areas drains into the one river. Land
valued at between £80 and £100 an acre
is being slowly destroyed by constant
flooding from marginal areas up stream.
This measure gives a clear-cut definition
of a drainage area inasmuch as it is
distinct .trom an area which is subject to
flooding as a result of the flooding of a
river or stream. It appears that with
the passing of time the incidence of
flooding is becoming more regular and
frequent. That is natural considering
the process of clearing and bringing
under cultivation land higher up stream.
The problem with which we are faced
quite often is that unauthorized persons
build small weirs and dams in the drain,
stock wander into them and break the
banks and the drain is ruined. Tha t
applies particularly to the Condah
swamp, on which the sum of approximately £100,000 has already been
spent.
However, no provision has
hitherto been made for maintenance.
The average expenditure 1.0 date on that
land has been £10 an acre, and the
Government is now faced with the
problem that probably a similar amount
will have to be spent on that land, which
eventually w'ill be worth at least £100 an
acre. At one time the Condah swamp
products were famous throughout the
district and in Melbourne. The difficulties relating to encroachments on and
disrepair of a drain will be overcome
by the proposal contained an clause 12
of the Bil'l to amend section 30 of the
principal Act.
In my opinion the most vital amendments to the 1928 legislation are contained in clause 2 and clause 5. Clause 2
proposes an amendment to section 4 of
the principal Act to provide that the
Mr. Holt.
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majority of land owners owning more
than half the land or a municipal council may petition .the Governor in Council
for the formation of a drainage area.
If the land owners cannot obtain the
statutory majority the council may, at
the instance of .the di-sappointed land
owners, petition the Governor in Council to form a drainage area. The drainage area having been declared the council is to be given, under the amendment
contained in clause 5, extensive powers
to increase and generaLly extend its
operations to include land which the
objectors refrained from voluntarily
bringing into the drainage area in the
first instance.
It would be taking the initiative
and the administration of local government out of the hands of councils
if we had not sufficient faith in their
ability to decide where drainage areas
should be located. The only alternative
would be to give the Governor in Council
power to declare any area a drainage
area, regardless of any petition being
received from the land owners or the
council. For the preservation of the
democratic rights of individuals, who
should best be capable of deciding
whether they want a drainage area
formed, it would be better to retain the
procedure proposed in the Bill, which
permits the statutory majority of land
owners or the council to petition the
Governor -in Council. That is quite
adequate unless the Government desires
to make it mandatory upon the Governor in Council to say, for example, "I
think a drainage area is required at
Killarney; therefore, form one."
If the democratic rights of land
owners are to be preserved, they
are the only persons who should be entitled to decide whether they want it.
If they cannot obtain a s,tatutory
majority, the council may petition on
their behalf. The second i,mportant provision of the Bill is that relating to
the compulsory provision for the maintenance of dflainage areas. In 1946, the
MiniS'ter of Public Works laid down a
procedure in regard to the Condah
swamp and, conditional upon the land
owners forming a drainage area, he
decided to grant them £2 for every £1
which they contributed towards the
capital cost of the project. Another
condition of the grant was that
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the land owners w~re to be agreeable that their land should be included in a drainage area and that they
should aecept responsibility for its maintenance. A provision to enable action
of that kind to be taken was nOit contained in the old legislation.
In future, land owners will receive a
title with an encumbrance endorsed
thereon in perpetuity. Owners will not
be able to sel'! ,their property free from
the encumbrance, which will run with
the Htle to the land. The encumbrance
will include provision for an extra rate
of so much an acre, whioh will cover the
cost of maintenance, and perhaps the
repayment of principal, which the municipaUtymigl1t have raised by loan to
enaole the land owners to finance the
projeot.
Mr. BOLTE.-That rate could be
altered.
Mr. HOLT.-It could. From time to
time, as c'osts increase or decrease, or
maintenan'ce becomes more costly than
originally estima'ted, the rate m'ay be
varied. It is indicative of the necessity
and the popularity of this measure that
it will be possible for three addirtional
drainage areas to be constituted in my
own electorate. Certainly, the biggest
area of land to be drained will be that
which is actually subject to flooding.
.Often, neighbouring owners reap as
much, or perhaps more, benefit by Ithe
draining of land, than do the owners of
the flooded areas, but the owners of the
properties which are adtually flooded are
unfortunately the only persons who are
intere~ed in asking for lands to be constittuted as a drainage area.
The pos'ition I have explained exists at
Killarney, which is one of the three
places I have mentioned. The other ones
are Merri, bordering on the Warrnambool electorate and Yambuk, past
Port Fairy.
Eventually, the same
position may arise at the Condah
swamp. The area of that drainage
scheme can be extended to include additional properties if, in the opinion of the
council, owners of land which is not
now within the existing scheme are
considered to be receiving a benefit
from the existing drainage area.
To recapitulalte, the three main improvem'ents which will be effeoted by
the passing of this Bill are worthy of
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the wholehearted support O'f members.
First, it will be possible in future for
a municipal council on its own initiative,
to present a petition for the creation of a
drainage area; secondly, there is a
provision for the maintenance of a
drainage scheme; and thirdly, power will
be provided to extend a drainage area to
include land which hitherto has not been
embMced in an existing drainage scheme.
At present, certain land might be excluded from drainage areas f.or various
reasons, including inabiUty to obtain a
statutory majority, or the application of
a certain amount of undue influence, or
to other looal considerations of that kind.
In thart: way, large tr.acts of land could
have been excluded from existing drainage areas.
I repeat that the principle of the Bill
is one which, when put into practice,
That
will benefit the community.
being so, society as a whole should
contribute to the cost of these projects.
The remaining tea tures of the Bill are
mainly of a machinery nature, complementary to the three main amendments
which I have discussed. I trust that the
Bill will be given a speedy passage
through Parliament, and that the Act
will be proclaimed at the earliest possible
date. If the Bill becomes law, it will
enable three additional drainage areas
to be constituted in my own electorate,
and certainly additional drainage areas
to be formed in other parts of Victoria.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-I desire
to refer to certain features of the Bill,
and to obtain information on a few
points. Probably, that could best be
done when the Bill is being dea'lt with
in Committee. Howpver, I shall mention
my points now so that the Minister may
be assisted to give me the answers readily
at a later stage. I trust that the Bill
will be given a speedy passage, because
it will fulfil a requirement that has
existed for a long ti'me. . Those who
ha ve had to work under the existing
drainage areas legislation in the past
have been mainly the engineers of municipalities. They have previously had to
contend with difficulties which will be
overcome by the passing of this measure.
I know that the municipalities will welcome the Bill. I think I am right in
saying-I hope the Minister will correct
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me if I am wrong-that the contribution
to be made by the land holders is to be
based not on the areas of 'land held by
them, but on the area of land which
will benefit by the drainage works to be
effected.
Mr. BOVfE.-1t will be a matter of the
amount of the benefit to be der,ived. _
Mr. MACK.-That is so. In that case
there will be a differential between th~
land which, under normal circumstances
is subject to flooding for, say, six month~
of the year, as against land which is subject to flooding for only three months.
Mr. HOLT.-Not necessarily.
Mr. MACK.-My point is that the land
which will be rated will be, in the first
place, the area which will benefit by
the drainage scheme. Then the rate
will be determined accordi~g to the
extent of that 'benefit. So, while the
honorable member says "not necessarily," it should be a1most necessarily so.
Mr. HOLT.~1t depends on whose water
it is; it is a long argument.
Mr. MACK.-Does not the honorable
member agree that the basis I have mentioned should be that on which the
scheme should be worked?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes.
Mr. MACK.-I have not yet been able
to follow the argument submitted by the
honorable member for Portland that this
Bill will overcome certain disabilities in
the principal Act. Certainly it provides
that municipalities may petition the
Governor in Council, but it does not alter
in any vital way section 6 of the principal
A'Ct. I envisage that it may still be
possible for 99 per cent. of land owners
who agree to the installation of a drainage area scheme to hold only 40 per
cent. of the land that would benefit from
the scheme~
The remaining large
land owner who holds the major portion of the area affected may not wish
to come into it. The municipality could
apply to the Governor in Council and
there is a provision in section 6 of the
principal Act for counter-petitions;
therefore the Governor in Council would
be in some difficulty in deciding on
whether a drainage area should be
declared.
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-A majority of land
owners in a district might object to a
drainage scheme being adopted, although
it would benefit the greater part of the
area involved.
Mr. MACK.-I realize that point. My
concern is whether more power should
or should not be given to the municipalities and the Governor in Council to
ensure that where a small section of the
community decides to hold out against
the wishes of the majority who desire
that a drainage area should be constituted, compulsory powers should be
given.
Mr. BOLTE.-Until the petition is
lodged, the sC'heme cannot be investigated. The rrLunicipalities could petition
the Governor in Council and expert
evidence would be adduced before the
decision was made.
Mr. MACK.-I was afraid that -the
Minister would be placed in a difficult
position if called upon to make a decision
in such circumstances.
-Mr. BRosE.-He would not decide
against the wishes of the majority in the
area.
Mr. MACK.-My desire is that the
scheme should be workable, and that it
should not be retarded because of insufficiency of power in .the hands of the .
municipalities, or the Governor in Council, to implement a drainage scheme.
The next difficulty I foresee is also
covered by the Minister's discretion. I
refer to the difference between the
objects of this measure and of th.River
Improvement Act, which are closely
allied. How will each Act operate?
The honorable member for Portland has
referred to an area in the Warrnambool
and Portland electorates known as the
Mer,ri swamp. How we are to separate
a drainage area from a river improvement area is beyond my comprehension.
It may be that the Minister of Water
Supply will have to operate schemes
under both Acts.
Mr. BRosE.-We have consultative
councils in both Departments and they
decide whether a scheme is predominantly river improvem-ent or drainage
improvement work. There i"s complete
co-operation between the two Depart·
ments.
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Mr. MACK.-As long as the necessary
machinery is available to cover the
problem, that is satisfactory. As an
area is proclaimed and the land affected
is brought into production it might cause
a greater inflow of water, which would
necessi ta te the extension of the drainage
area. An extension is not possible under
the Act. but it will be possible when
this amending Bill is passed.
If the
Minister is satisfied that he will have
the necessary power to make the
measure workable, 'l am happy about
it.

Mr. BROSE.-As a drainage area extends it will be induded in and will
take ifts share in the drainage scheme.
Mr. MACK.--I commend the Bill to
,the House because it meets with tl\e
desires of the muniC'ipalirties concerned.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Moonee Ponds).-··
I realize the complexity of the problem
which 'is slowly but surely confronting
the Governmenft. In the early stages
of the development of the country most
of these problems could be separated,
but with added settlement and the increased use of land generally, what
were separate problems are gradually
becoming fused inrto a complete whole.
In connection with draina,ge generally,
existing powers in municipalities are
provided under the Local Government
Act. Then the stage is reached where
there are powers given under the
Drainage of Land Act, whereby a land
holder can proceed against adjoining
owners for rights of drainage and a
natural watercourse. Also there is the
drainage of areas dealing with an
a'ggrega tion of holdings ina limited
district; and last but not: least, there is
the River Improvement Act covering
what are assumed to be mainly catchment areas and watercourses generally.
One kct whi·ch has not been previously
mentioned is the Water Act, under which
drain'age districts are constituted. This
problem has arisen in 'connection with
the inquiry that is being conducted by
the Parliamentary Public Works Commi Nee in to the drainage of the Carrum
swamp. The trouble in that district is,
to a degree, an aggregation of problems
that has a large bear.ing on the provisions of the different Acts to which I
have r~ferred.
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Mr. BOLTE.-The Carrum scheme will
not come under this measure.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I do not suggest
that it will, but we are try.ing to separate
the physical problems tha t arise by
viJ'ltue of the different ParUamentary
enactments. With the more intense use
of land, the trouble is becoming more
complex. Yet we attack it with six
different Acts of Parliament. It seems
to me that the stage is being reached
when we should not have six different
Acts and, in· the final analysis, six
different Departments, or at least a
plurality of Departments, administering
them. If we want to solve the problems
associated with drainage we must deal
with them in one Act.
In one area a local problem might be
solved by creating a problem in another
area. There might be a swamp to drain,
as there is in the honorable member for
Warrnambool's electorate, and in the
process water mi-ght be diverted from
its natural basin into another one. That
might make it more difficult to deal with
the drainage problem in other catchment
areas. Before individuals are allowed
to damage the interests of others lower
down a stream, the interests of all should
be looked at as 'a whole. The Departments concerned possess a mass of informa tion on the subject, and they could
at least envisage a master plan to cover
the whole natural basin. Having said
that, I think the ,MJinister might raise
the matter with his Department with
the view of evolving a more complete
drainage machinery so that action taken
under one Act would not injure people
Who happened to be under another Act.
Clause 2 deals with petitions for constitution of drainage a,reas. In the first
place a local council may petition, and
in the second place a land holder. For
the land holder the clause provides a
dual qualification, which has to he satisfied before the petition can go forward. I
have been in the area represented by
the honorable member for Portland, and
I know the problems there. I know of
areas that are swamps. I could take
any honorable member to three returned
soldiers in the district who are trying
to carve blocks out of scrub on swamp
land. It is a natural drainage area.
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Under the present law there is no opportunity for the minority of settlers to
petition the Governor in Council to
remedy the existing conditions. What
prevails is what prevails under natural
conditions. In winter the land is flooded
and there is no remedy because other
owners are not willing to combine with
the settlers affected to improve the conditions. The urge for settlement is so
insistent in Victoria that everything
possible should be done to promote it.
There are growing populations throughout the world, and they are making increasing demands on available foodproducing areas. I cannot see tha't in
future those areas will continue to provide sufficient food for the people.
Mr. BOLTE.-In New Zealand, catchment areas are included for ratiIl;g.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That is so. There
is no logical reason why such an area
should not carry some burden of rating.
In the old days it was held that if a man
by improved drainage protected others
on lower land from floods they should
contribute to the cost, but in these
modern days that idea has disappeared,
because instead of natural drainage
being provided by the person seeking
protection, people are securing protection by changing natural drainage. J
feel that people who may seek to improve
their holdings in a limited area within
a drainage dist'rict, or in what should
be looked on as a drainage district, have
rights. If the Government is going to
assist in providing an increased supply
of food for the world's population, it
must take some responsibility for
drainage improvement.
It is not desirable that a progressive
farmer on swamp land should be held
back because his neighbours do not
want to bear any of the burden of providing efficient drainage. Any landowner in any district ought to have the
right to petition the authority. I have
no doubt the Governor: in Council would
a t all times obtain the advice of expert
officers, and therefore would be able to
deal with the problem on its merits.
It seems that the qualification in paragraph (b) of proposed new sub-section
(1) of section 4 should not remain as
it is. A minority of owners of land in
a district have as much right as the
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majority to submit a petition. I intended to say something on the subject
of maintenance, but other members seem
to have dealt with that aspect adequately.
It is a problem, however, that we have
to meet. In England, Holland, and some
other European countries drainage is a
greater factor in success on the land than
is the supply of water for irrigation or
other purposes. Therefore, greater care
is tak,en in the construction of drainage
works and in their subsequent maintenace. It is strange to note that in
older countries the streamlining of leaseholds and the sharing of responsibility
between tenants and land holders have
advanced to a greater extent than in Victoria. If money is to be sunk in drainage
works, those projects should be looked
after. The measure is relatively impo~tant.
I ask the Minister of Watp.f
Supply to review the" question of coordina ting the effects of various Acts
relating to drainage and the activities
gf authorities which handle the problem,
to ascertain whether one complete
approach cannot be secured, and simplification achieved.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT "(Mornington).-I desire to add to the plea by the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds.
The Minister of Water Supply should take
action in an effort to consolidate in one
Act all matters relating to drainage. As
stated by the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds, many Acts could be coordinated and simplified. I do not know
whether that task could be performed by'
the Statute Law Revision Committee, but
the Minister of Water Supply could
arrange for some one to review the Acts
so that individuals, municipal councils,
and Government Departments may get
on with the job more quickly amI
efficiently. Within the shire of Mornington negotiations have continued for more
than a year on "a question of legal
opinion as to how drainage will be
effected.
]}f the Minister of Water
Supply heeds the plea of the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds-to which I
add mine--iperhaps simplification will be
achieVled.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply).-By leave, I wish to remind
the House that the important aspect of
drainage legislation referred to by the
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honorable members for IMoonee Ponds and
Mornington has not been overlooked. The
Government looks with pride upon some
places which have been returned to a
state of great productivity, particularly
the Koo-Wee-Rup swamp and the Moe
area. I must admit that many areas
have become neglected for want of
adequate drainage facilities.
Many
otherwise fertile areas, affected by waterlogging, could be brought back to a state
of productivity by effective drainage. I
suppose it is because we have had wide
open spaces that a stage has not been
reached in Victoria comparable with
that in Holland and other small European
countries. This measure will be a great
step fOIWard and will have the effect of
greatly increasing the productivity of
the State. I shall give consideration to
the points made by the honorable members for Moonee Ponds and Mornington
regarding drainage in general. Those
problems are not altogether in the one
category.
River
improvement
is
primarily associated with the pro.tection
of rivers and of the soil along river
banks. Greater amounts of money are
being made available for this work which
is regarded as being of a national
character.
Drainage, generally, falls
within a slightly different category.
Nevertheless, I shall endeavour to
arrange for a departmental officer to
review the si tua tion.
I realize that drainage problems vary in
different municipalities. Reference has
been made to the powers of councils and
of residents in regard to setting up
drainage areas.
The principle upon
which the Bill has been devised is that
there is no compulsion. People will be
asked to indicate whether they want
drainage. If they think drain::lge will be
in their own interests the Government
is prepared to assist. That is the general
purpose of the Bill. Residents will have
the power to petition for an investigation.
The power will also be provided' for
persons to lodge counter petitions against
the proposal. That principle must be
accepted in a democratic country. The
formation of advisory committees is a
new provision. Those 'committees will be
composed of local people. A municipality will be unable to act, without
consulting the advisory committee, in
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regard to any drainage problem, including the striking of rates, and maintenance. By that means, a greater
measure of co-operation will be achieved.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5 (Approval or disapproval of
petition for constitution of drainage
area).
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-This clause
provides that the Governor in Council
may unite two or more drainage areas
to form one continuous area. He may
sever a portion or include certain other
portions. I am pleased to note that
provision in the Bill. One of the major
problems associated with drainage
throughout the State has been the difficulty of having a sufficient area included
in drainage districts. I hope the administraitors of this. Bill, When it becomes
law, will ensure that each district will
be large enough, first of all, to bring in
sufficien t ra tes to main tain it, and
second'ly that those persons who have
no drainage problems but are spilling
water on to affected areas will be included in the drainage district. I beUeve
the -Minister of Health has a similar
problem in the district adjacent to the
Avon river.
Mr. FULToN.-In that district some
persons who have no responsibility in
the matter will be expected to contribute.
Mr. BOLTE.~I do not claim that we
need go as far as have the authorities
in New Zealand by including all river
catchment areas in which residents
would be rated on a differential basis.
In the Dominion. the rate applicable
to residents in high country might be
one-eighth of a penny in the £1~ which
figurp. might rise to 2s. 6d. in the £1
for thn"'p. owning land on a river bank.
Neverthe]ess. I believe if a drainage
scheme can be implemp.nted undpr a
r~ting svstem there will be a greater
chance of enlarging drainage districts and
of getting m·ore people interested.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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IMPORTED MATERIALS LOAN AND
APBLICATION (AMENDMENT)

BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 26), on the matian of Mr. Hyland
(Minister of Transpart), far the secand
reading af this Bill was resumed.
Mr.. TYACK (Hawtharn).-The purpase af ,the Bill is to' amend the
Imparted Materials Laan and Applicatian A'Ct 'that was passed last year to
authorize the raising of a Jaan af
£2.000,000 to' subsidize Gavernment
Depa~tmen ts purchasing gaads averseas
because af shartages of lacal products.
This measure pravides for the raising of
a further laan of £2,000,000, which will
be used to' reimburse Departments far
the amount paid in excess of the price
af lncal materials. A similar pravisian
appeared in the principal A;ct.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-How much
was spent in that way?
Mr. TYACK.-I cannot say affhand
.but I shall ma'ke inquiries and infarm
the hanarable member ,larter. Daubtless
the total sum af £2,000,000 was expended otherwise ·this Bill wauld not
have been brought dawn. It differs ill
ane ar twa respects from the measure
that was passed last year, which empowered the Minister of Hausing, with
the 'permissian af the Treasurer, to'
apply £250,000 tawards the cast af
freights an imparted materials.
The
present measure does not stipul'ate the
maximum expenditure far that purpase.
l!f the Gavernment So' desired, the· tatal
sum cauld be spent in that way. Again,
the ariginal Act ,was intended to' assist
in the canstructian and repair of building and fences, whereas this measure
also includes raads, bridges, piers, or
wharfs, and the pravisian, af electricity, gas, water, sewerage, and
other services, bringing a number af additianal services within the ambit af the
legis1atian. In the course of his secandreading speech, the Minister of Tran~
part refevred to' certain uses to' which
this laan maney cauld be applied. The
hanarable gentleman mentianed the provisian af fencing materials far use by
returned saldiers.
Although I agree
tha t returned saldier settlers are deserving of every encauragement, I dO" not
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know why they shauld be benefited in
this way when other settlers will nat
be.
Mr. WHITE (AHendale).-Returned
saldier settlers have to subdivide
prapertles.
Mr. TYACK.-.:..Other settlers may
have to' do that too and may need
assistance. The Minister alsO' r~ferred
to the impartatian of raw mater:ial far
the m·anuf,B.cture of sanitary pans for
country municipalities. It is most unsatisfactary that we, in Australia, have
to' gO' to' ather cauntries far mater·ials
to' manuf,acture such essential items.
It wauld appear that Australians are
lasing much af the ini,tiaitive passessed
by their farbears. The previous measure
was braught dawn by :the Hollway
Government and it was not well
received.
However, members Of the
present Oppasition desire to assist the
Gavernment to' pass the Bill, wh~ch is
generally on all fours wiJth that intraduced .twelve manths ago. To demonstra te haw opinions change quickly in
palitical circles, I shall quote some af
the cri ticism 'against the Hollway
Gavernment's Bill.
For instan:ce, the
la te Sir Albert Dunstan saidThis subsidy is to be furnished from loan
money and is rather a dangerous type of
fin'ance.
In the circumstances the Bill
should be subject to more than ordinary
scrutiny and should be tightened up in
every possible way.
. . . Parliament
is asked to sign a blank cheque.

I endarse the rema1rks af the late Sir
Albert Dunstan. The hanorable member far WHliamstown commented as
follaws:If this is the method to be used in financing the affairs of the State, iIt is an absolute
out1"age; it is not play,ing the game of
Government.

The han arable member far Bendigo
said af the BillIt is purely and simply political propaganda and misleading to the public . . .
it is a case of eat, drink, and be merry for
tomorrow we may die. The Government
realizes that it will not be in office when the
day of reckoning arrives. It seems to be
trying to mislead the people in regard to
the financial position of Victoria.

He alsO' referred to' the Bill as being
" haaey " and " hagwash" I have cited
those comments to prove how members change their opinions when
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they move from the Opposition to
the Government side of the House.
The present Bill is 'as necessary as was
the measure that was introduced last
year, and it is no more deserving of
criticism than was the Hollway Government's Bill. In these changing times, we
must be careful of what we say, because
sooner or later our comments may be
used against us.
Mlr. GALVIN.-I made a prophetic
statement when I said that the then
Government would not be in office when
the day of rec,koning arrived.
Mr. TYACK.-This legislation must be
extended for the time being, although it
was said that the Act based on the
previous Bill would not be extended
from time to time as it was undesirable
to use loan moneys for the purchase ot
these materials. I am hopin'g that it
will not be long before we shall be able
to manufacture all these commodities
within the State. Bills of this description are really akin to a man
who takes drougs. In the beginning
the effect is not harmful, but later he
acquires the habit and his physical wellbeing is undermined. That is what is
occurring to the State's financial position.
I trust that, in the near future we shall
be able to finance all material requirements in a better way than the Bill
proposes.
Mr. GALVIN.-The injection of a little
Socialism might assist Capitalism.
Mr. TYACK.-This country has had
too much Socialism; it has been drugged.
. Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Do you
approve of the Bill?

Mr. TYACK.-I do so in view of the
existing circumstances but I regret that
it is necessary for Parliament to pas:)
measures of this description.
Mr. LIND.--All members will be pleased
when all necessary commodities are
made within the State.
Mr. TYACK.-That is true. We are
asking the United Kingdom and other
countries to supply us with the necessaries of life. Steel is to be imported
for the purpose of creating national
~ssets.
Australia was practically untouched by the recent war and should
be in a position to manufacture and

export goods. However, we are expecting
the unfortunate people of the Mother
Country to supply us with essential
commodities at a time when they are
trying to restore their own national life.
An outside observer might conclude that
the people of Great Britain have a
capacity lacking in Australians. I do
not think that is the real position although we are in the financia.} doldrums
for the time being. I repeat, Australia
should be able to manufacture all her
requirem'ents and export the surplus.
I have before me some comparative
prices. Doubtless cement will be imported,
and I find that the price of locally made
Geelong cement is £5 19s. 6d. a ton,
whereas English cement costs £12 lOs.
a ton. The Australian price for galvanized iron is £46 a ton, and the cost
of Japanese iron is £122 a ton. Local
weatherboards cost 38s. 6d. per 100
super. feet whereas the cost of baltic
boards is 43s. 9d. For flooring boards the
comparative prices are 37s. 3d. and 42s.
Locally made porcelain baths cost
£11 18s. 6d. and the English articles
cost £17 lOs. each. From a financial
point of view we are really cutting our
own throats by importing goods of this
description, although I agree that the
Government has been forced into taking
this action owing to the present shortage
of Australian-made materials. Members
have discussed at length the need to
build hospitals and schools, but if the
State is to adopt the financial policy
embraced by the Bill, how can such
amenities be provided?
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You do not
suggest that schools and hospitals should
not be built?
Mr. TYACK.-I noticed, from a report
which appeared in the Age a day or
two lago, that the secretary of the
Bendigo Hospital committee complained
that although the Royal Melbourne
Hospital was built at the cost of £1,000
per bed he was upset because it was
proposed to add a 60-bed wing to a
hospital at a cost of £5,000 per bed.
Under conditions which increase costs
to that extent, where are we heading?
Mr. FULTON.-One hospital in Victoria
was erected at a cost of £8,000 per bed.
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Mr. TYACK.-That is worse still. The
State cannot continue indefinitely to
incur costs of that kind. We must decide to pull up, and we can do so only
by putting more effort into production
than is being expended at present. The
Government has my sympathy in the
problems with which it is faced. Unless
the people are prepared to do more than
they are doing at present-I include
everybody, and not merely the workers,
or one section of citizens-we win be
heading for disaster.
Mr. FULTON.-The worker is the last
person who should be blamed.
Mr. TYACK.-He is probably being
set a bad example. We should all work
hard, as do the primary producers.

Application (Amendment) Bill.

worked ten years ago. I do not wish
to single out employees in the building
trades only, because probably the same
decreased time is being worked by
employees in other industries.
If one section of the community is not
working a reasonable number of hours
or weeks in a year, other sections slow up
correspondingly. For instance, 'the effect
of the present railway strike must be to
slow up the work and decrease the
efficiency of other spheres of employment. We realize the difficulties with
which the Government has to contend,
and the Opposition does not aim at
ereating more problems, but it suggests
that the GOVlernment should give a lead
in this matter and endeavour to ascertain whether production can be stepped
Mr. WHITE (Al'lendale).-You are on up.
the wrong side of the House.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Do you think
Mr. TYACK.-I am prepared to say the Government is working hard enough?
that primary producers work hard. If
Mr. TYACK.---Ilf we all worked as
all citizens worked similarly, the State hard as the Government, nobody could
would benefit. I do not know whether be blamed. I believe tha t a Coun try
honorable members have read a state- party Government always works hard.
ment which was issued by the CommonLieut.~Colonel
LEGGATT. - But not
wealth Directorate of Housing after it
had made a comprehensive investigation. always efficiently.
Mr. TYACK.-That may be so, but
It ascertained some startling conditions
in regard to costs, which it has set out we can only do our best. .Alt least,
in a table in its statement. It is in- people who work hard are triers and
dicated that costs have practically they must be respected for that. I sugdoubled during the last ten years. I gest that the Government should give a
shall not discuss wages, because they lead in this matter, because a serious
are only comparative. If the cost of the problem has to be ,faced. The provision
production of materials rises, wages of £2,000,000 of loan money m'ay
alleviate, bUit will not solve the problem.
must increase correspondingly.
The table to which I have referred The Government should endeavour to
relates t'O the effective working hours. awaken people to the seriousness of the
In r,elation to the city of Melbourne, i,t situation. H it tries to do that, it will
is stated that the effective working be given the wholehearted suppont' of
hours in 1939 were 47 a week. Prior to my party in this House. It is a matter
the introduction of the 40-hour week, which goes beyond the scope of party
the number of effective working weeks politics; it is one which affects every
of the ordinary building operative was citizen of the State. For that reason,
47.65 out of the 52 weeks of the year. on behalf of my party, I accept the Bill.
NOiW, after excluding Nme lost through I trust that the Government will obtain
holidays, sickness, wet weather, rest some benefit from the operation of this
periods, the incidence of the 40-hour measure.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I wish to disweek, and hold-ups in industry, the
employees in the building trade work cuss two aspects of the Bill. The
an average of 31.15 weeks in a year. ,measure is a good one in that it goes
That is a reduction over the ten years some way towards ensuring that suffiof 34.63 per cent. of wOI'king time. In cient materials wl'll be available for the
other words, those employees are work- building of homes. schools, hospitals, and
ing only two-thirds of the time they other projects which are so vital to the
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development of the State. For that
reason, mem'bers on the Opposition side
of the House support the Bill. For the
same reason, I personally give· it my
support. However, I have some considerable concern tha,t Parliament should
be asked to accept a measure of this
kind. There are two aspects of the
matter with which I particularly wish
to deal. The first is, why is a measure
of this type necessary? The second is,
whether, in view of the overseas situation, the State will get what it expects
to receive? If not, what is the answer?
Concerning the first aspect of the
matter, we are apparently at the peak
of prosperity, yet in this country it is
not possible to produce sufficient of the
vital ma terials necessary to provide
homes for the people and for the development of the State. Consequently, there
must be something radically wrong. I
think the reason for that state of affairs
is clear. If any member has any doubt
on that point, I suggest that the figures
quoted by the honorable member for
Richmond yesterday will remove those
doubts. The honorable member indicated
that in the production of our vital requirements, the fun<;!tioning of industry
is retarded by constant stoppages. There
is another reason for the present state of
affairs, which is well known to members.
It is not a necessary effect of the existing prosperity. It is the design of certain people to try to prevent Australia
from being developed as a free country.
At this stage, I shall have the temerity
to take to task certain members who are
supporting the Government on this subject. It seems to m·e that they have
cried" wolf" so often on ,the subj:ect of
increased production that they are playing directly into the hands of those
who do not want to see Australia developed in the way we desire. I can only
deplore the attack made yesterday by
the Leader of the Labour party-for
whom I have the greatest personal
respect-and the Deputy Leader of that
party against constituted authority. I
refer to their statements regarding Mr.
Conciliation Commissioner Hall.
It
must be evident to all members of the
House that every time those honorable
members attack constituted authority
they are encouraging those members of
Session 1950.-[63]

the community who plastered the steps
to the door of the High Court with
slogans about Fascism. Those people do
not want development to take place in
this State, and cleverly and eftiectively
they endeavour to keep productton at a
minimum.
Mr. DOUBE.-Do you not agree that
your disparaging remarks about the 40hour week constitute a reflection on constituted authority?
Mr. RYLAH.-I have never made a
disparaging remark about the 40-hour
week.
Mr. DOuBE.-Members of your party
have done so.
,Mr. RYLAH.-I am developing my
own arguments. For two reasons I have
always supported the 40-hour week. One
reason is that it was a decision of constituted authority; the second is that I
believed the introduction of the 40-hour
week would be an incentive to increased
production. In many industries it has
produced that incentive, but unfortunately in the vital industries of the
production of coal, transport, the building of houses, schools and hospit:::.~s, so
vitally needed by the people, including
returned soldiers and the very good type
of immigrants now arriving in this country, it is merely another excuse to reduce
production.
Members on this, the Opposition, side
of the House, and other members of our
party have repeatedly appealed for increased production. Every time that is
done, it is suggested that we are doing
so with some ulterior motive, or that we
are acting at the dicta tes of Collinsstreet interests, or that we are endeavouring to implement another means of
squeezing the last ounce of effort out of
the worker. I suggest that the Government and its supporters have an opportunity to make a similar appeal to
achieve acceleration c.f production in the
vital industries. If they are successful,
it will be unnecessary next year t~ submit to Parliament a Bill similar to the
measure now be'fore the House.
It is fair to say that, prior to the war,
the members of the Labour party were
foremost in advocating that Australia
should be able to meet its own requirements of vital materials and that it wa.
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absolutely wrong. for such materials to
be imported. The fact remains that the
materials cannot be produced in this

country,

because

of

the

constant

stoppages in vital industries and. the
irritating tactics being pursued towards
that end. The unfortunate part of
all this business is that the resultant
costs are falHng on the un1!ortunate
people who want houses-those people,
including returned soldiers, on whose
behalf the Leader of the Labour
parity and his supporters are so
vocal in this Chamber. Building costs
are constantly rising. Every time the
basic wage is increased, a considerable
portion of the increased remuneration of
wage-earners is swallowed up by the increased cost of vital services. Surely
the time has come when we must take
stock of things, and see if we cannot do
something better than is being done now.
I repeat my suggestion to the Government that it should do everything in its
power to bring about increased production and to streamline the procedure
whereby such increased production could
be of real value to the people of the
State.
The other matter with which I wish to
deal is this question: Where will the
rna terials be obtained? Last week the
honorable member for Barwon quoted an
instance, of which he had proof, where
contracts for steel to be imported into
Victoria from overseas would not be met,
because the materials were required for
re-armament in Western Europe and
England. That is another case where
the disruptive elementt is operating both
ways-by a situation in which we have
to depend on ourselves for means of
defence, and by interrupting production
in this country. I feel that the Government has to face these facts and realize
tha t much of the material i,t hopes co
provide under the measure will not be
available. If that should be so, what
is the answer? Surely something must
be done to ensure that production is in~
creased in this country. If the task is
tackled in the right way production here
should m'eet all needs. I strongly support the measure as an economic necessity. I regret that H is n~cessary, but
I hope the money wHI be wisely applied
to ensure that as much material as
Mr. RylaJt.

possible is obtained from overseas so as
to release more local material for the
building of houses:
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) ..--:-On reading
the Bill it see.med to me to be a measure
for the purpose o'f giving the Housing
Commission £4,000,000 >to do certain
things. I do not know whether it will
allow the Commission to spend some
of the money on prefabricated homes
from Germany and other places, but I
do know of some of the things the
Commission has done in the past. I
wish to refer: to one--the impo~tation
of Indian tiles. At least 20 per cent.,
if not 25 per cent. of the tUes were
broken on arriv'al. I should like to
know whether the Commission is enti tIed to a rebate on account of those
breakages. If honorable members had
seen what t have seen they would regard the condition of those tiles as a
crying shame. In view of such fac ts .
it is remarkable that a Bill o'f this
nature should be submiltled to Parliament, for, as iot seems to me, it will
provide a paradise for black marketeers,
who will be able to juggle materials at
their own sweet will.
Electrical
applian'ces are mentioned in the Bill.
There are in Victoria hundreds of householders who have provided tQemselves
with hot-water servi'ces, but because they
cannot obtain from the State Electricity
Commission the necessary "label," they
cannot use them. As an Australian 1
am opposed to this Government or any
other Government ordering 2,000 prefabricated homes from Germany. Here
is what the Melbourne Herald published
on the 29th of September:
Forty-five oversea firms had their eyes
on the Vlictorian Housing Commission's
contract for 2,000 imported houses.
A German combine has secured it with
a tender of £4,000,000.

The statement shows ,that something
like 55 firms in the Western end of
Germany are saying, "This is good oh,"
and 'they have their heads down to
participate in the £4,000,000 which is
to come from the Victorian Government.
I .ask, wioth the honorable member for
Kew, "What are we doing in our own
country to solve these problems?" We
are doing nothing so far as I can see,
except to provide money. for various
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Commissions fu make a market for
black marketeers. In the Age on the
21st of last month, reference was also
made to the order for 2,000 prefabricated houses.
After what Germany
has done to the whole world, and particularly to Australia, and avter Australians have laid down their lives for
the salvation of their country, it is galling eta discover that a Victodan Government is ready to buy Australian homes
from that country. If any of those
homes will be like the prefab rica ted
homes imported .from England, lam
opposed to buying them on any a'ccount.
The
prefabricated
homes
from
England are no better than glorified
brooder houses, but because they have
one or two nice fittings they are said to
be quite grand. When I asked a question
on the subj'ect I was informed that they
cost £2,050 each. Statements in the
Herald and the Age inform me that the
houses to come from Germany will cost
about £2,000 each. Honorable members
can calculate the cost of 2,000 homes at
£2,000 each. A Minister said to me,
" It does not matter so much what you
pay so long as you ,get homes." That
is not the right outlook. When spending
public m'Oney we should insist on value,
and the only way to obtain it is to pool
the whole of the resources and let every
person have a genuine allocation. That
is not done at present, although we are
told that it is.
"The man who knows the man" hi
still the one who gets the materials he
wants. The man who can run that circle
round is very clever. Any number of
people whom I know have materials,
have had them for a long time, and wish
to use them in the construction of buildings in which more materials will be
made . . The Government, however, refuses its permission. I know of a man
who wanted to build a workshop in which
to make joinery for houses, but he was
refused a permit. Imagine a man asking
for a permit to construct a joinery workshop to make joinery for houses, and
being' refused! We speak in terms of
millions, but when it is proposed to
give the Housing Commission an "open
go," and when some of its previous
activities are open to view, the subject
becomes one for comment.

If the Housing Commission is giver!
a free hand to spend £4,000,000 the
Government should inform the House
from time to time what is being done with
the money, and what is being obtained for
it. The Government has put into the
Bill humbug relating to electricity and
its uses, although many people cannot
obtain permissi'On to use it. It looks
like an attempt to hoodwink the people.
On scores of occasions people have come
to me who have had hot water appliances
in their homes for twelve months bUl
cannot use them because they have no
"label." I sent one man who had a
good case to the State Electricity Commission. He said he had eight children
and a hot water service which he could
not use for bathing them because he
could not obtain the necessary "label."
For the life of me I cannot see why
the Government should place in the Bill
something to which effect cannot be
given.
The Government should inform th~
House how the money is being used,
instead of waiting until I ask questions
on the subject. I should like to know
whether the breakage of the Indian tiles
was wilful. I am concerned about these
things because I have seen them, and
I have been waiting for the Bill to provide me with an opportunity to give the
facts to honorable members. I know that
the Housing Commission will retaliate
by saying, "He has been misinformed,"
but no one knows better than the Commission that I am completely correct.
I have never been misinformed on any
allegation I have made against the Commission. If the practices of the past
continue under the Bill it will be a
wilful shame and a waste of public
money. Some people say that the Indian
tiles are not so good as Australian-made
tiles. It is necessary to do something to
increase the manufacture of materials in
this State. Unless that is done I do not
know what the future holds in store.

When conditions return to normal
imported prefabricated houses will be
the first to become unoccupied. People
will not live in them for one moment
longer than is necessary, but will transfer to houses in suburbs where they can
get fresh air and sunshine. It would be
far better to make the best of the
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present situation than to send overseas
an amount of £4,000,000 that will serve
no good purpose other than to give a
profit to 55 German firms. When the
money is allocated I hope that a detailed
statement will be furnished to show what
is happening to the taxpayers' money. If
that is done I will be satisfied that the
Government is endeavouring to do
something to assist the people. I do not
agree that the Commission should be
given the sum of £4,000,000 to spend as
it likes.

I

The Housing Commission has been in
operation since 1939, and it has been
building homes for approximately eleven
years. It has now reached the conclusion
that prefabricated houses have to be
imported to supplement its activities.
Private enterprise is playing its part in
providing houses for the people. If the
Housing Commission proposes to import
similar houses to those that have already
arrived they will not be as good as those
which the Commission is building. I am
sick and tired of seeing public money
being given to one Commission or
another to enable it to do just as it likes.
An attempt 'should be made to' unify the
supply of all materials in Victoria, but
that has not been done. The present
position with regard to local materials in
short supply is that individuals who
have influence can obtain them but other
persons have no chance of receiving
supplies. When imported material comes
in to Victoria I ha ve no hesi ta tion in
saying that the same conditions will
operate.
I can speak with authority on this
subject because of my experience. People
with influence are able to obtain from
the State Electricity Commission labels
to permit the connection of hot water
services, but the poor person with
perhaps eight children has to wait for
two or three years. The reason given
for the non-issuing of labels for hot
wa ter services is that too many units
have been manufactured. I understand
that all manufacturers have been ordered
to cease making electric hot water
services for three years. I do not know
whether that is true or not. However, I
should like to know whether the Housing
Commission intends to import electric'
Mr. Mutton.
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hot water services although Victorian
manufacturers are not permitted to
manufacture them for three years.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-If services were imported the State Electricity Commission
would refuse to connect them.
Mr. MUTTON.-That is so, but how do
we know that the Housing Commission
will not use some of this money to import
hot water services? If a detailed statement was furnished from time to time
indicating how the money was allocated
we would know these things. We do not
even know whether the whole of the
money is going to Germany to buy prefabricated houses. Proposed new subparagraph (i) of paragraph (a) of
section 3 of the principal Act provides
that the materials purchased from outside Victoria may be used forThe construction improvement or repair
of buildings fencing roads bridges piers or
wharfs.

I know of quite a number of bridges in
my own district that are in need of
repair. This Bill is only eye-wash. The
bulk of the money wi,ll go to the Housing
Commission and ultimately will find its
way to Germany. Australia was at war
with that country only a few years ago,
and it is an insult to the intelligence of
Victorian people that we should now
be purchasing pre-cut homes of German
manufacture. I cannot understand why
the Returned S'ailors, Soldiers, and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia does
not take exception to the proposal.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The houses are required. Representatives from that organiza tion are chasing houses every day;
they must want them.
Mr. MUTTON.-The honorable member for Sunshine is of the same opinion
as many others, that h.ouses a·rewanted
at any price. He wants to put the responsibility of purchasing those houses on all
the people of Victoria.
,Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do you intend to
vote against the second reading of this
measure?
Mr. MUTTON.-I do not.
Mr. REID.-Will you call for a division?
Mr. MUTTON.-I intend to support
the Bill, but I am giving my honest
opinion of, it. Even though additional
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housing accommodation is desperately Commission ballot informed the Comneeded millions of pounds should not be mission of what had occurred, thinking
thrown into the air. Nobody knows she would receive favourable considerabetter than I and the honorable member tion. However, she was told that her
for Sunshine the problems of housing, name had been removed from the Combut public monEY should not be spent in mission's list and that she would have
a foreign country with which recently to start all over again. The facts of
we were at war. If imported pre-cut that case can be substantiated. I do not
houses are required they should be . know why the Government favours the
obtained from England and not from retention of a ballot system of that type.
Germany. We all know that houses are When such a Bill as this is presented on
needed and we are trying to do our best, behalf of the Housing Commisison, I
but the rank and file of people do not like make the bold statement that the time
to see money being thrown overboard. has arrived when there should be a
I do not want anyone to think that I do Royal Commission appointed to investinot wish our citizens to get homes, be- gate its activities. I am sure that there
cause I do. However, located in my would be startling revelations.
electorate are 22 pre-cut English homes
Mr. NORMAN.-What would you favour
which cost £2,050 each. The occupants in place of the ballot system?
may be asked to pay £2 12s. 6d. per week
Mr. MUTTON.-That is not for me to
rent. The honorable member for Sun- determine. People better qualified than
shine has no right to sit in Parliament I should find a better system. How do
if he believes that worl~ers should pay we know that the inspector who investithat amount of rent for a pre-cut house. gated the case I cited did not have some
Mr. SHEPHERD.-You are only support- one else in view to put into the home?
ing my submission of last week that That is what occurs, and matters of that
something will have to be done about kind should be thrashed out. I have no
rents.
love for the Housing Commission; it
Mr. MUTTON.-I agree with that com- builds good homes, but they are built in
ment, but nothing has yet been done such a way that an exorbitant rent has
about them. In isolated cases rebates are to be charged for them. N either this
given by the Housing Commission. In nor any other Government should permit
my opinion those people who are entitled that to happen. It is not in the interests
to Housing Commission homes are not of the tenants that they should be asked
receiving them, because the inspectors to pay £2 lOs. a week rent to the Housing
size up the applicants. The occupants Commission. That is not the spirit of
who are paying £2 lOs. a week for the the housing legislation. Houses should
majority of the Commission homes have be built and the rent based on interest on
been specially selected, and those people capital expenditure, and nothing more.
who are entitled to houses have not got
Mr. NORMAN.-Is not that what is
them. Probably that state of affairs will done now?
continue.
Mr. MUTTON.-'lt is not. If tenants
I do not favour the Housing Commis- were paying only sufficient rent to meet
sion ballot system for many reasons. I interest on capital cost they would not
should like to relate an authentic case be paying £2 lOs. a week. I ask the
with regard to that system. A woman honorable member for Glen Iris to work
was successful at a ballot, but when the out for himself at what rate the tenants
inspector investigated her case it was are paying and to make a comparison
found that she was living with her between the systems operated by the
relations. .She was informed that her Housing Commission and the co-operative
application for a Housing Commission housing societies. A tenant who pays
horrie could not be sustained because £2 lOs. a week to the Housing Commisshe was living in comfortable circum- sion for 30 years finds that the money
stances and was very fortunate. Three goes down the drain. A t the end of that
months later the person renting the period he still has no proprietary inhouse was evicted. The young woman terest in the house. But under the co. who had been successful at the Housing operative housing societies scheme at the
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end of 30 years the tenant owns his
home. There are two housing schemes
in Victoria and one is miles ahead of
the 'Other.
I do not favour providing power to
increase borrowing under this legislation to £4,000,000 so that money can be
sent to Germany to purchase houses. I
should like to know the views on this
proposal of members who are entitled
to wear a returned soldier's badge. I
appeal to them to remember those who
laid down their lives for the preservation of this country in the two wars
against Germany. I am surprised that
protestations have not been received
from the Returned Sailor.s, Soldiers, and
Airmen's Imperial League of Australia
against this proposal to allow an amount
of up to £4,000,000 to be sent to Germany to purchase pre-cut houses. If
the money was to be expended in
England it would be different, but while
it is possible for even a portion of the
sum to go to Germany, I am very much
against the scheme.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-Apparently there is some discord amongst the
gentlemen of the chorus in the wings.
The honorable member for Coburg has
referred to this Bill as "so much eyewash." This year he is in discord with
other members of the chorus in the
Ministerial corner, although last year
apparently he was in complete agree-menlt with them. Only twelve months
ago the Deputy Leader of the Labour
party, referring to the measure, which
became the Act that is to be amended
by this Bill, called it "hog-wash." Today he is not even present to register
his protest against the Government,
which his party supports and keeps in
office, not only extending the terms of
the measure but also duplicating the
amount that can be borrowed.
I raise an emphatic protest not
against the Bill, because, as such, we
must support it, but against the
hypocrisy, humbug, and cant of members in this Chamber who speak against
a proposal of this kind when in Opposition and then a few months later, when
they transfer to the Government side,
completely change their views. I propoc;;e to read an extract from the Hansard
.recnrd of speeches made in the House

last year. The first extract is from a
speech by the present Premier, who was
then, as Leader of the Opposition, speaking 'On the Address-in-Reply t'O the
Lieutenant-Governor's Speech. On page
56 of Hansard, volume 229, the present
Premier is reported to have saidIt is bad finance to import coal at the
price disclosed by the Minister of Transport
in the House to-day, in answer to a question, and t'hen give i,t to a Department ur
an industry at the Australian price.

The same honorable gentleman is now
the Leader of the Government which
has introduced a Bill that involves the
continuation of what he termed twelve
months ago "bad finance." He then
added-I think that is a wrong poldcy, because
the St'ate will be paying for that coal fOl'
the period of the loan, and also paying
interest on it.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Premier did not
say that the· State should not import
coal.
Mr. NORMAN.-As a maUer of fact,
he indica ted in clear terms that he was
a member of the Government that
originally made the decision to import
coal. In my opinion, the wording of
this Bill provides for the importation
of coal as one of the materials which
oan be impoI1ted and subsidized by the
Government. For the other party, which
has taken to the wings and is keeping
the Country party Government in office,
its Leader, speaking on the same debate,
is reported on page 130 of Hansard to
have saidIf I were leading the Government-

I do not know if he is leading this
Government, but he is certainly pushing
it from the rear, and his pa'rty alone
oan decide how long the pres en t
arrangement will last, with a party of
thirteen members in a House of 65 members remaining in office. However, the
Leader of the Labour paI1ty went on
to say-I would prefer to take some responSl-bi11ty regarding finance and not load future
generations, by way of loan money, as has
been done in this instance. I would arrange
a plan to meet the situation.

Only twelve months after the present.
Premier and the Leader of the Labour
party had made the statements -which
I have quoted, the Premier, sUPPOI'lted
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by the Leader of the Labour party, has good in pleading with the Governmen t"5
presented a Bill to extend the practices back bench supporters to have their say:'
which they so trenrchantly· criticized. . Some members of my party had the
Not only is the Leader of the Labour temerity to speak in 'Opposition to proparty supporting the Government but posals submitted by the Hollway Governhe has not even spoken on the measure ment .. The present Government has only
now before the House.
one member on the back bench to whom
T.he honorable member f.or Hawthorn we can now appeal. We realize it is
has quoted' the Deputy Leader of the useless appealing to mem'bers- of the
Labour party, who spoke in most scath- Cabinet, or to members of the Labour
ing terms on a similar measure last party.
year. He said that the Bill was merely
The Bill provides for the raising of
political propaganda designed to mislead loan moneys for rhe purpose of subthe pubUc; that it was a case of "Eat, sidizing not only Government Departdrink, and be merry for to-morrow we ments, or some limited sections of the
die."
The honorable member for community, but also "any person of
WiUiamstown, who is not now presen t sums not exceeding the difference beto complain about this measure, said tween the ,cost of purchase and delivery
twelve months ago that a similar Bill from outside Victoria of materials rewas one of the greatest outrages of quired " for various purposes enumerated
public finance he had ever experienced. in paragraph (c) of sub-clause (1) of
As a member for 46 years in thi.~ clause 3. In effect, that means the
Chamber he obviously was talking with difference between the landed cost of
great knowledge and authority when overseas goods and the local equivalent,
he saidwhich is an exarCt analogy with the
If this is the method to be used in the
financing of the importation of coal into
financing of the affairs of the State, it is Victoria last year. Yesterday I asked the
an absolute outrage.
Premier a question on notice relating
Yet to-'night the honorable member is to coal importations since the presen1
not here to raise his voice in protest Governmen t :took office.
In his reply
against the Government, which his party the Premier intimated that since it took
is keeping in office, bringing in an exten- office his Government had subsidized
sion and duplica,tion of the measure the Victorian railways to the extent of
he so soundly criticized last year. £300,000, whioh is equivalent to £900,000
Apparen!tly it is a case of when one for twelve months; the State Electricity
doubles up one forgives the original Commission by £65,000, or the equivalent
action. This Bill will extend the ·opera- of £200,000 per annum, and the Metrotion of the principal A'ct for twelve politan Gas Company to the extent of
months and will duplicate the borrowing £12.000 in four months.
power by increasing the amount from
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-The Metropolitan
£2,000,000 to £4,000,000. Members who
spoke so strongly against similar legis- Gas Company has to pay that money back
lation last year are apparently prepared to the Government.
to remain silent and miserable in their
Mr. NORMAN.-No, the company
sea,ts when a Government which they received that subsidy without the resupport is proposing to extend the term sponsibility of repayment. It was alloof the legislation.
.
cated 5,273 tons of imported coa'l which,
It is no use Opposition members
on the Premier's figures, cost approxiappealing to Government supporters on ma tely £6 a ron to land. The coal was
the back benches, as happ~ned so often supplied to the company at an average
when the Hollway Government was in price of 73s. per ton, thus involving a
power, because at present there is only subsidy of approximately £12,000, which
one member of the Country party occupy- is not repayable. This Government is
ing a back bench seat. Last year, being kept in office by the Labour party,
Country party and Labour party mem- the Leader of which twelve months ago
bers used tv say "The Ministers are complained that the Hollway Governirresponsible but we know there is some ment had allocated 1,500 tons of imported
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coal to the Metropolitan Gas Company took office is a charge against the Comat a price of 70s. a ton and said, in fact, monwealth funds. I point out an inthat it had made a gift to that company' ference that I believe might be drawn
of approximately £4,500. The Leader of fairly-but quite wrongly-from the
the Labour party said last year thatPremier's answer. The arrangement for
The Premier is prepared to give 'money such a subsidy to be paid from Commonto anyone who asks for it . . . . Victoria wealth funds was made by the Hollway
is on its way out financially if the Govern- Government. Any suggestion that that
ment continues its policy of giving coal arrangement has been made since the
to the Metropolitan Gas Company at below present Government assumed office is
cost.
wrong. I do not think the Premier inYet in the first four months that the tended that inference to be drawn, but
present Government has been in office I believe the position should be clarified.
three and a half times that amount of Furthermore, orders for all the coal imimported coal has been allocated to the ported and mentioned in the Premier's
Metropolitan Gas Company.
answers were arranged by the Hollway
Mr. SHEPHERD.--The Premier has not Government.
yet offered to loan Ithecompany an
I have before me a report relating
amount of £1,000,000.
to brick production in Victoria which
Mr. NORMAN.-The HollwayGovern- states that, during the past twelve
ment offered to guarantee a loan of months the production of bricks in
£1,000,000 for the Metropolitan Gas Victoria was 100,000,000 below that in
Company, under good security, which is the yeJ.r immediately preceding the war,
better finance than throwing money at a time when there was no lag of six
·away. The security then offering is or seven years of war with which to
still there otherwise this Government catch up in our housing commitments.
would not have been prepared to pay The report continuesan amount of £4,000,000 for the
It is reported that in Melbourne alone
gas undertaking. The Premier pro- there are eleven idle kilns, which between
vided me with the figures I have them could add almost 70 million bricks to
annual output-enough bricks to build 2,750
quoted, and he went on to say, in all-brick
or 5,500 brick-veneer homes.
reply to a further question asked to-day, Obviously the present need is not for new
that the subsidy on all the coal imported kilns, so much as to bring existing facilities
by his Government since it took office into full use, the principal factors preventing
being coal shortages and the lack of
is a charge against Commonwealth funds. this
labour.
I want to correct the inference that will
obviously be drawn from the reply to In 1948 'the ques1tion od: subsidy on impOIted materials was first raised by the
my question.
then Minister of Housing, the Honorable
The sitting was suspended at 5.59 p.m. A. G. Warner. In the White Paper
'Until 7.17 p.m.
presented in 1948-which is now famous
Mr. NORMAN.-Before the suspension in housing departmental history in
honorable
gentleman
of the sitting, I referred to the replies Victoria-the
given by the Premier to my questions in pointed out that the Hollway Governrelation to importations of coal from ment had already set aside approximately
overseas.' In his reply yesterday, the £100,000 to subsidize imported materials
Premier staited that the Govern- to the extent of the difference between
ment had subsidized the Victorian the imported price and the local price.
railways, the State Electricity Com- This sum, he said, was used to subsidize
mission,
the gas
companies and the importation of certain materials inprivate ;enter.prise, in respect of cluding 10,000 tons of cement, but it
importations of black 'coal, in .four proved entirely inadequate. I point out
months, to the extent of over £300,000. that, until 1948, no materials for housing
In reply to a further question to-day, had been imported into Austral~a and
the Premier stated that the subsidy on subsidized by the Cain Labour Adminithe whole of the black coal imported by stration with the exception of a small
Victoria since the present Government quantity of timber for the State
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Electricity Commis~sion. The Honorable A. G. Warner, at a conof hausing Ministers on
ferenc.e
the 17'th of December, 1948, advocated to
Commonwealth authorities the very procedure which is proposed in the Bill now
the subject of debate.
The Chifley
Labaur Gorvernment at that time refused
to' pay any subsidy regarding the importa tian of housing materials.
The Hallway Government instituted
the importation of housing materials. I
desire to make that clear to members
whO', I am afraid, may have forgotten
the ariginal motive. I believe the same
mative is actuating the present Government in praceeding with this measure.
The action was taken sa that materials
being sought by Government Departments in Victoria wauld not be taken
from the local pool which was available
to private enterprise for hous'ing and ,to
Government Departments for other
purposes. Here I join forces with those
who, on both sides of the Chamber, have
stated that this is a socialistic measure.
Anyone who says that, I suggest with
the greatest respect, is not conversant
with what Socialism really is. This Bill
does not in any way interfere with the
rights of the individual. In fact, it
liberalizes the position of the individual.
It takes Socialism off the backs of the
private builders in the market for
materials.
Obviously every ton of cement imported under this measure for a Government Department means that the Government Department is not seeking that ton
of cement on the local market and thereby intemering with the availability of
cement to private builders of homes.
Therefore, instead of suggesting that this
is a socialistic measure which interferes
with the rights of the individual I claim
that it liberalizes his rights. It will have
the effect of making available more
materials in the local market for private
enterprise. The fashion in many quarters is to apologize for private enterprise and to be apalogetic when the term
" capitalism" is mentioned. It is suggested and accepted by many who regard
themselves as anti-Socialists that one.
must never accept the fact that capitalism has been of any value. It should
be remembered that, until t~e advent of

the present craze for the ultra in Socialism, private enterprise built all the
houses in the State.
With very
few exceptions, until 1938, every
house was built by private enterprise. I heard an honorable member today speak with some fear of the day
when there would be houses to let in
Victoria. With the greatest respect I
say to that member that when that situation occurs, most of our problems-if
nat all of them-will be over.
In days gone by, there were houses to
let. Private ent.erprise provided not only
all the houses built-some were very
paor, as are many to-day which are being
erected under Socialism-but provided
them at a rental which could be met out
af wages on the basis of 20 per cent. af
incame and not, as the hanorable mem-,
ber for Coburg rightly stated, by Gavernment enterprise to-day at £2 15s. to £3
a week. NOlt only houses, but also factaries, theatres, hotels and many other
buildings were erected by private enterprise,
In those days, there was no
searching after subsidies.
During my
recent trip abroad, I viewed with interest
the greatest housing scheme in the
United States of America. There were
28,000 houses being built in one cammunity-a planned community-within
the precincts of N ew York. A total of
250,000,000 dollars was being spent on
the project.

c

Mr. HAYEs.-Were the houses being
erected by private enterprise?
Mr. NORMAN.-Yes. There was no
Government interference nor any cry for
Government subsidy. Considered on a
real wage basis the cost of those hames
was equivalent to the cheapest hames
being offered in Australia. I suggest
that the apalogetic idea that Sacialism
is inevitable and that the warld is drifting to the left is sa much humbug.
Mr. RANDLEs.-Were those houses to
be made available to the unemplayed?
Mr. NORMAN.-They were being
made available to war veterans. The
purpose of the advertisement now before
me is to portray a purchase scheme for'
war veterans. Almast 90 per cent. of
Hausing Cammission homes are being
built by private enterprise. A fortnight
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ago, I sought information from the Minister of Housing as to the cost of Housing Commission horp,es in country areas.
The honorable gentleman was unable to
furnish. that information. I pressed for
it again and he advised me of certain
costs of Housing Commission homes in
the country, which, he pointed out quite
clearly, were based entirely on contracts
let. None of them was Ibuilt by day
labour. I desire to compare the cost of
houses being built by contract in country
areas to-day. Taking, for example, a
bdck-veneer house, the last quotation
was at the end of December, 1949, since
when I imagine prices have risen to
some extent. The Minister stated that
the average cost of a brick-v,eneer, threebedroom house in thirteen representative
provincial towns was £1,868. A similar
pre-cut house, imported from Germany,
including erection would cost £2,400.
I do not join with those who criticize
the importation -of houses from abroad at
a time when we are desperately seeking to catch up with the lag. However,
I desire to direct attention to one importiant point that has particular relevance to this measure. No less a sum
than £700 of the amount of £2,400, at
which figure houses are being imported,
is due entirely to the ridiculous and
fantastic exchange position.
I hope
that the honorable member for Coburg
who has a very real and human interest
in the questlion of rentals and costs of
houses-as indeed we all have--wiH remember that far more than one-quarter
of the cost of the imported houses is
due to exchange. I read a press sta tement that tlle Comm'Onwealth Government is allowing most materi~ls used
in the eonstruction of imported houses
to be brought in free of duty, but it was
not made clear that the exchange, which
is a far greater proportion of the cost
than is the duty, still applies. Without
a general revaluation of the £1 no one
can remit ,that eX'Ohange, unless the
Government makes a direct subsidy payment. I mention that paI'lti'cular m:atter
not only because it has a direct eff'ect
on the cost of housing but because under
the Bill provision is made to raise loan
funds of £4,000,000 to subsidize the
cost of impoI'lted material. It should be
remembered that .out of that sum, over
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£1,000,000 is due to the present discrepancy in the exchange rate 'between
AustraUa and sterling countrIes.
Mr. FEWSTER.-Of course, thalt is nDt
a responsibility of the Government.
Mr. NORMAN.-I am n'ot suggesting
that it is, but I believe that it is our
duty to point out that more than 25 per
cent. of rthe 'Cost of subsidizing imported materials will be due ito the discrepancy in exchange. I do not wish to
labour that point any fUI'lther. I hope
that the apparent Government of VicItor-ia will have some influence with its
co-party in the Federal sphere. I would
ha ve hoped' that during the conference
of the Australian Country party which,
I understand, has just taken place at
Canberra the Premier would have ra'ised
this particular aspect with his Federal
leader. I should have thought that he
would have been at some pain'S to point
out that rentals of houses are affected
by the question of -exchange. We are
only blinding ourselves to the real
facts if we forget that £700 of the
£2,400' at which houses will be imported
is due to the discrepancy in ex-change.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do you not think
that if the exchange -was regulated
prices might be a little hi.gher in ,another direction?
Mr. NORMAN.-I do not agree with
that view at all. I believe that revaluation of the £1 would have a direct and
immediate effect on the cost of these
houses and on the prices of local
materials, and could have only a beneficial effect in the future. I wish to
emphasize that the Opposition supports
this measure; in .fiact, it initiated it. All
thalt the Premier has done has been to
accept the legacy of the Hollway Government with open arms. In this case he
has doubled the proposal of the previous
Administration, despite the fact that
twelve months ago he opposed ilt very
bitterly and stated that it wlas bad
finan'ce on the part o'f the then Government. I again appeal to the gentlemen
in the wings suppor:ting the Government,
and partkularly the Deputy Leader of
the Labour party, who is now preparing
his speech, to criticize this Bill as
they did a similar one last year.
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The volume of Hansard which he
is studying con tains a report of
his hitter criticism of the measure introduced by the Hollway Government. He
stated that it was "hooey" and "hogwash." Having made that statement
last year he is not now prepared to be
consistent and say that this measure,
which has doubled the amount then
granted, is still " hog-wash" and
"hooey." He also stated that it was
political propaganda and deception. I
contend that the honorable member fol'
Bendigo, by agreeing to this proposal,
is an accessory after the fact to political·
propaganda and deception.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I did not
intend· to speak on this measure, but I
wish to make a permanent record in
Hansard of how members of the Opposition distort and twist statements to suit
thei'r own political ends. The word
" hog-wash" is not contained in the
r'eport of my speech, and I defy
any member of the Liberal party
to say .that it was ever mentioned.
I should like to quote from volume 2~9
of Hansard at page 1325, where I
statedI was surprised at the statements made
by the Minister of Transport when he referred to the State Electricity Commission.
To claim that this Bill will assist soldier
settlers is just "hooey". and "eye-wash."

It should be noted that my criticism

was not levelled at the Bill but at the
statement made by the then Minister of
Transport, Colonel Kent Hughes, that the
Bill would assist soldier settlers. The
criticism levelled at me was that I
claimed the Bill to be hooey, deception,
and political propaganda." However, my
remarks were directed to the statement
by the Minister of Transport that the
Bill would assist soldier settlers~ I then
statedU

It is purely and simply political propaganda and misleading to the public.

So it was for the Government to say
that the provisions contained in the Bill
would be of any assistance to soldier
settlers. During the regime of the
Hollway Government only 229 houses
were built for soldier settlers. I spoke
truly when I said that the Hollway
Government would not be in office when
the day of reckoning came. My criticism

of the original Bill was based on the
claim of a member of that Government
that the measure would assist to alleviate
the housing problem. This Bill will be
administeFed by a Government that is
more sympathetic towards those in need
of homes. After the Hollway Government h:ld introduced its Bill, it immediately increased the permissible size
of dwellings by raising the building limit
from 12 to 14 squares. That resulted in
an increased consumption of building
materials to the extent of between 300
per cent. and 400 per cent.
Mr. WHATELY.-What about the increase that occurred in New South
Wales?
Mr. GALVIN.-There are sufficient
problems to be overcome in Victoria
without our worrying about New South
Wales. I said that it was political
" hooey" and eyewash for the Government to contend that homes would be
built for returned soldier settlers as the
outcome of the passage of the Bill, and
statistics prove the truth of my statement. There was no need to pass the
Bill to perrpit the Soldier Settlement
Commission or the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to import
materials, because they already had been
given power to do so. The Bill provided
for the raising of loan money to pay for
materials imported for other purposes,
and similar procedure was followed to
meet the cost of articles imported by the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. For that reason I said that it
was merely eyewash for the then Government to contend that the Bill would lead
to the concreting of one water channel
or the building of one home for a soIdier
settler.
·Mr. BOLTE.-But the passage of the
Bill led to the 'building of homes' for
settlers.
Mr. GALVIN.-It did not. When the
honorable member was Minister of Water
Supply, he did not give authority for the
.commencement of one new water conservation project. The tender for the extension of the Waranga channel was let to
aNew Zealand firm of contractors, but
they went "broke" and had to walk off
the job. The present Government has
already put in hand the extensiCln of the
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~ildon weir. I repeat that not one project
for,the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was commenced as the outcome of the passage of the Hollway Bill.
When the tender was let for the work on
the Waranga channel I contended that
the price was ridiculous.
Mr. BOLTE.-At that time, you were
a member of the Opposition.

Mr. GALVIN.-That is so, and I
criticized the a,ction of the then GovernThe honorable member for
ment.
Hawthorn has evidently been handed
some dope by a so-called research officer
of his party. Opposition members do
not cite quotations from Hansard in the
same way as Government supporters do,
by referring to the volume and the
page on which the quotation appears.
They select a pass'age and di:stort it.
Similar procedure is followed with their
election propaganda against Government
supporters; tha't leads to whispering
ca'mpaigns.
The SPEAKER (the HOll. Archie
Michaelis). - Order!
The honorable
member for Bendigo is departing from
the subject matter of the Bill.
Mr. GALVIN.--I shall now quote
figures to show how the production of
bricks has progressed. For the year
ending December, 1946, 117,385,000
bricks were produced. That was the
first year of the Cain Administration.
However, by the end of 1947, production
had risen to 141,562,000. For 1948-the
first year of the Hollway Governmentproduction equalled 141,213,000 bricks
or a decrease of 300,000, which was infinitesimal when compared with the
total production. At the end of 1949,
_ the figure rose to 146,000,000, and for
the six months ending June, 1950, production was on a similar proportionate
basis. From the end of 1947 to the end
of 1949 the production of bricks has
increased by about 4 per cent.
Lieut.-Colonel· LEGGATT.-What was
the position in 1939?
Mr. GALVIN.-I advise the honorable
member to carry out some research
work, as the information can be gleaned
from the Commonwealth Year Book.
The point I wish to emphasize is that in
the period, I have mentioned there has

been only a small incre::lse in the total
quantity of bricks manufactured, despite
the praise Opposition members took to
themselves when the Hollway Government was in power. The action of that
Government in raising the permissible
building limH from 12 to 14 squares
absorbed more than twice the number of
extra bricks that were produced. When
the position is examined dispassionately
it is found that the Opposition have not
made factual statements. The quotations
from Hansard by the honorable member
for Hawthorn and the honorable member
for Glen Iris were not correct. They
were taken out of their context. My
criticism was not lev·eUed at the Bill
but at a Ministerial statement. I said
tha t the assertion that the Bill would
enable soldier ~S1ettlement to be assisted
was all "hooey and eyewash."
I said
tha't the Government would not be in
office when the day of reckoning came.
'Dha t Government did not build one extra
house for soldier sentlement, neither was
it in office at the end of the financial
year, so my prophecies were correot.

.r and other 'members on the Government side of the House support the Bill
because the present Minister of Housing
ils mor,e interested than was his predecessor in advancing the housing programme of this State. I do not suggest
that the Minister bf Housing in the previous Government did not try to do an
honest jdb, but he did not have the same
close cOIl1tact with the people or the same
appreciation of their problems as has
the present Minister. I trust thai the
materials to be imported under the authorHy of this Bill will be used for the prov-ision ,()If homes for people who urgently
need accommodation, and who are at
present living under conditions which
are not in accordance with the Australian
standard of life. The other day I
quoted a case in which thirteen people
in my electora te were living in three
rooms, without a bathroom and other
facilities.
Mr. FRASER.-Do you believe in .the
building of garages?
Mr. GAtVIN.-The honorable member can speak on that subject, because
he is the'mouthpiece of his party. I shall
quote from a letter written by the'
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Chief Secretary which indicates what is
happening rega·rding building materials
and what some master builders are daing
wi th material,s aillocated far certain purposes. The Letter relates to. a propasal
for the erectian of a police statian. It
readsWith reference to your personal representations regarding the erection of a new
pol'ice station ., . . I wish to say that,
as you are already aware, a requisition for
the erection of a new station and quarters
at an estimated cost of £6,250 was approved
in January, 1948, but it is understood that
the Public Works Department has been unable to obtain a satisfactory tender.

Although it was intended that imparted
materials shauld be used on essential
warks, such materials have been utilized
in the erection of luxury homes and factories which are not essential. 1 have
every confidence that the Government
will utilize the imparted building
materials in the interests af the people
and not, as is desired by same members,
in the interests of a selfish and privileged
few.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWOR.TH (Swan
Hill) . -The purpose of the measure is
to amend the 1m ported Materials Laan
and Applicatian Act 1949 by increasing
the baI"rowing capaJCity of the Government frorm £2,000,000 to £4,000,000
far the impartatian of certain materials.
It is the duty of the Government to. provide a sufficient quantity of materials
for the erectian of homes far the housing
of the peaple. If the Federal authorities
will not allacate sufficient moneys to
enable the Government to carry out the
programme it desires to. implement,
there is no alternative but to take actian
such as is now cantemplated, which will
impase a respansibility on future
generatians.
As one who has had considerable experience of life, 1 have come to the conclusion that a ,person horn with a SJilver
spoon in his mouth will not make as
great an effort in life as will a person
who has had to contend with hardships
and responsibilities. If this Bill is passed,
a responsibility will be placed on future
generations but they will appreciate that
the Government of this day acted in the
interests of the State. The principal Act
assisted the Housing. Commission and
other Government instrumentalities to
purchase materials not available in
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sufficient quant'iJties in th'is State. The
inadequate suppHes of those materials
was brought about by the lack of will
of the people to. work harder. If employees had been prepared to WOI'k 40
hours a week, production could have
been increased. I have no doubt that
the State has benefited considerably by
the previ'Ous impartation of rna terials
to the value of £2,000,000.
IT those
rna terials had not been obtained, this
State would have been in a sorry pl'ight.
No member has yet referred t'O the
problems of municipalities, but the
pa·ssageof this Bill win assist municipal councils to abtain urgently-needed
materials for the development ,and impI'ovement of water supply systems, the
building of water towers, ·and other
projects.
They will be charged the
difference between the local cost of the
articles and the imported cost. When
one realizes the plight of many of Ithe
munidpalities, it will be admitted that
the bringing forward of the measure is
timely.
Members who have spoken stated that
the impoI'ltati'Ons would not improve the
position of the Hausing Comm'ission so
f,ar as the building of additional homes
is eon'cerned, but that statement is far
from the truth.
If th~ £ 2,000,000
worth of malterial'S had not been imported, the Housing Commission could
not have carried on its building programme. Clause 3 wi1l giv·e the Government further authority to a.ssist various
organdzations Iby supplying imported
rna terial at the local cost of production.
iff a 40-hour week had
been honestly worked, it wauld have
been possible to meet exist'in.g demands
for building materials. As Ass-istant
Minister of Housing in ,the previous
Government, I gained some knowledge
of the difficuLties of the Housing Commission, and I commend the Commissfoners far the work they have done for
the State. The Oommission made every
efi'ar,t to augment the supply of
matedals to enable the mun'icipalities to
undeI'ltake urgent works. It has been
sta ted that the Hausing Commission has
been responsible for some delays, but
in many cases delay has been caused by
the refusal of land owners to accep.t
fair pdces ~or their property.
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Mr. FULToN.-The Commission has ended the 30th of June, 1950.
The
extensive powers.
statement indicates that during that
Lieut. - Oolonel
HIPWORTH. - A period ,the produ~tion in Austra'Ha of
Government utility of that kind should bvi'Cks increased by 124,000,000 bricks,
be vested with reasonable powers. I do Porltland cement by 295,000 tons, fibrous
not think the Commission has too much , plaster sheets by ,4,500,000 square yards,
power. If it is to be humbugged by all t 7rra cotta roofing tiles by 9,000,000
sorts of objections by owners, the build- tIles, cement roofing tiles by 40,000,000
ing programme will be retarded and the tiles, and native sawn timber by
All members
people will suffer. The honorable mem- 255,000,000 super. feet.
will
realize
that
that
is
fair
production,
ber for Bendigo possibly misl~d the
House when he said that the prev1ious especially in view of the lag during six
measure resuLted in no assistance to the years of war, interruption by strikes
Soldier Settlement Commission. That is and the' reluctan:ce of many individuali~
after the war to return to normal. I
not the fa'ct.
feel that the present Government is
Mr. GALVIN.-I said that you did not putting into operation the ideal planbuild one extra house at Quamba took the Hipworth plan. If this State does
with imported malterials.
not import materials there will be no
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I was progress.
not referring to houses. The Bill reStrikes in essential industries are
lates to raw materials, including gal- affecting all production. In Australia
vanized iron, steel, cement, wire net,ting, the best and cherupest steel in the world
and galvanized wire, which are used by can be manufactured. Why not produce
the Soldier Settlement Comm'ission. The more of it? I 'feel Ithat this short
Soldier Settlement Commission has been measure will i'mprove conditions. If the
fortuna te in getting shiploads of those Governm'ent continues to supplem'ent the
materials, paI'lticularly wire net,ting to production of local industry by importassist it in settling soldi.e'rs on the land. ing essential materials from, abroad it
Mr. GALVIN.-Mr. Simpson will laugh will be doing what is right. The measure
when he reads that statement.
is a,ccepta'hle to the Opposition. I disLieut.-Colonel HIP\VORTH.-I have agree with the honorable mlember for
no intimate knowJedge regarding houses Coburg in rus remarks about the imfor soldier settlement purposes, but I portation of houses. If the workers in
realize that a large nUJIll'ber of dwellings Austr'alia cannot be induced to produce
were erected on soldier settlement blocks adequaJte materials the only alternative
in my electorate. I am proud of that is to buy abroad. I am satisfi·ed that if
achievement, which was made poss:ible i,mported houses are purchased on the
by the sup.ply of imported materi'als. I system that I advocate, and if they
point out that the Labour Government comply with Australian specific'ations
built very few homes for soldier settlers and are fitted with electrical equipment,
they will be sat:isfa'ctory.
during the years it was in office.
Irrespective of imports from Germany,
Mr. GALVIN.-There would have been
no s'Oldier settlement in your electorate the time has arrived when Australia
if it had not been for the aotion of the must treat her previous enemies with
respect. If Germany is prepared to
Labour Governmenit.
trade with us we should be the last to
HIPWORTH.-Credi t object, because if Germany does' not
Lieut.-Colonel
must be given to the local member for buy Australian primary products Austhe part he played. He was, of course, tralia will suffer. I served against the
assisted by the honorable member for Germans for ten years, and if we hold a
Bendigo when he was M'inisiter of Soldier grudge against them for the rest of our
Settlement. In relation to the produc- days we shall suffer for it. I urge that
tion of building ma'terials, I !shall quote local industry should be assisted to prosome figures from a statement which vide timber and equipment for houses.
sets out tha't produotion in Australia In that respect I I'ay tribute to Stawell
has increased during the two years Timlber Industries, a firm which i~
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equipped to manufu<cture and erect
pre-cut houses. I believe the Government is following the example I
set by glvmg the firm financial
aSlsistance through 'the Rural Finance
Corpor,ation. I commend the measure
as a step :in the right diirection,
following the step taken by the previous
Government. Although the Leader and
Deputy Leader of the Labour party did
not concur in the first measure submitted, they are to-day supporting the
lost thirteen." I hope that the Bill will
receive the support of the House, and
that the Government will give special
consideration to the needs of municipalities, particularly of those in the country.
lUr. RANDLES (Brunswick).-As the
just claims of the railwaymen have been
lost sight of because of the introduction
of red herrings by J. J. Brown and his
Communist stooges, so have the aims and
objectives of this Bill been lost sight of
because of the side-tracking of speakers
by interjections. The Bill that was introduced in 1949 was intended to subsidize' the importation of materials so
as not to deplete the local pool, thus
helping old and young people to build
their own homes with local products.
During the present debate we have
heard m/any and varied reasons for
the legislation. I believe thB.Jt housing should be the No. 1 priority
of the State, and should be the No. 1
concern of all members. I know that,
because I am the representative of an
industrial area, and I know of the
sufferings and privations of many people
in Brunswick. It is the duty of the
Government to take all possible steps to
alleviate the sufferings of the people, ,and
for that reason I support 1Jhe importation of prefaibricated homes from
Germany.
As a member of a powerful branch of
the Returned Sailors, Soldiers, and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia, I
have not discovered any hostility to the'
German ,people. There is hostility to the
Japanese, not because they were an
enemy, but because of the inhuman
treatment they meted out to prisoners of
war. There is also the fact that all
Germans are n'Ot Nazis, and to brand
them all alike is wrong. It is because
I believe that housing is No.1 priority,
II

and that the Goverh'ment should take
all possible steps to import homes to
house the people, that I support the Bill.
The honorable member for Glen Iris
introduced the coal question and referred
to the benefits derived from the importation of coal to this State. Most of tha t
coal went to the gas companies. The
HoHway Government would not give
instructions to the Coal Board to supply
the gas companies with good quality
coal, so inferior gas was made. The
same honorable member said that under
the Hollway Government private enterprise built the, majority of houses completed in this State, and that there were
many homes to let. That is only half
the story. Never in this State have there
been enough homes to rent. People in
the depression years, not because they
did not want homes, but because of their
inability to pay the rents demanded by
the capitalist system, were without
homes. He also said something about
American conditions, but he did not
mention the 5,000,000 people unemployed
in that country a~ the present time.
R onorable membeTs inteTjeci'ing--

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
l\'Iichaelis) .-Order! Several honorable
members are interjecting. A deba!te is
not properly conducted when members
shout a'cross the Cha/mber such remarks
as "That is wrong." "That is untrue."
Any member who does not agree with
wlha t the member addressing the Chair is
saying is entitled to reply later in the
delbate. That is rthe proper way to
observe our rules of debate.
Mr. RANDLES.-In the United States
of America at the present time, according to Government statistics, there are
5,000,000 people unemployed. The latest
figures published were for last May. In
addition there is a pool of something
more than 5,000,000 persons who are
working only half time. I think, roughly
speaking, there are 13,000,000 people
in that country not working a full week.
Because the Bill provides for subsidizing
the cost of importing housing materials,
and thus releasing the local product
for home building, I support it, and hope
it will have a speedy passage.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The honorable member for Brunswick stated that the previous Govern-

r
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ment subsidized the gas campanies, and
that most of the coal impo'rted from
overseas was supplied to thase campanies.
The Leader of the Labaur party stated
that the farmer Government made a gift
to the Metrapalitan Gas Campany of
£4,500 in respect af 1,515 tans af imparted caal. The tatal quantity af caal
imported during the -term af the Hallway Gavernment was appraximately
500,000 tans. The hanarable member
far Brunswick shauld stick to' the facts.
Fram the time the present Gavernment
taak affice 134,236 tons of coal have been
imported, and 5,275 tons have been supplied to the Metropalitan Gas Campany.
This Bill is merely a continuation of
the legislatian passed by the Hollway
Gavernment, but the amount to be made
available has been doubled. Further, it
is proposed that imported materials shall
be made available to' anyone, and I wish
to draw the attention of the House to
that matter. Proposed new paragraph
(c) af section 3 of the principal Act
provides, inter alia(c)

To meet the amount involved in the
payment by the Minister in Charge
of Housing with the concurrence of
the Treasurer of Victoria to any
person of sums not exceeding the
difference between0) the cost of purchase and delivery from outside Victoria
of materials required for or
in relation to works connected withthe construction improvement or repair of buildings
fencing
roads
bridges piers or wharfs;
the provision of electricity
gas water sewerage or
other services; or
the provision of services
or improvements to
lands used- or intended
to be used for or in
connection with any
primary or secondary
industry.

Under that provision the Minister of
Housing will be permitted to subsidize
not only Government departments, but
also private individuals who wish to
build hames. The Opposition does not
abject to that, but i.t points out that
there may be discrimination in who
shall or shall not receive a subsidy. The
Bill proposes a very wide power to be
given to' the Gavernment to distribute
Ueu,t.-Colonel Leggatt.

money, but the amount' proposed in the
Bill must necessarily restrict the allocation of subsidies.
When the Minister of Transport introduced the Bill, he stated that under
its provisions fencing materials could be
made available to returned soldier
farmers.
N a reference is made in
the Bill to returned saldier farmers, but
they can be included under the general
provisions. The subsidizing of fencing
materials is not restricted to returned
soldier farmers, yet the Minister stated
that they would be pravided for. He
also mentioned four other cases, which
are included in the general provisians of
the Bill. The scope of the measure is
very wide and permits the difference
between cost of imported material and
local articles to be paid to any person for
building purposes.
I must comment an the volte face that
has taken place in the attitude of members on the Government side. Not anly
do they now support the measure, but
the amount made available has been
doubled and its .operations have' been
ex,tended. The change in the a tti tude of
the Labour party is almost comparable
with that which took place in the
Federal sphere an the Communist Bill.
Although I suppart the measure I wish
to point out that it pravides extensive
powers under which private individuals
may be subsidized. I am surprised that
members of the Labour party have not
had samething to say about proposed
new paragraph (c) of section 3 of the
principal Act.
The motian was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages.
VICTORIAN INLAND MEAT_
AUTHORITY (ADVANCES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from Ootober
the 17th) on the motion of Mr. MOSS
(MiniSlter of Ag~icU!lture) f.or the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-This Bill
proposes an increase from £100,000 to
£500,000 in the advance that may
be made to the Inland Meat Authority,
and no ane can have any objection to that proposal.
However,
tne. subject af inland killing provides a
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big problem for this and succeeding
The Opposition is in
Governments.
favour of inland killing; it agrees that
from the humane point of view it is
desirable for stock to be killed as near
as is possible to the place where they
are fattened.
It is also the most
economical method. In the pa'st, meat
works throughout the world have been
established near the sea board. Possibly
that has been necessary for the economy
of the industry, Itaking into account world
markets and so on. As a. resullt of our
transport problems, the decentralization
policy, and the desirability of humane
killing of stock within a day of leaving
the paddock, it is necessary that inland
killing works should now be situated
at various centres throughout Victoria.
The first work envisaged in the future
is the enlargement of the Ballarat killing
works to provide for all the year round
killing to serve the Ballarat as well as
the export trade. During his secondreading speech, the Minister of Agriculture stated that the Ballarat City Council
objected to the Authority taking over
the abattoirs in BaHarat. I understand
that since that time the Mayor of Ballarat has assured him that he was misinformed. Although previously the Ballarat City Council did object to its
abattoirs being taken over, between the
time the Minister received his information and the delivering of his secondreading speech the Ballarat City Council
indicated that it was willing to cooperate if suitable compensation was
afforded. It is healltening to know that
the necessary co-operation will be forthcoming from the Ballarat City Council.
The three members of the Inland Meat
Authority are Mr. Heley, Mr. Mackinnon,
and Mr. Fisken. If one were to travel
throughout Australia, one could not find
three better equipped men to serve on
any Board or authority. Mr. Heley was
the seoretary of the Australian Meat
Board for a number of years; Mr. Fisken
was the chairman of that Board; and
Mr. Mackinnon was a managing director
of one of Vestey's meat works in the
Argentine. They are qualified to put the
Authority upon a sound basis.
Mr. GALVlN.-I would not say too
much about the return of Mr. Mackinnon
from the Argentine.
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Mr. BOLTE.-Credit should be given
where it is due. ]f the Government can
retain the services of th'Ose three gen tlemen, the affairs of the Authority will be
wisely and profitably administered. The
Minister suggested that the passage of
the Bill will lead to the establishment of
ad'dilti'Onal kiUing works throughout the
Sta t~doubtless after full consideration
has been given Ito the possibHlities of
vari'Ous locali.ties.
Many districts are
clamouring f.or the establishment of killing works, but a lucrative stock market
must be assured.
The Authority must
make certain that it has the co-'Qperation
of local graziers and farmers upon whom
it will depend for its suppHes. In this
democratic country, primary producers
believe that they have the right t'O send
their stock to any market they choose,
and before a centre is established a gDod
market must be assured. When killing
works star.t in a district, competition
wiH incrtease the value of stock and local
farmers will be paid enhanced ,prices.
I fear the outcome of any PQlicy directing producers to forward their stock to
specified centres.
I d'O not wish to urge claims fDr the
establishment of works at particular
centres, and I ;think ,members win agree
that 'this subject should 'be discussed on
a plane that is above par.ty politics. It
will be the function of the Authority to
establish works a't strategic points so
that the undertakings will :be profitable
and 'Of benefit to the community.
I
repeat that c'Ontinuity of supplies must
be assured. That will be hard to achieve
in certain of our norothern areas because
'the works should be functioning all the
year round. It may be possible f'Or them
to do so in irrigation centres, but
in the Mallee, Iamb and mutton
come
forward
for
the
export
market from November to January, and
then old ewes are rece'ived about February.
During those four m'Onths, an
enormous quantity of meat will be
handled by the works, but there will not
be large quantities 'Of stock available for
the remainder of the year. In s'Outhern
areas ,the works will be supplied with
large quantities of sheep, lambs, and
ca ttle. The dairying industry will play
an important part because wastage from
dairy herds and steer calves will go to
the works.
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Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Will the works be
able to handle fowls that the Egg and
Egg PuLp Marketing Board are compelling producers to sell?
Mr. BOLTE.-They 'could process
pouLtry if sufficient cool storage facilities were available. I suggest that a
master plan should be prepared t'O indicate the centres in which works could
be established on an economic basis.
Doulb'tless the first resuLt of the passage
of the Bill will be the extension of the
Ballarat works.
The Authority has
worked efficiently in Bendigo, and I feel
certain that i.t wil'l do so in Ballarht.
The Opposition has no objeotion to the
Bin but contends that the Government
sho{ud ,prepare a plan for the extension
of kHling works, which can 'be followed
by suoceeding Governments.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I commend
the Gov·ernment on introducing this Bill.
I was closely ass'ocia ted with the Bill
that was passed in 1942. That caused
a storm of protest in Bendigo, and its
passage was fought by vested interests.
I had many differences of opinion on
poUtical matters with the late Sir Albert
Dunstan, but I give him every credit f.or
his foresigHt in having the Victorian Inland Meat Authority Act proclaimed.
Bendigo p·eople criticized the operations of the Authority and Minis'ters
controlling it, because many promises
had not been ful'filled and they felt
that the city had been used as an, experimental "guinea pig" while the State
had not been given an opportunity of
reaping the full benefits of inland killin~.
Organizations have been formed. m
various centres to implement the prmciple o.f decentralization. I ha,ve visited
many of them as a Gov\e:rnment
represent a tive
and
also
as
an
exec~tive member of ·the Victor.ian
Decentralization
League.
I
have
found that the subject of inland killing
has been used by many of those people
as a political f.ootball, in their endeavours to obtain political kudos. Ultimately, they have realized the ramifications surrounding the subject and the
hostHi ty of vested interests, which
op;po'se the extension of inland killing
throughout the State. Those interests
will fight the remoV'al of the Newmarket
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saleyards, and r1:Ihey desire the extension
of the existing abba.toirs at Richmond,
South Melbourne, and Kensington. On
the other hand, people with a national
outlook contend that it is ridiculous
to transport stock to the metropolis
for slaughtering and processing, particularly when one realizes the economic
wastage that is entailed. The transport
of meat processed in Bendigo requires only one quarter of the
quantity of coal necessary to convey live stock by rail to Melbourne.
In addition, it has been estimated byexperts t:p.at lambs lose from 3 lb. to 6 lb. in
weight when transpor-ted either by rail
.or road. That loss mUSIt ble borne by the
producers. I believe the day is not far
distant when producers, consum1ers and
retailers will unite ,to ensure that the
processing of stock and the provision of
meat f.or human consumption are
decentralized. I repeat thait sheep transported from Bendigo to Melbourne lose
from 4 lh. to 6 lb. in weight during
the journey.
'Mr. FRASER.-YOU mean when they are
transported by rail?
Mr. GALWN.-And also by road. If
the honorable member contends that the
loss is not as' great when road transport is used, I will accept his statement· but I would point out that the
transport of live stock by road entails
a wastage of petrol and labour compared
with the cartage of meat that has been
processed in the country. The subject
of inland kill-ing should 'be placed above
party politics, and members should
arrive at a common basis for ridding
Melbourne of saleyards and obsolete
abattoirs so that stock may be processed
in the country under modern, hygienic
conditions. There were stormy days in
1938-39 when some people in the city
of Bendigo had the vision to appreciate
that the local council could not, under
the obsolete conditions obtaining at the
abattoirs, the killing chambers, and so
forth, continue to operate and at the
same time s'aieguard the health of the
people. Among those who were opposed
to any change were butchers and stock
and station agents. They would not
agree to a transfer of the council's
abattoirs, so the Dunstan Government
passed legislation which compelled the
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Bendigo City Council to close that undertaking or to transfer it to another body.
Members of this House who care to interview any of the butchers, retailers,
stock and station agents and other persons who opposed the plan, will find that
there is not one who does not give
great credit to the work of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority, and who does
not admit that he originally adopted an
unrealistic point of view.
Nowadays the butchers of Bendigo
have their meat processed' at the Inland
Meat Authority's works. The edible
offal, such as tripe, kidneys, and liver,
is processed and cleaned for the butchers.
The inedible offal is put on one side and
converted into manures. The two men
who are driving the delivery waggons
have the keys to the butchers' shops.
They set off on their round about 3 a.m.
and when the butchers arrive to open
their establishments at 7 or 7.30 a.m.,
they find that ,the stock they bought has
been killed and processed for them, the
offal put into the proper receptacles and
other meats placed in cold storage. The
butchers thoroughly appreciate what it
means to have this hygienic system as
provided by the abattoirs under the
admilIlistr'ation of the Inland Meat
Authority. I feel disgusted when I see the
conditions under which meat is brought
froOm the abattoirs in the metropOilitan
area to the butchers' shops. Convas is
thrown ov~r it on the wagon and sometimes the heads of sheep and lambs
dangle towards the roadway.
The
wagon is f.ollowed by a swar,m of blowflies and dogs run behind it as it moves
along the street.
Compare that state of affairs with the
arrangements of the Inland Meat
Authority in Bendigo. The meat is carried in closed trucks and there is no
possible chance of its being touched by
flies or dust, or of dogs having a nibble
at the meat. Those Who are clamouring
for the extension of the Newmarket sale
yards should gain an appreciation of the
benefits offering by the inland killing
system. If they knew about the hygienic
method by which the stock is handled,
that would be sufficient for them to bring
their influence on the powers that be
to ensure that inland killing became
something more than a mere term in
the metropolitan area.
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-What percentage of meat in Bendigo is killed for
export?
Mr. GALVIN.-I have not the exact
figures, but they are easily obtainable
from the Authority. I know that in
the past meat has been supplied to
Castlemaine and other diSltricts. As the
honorable member for Hampden has
said, there WJ.S no possible hope of the
Inland Meat Authority functioning continuously for twelve months unless there
was an assured market for beef, sheep
and lambs. The export market would
keE!p the activities going from September
or October until about the following
February, after which the woOrks would
close down for the remaining months
of the year. Practically the same situation arises at present. In the flush of
the export season the Bendigo works are
able to supply a fairly large portion of
the export market but, as I have already
said, I have not the exact figures. I
can assure the honorable member for
Barwon that, if inland killing is to be
successful, it is essential to have the
stability as indicated by a market that
operates throughout the year. I suppose there is room for the Inland Meat
Authority to operate in the Western District, in Gippsland and in the north-east
provided that the circumstances, conditions and requirements warranted it.
Mr. MITCHELL.-What about Wodonga?
Mr. GALVIN.-I have heard it suggested that the Authority should operate at Wangaratta. The works there
are a credit to the local authorities,
which established killing and processing
sections, together with chillers. Yet a
city like Ballarat has no such facilities.
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority
Act of 1942 makes it possible for the
Government and for the Authority to
'establish a dead-meat market in Melbourne. The meat could be processed in
the country and forwarded in refrigerator trucks, either by rail or road, and
placed in the dead-meat ma'rket in the
metropolitan area, where the retailers
could buy lambs and mutton on the hook
by weight and grade. At present l]3aIlarat
and Bendigo are about rt:he oply two
places having a population sufficiently
large to ensure a continuity of consumption and, thereby, of ern;ployment
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for some years strongly opposed to the
inland killing system, as was the Bendilgo City Council.
Mr. FRAsER.-On what ground?
Mr. GAIDWN.---llit was considered that
money would be lost. On a book valuation the ail:>a1ttO'irs :returned about £1,200
a year, r€lpresenting killing and other
c'ha'rges received from butdhers. When
one considers that pla'ces like Bendigo
and Ballarat mus:t spend ,perili:aps bet'lWleen £20,000 and £40,000 to bring
meat works up to date, ,including the
inst'alla1tion of modeiI'n chiUing chiambers,
a rather different story is presented. It
At present :certain independent whole- has been found, however, that under the
sale /butchers are utilizing the Bendigo operation of the Inland M~at Authority's
works for killing and chilling purposes. undel'taking, what w.as lost in the form
'Dhey are sending the carcasses down to of cllarges to butchers has been counterMelbourne f.or sale to retaUers. Some ba1anced by the additional dues reof them have their own retail shops. ceived from t;th'e m,arket. Tlhe ,peolple of
They are the people who desire to ,take BaHarat will find, when inland killing
advantage of the modern sy;stem of kill- is established there, that their market
ing and :processing.
I 'consider that will be greatly improved. Bendigo is the
when this Bin (has Ibeen passed the taking . third largest market in the Commonover of the Ballaralt works !Will mean as wealth, the first being at Homebush, New
much to that city las a similar transi'€r South Wales, and the second, at Newhas to Bendigo. In Bendigo 'the firm market. Each year the number of stock
named P'Owles is operating on a lease in attracted to the market improves bethe :Inland Meat Authority's area.
It cause 'of the o,peration of the Inland
processes the Mayfair product, handling Meat Authority, whi'ch 'Operates in the
small goods, such as canned ham" ham interests .of the farmer, by reason of
The
loaf, bacon, and so ,on. There 'are no keener competition at the sales.
Authority
operates
in
the
interests
of
finer products in Australi'a, a:t;1d the firm
the
'consumer,
who
secures
meat
pr3employs between 150 and 170 persons.
cessed more hygienically, 'and in the inThe mea't Authority itself employs about
terests of the. butcher, because he can
90.
control his supplies toO better advantage.
The honorable member for Scoresby
A set-up Which improves the position
may be in tereSited lin the Fortuna of the producer,. the consumer, and the
Poult,ry Processing Oompany, established retailer is worth while. In my experiduring the la,st twelve months.
The ence, that has been achieved with
company is killing, plucking, packing, the Inland Meat Authority.
There
and generally pr,ocessing for ,export, 400 has been grea ter s'tabili ty 'for all.
fowLs an hour. Ha,ving in mind the re- I do not wish to strike a dismarks of tfue honorable member for cordant note.
This Bill should be
Scoresby regarding a man !Who disposed above party :politics. But, I want -to exof 12,000 fow}s, r would suggest .that press an opinion which is widely held in
that would represent not m'ore :than a Bendig'o. To the honorable member for
wee·k's work ~or the Fortuna Poultry Hampden I say that I do not impugn 'the
Processing Oompany.
The fowls are in tegrity ,of any member of the Inland
touched !by hand ,only when they are Meat. Authority, but, in the Bendigo
district, we rightly cons'ider that we 'suf~illed, ,plucked, :and hung on the chains,
before being ,pa'cJ<ied in boxes for export. fered a grave injus1tice from-the Hollway
I ha:ve endeavoured to submit a :practdcal Government when Mr. Ewing and Mr.
approach to the quesUon of decent'ra- Spa te died, and those vacancies were
Hzation. The BaUaJl'at City Council was filled by men from the BaHai'a t distriot.
also. The establishment of a large meat
market in Melbourne served in the
manner I have outlined is one of
the main objectives that should be
in the minds of thosea'ssociated with
inland killing.
However, !While the
Government oannot acoomplish everytlho.ing in a day, I hQPe that the present
measure will !be the forerunner of
another designed to effect one or two
necessary minor· amendments.
The
fact should be stressed that the Government has pOfWer, under !the ,Meat
Autfuodty A'ct of 1942, to establish a
dead-meat market in 'Me'~bourne.

Mr. Gal'l'in.

.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is untrue.
Mr. GALVIN.~Mr. Fisken came from
Ballarat, although Mr. Mackinnon did,
perhaps, come from Argentine, and later
fvom the Western District. Bendigo was
the O'nly municipality which supported
inland kUling, but it was not given the
benefit of having a representative .on the
Authority. There is 'on the Authority
no representative from the north O"f the.
Sta teo Lt may be necessary to enlarge
the size of the Authority to some extent
in the future, and the necessity may
arise foor the inclusion O'f a representative .of the empk>yees. Although criticism ,may be lJ.evelled at the Meat EmplO'yrees' UniO'n for their actions on certain occasions, no organization has supported inland killing more vO'lubly than
has that union. It will be able to give
the Government the benefit ,o'f its advice
as the works extend. Members of that
union ;are anxious that 'inland killing
works should extend throughout the
State, because 'they wish to get away
from the unsavoury conditions under
which they are forced to' work in the
metvopolitan area. I suggest 'that honorable members should pay a visit to
the works at Bendigo and observe 'the
methods .of handling stock there. About
£360,000 'is invested 'in those works,
which will :prove an asset to' the State.
Mr. -MAcK.-Has the establishment of
the works at Bendigo resulted in the
closure of abattoirs within a 20miles radius?
Mr. GALVIN.-N.o. The only abattoirs
dosed were those controlled by the Bendigo City Council which had no chillers;
The only
also they were unhygienic.
private abattoirs closed were those outside _the declared meat area. Butchers
closed tbem because they found it more
economic to deal with the Inland Meat
Auth.ority than to handle and process
meat under their oWn primitive con"
ditions.
Mr. FRASER.-Whence was the capital
of £360,000 derived?
Mr. GALVIN.-Fr,om the Government,
by loan.
Mr. FRAsER.-In -addition, there has
been a :further advance .of £100,000?
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Mr. GALVIN.-Yes. It is possible that
ultimately the Government may have to
invest in the meat Authority throughout the State more than £2,000,000.
Mr. FRASER.-F'or speculative marketing?
Mr. GALVIN.-It appears that the
intention -of the honorable member for
Grant is to protect the vested interests
of Vestey's, Borthwick''S, and Sims
Cooper. Vestey's have millions of pounds
sunk in the meat industry in Australia.
The Inland Meat Authority has had a
stabilizing effeot on the industry. It buys
on the market when private firms are
prepared to allow the market to slump
and thus explo'it the :primary pr.oducer
when he puts stock on the market.
Mr. FRASER.":-'-I should like to have
evidence of that.
Mr. GALVIN.-If the honorable member visits Bendigo, he will witness the
benefit of competition in the market
there. As soon as the market falls, the
Inland Meat Authority comes in and
buys. The Authority has made the
market at Bendigo the third largest in
the Commonwealth.
Mr. FRASER.-Yet, sellers beyond Bendigo by-pass that city in favour of the
Melbourne market.
Mr. GALVIN.-A f.riend of mine, three
or four years ago, bought 800 sheep and
took them to Bendigo for sale. But that
is no argument. Hundreds of thousands
of sheep are not sent past Bendigo for
sale on the Melbourne market. I would
be prepared to accept the opinion of the
honorable member for Korong on whether
the operation of the Inland Meat
Authority at Bendigo has improved the
market for the primary producer.
Mr. TuRNBuLL.-That is quite correct.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
for Korong has been closely associated
with the live stock industry. I do not
want to be at cross purposes with the
honorable member for Grant. Both he
and I would agree that any means of
improving the stability of the primary
producer, who has to use markets for
the disposal of his stock, is desirable. I
paint this picture only because I feel
sure Ballarat residents will appreciate
the activities of the Inland Meat
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Authority. They will note a marked Bendigo and probably there will be an
difference in the quality of the meat they extension of inland killing to other parts
will receive from retailers. Butchers of the State. One benefit will be that
will note a marked difference in the complaints regarding cruelty to animals
service provided. The day when the muni- in the transit to market and the sale
cipal council decided to support the ven- . yards will cease.
I commend the
ture will not be regretted. A few Ballarat City' Council for its change of
weeks ago, representatives from the Bal- viewpoint on this question.
It will
larat City CouncH visited Bendigo and never regret its decision, because the
inspected the abattoirs. I feel sure that, inland meat killing works in that district
from what they saw and from their dis- will prove as beneficial to Ballarat as
cussions with people who previously had have the works in Bendigo. I commend
been opposed to the Inland Meat the Bill to the House.
Authority, they were convinced that the
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppoadvantages to Ballarat would be as great sition).-Although the Inland Meat
as they have been to the city of Bendigo. Authority's works at Ballarat are
By-products will be produced and a small- situated close ,to my electorate, I had not
goods business will develop. The pig intended to speak on this BilIl, but the
market will improve. Pigs made a big
Government seems to be intent on stonedifference when they came on to the walling its own legislation. In the
Bendigo market. One man who brought
circumstances, I think it appropriate that
a team of horses to the Bendigo horse
I should reply to some of the stupid
sale a month ago also brought a pig to
Bendigo during the following week. He statements made by the honorable memreceived more for the pig than he did ber for Bendigo.
Mr. GALVIN.-Will you admit that you
for the team of four good horses.
appointed the president of the Liberal
The establishment of an inland meat party to the Inland Meat Authority?
killing depo.t at Ballarat will materially
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The honorable memassist pig-raisers in the district. As
a natural cor.ollary to inland kill- ber for Bendigo has complained about
ing there is a production of small- the appointment of Mr. Fisken and Mr.
goods, in the processing of which pork Mackinnon to the Authority. The burden
plays an important part.
Assistance of his complaint was that they did not
will also be afforded to the dairy- come from Bendigo, but the real reason
ing industry.
I am proud to sup- for their appointment was that they did
port this Bill. Little did I think, in know something about meat marketing.
1938 or 1939, that I would ever have Mr. Fisken was the chairman of the
the pr"ivilege of supporting an amend- Federal Meat Board, both before and
ment of the principal Act. The Minis- during the recent war, while Mr.
ter of Lands well remembers those Mackinnon has an extensive knowledge
stormy days in 1939 when the principal of marketing conditions in ,the Argentine
Act was passed, how the late Sir Albert and in other parts of the world. They
Dunstan literally ran from Chamber to were appointed because of their knowChamber in this building to make sure ledge of meat marketing. One thing that
tha t the Act would be placed on the has militated against the success of in~tatute-book. Immediately the Council
land killing is that past Governments
had passed the Bill Sir Albert Dunstan have used the Authority as a means of
sent a telephone message to the chairman looking after their political supporters.
of a protest meeting that was being held
The history pf inland killing has been
at Bendigo, and broke up the meeting.
a record of losses year after year; in
I trust that this Bill is the forerunner some cases losses to the Government and
of further amendments and that ulti- in others losses to co-operative societies.
matelya dead-meat market will be estab- The principal reason for financial failure
lished in the metropolitan area, with the of the enterprise was bad management.
killing and processing of the stock being The present personnel of the Inland
carried on in the country. Good work Meat Authority. is stronger now than it
will be done at the works in Ballarat and has ever been before. It now consists
Mr. Galvin.
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of men who know something about the
problem, particularly the marketing of
meat. I do not share the optimism
of ,the h'Onorable member for Bendigo
when he says that the proposal to
establish inland killing in Ballarat is not
only going to be a payable proposition
but that it will provide better and cheaper
meat for the residents of that area.
Mr. GALVIN.-I did not s'ay it would
pr'ovide cheaper 'meat; Ibe fair about it.
Mr.
HOILWAY.-The
honolI'able
membe'r Isald that it would mean a
better meat 'supply for the people of the
Ballarat district, and if it is not going
to be cheaper, ,then appa,rently it wiN be
more expensive.
!M,r. GALVlN.-Price contr'Ol st:ill remains on meat.
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improved then undoubtedly I would support the proposal; but I would point out
to the honorable member 'for Bendigo
that the quality 'Of m·eat in Ballarat at
present is very hi;gh.
M'r. GALVlN.-Are there any reasonable chilling chambers in Ballarat?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Yes, at the butchers'
shops.
The Authodty might improve
the quality of meart, but I will believe it
when I see i:t. I offer no objection to
the Bill so long as the Governmenlt is
prepared to all-ow ;those in charge 'Of the
Authority to run it in a business-like
way, in which event there is some
chance of the State ibreaking even on it.
I would not have risen Ihad dt not been
vor 'the drr·e~n8'ible Temarks of the
honorable member ,ror Bendig'O in rela,tion to Itwo very fine citizens, ,Messrs.
Fisken and Mackinnon.
Mr. GALVlN.-They a,re both g'9od
supporters of your party.

Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not share the
honorable member's optimism either
with regard to quality or price,
and I think the results will speak
Mr. HOLLWAY.-They are, and they
for themselves.
Financially, inland
killing has been disastrous to the . als'O know something about m'eat
Stalte.
So far 'as the Ballarat City marketing. The honorable member for
Council is concerned, >it has agreed to Bendigo is a good supporter 'Of the
the principle of inland killing and whHe Labour par:ty but he knows nothing
I 'Offer no comment, [ suggest that the about meat marketing, and many other
fairest thing to do is to await results. subjects.
If inland killing is to be ,extended
'Mr. GALVlN.-I knew enough (to see
throughout Vict'Or,ia on any large scale, that you and y'Our party went into
sooner or later the Government will find Opposition. In that way I heLped to do
it ne'cessary to coerce pr,imary producers a gre.at service to the Sfute.
and tell them where they are to sell
Mr. HOLUWAY.-I think history will
their stock, otherwise there will be a de0ide that.
repetition of previous failures.
Mr. GALVlN.-,I said Ithat I held in the
The purpose of the Bill is t,o increase highest regard 'the two men whom you
the iborro'Wiing powers of the Victorian aPIPointed to the Vict'orian Inland KillInland Meat Authority ,fTom £100,000 t'O ing Authority.
£500,000.
It means that the GovernMr.
HOLLW'AY.-The
honorable
ment will ,invest this money and I hope
it will get some adequate return on it. member has a peculiar way of showing
it.
If 'itt does, iii will he largely due to the
wise management 'Of people who know
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
something about the game.
If the
-Order! 11here are too many interGovernment proposes to r~vert to the old- je'Dtions .from the honorable member for
fashioned system of appointing members Be~{Eg~.
of the Authority merely because they
Mr. HOLLlWtAY.-I would have concome from Bendigo or some other district, and irrespective of whether or not cluded my remarks some time ago, but
they know anything about meat market- apparently it is the aim of Governing, then we shall return to the position ment supporters :to keep the debate
where the undertaking will record losses. going for as long as possible. When my
If the quality of meat were going to be party was in 'Office its desire was t0' get
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the business of the House done as expeditiously as :possi'ble.
I make no
B.Jpol'ogy for 'appointing Messrs. Fisken
and Mackinnon to the Authority, because
of their training in the trade and their
experience.
If their advice to the
Government is acce;pted, there will be a
chance 'Of .the State hreaking even on
what in the past has proved a highly
speculative and financi'ally dangerous
undertaking. The disastrous record of
the Authority is due in no small measure
to bad management, and that is why my
party appointed to the Authority persons
who know something about the trade.
Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands).-I support Ithe remarks of the honorable member for Bendigo and congratulate the
Government on introducing 'tlhis important mea,sure which must have benefidal effects on decentraHZiation.
The
Leader (I.f the Opposition has ,ref'erred
to th e fact thalt in the past there has
been a series 'O'f disastrous financial
losses associa ted with inland kiilling.
I regret that the Leader of the Opposition did not f.ollow his statement to
its log.ical conclusion. In regard to
inland killing, we cannot have it both
ways.
r.f, f,or the excellent reasons
stated by the Minister in his secondreading speech, a policy of in:land killing
is to he .followed in this State, it must
be recognized that the Newmarket saleyards will have toO be abolished, together
with abattoirs in the metropolitan area.
Victoria lends itself admirably to a
system whereby the whole of the meat
requirements of the metropolitan area,
and of the eXJport trade, could be met
from inland kiHing centres.
The honorable 'member for Bendigo
explained the advantages 'of inland killing centres and how better quality meat
could :be supplied to the public under
ideal conditions. In reply to the Leader
of the Opposition, I would say that the
meat could also :be supplied to consumers
more cheaply. A num'ber of other economic considerations flow from the fact
that carcasses in refrigerated transport
occupy only one-fif.th of the space taken
up by a live animal.
When !We have
regard to the loss 'of quality entailed in
the killing of meat in the 'metropoli tan
area, due to overcrowding of the animals
in the trucks and a't the saleyards, and the
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bruising O'f carcasses, also the inhuman
treatment of stock at Newmarket, as
recen tly featured in .the metropolitan
press, I think a strong case has been
made for inland kUling.
The excellen t resul ts achieved in
Bendigo prove that the system will work.
When in the United States of America
recently, I took particula,r notice of the
attractive conditions under which meat
in cellophane is retailed to Ithe housew.ives. The meat is displayed in refrigerated showcases, with the prices
marked. Not only are carcasses transported in refrigerated rail and road cars
from inland kiUing centres, but the
actual cutting of the ·meat is also done
in the country, and 'the retailed cuts in
the ,cellophane containers are transported to the cities.
The Minister said Ithat Iwhile there is
a shortage of building materials and
labour, there can be' no wholesale conversi.on of 'the present system to inland
killing and I agree with that policy, but
I suggest that an 'Over-all scheme should
be drawn up.
All Ipersons associated
with the meat trade should be informed
that, ,within a stated period, kil1ing
facilities will be provided at specified
locations throughout the State to meet
the whole of the needs of metro.politan
consumers, and the ex:port trade, and
that within, say, seven years' time, the
Newmarket sa:leyards and metropolitan
abattoirs- will be aboUshed. That is
the only logical conclusion to the adoption of a policy for inland killing. ,A
very strong case can be made out for the
abolition of killing within the confines
of the metropolitan area.
There has Ibeen much agitati'on for the
transfer of the metropolitan saleyards
to more appropriate pla'ces close t'O the
metropolitan area, but I think ,that
policy is wrong and that we should aim
at the abolition of the Newmarket saleyards.
The honorable me.mber for
Hampden, by interjection, and other
members of the Opposition, raised ,the
question of the protection of :producers·
interests.
That could be :fully met by
the development of big sales and big
markets at the inland killing centres.
From whatever angle the matter is'
viewed, it appears to me that there is
a strong case for the ann'Ouncement at
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an early date of the preparation by the
Government of a comprehensive scheme
whereby, within a given period, killing
in the metropolitan area will Ibe completely abolished. I congratulate thv
Government on the step it has taken,
but, in 'my opinion, it is 'Only an intermediate step and not ,the fulfilment of
I trust that
a ,plan for inland killing.
the Government will consider the preparation of a more comprehensive
scheme on the lines I have suggested.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-At first
glance, it would appear that this is a
very simple measuI'le to give authority to
increase advances to the Inland Meat
AuthorJty .from ;£1100,000 to £500,000.
If, .in view of some facts. which
I shall disclose, t:lha t is the way
in which the finances of the St'arte
are to be dealt with, one can understand why the Treasurer is budgeting for a defici.t -of about £3,000,000. I
regret that the Premier is not present to
hear my remarks. I understand that he
is at present engaged in conference with
no less a person than J. J. Brown, so
in the circumstances he can be excused.
An exam ina tion of the Bill discloses
that it is more or less a socialistic
measure, which will involve a gamble
wi th public money. I can well understand the view of the honorable member
for Bendigo, and also that of the honorable member for Midlands. The Victorian
Inland Meat Authority was established
when a Country party Government was
in power, supported by Labour, and that
largely explains the attitude of the
honorable member for Bendigo who has
an intimate knowledge of the history of
this subject. He indicated that he was
very keen f.or the establishment of a
killing centre in Bendigo, and he indicated that he knew something of the
circumstances under which tihe Authority
was created.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You supported that Country party Government?
Mr. FRASER.-I did not support a
measure of this kind. The Victorian
Inland Meat Authority has a capital of
£360,000 odd. An examination of the
Authority's accounts during recent years
will disclose the fact that notwithstanding that the Act provides that the
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Government shall advallice only £100,000,
in addition to the £360,000, that limit
has already been eXGeeded. An entry in
the records discloses that the Authority
received a loan from the Government of
£91,000, in addition to the £360,000, and
also an advance of £60,000, making a
total of nearly £500,000. It is now proposed to increase the money available to
the Authority by another £400,000. It
was stated by the Minister that the works
of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
have a capacity for the treatment of
2,000 carcasses a day, but the total number of car.casses handled during the year
indicates that its maximum working
time would be only 100 days a year.
Furthermore, the accounts indicate that
if it were not for the carcasses that it
purooases, the Aut!h'Ority would be handling little or no meat at all.
In his second-reading speech, the
Minister said that the Authority made a
profit of £9,000 last year. The honorable
member for Hampden, by interjection,
asked whether this was the first year in
which a profit had been made. The
Minister repliedNo. Since the Authority was established
and the Bendigo works were re-organized,
a reasonable profit on the overall has been
realized. If the honorable member wishes
to refer to the Authority's report he will
see that.

The facts are that last year the
Authority made a pr.ofit of £9,000.
During the three preceding years, it incurred losses totalling £80,000. In 1948,
the loss was £28,883; in 1947, it lost
£23,874, and in 194'6, the loss amounted
to £39,050. The honorable member for
Bendigo said that I am an advocate of
private enterprise; that I am a representative of such people as Vestey's,
Sims Cooper, and Borthwick's. If the
profits of those firms are anything like
the results of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority, their undertakings cannot be
very profitable. The intuition of the
companies referred to again indicates the
extent to which private enterprise can
do a job more effectively than a socialistic undertaki~g. Whatever virtue there
may be in the activities of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority, we should hesitate before pouring more public money
down the sink, at a time when we are
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short of materials to provide the essential requirements of the pUblic. Surely
the additiQnal £400,000 which it is proposed toO make available to the Authority
could be better used in providing building
materials for the construction of houses.
If there was any evidence that there
was a shortage of accommodation to
handle stQ'ck tQ be slaughtered fQr human
consumption locally, or for export, it
could be understood why the Government shQuld be anxious to extend the
policy of inland killing, but as pointed
out by the Leader of the Opposition,
ventures of tlhis tYipe have usually proved
financially disa'strous. Irt is pleasing to
note, however, that at least in one year
the AuthQrity has shown a .profit.

Much has been said about road transport. I remind honorable members that
live stock and fresh meat are two of the
few commodities which are free on road
in Victoria. It is true that if you consult any producer who has cattle for
sale and he is reasonably close to a
market-say within 200 or 300 milesit will be found that he prefers to transport by road rather than by rail, and that
he does not hesitate to give his reasons.
He will tell you that if stock are carted
by road they reach market in full bloom,
but if they are sent by rail it is not
known when they will arrive, they will
be bruised, some of them may be lost
by suffocation, and in any case there
will be a serious shrinkage.
The point was made by the honorable
member for Bendigo that it was desirable to have the Authority established in
Bendigo to prevent loss by shrinkage during transit. The only authority that has
given any practical attention to the subject of shrinkage is the Roseworthy
Agricul,tural College in South Australia. It has been proved there that
a lamb does not lose much. of its weight
or bloom in three days, and that after
. that period the shrinkage is only slight.
That is a matter of interest, and it is a
fact worth knowing. For these reasons
I suggest that the House should !hesitate
before authorizing further expenditure.
It is strangely true that quite a lot of
the live stock sold in Bendigo market
is sent to Melbourne for slaughtering.
Mr. Fraser.
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Mr. GALVIN.-Would you deny that
live stock purchased in Melbourne is
sometimes taken to Bendigo for pro . .
cessing?
.
Mr. FRASER.-Very rarely, that is
so.
I should nQt be surprised if, because of the absence of local supplies,
the
Inland
Meat
Authority
at
Bendigo sometimes finds it necessary to
purchase at Newmarket. [t is quite
clear tlhat year after year the only stock
slaughtered in any numbers at Bendigo
is stock purchased in a speculative way.
It is high time that some one had sufficient courage to bring under the notice
of the people of Victoria some of the
things that are taking place. I am sorry
that more time has not been avrailable
to investigate these matters. Although
I am not totally opposed to the measure,
I feel that the present is not an opportune time for it.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Will you
vote against it?
Mr. FRASER.-I shall vote against
it if it is put to the vote. Before the
House agrees to an extension of this
experiment honorable members' should
make sure that the undertaking at
Bendigo is put on a sound 'basis, and
that it operates at a profit. If it cannot operate at a profit it would be the
height of foolishness to make further
money available.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I did not
intend to speak on this measure because
I was not present when the Minister of
Agriculture delivered his second-reading
speech. During the debate I have had
the opportunity of reading the Hansard
report of his speech, and I feel disturbed
at the general tenor of it. I do not
oppose the Bill. 1t is merely an extension of a loan to the Inland Meat
Authority for the specific purpose of
enlarging the Ballarat works. The passage in the Minister's speech to which
I take exception, and which I feel indicates a dangerous trend in governmental thinking, is thisThe present Government strongly favours
the development of inland killing and
regards it as ·an important contI1ibution to
its .policy of decentralization. Ministers
believe that the proper place to slaughter
live stock lintended for human consumption
is as near a:s possible to the farms on which
the stock rare raised.
By so doing there
will 'be considerable saving to stock raisers
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and to the !Community by eliminating loss
of weight of the live animals during transport to the metropolis 'and 'pend'ing their
sale and removal .to abattoirs; by preventing losses owing ,to suffocation in trucks and
also by avoiding depreci,ation in quality by
bruising in trucks ,and in overcrowded pens
in congested markets.

The Ipoint I ,want. to make is that,
without qualifi:cation as to place, the
present Government favours inland killing. I 'know there are some centres in
this State where inland wIling may
possibly be successful, but I would even
qualify the possibility of success. The
Minister's s.tatement is sufficiently broad
to give the average reader the belief that
the Government favours inland killing
as a general policy throughout the State.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Hear, hear!
Mr. McDONAiUD (Dundas).-That
interjection indicates the Government's
intention. The policy of inland killing
can be an extremely dangerous one for
the primary producer. I can well believe
that it is a plank in the Labour party'"
policy because it is a step along the line
to Socialism. I do not make that as a
generalized statement without indicating
what I mean. If inland killing centres
are established in areas where they cannot be economically operated, the way is
laid open for the bulk purchase of stock.
It is uneconomioal to kill stock in centres
where processing cannot be carried on
for the full twelve months of the year.
There are several notable examples of
inland killing works having been closed
because the owners of them Iwere unablr::
to ·find sufficient stock to slaughter. It
may 'be possible to argue that killing for
as short a per.iod as nine months would
pay, but the business becomes uneconomic as soon as the works remain idle.
Another uneconomic aspect is when
the number of stock treated is relatively
sma'll, because the profits from the
smallgoods trade are a considerable
factor in the reduction of the over-all
cost of slaughtering. If the quantities
being .processed are unduly small the
over-all cost of slaughtering will be
relatively increased.
It is a desirable
policy, according to the Labour-Socialist
party, to pla,ce inland killing works
throughout the State, to allow them to
run in an uneconomic way, and to In,crease the cost of killing and processing
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with the inevitable result that abattoirs
will cease to remain payable IPropositions, !When the Government of the day,
seeing its assets dwindling and its costs
rising, will invoke legislation to force
the pr.oducers to have their stock
slaughtered only at those aibatltoirs. I
see a great advantage in retaining such
slaughtering places as are available at
present in the metropolitan area, because
at those centres the oom'petition of hundreds of differ.ent butchers and O'f several
exporting firms is available. To channelize ,the producers' stock into uneconomic killing works in the country will
reduce profits or incur losses, because
it will limit competition toO an extent
t1:iat will enable Ibuyers to write their
own tickets. It cannot be expected that
the city butcher would travel hundreds of
miles to the country to buy stock.
Mr. STONEHAM.-The inland killing
cen tre would undertake to supply the
mea t in bulk.
Mr. McDONALD (Uundas).--That is
correct, ·and competition would cease. I
can understand this measure as a matter
of Socialist policy but not as Country
party policy.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).~D0 you intend to vote against it?
Mr ..McDONALD (Dundas).-1 am not
asked to vote in favour of it
or against it,
because the Bill
deals with a specific point.
I am
speaking against the policy of inland killing, and pa'rticularly about the
very general remarks ,of the Minister af
Agriculture dur,ing his second-reading
speech. There may be some· justificartion
for Ithe establishment of inland killing
cenltres a t such places as Brunette
Downs, in Queensland, or in the Vict'oria river valley inland from Wyndham,
but in a State of the siz·e of Vic;toria,
where stock is transported relatively
short distances, I submit that inland killing is ndthing more than a Socialist
farce.
I believe that a good deal of
wool is being pulled over the leyes of
producers by such statements as are
appearing in Hansard at present, and'
unless this matter is put clearly before
them support will Ibe given to a regime
which is not true to Jits name.
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Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) .-1 support this measure, 'because it provides
an increase of £400,000 in the maxIimum
amount that may be advanced toO the Inland Meat Authority.
During his
second-reading speech the Minister of
Agriculture m~ntioned the proposal to
eXJtend the works operated 'by the Inland
Meat Authority at Ballarat. I am sure
that if that propos'al were accepted it
would never be regretted, because
si'milar advantages to those enjoyed in
Bendigo would result. 'Dhe spending of
£150,000 on the modernization of plant
and the furnishing of further buildings
at 13aHara t is a step in the righ t
direction. ]f the plant and equipment
alt both Bendigo and BaUa ralt were
modernized most of the srt'ock fattened in
the areas north of Bendigo, adjacent to
Ballarat and in the Western District
could be handled at 'those works.
I do not doulbt that over the years the
Authority has operat'ed a,t a loss, but it
made a !profit for ,the last twelve months.
I feel that with efficient management it
will continue to mak~ a profit and at the
same .time provide an excellent service
toO the produ·cer. When inland killing
works are provided at the bigger
centres the 'producers have an incentive
to support local ma'rkets, which is to
their own advantage. A good service is
also ,provided by the processing of stock
on behalf of the producer on a weight,
grade, and skin basis. !Many fat la-mb
raisers 'avail themselves of this service
which is not subject to fluctuating prices.
Before the stock leaves the paddock the
producer knows wh<llt tihe return will be.
Mr. ;M<illONALD (Dundas).-What percentage of lambs is being processed. in
that way during this seas'on.
Mr. TURNIBULL.-I have not 'the
slightest. Jdea, but I know that quite a
number of lambs and aged ewes are
being s'ent .flrom my district to
the inland works to be processed on the
growers' account. The Government intends to establish another centre at a
location which was not stated. I believe
that proposal is a little premature at
this stage. The supply of stock would
need to be fully investigated before expenditure of £200,000 or £300,000 was
risked on the provision of further works.
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If they are found to be necessary at a

later time the matter can be investigated.
For the present I believe that we should
be content with the inland killing works
at Bendigo and Ballarat and further
avenues should not be explored.
In my opinion increased provision must
be made in the metropolitan area so that
the meat from the inland works can be
distributed. I feel that the scheme envisaged is worth while so long as we do
not get out of our depth. It will provide
a good service to the community as a
whole, and I am sure that producers who
obtain the benefits will support the
existing works.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill).-The purpose of this Bill is to
increase the amount that may be advanced to the Inland Meat Authority by
an additional £400,000. It is proposed
to assist the inland killing industry at
Ballarat. The Inland Meat Authority
has never paid its way, and there should
be an investigation to find out where it
has failed. If it can be placed on a
sound financial basis stock. owners
throughout the country will be assisted.
I support the remarks of the honorable
member for Bendigo in regard to the
size and quality of the Bendigo market.
There is a big rail centre at Bendigo
which serves the north and central
portions of Victoria.
In my opinion the future success of inland killing will not be assured unless a
system of zoning is introduced. When
taken to its ultimate conclusion that
means that a producer is informed where
to send his ~tock. In the past, with open
markets and fluctuating prices, producers
could not be blamed, particularly in lean
times, for sending their lambs to Melbourne instead of selling them to the
buyers in Bendigo. The financial success
of the industry should be proved before
inland killing facilities are extended.
The inland mea.t works at Bendigo have
not been a financial success, and if the
Government could overcome that diffi~
culty it could consider the provision of
additional facilities.
Some consideration has been given to
the establishment of works at Dandenong. Possibly there is some merit in
that suggestion, as the Gippsland producers would be catered for. However,
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I do not wish to discuss that matter, because I feel that the existing works
should be placed on a financially sound
footing before there is any extension. In
particular, I hope that the Bendigo works
are placed on an economic footing.
When establishing inland meat works, it
is most essential to have a good rail
centre, such as at Bendigo which is
served by five or six branch lines, to
provide proper facilities for the transport
of stock.
There has been a great deal of discussion in regard to the long distances stock
are required to travel and the time taken
in railway transport. Under certain conditions the rail journey from Kerang to
Melbourne occupies 26 hours. When
one goes' farther no~th to Yungera, it
takes almost 48 hours to get to Melbourne.
, Delays of that nature do not improve the
quality of the stock, and these problems
could be overcome by better railway
management. I wish to pay tribute to
road transport operators who are assisting primary producers and feeding the
people of the metropolis during the
.present industrial outbreak.
I think
stock transported by road suffer less
damage than when they are carried by
the railways. Members of the Opposition do not oppose the extension of the
borrowing powers of the Authority.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
CO-OPERATIVIE HOUSING
SOCIETIES BILL.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.
A .resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was ,passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
The debate (adjourned from October
11) on the motion of Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-The purpose
of the Bill is to amend the Co-operative
Although the
Housing Societies Act.
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measure
contains
procedural
and
machinery clauses, it raises the general
question of the scope of co-operative
housing societies. One must agree with
the comment of the Premier that the
system of co-operative housing societies
as set up in 1944 was a memorable step
forward in a useful type of social legislation.
As the honorable gentleman
properly said, the Act was introduced by
the late Sir Albert Dunstan when he was
Premier in a Minist,ry consisting of
members of the Country ,party and
members of the present Opposition. The
legislation is of great social benefit to a
large section .of the people, particularly
those of limited means. Credit for the
measure goes both to the Country party
and the members of the Opposition acting in the composite Government.
The ·la te Sir Albert /Dunstan directed
a tten tion to some of the advantages of
the co-operative system, .particularly in
relation to housing. The prime basis of
the system is that there is an absence of
profit-making for the sake of private
acquisi Hon, and this scheme is essentially co-operative in its outlook. There,
I think, we touch on something which is
probably the solution of many of our
social problems, inasmuch as the c:)operative system points to the middle
way between excessive monopolistic
capitaI.ismand absolute Socialism, which
spells the ruin of individual initiative
and reduces the 'individual to a condition
in ,which he becomes merely a serf of the
State.
The Co-operaNve Housing Societies
Act introduced by the joint Oountry
party and Liberal party Government is
something which we can regard with
pride as being a definite achievement in
the interests of a great class of people.
The Victorian Act is not as w,ide in its
scope as the English Act, which has a
broader basis.
Nevertheless, our Act
opened a definite cha.pter in social and
economic reform.
The co-opera tive
housing society movement came int::>
existence in Victoria towards the end of
the recent ,war, and at a time when the
housing situation was particularly acute.
It has rendered valuable service to the
community ,in providing many homes
throughout the State. New settlement
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is taking place in outlying areas, to
which young married people are attracted by the fact that land is cheaper
than it is ,in the inner metropolitan
suburbs.
The co-operative housing
society movement is flourishing in such
places as Box Hill, Nuna wading, and
Ringwood. There are a number of
societies in Box Hill, in which area
Councillor K. G. McIntyre--he is an outstanding authority on co-operative housing-has been particularly active in
sponsoring the development of societies.
All this work has been an extremely
valuable chapter in the history of Victoria, and I join in the Premier's words
of praise of the late Sir Albert Dunstan
for having introduced the original Bill.
The 'measure before the House contains machinery clauses and introduces
v,arious other matters, such as procedure relating to the amalgamation of
societies and the transfer of 'a member
from one society to another. I do not
propose to offer lengthy comments upon
the clauses, which were adequately explained by the Premier. Opposition
members are generally in accord with
the Bill, and will not waste time in
However, I
discussing its details.
wish to direct the attention of the
Bremier to two matters that may give
rise to administrative difficulties in the
future. One such matter was mentioned
by the honorable member for Williamstown when the motion for the adjournment of the second-reading debate was
before the House. He said that rather
too much attention was paid in the Bill
to the fact that certain actions could be
taken only on the recommend-a tion of
the Registrar. The honorable member
directed att'ention particularly to. the
fact that, in clause 2, it was provided
that the approval of the Governor in
Council had to be obtained on the recommendation of that officer. I, too, had
some degree of' apprehension on that
point, since the provision in question
may tend to give the Registrar too much
power.'
I think honorable members generally
agree with me that the Registrar o.f Cooperative Housing Societies, Mr. Ebbels,
has the confidence of all those societies
and is doing magnificent work. It would
Mr. Reid.
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be possible, however, for occasions to
arise when the registrar might take
rather too strict a view of his powers. I
suggest therefore, f.or the consideration
of the Premier, that it might be desirable
-ei ther before or after this measure
has been sent to another place--to
consider some ,modification of clause
2 and of clause 9, in which the consen t of the Registrar is emphasized
rather strongly. Clause 2 'is somewhat doubt'ful on a question that
merely concerns the discharge of a
mortgage in one co-operative housing
society and the taking out of a mortgage in another. That would not substantially affect the question of Government guarantees, the point to be
considered being whether the actual
recommendation of the registrar is
necessary. However I do not propose to
delay the passage of this measure by
suggesting any amendment at this stage,
but I trust that the point I have raised
will be considered by the Premier.
The Bill may be capable of improvement in those provisions relating to
propaganda on behalf of co-operative
housing societies. Clause 6 purports to
extend the scope for which public
moneys can be provided for the
purpose of circulating pro.paganda and
other
information regarding these
societies. I direct the attention of
the Premier to the fact that the
scope of the cl'ause should be wider.
The New South Wales Act from which I
quote the following provision, is very
much wider:115A. The Minister may . . . authorize
the payment out of moneys available for
the purpose of an amount not exceeding
£1,500 in anyone financial year for the
purpose ot meeting the expenses of organizing and conducting propaganda, publicity or
advertising which is directed towards encouraging the operations or the formation
of co-operative building societies.

Tha t section is in wider terms than the
Co-operative Housing Societies Act, even
as proposed to be amended by the
present measure. I commend foOr the
consideration of the Premier some
further widening of these provisions so
as to encourage the circulation of propaganda relating to co-operative housing
societies.
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In the course 'Of his exptana tory
speech on this measure the Premier
men tioned that the societies had been
somewhat embarrassed recently owing
to their being unable to obtain from
various banks the necessary financial
support. The honorable gentleman intimated that he had m'ade various
representa tions to the Commonwealth
GoV'ernment and had received assurances
regarding the finance necessary to
alleviate the difficulty. He rightly commended the State Savings Bank for the
prompt measures it had taken to assist
the finance of these societies. I suggest
that, apart from the efforts made by the
State Savings Bank others designed to
alleviate the financial situation of the
societies may be of only a temporary
character. I am reliably informed that
there is a grave prospect that the trading
banks, at the instance ·of the Commonwealth Bank, may again be restricting
finance for co-operative housing societies.

original measure of 1944 I notice that
the same problem was concerning many
people even at that time. I have read
with interest the remar}{1s af my friend
the honorable member for Coburg on
that occasion, the actual date being the
15th of November, 1944. A telling point
made by the honorable member was-

That would represent a serious bar to
the housing programme of Vict'Oria,
pwticularly as it affects potential home
owners. In that c'Onnection I would say
that a great deal of the responsibility
rests upon the shoulders of the Commonwealth Bank, -and that posstbly the
Premier is takin.g too optim·istic a
view that the socjeties' position has been
set right. That is a matter merely for
observation, but I suggest that it will
be necessary for the honorable gentleman to continue the efforts to ensure
that the societies receive the proper
measure of finance.

Are you suggesting that the Premier is
the agent of Satan?

There is one fur.ther observatlion I
should !.ike to make. The Bill, whi'ch is
admiraijll~ as far as it goes, does not
touch a quesJ1:i'On that is c'Oncerning so
many people at present. I refer to the
availability of loans art a cheap rate of
interest. Considera'ble propaganda and
publicity has centred on ,the various
promis'es both by the present PTemier
and the Leader of the Lab'Our party regarding Ithe granting of l'Oans at a rate
of 2 per cent. To-day, ,people are concerned nOtt so much about Ithe passage
of the pres1ent Bill as with .the fact that
they are requiring loans Bit 2 per cent.
Referring ba~k to the deba te on the

W,hat is the meaning of that wonderful
word "co-operation ?"
To my mind it
means trying to do something to assist one
another.

That was one of the honorable member's
forceful and characteristically succinct
remarks. He cont·inuedBut behind this Bill is Satan-the man
who invented interest.
Delete from the
measure the influences of Satan, and then
it becomes acceptable. We cannot expect
success for a housing scheme under which
basic wage workers are expected to pay 5
per cent. interest on money advanced.

The de:bate proceeded af,t'er Mr. Thnnecliffe had asked-

I should be interested to hear the viewpoint O'f the BlackJburn..Mutton party on
the questi'On of interest ra.ites, more particularly in view of the promises made
by the Leader of the Labour party and
the Leader of the C'Ountry party in their
last policy speeches on the matter of
housing. I shall quote from the policy
sp1eech delivered by the Leader O'f the
Labour party at the NorthcOite Town
HaU, on Monday, the 24th of April, 1950.
He said of h'Ousing finance-This will be advanced at 2 per cent. up to
a limit of £2,000 to genuine <home builders
whose income does not exceed £750 and who
do not already own a home. This policy is
in line with the policy introduced by our
previous Government in financing soldier
settlement in Victoria at 2 per cent.

I quote from the Countryman a similar
prom'ise given by the present Premier in
his policy speech, delivered when he
opened the Country party's campaign.
Incidentally there appears on the front
page of the publication an excellent
portrait of "Thle Hon'OrabIe J. G.
B. McDonald," holding a ,pen in his hand.
It is a pity that such photogr~phs cannot be re-publltshed in Hansard. There
is another .photograph of the Chief
Secretary, Mr. Dodgshun, wearing his
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oharacteris'Ucally cMm and firm expression. The jjollowing remarks in the
poLicy ~eeC'h appear under the heading,
"Co-olperative Housing."My party will in view of increased cost of
building, increase the amount. of advances
on the building of all dweHings under this
Act from £1,540 to £1,760, and where the
advance is 80 per cent. or less, by a similar
amount, and reduce the interest rate to 2
per cent.

The 2 per cent. loan proposal Wlas foreshadowed in the recent Budget speech
delivered by the Premiler. Shortlya'fterwards I asked the question in this House
seeking to obta~n some details of the
plan, but the information given by the
honorable gentleman was extremely barren. I desired to ascertain the rate of
interest for the home-building plans and
the {'atio of loans to valuations. I asked
alsoWhat public Department or other
organization is to be entrusted with the
making of such loans?

That question was put advisedly, since
I am aware that man~ .peo.ple are seeking
cheap housing loans and are inquiring
\~hich Department should receive appl·ications.
The honorable. gentleman's
answer wasThis is a matter of Government policy.
An anIliouncemeIllt will be made by me in
the usual way as early as practioable.

In e~plaliI1Jing the provisions of the present m,easure, the Prem.ier again referred to the 2 Iper cent. loan plan, and
considerable publicity was given to his
statement. At the present time, many
people are hungry for homes. They desire to possess them at a cheap rate of
interest, and want to know when the
promise of loans at 2 per cent. will
materialize. Presumably, the House will
go into recess in the near future. Honorable members are entitled to learn from
the Premier, before that time, when and
how the 2 per cent. loans will be implemented. If the necessary legislation is
not introduced before the House enters
recess, the Government will have let
down many people in the State. It is all
very well to pass this Bill, which is good
as far as it goes. When the P.remier
counts the number of Bills passed during the session, he will point with pride
to this Co-operative Housing Societies
Bill, but the public will want to know
Mr. Reid.
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What the honorable gentleman has done
to fulfil his .promise in relation to 2' per
cen t. loans.
This Bill contains admirable machinery
clauses, but it does not touch upon the
vital question of how home-hungry citizens may secure houses at a cheap rate
of interest. That anxiety has been accentuated by public statements made by
the Premier and the Leader of the Labour
party_ The mountain has laboured and
brought forth a mouse. While this Bill
is one which all honorable members may
commend, they desire to know when and
how cheap money will be made available.
l\'lr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine) .-1 am
certain this measure will be received with
unanimity by all members of this House
who, I am sure, enjoyed listening to the
resume given by the honorable member
for Box Hill. All members must have
felt satisfied with the report on the cooperative housing system submitted by
the Premier when introducing this. Bill.
Down the years, many people have been
apprehensive of this legislation. There
are still some doubting Thomases who
are anxious to witness some failures. I
hope they never see them. I believe the
best record that can be made about this
type of legislation was expressed in a
few words by the Premier, when he said,
in· relation to guarantees and indemnities,
tha t up to the pres en t time the Government had never been called upon to pay
one penny of tJhose guarantees to any
individual. There could be repercussions,
but I believe, as pointed out by the
honorable member for Box Hill, that
while this is only a machinery measure,
it is a most important one. What is
important is the necessity t~ ,increase
the guarantee from £20,000,000 to
£25,000,000. While that might be regarded as over-lcapitaUzation, it is necessary, on the formation of new societies,
for the Government's guarantee to be
large enough to meet the collective. capitalization of all societies.

I think the Premier indicated that up
to the present the Government had been
called upon to guarantee, in round figures,
about £18,000,000 of the £20,000,000
allowed by the legislation. Consequently,
the Government should not be criticized
when it introduces a Bill to extend the
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operation of .the system. The Government should not be condemned for introducing a machinery measure designed to
improve the system.
The Bill will
probably correct certain anomalies,
having in mind that it may be necessary
to combine the activities of some societies. When the co-operative housing
scheme was introduced, many people
were attracted by the idea that, by being
steady folk and building under the
scheme, they could payoff their home in
14i years. Costs then were not nearly
as high as they are to-day. Many people
Others
formed 14g-year societies.
formed 22i-year societies. Many associated with the latter societies have
realized that it would be impossible
to-day for them to meet-even from the
high salaries they now receive--the
weekly payments on a nl()rmal inextravagant type ·of home. The last report
prepared by the Registrar of Co-operative
Housing Societies indicates that to-day
no one is interested in the formation of
a 14~-year society, and no one is anxious
to join a 22~-year society. Many people
who have been members of the latter
type of society for three or four years
are withdrawing and entering a 30i-year
society, because the payments are spread
over a longer period, and consequently
are sm'aller.
The honorable member for Box
Hill referred to the co-operative housing system in Great Britain. Coming
nearer home, Victoria might well follow
the example of New South Wales, whi'ch
State in 1923 passed a co-operative Act
which related not only to housing but to
many other things as well. In Victoria,
the Industrial and Provident Societies
Ad 'makes provision for certain types of
undertakings. The Government should
be commended for bringing down a Bill
not only to extend the guarantees, but
to make corrections where necessary and
to provide for the day when it may be
necessary to amalgamate some societies
because they are not large enough and
their overhead expenses are too high to
permit them to operate singly. While
to-night we are considering the
capitalization of co-operative housing to
the extent of £25,000,000, it must be
remembered tha.t that amount is to cover
Session 1950.-[64]
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the full borrowing powers of the societies. Some societies, however, may never
lend all the money they have borrowed.
Figures quoted by the Premier indicate
that, although up to the present time the
guarantee limit of £20,000,000 has almost
been reached, the sum really involved in
advances at the present time is £8,984,287.
Although, for some time to come, the
full amount may never be advanced by
the societies, the Government must be
prepared to guarantee the full amount of
the loans, if required. That is one
reason why it is necessary to have legislation providing for amalgamation of the
societies.
I have before me some figures which
I received in 1949, when the House last
discussed this type of legislation. The
person who furnished me with the information is a very active man in
co-operative movements; he is the secretary of five societies. These figures
will indicate the position in 1949.
Brunswick No. 1 society had a Government guarantee of £160,000, and at that
time it had an overdraft of only £25,000.
The Moreland society had a guarantee of
£150,000 and its overdraft was only
£17,000. The Essendon society had a
guarantee of £160,000 and an overdraft
of £10,000. Footscray No. 1 society had
a guarantee of £200,000 but had loaned
only £22,000. The Northoote society had
a guarantee of £120,000 but had loaned
only £21,000. The total amount guaranteed was £790,000 and the aggregate
overdraft was £95,000. Those figures
indicate that the 22i years societies may
never loan a large amount of money,
compared with the guarantee.
The
Government is taking a step in the right
direction by making provision fDr the
amalgamation of those societies so that
the scheme will not be over-capitalized
and that overhead operational costs will
be reduced to. a minimum.
'l desire to oomment upon one or two
other aspects ()If the Bill. The measure
provides for the increase of the 90 per
cellit. indemnity to £1,782, which amount
repI1esents the value of 33 shares at £54
each.
When last speaking on this
measure I pointed out the discrepancy
in the maximum amount that may be
advanced by the various lending
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authorities. The honorable member for
Malvern, I think, sponsored a Bill to
amend the Housing Acts of this State.
By the alteration of the agreement between the Commonwealth and the State
the sale .of Housing Commission homes
was made possible. That indicates that
it was not the intention of the Government to allow the Housing Commission
to become a lending authority. Those
who desire tD buy Itousing Commission
homes to-day may do so through the
Commonwealth Bank, the State Savings
Bank, or housing societies. When the
legisla tion was amended, provision was
made for an amount of £2,000 to be
advanced on a 90 per cent. basis, foOr a
house built of brick, brick-v'eneer, stone,
concrete Dr other like material, and a
lesser amount of £1,800 for a house
built of wo.od or fibrD cement sheeting.
Yet, in complementary legislation, such
as this, we find a loan of 90 per cent. is
limited to £1,782. Figures supplied by
the Commonwealth Bank disclose that
loans on an 85 per cent. basis may not
exceed £1,750 foOr brick or brick-veneer
construction, £1,500 for wea'therhoard
and £1,350 for fibro cem'ent or similar
construction.
The State is not lending much
money through the St'ate Savjngs Bank
a t present for the actual building
of houses but is sponsoring co-operative
hDusing societies to the extent of
£4,740,000. The building department of
the State Savings Bank is not carrying
out the work it was intended to perform.
It is not now erecting houses as it did
in years gone by. It is merely advancing
money to co-operative housing societies.
The 1949 ,annual report issued by the
State Savings Bank reveals that only 49
houses were built by that institution
during tihat financial year, although
81 others were under construction. The
maximum amount which the State
Savings Bank, the Commonwealth Bank
and the co-operative housing sDcieties
may lend varies in each instance. In
most cases, the maximum is 90 per cent.,
but the difference in the actual sum
of money involved needs 'correcting. Another point I desire to raise is that, by
regulation, it is possible for the Government to advance up tD 80 per cent. of
the value of. the security. A holder of
Mr. Shepherd.
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40 shares in a 22i-years society may
borrow up to £2,200, if he can find 20
per cent. of the total cost of the house
to be built.
In a 30i-year society, where a shareholder was able to provide a 20 per cent.
deposit, the maximum loan would
amount to £2,160. If he could find only
a 19 per cent. deposit he would be
eligible for a maximum loan of only
£1,782, or the sJ.me as would be available for the shareholder who found a
10 per c.ent. deposit. In my view there
should be a sliding scalle, varying the
maximum amounts of the loans in
accordance with the deposit that the
shareholder could find. I have made
some calculations which I fear might
not stand the test of actuarial examination. I ma'y not be sufficiently capable of
producing a table of that kind, but I have
had prepared a list which I shall submit
to the Premier for his perusal. I do
not suggest that this Bill should be
amended, but I ask that future action
be taken along the lines I will suggest.
My suggestion is that if a person in.a
30~-year society was able to find 20 per
cent. deposit, or could provide £540 in
cash or land as a deposit, he should be
able to borrow an amount of £2,160, and
provide property to the capital value of
£2700, which would I'lepresent the total
value of the security. If the member
could find only 10 per cent. deposit,
which would represent £198 in cash or
land, the maximum loan would be £1,782
and he would then be able to build
and establish a security to a total value
of £1,980. A member who was able
to find a deposit in between the amounts
of £540 and £198, or between the 10 per
cent. and 19 per cent. deposits, could
now borrow only £1,782, although if his
deposit amounted to 19 per cent. he
would be able under my suggested plan
to provide security to a total value of
£2,'627.
To cater for
the intermediate
figures, in the table I have prepared I
suggest that the rang.e between £198
deposit, or 10 per cent., and £540 deposit, whioh is equivalent to 20 per
cent., should be divided into ten sections.
It does not work out in each case to an
equal number of shares and I have taken
the loan and sec uri ty figures only to the
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nearest £1. It would be possible for
a person with a 15 per cent. deposit,
which is equivalent to £369 in cash, to
obtain a loan of a maximum of 85 per
cent., which would represent £1,970 in
cash and the total value of the security
would be £2,339. That may indicate
that the Government would be asked to
carry a greater indemnity than it is
carrying to-day. Instead of carrying an
indemnity of £198 it would be carrying
an indemnity of £369. It must be remembered that in the first case the
Government only had an asset to protect itself to the value of £1,980; in
the second case, with a 15 per cent. deposit it would have an asset of £2,339
as security. Perhaps the figures sound a
little involved, but I shall present a copy
of the statement to the Premier and
ask him to give it some consideration.
To-day in the co-operative housing
societies there are hundreds of people
who would be able to find a little more
than 10 per cent. deposit. They are
anxious to be members of a society, but
they would still be limited to a 90 per
cent. advance, which represents a cash
value of £1,782. I feel that much of the
coverage· given to this legislation by the
honorable member for Box Hill need
not be repeated.
Clause 9 is the longest clause that I
have seen incorporated in any Bill. It
contains thirteen sub-clauses all of which
govern the matter of amalgamation of
societies. Some legal ,people associated
with co-operative housing societies feel
that it is overdone. Perhaps it would
be more appropriate to discuss the clause
in Committee, or the Premier could consider my scheme with a vi~w of having
the necessary amendments effected in
the Council. It seems to me unfortunate
that at this stage, when amending legislation is being considered, it has
been necessary to go back to 1894 and
extract a section from the Friendly
Societies Act of Great Britain to incorporate in this legislation to protect the
borrower. It is obvious that the borrower needs some protection similar to
that which has been included in the
Victorian Friendly Societies Act for
some years. We are now proposing to
include a similar provision in this Bill
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to protect members of co-operative
housing societies. [t is wise that we
should correct the anomaly and provide
protection because without it, on any
demand for the winding up of a society
the borrowers !Would be asked to find
the total delht on their properties and
most individuals associated with cooperative housing societies would not
be able to do so.
The remarks of the honorable member
for Box Hill in regard to 2 per cent.
loans for housing purposes should be
carefully considered. Every person in
the State, including myself, looks to the
day when money can be loaned at that
interest rate for the punpose of enabling
a person to build a home for himself.
It is not a simple matter and the Premier, in his second-reading speech, indicated that he appreciated that point.
He saidPlans are now being prepared providing
for a 2 per cent. interest scheme of housing.
It is difficult to get all the details settled
so that the necessary Bill can be introduced.

He indicated that the necessary steps
are not simple, but we all know that. It
does not merely involve introducing a
scheme to provide loans at 2 per cent.
interest to cover co-operative housing
societies. All people associated with the
Treasuries in this or in any other State
know that it would be necessary to alter
the whole financial structure so far as
loans for home-building are concerned,
and not only to provide amending legislation to cover co-operative housing
societies. Such a scheme would have a
far-reaching effect. If it can be brought
into operation it will be advantageous to
everybody, particularly those members
of the co-operative housing societies
irrespective of the life otf the society.
It will affect State Savings Ban'k
loans, the Federal house-building scheme,
and probably war service !homes.
The Premier does not need me to
delfend him, but when I hear an
Opposition member say that all members
are waiting for the introduction of this
scheme, all I can say is, "Of course we
are." We waited for 50 years .for certain
legislation that was ipassed through both
Houses
recently,
and
our
party
was pleased to have that legislatiop
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passed. When this scheme even tua tes it
Nill be appreciated by the people, but
there must be a starting point.
As I said in connection with the teaching service recently, there ·must be a line
of demarcation, and that takes some
investigating. I .look forward to the day
when it will be possible for this or a
future Government to lend money at 2
per cent., or less, to enable people to
build homes, but I should not like to be
the .person responsible for working out
the scheme. The Premier has intimated
tha t the ramifications of such a scheme
are far reaching, but that he hoped to
produce a Bill to Parliament in the near
future relating to this subject. I do not
think a more direct ansWer could be
given to any member' questioning the
integrity and activity .of the Government
than the statement of the Premier in
his second-reading speech which I quoted.
However, that is a matter for further
legislation. At this stage I am not
opposing any portion of the Bill. One or
two items should be corrected, but they
involve legal matters that are a little.
beyond me.
The Labour party supports the cooperative housing societies scheme to
the full because some of its oldest members played an important par.t in the
introduction and implementation of thp
plan. I refer particularly to a member
who has been associated with the
friendly society movement for 50 or 60
years, or longer. Both he and another
old member of the House have played
a great part in furthering the interest~
of the industrial movement of the State
and, in association with past Govern~
ments, have had something to do with
the introduction of this legislation. Consequently, we as a party-and I as a
representative of the Labour partysupport the Hill in its entirety. We hope
this will not be the last amending Bill
that will be introduced in this House in
connection with eo-o.perative housing
societies. I should like to see something
done in relation to the suggestion I made
regarding a sliding scale 'of advances
between the 80 per cent. and 90 ,per cent.
figures. I feel that the amalgamation of
societies will lessen the need for the
Government to increase the eapital
Mr. Shepherd.
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guarantee, because that amalgamation
will bring the societies closer together
and will reduce capital overhead and
operating costs. I commend the Bill to
the House and I trust that it will have
a speedy passage not only here but also
in the Legislative Council.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) .-1 commend the Government on
the ,introduction of this Bin, 'but I shall
make one or two observations on the
operations of co-o.perative housing
societies. :Many of the sO'cieties in the
coun try are now defunct, the main
reason being that they have experienced
considerable difficulty in 'Obtaining building materials. A society with 35 members in Kerang could get no materials,
even ,after it had been in qperation for
eighteen ,months to tw'O years. The
Housing Commission has some means of
getting supplies O'f materials for buildings, but the co-operative housing
societies have no priority. I appreciate
the difficulties, and perhaps it may be
possible to induce producers of building
rna terials to assist these societies and
enable them to proceed with their building projects. The 2 per cent. interest
s'cheme is going to be difficult vo implement and I doubt if it will be achieved
under the existing financial system.
·Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You aJways were a "doubting
Thomas."
Lieut.-Colonel HIP,WORTH.--'1 ask the
Premier to eJqpladn to the House how it
can be economical for the State to
borrow money from the people at 3~ per
cent. and lend it to others a't 2 per cent.
Obviously it would be uneconomic. The
whole inte,rest structure must be revised.
Perha'ps the Premier will be able
to induce the Federal authorities
and other State Governments to do
something to overcome the difficulty.
The State cannot continue to give
subsidies at the expense of more
successful people, many of whom, like
the Premier, startled low down the scale
and by hard work and saving have made
their way towards the top. I support the
Bill but again ask the Premier to tak:e
appro,priate a,ction to hav,e building
materials made available fOT the erection
of country homes.
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Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-As an
indication of the keen interest I have
always taken in co-operative housing
sod,eties, I should mention that I have
taken part in ,the establishment of six
so.cieties in my district.
I can speak
with knowledge of their suocess. In
Cdburg the six societies 'have borrowed
an amount of £1,000,000 from the Commonweal th Bank. The directors of the
societies have carr.ied on the good work
and we should be proud of what they are
doing. I am concerned about the Premier's statement in relation to the proposed scheme for making money available f.or housiing purpo~es at an interest
rate of 2 per cent. I advocated that
scheme in 1944, when the late Sir
Albert Dunstan as Premier was deaJ,ing
with a co-operative housing societies Bill.
In the intervening six years I have be-'
come more lconvinced on the necessity for
this scheme and evidently the Government has realized that there was something in my original suggestion.
I do not sugges1t that this Bill should
be amended. It has been cir,culated
throughout all s.ocietiles and they have
approved of it in its entirety. I suggest
tha t further amending legislation should
be introduced in the future. While I
have some doubts on the 'subject, I trust
tha't the Government will be abl1e. to
devise a scheme tha t will enable
prospective house builders to obtain
money on loan at an interest rate of 2
per cen t. The Premier recently repeated
exactly what Sir Albert Dunst,an sa;id
in 1944, that it was his ambition to see
every person owning his own home. That
is what we aJre all desirous of attaining.
The m,ajor provisions in this legislation
emanated from New South Wales, and
that Sta1te copi'ed it from the English Act.
In 1945, the Government, in its Wlisdom,
decided that it would give to those persons who were eligible, and went 'before
the RegistI'lar and proved their case.
advances up to a full 100 per cent.
I wish it to be realized that I have
always expressed that view. The honest,
low-wage earners who have, perhaps,
four or five children, will find it difficult
on their income to raise the necessary
loan. If such persons were given the
opportunity to place their cards on the
table, giving particulars relating to their
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security of employment, and other circumstances, I can see no reason why it
would not be possible to make loans
up to 100 per cen t. It would be an Cl!ct of
justice if people of the type I have mentioned were given the opportunity to
participate in the scheme. I wish to
mention, in conclusion, that as will be
seen from the annual report presented
by the chairman of the Federation of Cooperative Housing Societies of New
South Wales, Mr. George Weir, M.L.A.,
of New South Wales, the
year
has been a remarl{able one. He suggests
that houses should be made available to
people on the basis outlined.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-If you submit a practical plan
under which married men with four or
five children can be assisted to obtain
their own homes, I shall examine it.
Mr. MUTTON.-That is all I want.
Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick). - I
wholeheartedly support the Bill as I am'
a firm believer in the co-operative housing movement, and it is only by means
of the co-operative housing societies'
scheme that advances will be made to
those seeking to obtain their own homes.
It is hoped that the Government will not
be involved in any loss in extending the
limit of its guarantee from £20,000,000
to £25,000,000. I have no doubt that, if
the necessity should arise, the Government will stand by its guarantee to the
people, which is the. important thing.
By means of the co-operative housing
movement, the Government is really
backing the nation. Unfortunately, Victorian citizens are not as co-operatively
minded as are the people in New South
Wales where, I think, 45,000 homes have
been acquired under the co-operative
housing movement. The Government's
guarantee in that State amounts to approximately £66,000,000,
of which
£44,000,000 has been used. Under certain conditions; loans of 100 per cent.
up to £1,400 or £1,500 are made.
. I congra tula te the Premier on his
public statements on this matter. If it
is possible to make loans at an interest
rate of 2 per cent., it will be a great
boon to young people who are struggling
to acquire their homes. However, if the
Premier pursues his proposal, he will find
that he will have to fight the financial
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institutions, which will be arraigned
against him, but he will have the full
support of the Labour movement in any
effort to provide loans at 2 per cent.
Last year, the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act was amended to reduce the
age of buildings on which loans could
be made from ten years to five years.
The original proposal was that the period
should be reduced to two years. That
suggestion was made at the behest of
the private lending institutions. I take
it that if 2 per cent. loans are made, they
will be made through the co-operative
housing societies and the State Savings
Bank. I assure the Premier that he will
receive the wholeLearted support of the
Labour movement if he proceeds with
the plan he has in mind. I commend
the Bill to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Financial year of society).
Mr. SHEPHERD
(Sunshine).-At
present the societies may end their financial year at any time between the 30th
day of May ·and the 30th day of September. That gives the societies a good
deal of scope. I suggest that the P.remier
consider having an amendment made to
the Bill in the other House to permit
societies to end their financial year at
any time between the end of March and
the 30th of June. That would enable
the soci'eties to finalize their accounts and
to have them audited and made available
to the Registrar at an earlier date.
The Registrar has not spoken to me on
the matter, but it is feU that the societies should be permitted to end their
financial year at any date during the
period I have mentioned, so that they
would have an opportunity to present
their accounts by the 30th of June. That
would be sound accounting practi"ce.
There is at present considerable scope
between May and September, but it is
suggested that the period should be
reversed. Societies have made representations to me on the matter, and I ask
that the matter be given consideration.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The matter mentioned by the
honorable member for Sunshine will be
closely examined before the Bill goes to
the other House.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 5 to 7.
Clause 8, providingIn paragraph (a) of SUb-section (1) of
section sixty-two of the Principal Act as
amended by any Act for the words "One
thousand five hundred and forty pounds"
there shall be substituted the words "One
thousand seven hundred and eighty-two
pounds."

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Since the Bill was first submitted, an increase in the basic wage
has been granted, and that will be
refleoted in housing costs. The limit of
the indemnified advance at the moment
is £1,540 which it was proposed to in·
crease to £1,782. I now wish to amend
that proposal by substituting the sum of
£1,890. The advisory committee of the
cO-oOperative housing societies has recommended the amendment, which I have
accepted as being fair and reasonable.
In effect, it will mean the taking out of
Therefore I
two additional shares.
move-That the words "One thousand seven
hundred and eighty-two pounds" be
omitted with a view of inserting the words
"One thousand eight hundred and ninety
:pounds."

Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-I presume that the Government will consideI'
a re-arrangement of the figures applying
to 80 per cent. loans; that can be done
by regulation.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Tha t will be done.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-The Opposition supports the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.

Clause 9 (Amalgamation of Societies).
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-It is
agreed by people operating co-operative
hoOusing systems that a more comprehen·
sive clause could noOt have been inserted
to govern the amalgamation of societies.
However, it is felt that parag:r.aphs (e),
(f) and (g) of sub-clause (9) are redundant and that the words in
paragraph (f)
" and are suitable
and sufficient for the purposes of
the society" could be eliminated. The
societies are of the opinion that before
an amalgamation is effected they should
know their commitments. As far as I
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can see, all such matters have been in~
eluded in the legislation; therefore para~
graph (e) is not necessary. It provides
that the Registrar must be satisfiedthat the scheme of amalgamation makes
proper and equitable provision for safe,guarding the rights and interests of the
members and creditors of each society.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-The para,gra,phs you have mentioned do not
'weaken the ,measure.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is true, but 1
,do not think it is necessary to include
For instance, paragraph (f)
them.
pr,ovides'that the rules incorporated in Ithe scheme
are not contrary to the princ,ip.al Act or the
regulations and are suitable and sufficient
for the purposes of the society.

I ha ve been advised that those words
are redundant as they merely repeat proVlSlOns already included in the legislation. The wording of paragraph (g)
1Sthat there is no other objection or impediment to the amalgamation of the societies.

I ask the Premier to reconsider these
paragraphs because it is possible that
the clause has been overdrafted. We do
not know who the future Registrar will
be, and the way should not be left open
for him to say, " As the position stands
at present, there is an impediment to an
amalgama tion." If regulations and rules
are prescribed, we contend that that
should be sufficient for the purpose. It
should not be left to a 'capricious person
to say, "I do not agree with the proposed amalgamation." I am not in a
position to suggest an amendment, but
I ask the Premier to discuss the matter
with the Parliamentary Draftsman and
to consider comments submitted to me
by members of the legal prof,ession.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I appreciate the spirit in which
the honorable member has submitted his
case. . The Government has been most
anxious to meet the wishes of the
advisory committee of co-operative
h!Qusing societies, and the Bill is the outcome of its experiences and those of the
Registrar. When the matter is reexamined, it may be determined that .the
Parliamentary Draftsman and the
Registrar have been too careful. That
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is the worst than can be said of the
paragraphs referred to Iby the honorable
member for Sunshine. They will be given
further consideration and will be deleted
if that will not weaken the main purposes of the measure. I think all necessary safeguaIds should be retained.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
wi th an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
CATTLE COMPENSATION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
17) on the motion of Mr. Moss (Minist,er of Agriculture) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Members of the Opposition take the view
that the Bill is not contentious, and we
do not propose to occupy the time of
the House at any gre.1t length in discussing it. The Act which the House
is in process of amending was consolidated in 1929. The object of it is threefold: ( a) To eliminate disease from the
ca ttle herds of the S ta te ; (b) to safe~guard public health;' and (c) to minimize
the cost to the individual of the destruction of diseased animals. Contrary to
some more recent Acts, it is commendJ.ble at least to the degree that the
obligation which is normally the obligation of the country is not placed entirely
on the individual. Under the Act the
State pays a proportion of the cost of
what is a State obligation.
The purpose of the amendment proposed in the Bill is to increase the gross
value of condemned beasts, and also to
increase the Government's contribution
towards the amount of compensation.
It is well to remember when we are considering both those points that the intention of the Act was not to inaugurate
a farmers' insurance scheme, but rather
to mInImIZe the loss which was
occasioned by condemning individual
beasts with the view of eradicating
disease. The increase in the value
originally specified is desirable because
the diseases for which the Government
is liable vitally affect the health of the
community, and as a prinCiple it is desirable wher'e the benefit is to the State
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that the State should bear at least a
fair proportion of the cost. Were the
State not to accept this greater liability,
and at the same tim,e continued to increase the over-all amount payable, the
heaviest burden of finding compensation
would rest on that group of cattle producers who derive the least benefit from
the Act.
It seems to be particularly difficult
to obtain any statistical information
about the number of beasts sold. Today I asked the Minister of Agriculture
what percentage of the receipts into the
Cattle Compensation Fund came respectively from the sale of beef cattle and
dairy cattle. The answer was that the
informJ.tion was not available as the
receipts into the Cattle Compensation
Fund were not segregated, but that of
the number of cattle sold at market during the last nine months 55 per cent.
were beef cattle. I think that if the
numbers of the two kinds of cattle sold
at market were available the ratio would
probably be in the vicinity of two-thirds
b2ef cattle and one-third dairy cattle.
The proportion of beef cattle might even
be higher than that figur,e, which is conservative.
Clearly the cost of providing compensc.tion if the Government did not accept
the greater contribution would be by
far the heaviest on the beef-producing
s·ection of the industry, and that is the
section drawing the least benefit from
the fund. Inspectors and veterinary surgeons inspect dairy herds and test them,
pJ.rticularly for tuberculosis, but the
same considerations do not apply to beef
cattle on broad acres. As it has been
agreed that compensation should be paid
in the interests of the people, the cost
should be borne by the people. There
was some apprehension concerning a
statement made 'in the Age a while
ago-I think in July-by the Minister of
Agriculture. It readAn increase in the rate of compensation
for cows destroyed on account of tuberculosis infection is shortly to be announced
by the State Government.
The Minister for Agriculture (Mr. Moss)
gave this hint yesterday to a deputation
from the Milk Producers' Association, which
asked for an increase in the maximum
permissible valuation from £25 to £45 per
animal.
Mr. McDonald.

Bill.

An owner whose diseased cow is eliminated from .his herd is at present permitted
compensation equivalent to three-quarters
of the valuation of the animal (to a maximum valuation of £25L
The Minister said it was recognized that
under present conditions the compensation
rate was ridiculously low. He expected to
be able to make an announcement in the
next few days which "would not disappoint
the deputation."

At tha t stage no mention was made of
a Government contribution to the scheme,
and having regard to the proposal to
take a determined stand against tuberculosis in dairy herds, it appeared from
the statement in the Age th;}t the burden
would fall on the beef-producing interests. I am pleased that the Government has been realistic enough to place
the responsibility on the shoulders
where the greatest benefit accrues.
The incidence of compensation will become greater as there is an increase in
the number of veterinary surgeons and
the fifteen-year plan to eradicate tuberculosis is put into effect. I assume
that over the next ten years compensation payments will steadily increase until a grip is obtained against
the disease. In the last five years of the
fifteen-year plan the cost per annum is
likely to fall.
This afternoon I asked the Minister of
Agriculture1. How many head of dairy cattle according to the latest statistics a're in
Victoria.
'
2. How many of such cattle-(a) are
under regular tuberculosis tests; and
(b) were
rejected last year as
suffering from tuberculosis.

According to his reply there are
1,525,.183 head of dairy cattle and at
present only 149,000 are tuberculin
tested. It will be appreciated that at
present the ccst of compensation is
relatively low in comparison with what
may be expected when the number of
veterinary surgeons available for this
work increases and the job is really taken
in hand. Speaking gener,ally, the o.pposition offers no criticism of the Bill, but
commends the Government for introducing it.
The sitting was suspended.at 12.4 a.m.
(Thursday) until 12.33 a.m.
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Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-There is
only one aspect of this Bill to which I
desire to refer. Clause 3 is included in
the Bill because of the present high cost
of articles and the lowering of the value
of our currency. The amount in respect
of which compensation is payable is
being raised from £25 to £35 on
accoun t of the rise in price of
cattle. 1 am gratified that there has
been no corresponding increase in the
maximum amount payable by way of
stamp duty on sales. As the Minister of
Agriculture stated, in his second-reading
speech, the Cattle -Compensation Fund is
financed by a stamp duty on cattle sales
at the rate of ld. in £1 on the sale
price, subject to the maximum stamp
duty payable in respect of any animal
being 2s 1d. The stamp duty of 2s. 1d.
corresponds with a value of £25. There
is one aspect of payment into the fund
by means of stamp duty which bears
rather heavily on those who are most
concerned; that is, the stock and station
agents, and more particularly those who
operate at Newmarket.

After every Newmarket sale, stamps
corresponding in value to the amount of
each sale must be affixed to the invoices.
I am informed that two clerks are
occupied for approximately two hours
after every sale to calculate the denominations of stamps needed, and to
affix them to the backs of the invoices.
That results in a considerable loss of
time when other clerical work needs to
be done. 1 suggest that a system should
be devised similar to the income tax
group certificate system by which the
large opera tors at Newmarket would be
enabled, by means of a rubber stamp, to
impress on the invoices a certification
that duty had been paid on the sale. It
would then be necessary only to total up
the sales for the day, calculate the
amount of duty payable and make payment in a lump sum. The stamp system
could be retained for small country
sales. There would be no loss of revenue
under the method 1 propose, and many
minor mistakes in computing the stamp
duty on each invoice would be avoided.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Session 1950.-[65]
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Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Amount of compensation
payable when cattle destroyed.)
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-1 had hoped that the Minister of Agriculture would have replied to the suggestion made by the honorable member
for Evelyn, which constituted a valuable
The
contribution to the debate.
difficulties associated with the stamp
duty method apply not only to Newmarket, but to the Dandenong market,
which is in the electorate I have the
honour to represent.
Mr. Moss.-The matter is one for consideration by the Comptroller of stamps.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-Had the
honorable gentleman made that comment
previously there would have been no.
necessity for me to rise.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
A-DJOURNM-ENT.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT: TRANSPORT OF
SPASTIC CHILDREN: FLINDERS-STREET
'STATION CONCOURSE:
EFFECT OF
lSTRIKE
ON
TRADERS--BUILDING
DIRECTORATE: ABUSE OF PERMITS:
STEEL
GARAGES - COUNTRY
ROAD
TRANSPORT: DUDLEY -STREET DEPOT.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).r moveThat the House, at its ris-ing, adjourn
until Tuesday next,at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
- I should like the Minister of Dands to

convey to the Railways Commissioners
the thanks of mothers of spastic
children for their decision to allow
perambulators conveying spastic children
from centres at which they have received
treatment, or other infant children who
must accompany these mothers, to be
ca-rried on the railway trains during the
hours when the carri'age of perambulators is prohiibited.
The action of the
Commissioners is appreciated by those
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concerned and I consider it is desirable
to have their appreciation placed on
record.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-I desire
to bring to the noUce of the Government a matter that is agg1ravating the
State's number one social problem,
namely, the shortage of houses. I shall
refer particul'arly to unscrupulous people
in the community who are exploiting the
house shortage and are giving no consideration to the plight of unfortunate
people, many of whom are residing in
my electorate. whu have to live under
deplorable conditions.
I refer particularly to those who are blat:antly breaking the building regulations. In many
cases materials urgently needed for
housing purposes are being used in the
construction of luxury homes, hotels,
and factory extensions. I refer particularly to the luxury week-end homes on
the Mornington peninsula. In some cases
permits have not even been sought. If
any member were to tak.e a tour around
Melbourne he could discover numerous
instances where the Hmits of building
permits have been exceeded and, in some
cases, new buildings and alterations
have been undert'aken without a permit
having been obtained.
In Rkhmond the propri.etor af a
factory decided to extend his premises
without first obtaining a per.mit. His
actlion was discovered, the D~partment
prosecuted him and the court imposed a
fine. of £10. That demonstrates a simple
procedure that can be ado!pted by any
one who desires to build without a
permit. A person need not seek a permit
from the Building Directorate; he can
go ahead with the work and when it has
advanced to the stage tha't the building
cannot be demoli:shed if action is taken
by the Building Directorate, he can
afford to pay a £10 fine so long as he can
continue with the job. It is a cheap
per.mit at that price. Many instances of
that procedure having been followed can
be cited. Those unscrupulous persons
are ading to the detri1ment of unfortunate homeless people, many of whom
a,re Hving in slum properties, in condemned houses, or are crowded into
rooms.

Adjournment.

In one case a property owner claimed
tha t he could not obtain a sheet of iron to
repair a roof. In another instance a case
involving sufferersl from tuberculosis
was brought to my notilce. The father
is to enter the Heidelberg Hospi tal
shortly to have eleven of his ribs removed. His wife and his brother-in-Jaw
are tuberculosis patients and the baby
In the family has been t'aken away from
its parents because the housle which they
occupy is dallTl!P. Under a doctor's instructions those unfortunate ,parents are
nat permitted to have their baby with
them at the~r home. A number of people
are crowded into smaH, pokey houses,
and are living under de,plorable conditions. That is not a suitable environment in which working people and others
can be expected to rear a family. In
some cases the homes have been condemned; in others, instructions to effect
necessary repairs hav:e been issued; but
invar.iably the excuse of the owner has
been that he cannot obtain building
materials for the purpose. Every day in
the week buHding' permits are being exceeded, or broken, and ,peo~ple who a,re
using essential materialls in this way are
not deterred by the prospect of having to
pay a fine of £5 or £10. I suggest that
persons who build withoUlt a permit, or
exceed the terms of the permit issued
should be gaoled without the option of a
fine.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The honorable member for
Richmond li:s now going beyond the
bounds of a subject matter that can be
raised on the usual adjournment
motion. I think he has already made
his point 'sufficiently clea·r.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) .-My desire
is that the Government should ensure'
that adequate penalties are provided in
the cases I have mentioned. Another
point that has reference to the shortage
of materials, particularly steel, should
receive prompt attention. In the Herald
on Saturday, the 21st of October, there
appeared a large advertisement under
the heading "Garages ready for erection," in these terms" Steelcraft" all-steel garages for immediate delivery. Building Directorate has
been approached and advice received that
applications for erection will receive
approval.
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That discloses a disgraceful. state of consideration be given to any possible
affairs, particularly in view of the acute means that can be devised to ease their
shortage of steel and other types of burden.
home-building materials.
I ask the
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Government to instruct the Building Hill) .-1 wish to direct attention to the
Directorate not to issue permits for the following repofit which appeared in last
erection of garages of that description. night's Herald:Members should give more than lip serTHREAT TO BAN NEW DEPOT.
vice to the need to find a solution of the
A ban is expected to be imposed to-night
housing problem. If severe penalties on the road tr.ansport of goods to :a special
were inflicted on those discovered break- depot established in Dudley-street, West
ing the terms of their building permits, Melbourne.
they would have some deterrent effect.
The depot is being used as a base for
despatching goods to the country normally
In Richmond a factory owner, without carried by ·the railways.
a permit, recently demolished a combined
A :recommendation to ban deliveries to
shop and dwelling for the purpose of ex- the depot will be made to members of the
tending his factory. He applied for a Transport Workers' Union ,at a general
permit to build in a factory area, but meeting to-night.
The secretary, Mr. W. H. Oheney, said
then decided to extend his factory into a to-day
that union officials, on investigation
residential area, without permission, and of repor.ts, were alarmed that drivers had
in the process demolished a combined been instructed to deliver goods to the
shop and residence. In such a case, my depot.
suggestion that an offender should be The DUdley-street depot is the main
gaoled without the option of a fine could pick-up pla·ce temporarily established by
effectively apply.
the Government to facilitate delivery of
If no
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie goods by road to the country.
Michaelis) .-On the Notice Paper there action is taken to. prevent the picketing
is the Building OperaUons and Building of the depot, country road transport
Materials (Amendment) Bill, which has driverR will be intimidated, and ultibeen received from the Council. All dis- mately en'couraged to join the strikers
cussions on the formal motion for the or to refuse to 'cart goods to the depot.
adjournment of the House on matters The threat is very sedous, and I ask the
relating to building controls and building Minister of Lands, who is at present in
materials will be out of order until that charge of the House, if he will protect
Bill has been disposed of. Any member the road transport operators who are at
who desires to speak on those subjects present carting goods to this depot at
will have ample opportunity when the West Melbourne.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Forests).~
Bill is debated.
In
r~ly to the honorable member for
Mr. DON (Elsternwick) .-1 ask the
Government to give sympathetic con- Dandenong, I shall take steps to ensure
sideration to the plight of traders on the that a.ppreciation is expressed to the
concourse at Flinders-street station. Railw.ays Commi.ssioners for the assistThrough no fault of their own they have ance given by them in the case menbeen deprived of their customers, because tioned. In connection with the request
during the strike the railway barriers by the honorable member for Richmond,
have been closed. The usual constant I assure him that I shall be pleased to
stream of passenger traffic from which submit the case presented by him to the
the traders draw their customers is now Minister of Housing. The matters menmIssmg. The traders are doing the tioned by the honorable member for
decent thing by retaining their staffs in Swan Hill and the honorable member for
employment on full pay, and will con- Elsternwick will be brought before the
tinue to do so for as long as possible, Minister of Transport.
but their resources are limited. They
Mr. FRASER (Grant).--I should have
cannot continue to employ staff if there liked a more definite statement by the
are no customers and no revenue. The Minister of Lands concerning the
strike is placing a serious burden on the ma'tter raised by the honorable member
proprietors, and I ask that sympa'thetic for Swan Ril.l.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-Which was also very
indefinite.

Mr. FRASER.-I agree, but it is
important.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The honorable member is
not in order, on the motion for the
adjournment of the House, in debating
the matter raised by the honora'ble member for Swan Hill, and the reply of the
Minister.
Mr. FRASER.-I accept your ruling,
Mr. Speaker, but if the statement that
appears in the Herald is c.orrect it is a
serious matter of wide pubHc importance.
The SPEAKER.---':'Order! I have ruled
that the matter cannot be deba1ed now.
The motion ,was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.55 a.m.
(Thursday) until Tuesday} October 31.

LEGISLATTVE OOUNCIL.
Tuesday} October 31} 1950.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.55 p.m., and read the
prayer.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETIES
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of Housing), was read a first time.

Betting.

(b) Is it illegal for a registered bookmaker, on a licensed racecourse and on a
day when a duly authorized race-meeting is
being held on such course, t.o bet after the
advertised starting time of the last race; if
so, will the Government consider amending
the law to permit 'betting for stated periods
before the advertised starting time of the
first race and after the advertised starting
time of the last race?
(0) Did the police officer, in the case referred to, act on instructions or on his own
initiative?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are-Yes.
SUb-section (1) of section 150 'Of the
Police Offences Act 1928 reads"Notwithstanding anything contained in
this Part the mere fact of persons
betting by way of wagering on any
licensed racecourse during the holding 'Of a race-meeting thereon 'On any
horse pony or trotting race shall not
be a contravention of this Pa.rt and
shall not be a ground for such racecourse or any part thereof being
deemed or declared to be or to be used
as a common gaming house or place."
A race-meeting ends with the posting
of II correct weight" after the running
of the last race on the programme.
The Government does not favour an
amendment of the law to permit betting
being conducted after the conclusion of
the last race.
(c) The first constable of police concerned in the incident referred to in the
newspaper article acted correctly on his
own initiative.
(a)

(b)

VICTORIAN TNLAND MEAT
AUTHORITY.

CATTLE COMPENSATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the moti'On of the Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister
of
Labour), was read a first time.

OPERATIONS AT BENDIGO AND BALLARAT:
FINANCIAL POSl'fION.

RACECOURSE BETTING.
HOURS OF BETTING: POLICE ACTION.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province) asked the Minister of
Public Works-

(a) What numbers of (0 rattle; (ii) sheep'
and lambs; (iii) pigs; and (iv) export sheep
and lambs were treated at the Bendigo and
Ballarat Meat Works respectively during
each of the past ten years?
(b) What is the total amount owing to
the Government by each inland meat works?
(0) What has been the annual profit or
loss of each of the inland meat works since
1930?

(a) Has his attention been drawn to an
article in Truth newspaper of the 21st instant
under the caption" C.LB. man causes stir at
Caulfield Racecourse"?

The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province) asked the Minister of
Public Works-
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Meat Authority.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public Works).-The answers 'are--(a)

Year Ending.

3Oth June, 1941Ballarat
Bendigo
3Oth June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
3Oth June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
3Oth June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo
30th June,
Ballarat
Bendigo

..
..
1942..
..
1943
..
..
1944..
..
1945..
..
1946..
..
1947..
..
1948..
..
1949..
..
1950-

..

..

Cattle.

Sheep and
Lambs.

Pigs.

Sheep and Lambs
(Exported).

..

..

..
..

..
..

}

Nil

127,752

Nil

..
..

..

..

..

..
.,

Nil
Nil

217,505
80,043

Nil
Nil

..
..

..
..

..
..

Nil
Nil

142,105
173,663

Nil
Nil

..
..

..

..
..

Nil
Nil

180,169
223,511

Nil
1,169

112,539
97,398

..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

Nil
3,374

206,650
224,075

Nil
19,403

87,835
74,260

..
..

..

..

..
..

Nil
6,746

46,850
75,837

Nil
22,999

21,038
15,597

Nil
8,436

134,822
133,715

Nil
28,517

1l0,674
69,392

Nil
8,828

90,403
100,699

Nil
34,123

71,171
36,673

Nil
10,757

134,270
153,653

Nil
37,641

86,005
67,193

Nil
13,174

201,823
243,396

Nil
34,012

133,981
130,811

..
..

..
..

..

..
..
..

..

..

..

..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

(b) The Victorian Inland Meat Authority
which controls these works owes the Government £163,000, but this has not been allocated
between the individual inland meat works.

119,256
76,779
Figures
not available

}

Result of Trading
OperatiOns.

Works
Operated.

Year Ended.

123,043

Profit.

Up to the 30th of April, 1943 the inland meat works were controlled by the
Amalgamated Freezing Company (Victoria)
Proprietary Limited and the result of its
trading operations (exclusive of depreciation
and interest on Government advances) is as
follows. The figures for individual works 30th June, 1934
where more than one operated are not
30th June, 1935
available.

Loss.

(c)

r

illarat

}

Bendigo
Donald
Ballarat
30th June, 1936 I. Ballarat ~>

Year Ended.

Works
Operated.

Result of Trading
Operations.
Profit.

£
30th June, 1931

Ballarat

30th June, 1932 {Ballarat}
Bendigo
30th June, 1933

rallarat}
Bendigo
Donald

Loss.

£
28,044

4,434

24,081

£

£
5,764

8,382
4,392

>Bendig~<

Ballarat
30th June, 1937 I- Bendigo
? Donald , <
30th June, 1938 < Ballarat>
>Bendigo <
30th June, 1939 < Ballarat >
>Bendigo <
30th June, 1940 I< Ballarat ?
.... Bendigo J
Ballarat
30th June, 1941
30th June, 1942
Bendigo
30th June, 1943
Ballarat
(ten months)
Bendigo

6,246

1

10,564

1

7,746

raDarat}

756
3,581
9,418
30,872
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Since the Victorian Inland Mel1t Authority
was cons,tituted the result of its trading

operations has beenResult of Trading

Works
Operated.

Year Ended.

Operationi.
I1·---.,------

Ballarat>.
30th June, 1943
(two months) I\Bendig~-<
30th June, 1944
Ballarat>
1-< Bendigo
30th June, 1945 1-< Ballarat ~
30th June, 1946

Profit.

Loss.

£

£

1,366
33,378
19,402

>Bendig~-<

32,550

Ballarat>
\ Bendigo

Ballarat~

30th June, 1947

Bendigo
30th June, 1948 »Ballarat-<
-< B d·
> en 19O-<»
Ballarat
30th June, 1949
-< Bendigo
30th June, 1950 }B.llarat<
Bendigo J»
to
(subject
audit)

17,610

-<

22,077
11,670
17,375

In these figures provision has ibeen made
for depreciation but they do not include(a) Loss on Donald Works· which have
not operated-£28,988.
(b) Interest on Government advances£27,305.
(c) Compensation paid under section 13
of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority Act-£5,075.
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority
does not consider it in the public interest
to make available the trading results of its
individual inland meat works.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
24) 'On the :motion of the Hon. P. T.
Byrnes (Minister of Public W,orks) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 believe this Bill IS
'One of the most important of those
which have come before this House in
the last few years.
As a commencemen t I should like to say that in general
I approve of the idea of the Government
attempting to produce gas from brown
coal, since it is quite obvious that the
process is Ian experimental one, and
that private enterprise could not be
e~pected to take the great risks tha t
are involved in endeavouring to produce

Corporation Bill.

gas from that commodity.
On every
other count, however, I consider that
this Bill---'to use the vernacular-stinks.
I propose, first, to give a list of the
reasons why I think the proposals embodied in this measure are unsound and
unfair, and then <to elaborate those
reasons one aHer another. In the first
place, I beHeve that the method of
bringing to Parliament an agreement
and insisting on Parliament, without
argument, ratifying that agreement
absolutely as it s·tands,merely makes a
rubber stamp of this legislature, and is
an insult to it.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That ha~
been done in respect of almost every
agreement submitted to Parliament in
the last 50 years.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The honorable member will have ample opportunity to ,put his own case. I object to
the socialistic .principle propounded by
the Bill. I do not consider that there
is any evidence that the people of the
State will benefit from socializing the
gas undertakings aff.ected. I thoroughly
disapprove of the system by which the
Government has taken advantage of
those victims of price control Who are
shareholders in the companies concerned. In .tact, I believe that the whole
basis of the bargain is bad. I thoroughly
dislike the compulsion put upon the
shareholders, both in the Bill and in the
original submission put to the experts.
Again, I take objection particularly to
the predetermination exemplified in
clause 28, which prescribes, in effect,
that no gas undertakings acquired in
future shall obtain beHer terms than
those received by the 'MetropoHtan and
Brighton gas companies. I think that
the precedent proposed Ito be established
for all future acquisHions is bad.
I
consider that the price proposed to be
paid and the method of paying it are
unfair. Further, I object to the alleged
method of valuation, and I believe that
the powers to be granted to the proposed corporation by the Bill itself are
excessive.
I 'consider also that the
powers contained in the mem,orandum
of association are too great.
In my
view, all the precedents established by
the Bill are particularly bad. In fact,
they represent the vvorst feature of the
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measure. I object also to the general
scheme by which the Financial Agreement between the Commonwealth and
the State is avoided. I now propose to
deal in more detail with the matters I
have just outlined.
As regards the first-the ratification
of the Agreement-surely it was possible for the Government to make a
tentative arrangement which could have
been varied by the Government and then
submitted to the shareholders. In effect,
the method of ratification set out in the
Bill .gives the shareholders, or others
who approve of the arrangements, a
priori'ty over Parliament in the system
or the basis of the Agreement. Al ternatively, the Government could set up
a committee to determine the price at
which the gas undertakings should be
taken over, and that committee could
have been representative of ali parties.
If one a'ccepts the general socialistic
principles of the Bill, then the rest of it
is surely a matter which could be determined by arbitration or by some fairminded committee, dealing with the representatives of the gas companies. I
understood from statements published
in the newspapers, that the Government
was committed irrevocably to this
measure, and that nei1:her this House
nor the other place was to have any
opportunity of submitting amendments.
Generally speaking, I feel that is a very
bad principle indeed. It is one which I
think will create a wrong preceden t,
even if my friend Mr. Slater contends
that it has been followed on previous
occasions.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-What is
to prevent you from sUbmitting all the
amendments in the world?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Nothing,
but as the honorable member has raised
the point, I would suggest that if he will
examine clauses 4 and 5 of the measure
and the report which was requested by
the Government, he will find that the
shareholders of the Metropolitan and
Brighton gas companies will have the
Agreement ratified. Only that Agreement can be ratified; we are not in a
position to ratify any other agreement
because no other exists.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You can
reject the whole Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNE'R.~I
thoroughly agree.
The interjection
brings me to the very point I had in
mind. This Parliament, acting like a
rubber stamp, can either accept the
Agreement or reject the Bill as a whole.
I would favour the latter course.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-You can
have the same alternative as you had on
the Bill relating to adult suffrage for
the Council.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-At presen t the House is discussing the Bill relating to the proposed Gas and Fuel Corporation. Lt is quite clear, in clauses 4
and 5, that only the Agreement mentioned is the one to be ratified. If any
shareholder objects to it or feels that he
has a right as aga1inst any parUcular
director of a gas company-or if a beneficiary under any trust considers that he
has a right against any trustee-in
respect of his failing to prevent the proposals from passing at the meeting of
shareholders, he is stopped by clause 5,
by which he is bound.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-He will be
bound by the majority decision of the
shareholders.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
not so. A trustee who represented a
shareholder and who d~d not attend the
meeting of shareholders is given unfair
protection.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The shareholders do not seem to think so.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not at the
moment.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Are you
speaking on their behalf?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-N ot at all.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-You certainly are not speaking on behalf of the
communioty.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is a
matter for the House to decide in due
course. Com.ing now to the question of
the gasification of brown coal, I do not
wish to enter into a lengthy technical
story on that subject, because I am not
competent to do so; but I have read the
reports of various people relating to.
production of brown coal in different
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places in the United States of America
and the reports of the experts upon
<the question of the production of gas
from brown ·eoal. At least, there is
a, divergence of opinion on the subject
and certainly there is no precise evidence
to· show that any company has produced
gas from brown coal alone, that it has
been piped 'for distribution, or that it has
been burned. .It has been used as a subsidiary souvce of supply but only in very
small quantities. Most of the expert
reports come from people who invented
the process or who are interested in the
sale of the requisite plant.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-Mr. Baragwanath and officers of the State Electricity Comm·ission were sent abroad to
inquire into the matter.
· The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I used
the expression "most of the expert reports." Mr. Baragwanath has not reported strongly in favour of it.
· The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-I say that
he has.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In my
opinion he has not. The experts most
strongly in favour of the process are the
people who allegedly invented it or who
are anxious to sell the requisite equipment and plant to Victoria.
· The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-From
what other source could the Governmen t
get experts?
'The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I should
have thought that if it had wanted
expevt opinion the Government would
have sought it fr·om an independent
authority.
I am not prepared to say
that the method suggested for producing gas from ibrown coal is not a good
one. My only comment is that there are
ar.guments about the efficacy of the
method which obviously is not perfect.
That is borne out by the fact that the
process has not been used to any ext en t
anywhere in the world. Private enterprise is not clamouring to obtain permission to install this method of producing gas, nor is it prepared to find
the money for the purpose.
I admit
that the argument is technical; I merely
indicate that there is a doubt existing.
It is obvious that private enterprise is
not interested 'in investing money in the
process to be adopted.
As Victoria
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must obtain more gas in any circumstances it is pflobably desirable that the
Government should find the money for
the experimental work. I am all for it,
because I believe the Government should
take all possible steps to produce gas
from the State's brown coal deposits.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-In other
words, you .believe in the socialization
of the .gas undertaking.
The Hon. A. G. WtARNlER.-If the productJion of gas fro.m brown coal is
in the interests of the people and the
pllan for this as envisaged in the Bill is
one which private enterprise is not prepared to develo.p, possibly it would be
better to risk the taxpayers' money on
the necessary ex~perimental work.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-All those
elements are present in the pro.posals
embodied in the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If gas
from brown coal is not to be produced
earlier than 1956, and probably not until
1961, why is it necessary at ,present
to nationalize the Metropolitan, Brighton, and other gas companies? Why is
it necessary ,to give a corporation power
to ma·ke Bunsen gas burners and other
gas-burning appliances in Melbourne?
Why should not the Government set up
a corporation, offer shares to the ,pUblic
if necessary, and commence producing
gas from brown coal at Morwell? When
the gas has been made, there is nu
reason why it should not be pipe-lined
to the metropolis. If and when that
is done, there is no reason why the gas
should not be sold to the gas companies
If production cannot
to distribute.
eventuate within ten years, why should
not the Government wait untH it has
the gas and Ithen acquire the gas undertakin.gs upon just terms? What is the
necessi ty for taking this action now?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-You have
stated the only reason why the gas
undertakings should be acquired immediately.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
that it is a marvellous opportunity to
do a little socialization on the quiet.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
seems to be worrying you more than the
principle involved.'
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I admit
that there is a principle involved. The
Bill allegedly is necessary for the purpose of enabling gas to be produced
from brown coal; with that we can
agree, but everything else in the
measure is a means of grabbing the gas
companies' undertakings.
Probably it
is the price that the Government has
to pay for office.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Do not
be funny.
The gas companies have
agreed to this proposition.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
deal more extensively with the companies' agreement. later. If and when
gas is produced from brown coal-some
time within the ne~t ten years-the
Government could then consMer the
acquisi tion of the gas undertakings in
Melbourne. There is no need f.or this
great haste to socialize the gas companies in Victoria, to take over their
assets, and to give a corporation power
to make Bunsen burners and other
articles necessary in the use of gas.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It is just
as good as was the proposal of the Hollway Government to give the Metr·!)politan Gas Company an amount of
£1,000,000 to play with.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No doubt
the Minister of Housing will tell members all about that scheme later.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You were
a party to that proposal.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I was not
a party to a proposal to give away taxpayers' money to anyone.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The
Government of which you were a member submitted a Bill for the purpose.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Apparently I misunderstood Mr. Swinburne's interjection. He said something about
giving money to the Metropolitan Gas
Company; now I understand he is referring to the proposed loan, which is
something altogether different. If the
Government desires to produce gas from
brown coal I have no objection, but why
should it not go ahead and produce it
at Morwell? When production is an
accomplished fact, some years hence, that
will be the proper time to consider
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acquiring the gas companies' undertakings, and to socialize them. That wpuld
be the more appropriate time to sug:gest preventing any other institution-:-whether it be a municipality or private
enterprise-from
engagdng in
the
appa1rently frightfully hazardous occupation of producing gas by other mean~.
No adequate reason has been glve.n
why Parliament should agree to nationalize the gas companies which produce gas
from black coal. Oertainly the claim
cannot be based on the price charged for
gas. Ait the moment gas costs about one
half the price of the equivalent of a
Brn,tish thermal unit of electricity.
Private enterprise is producing power
at a rate far below the cost
of electricity provided by the Stalte
Elec'tricity Commission.
I do not
'klnow whether the main reason for
the introduction of this Bill is that the
Government does not like private enterprise producing a heating comlmodity at
one half the cost of producing an equivalent heating unit by the State-socialized
enterprise-the State Electricity Commission. It cannot justifiably be claimed
that the Bill was introduced because the
gas companies were charging too much.
Even if the price of gas was increased by
50 per cent. it would still be 25 per cent.
below the cost of the equivalent British
thermal unit produced by the State Electricity Commission.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Why did
not. your Government allow the gas compa:ries to increase the price of gas?
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I still
believe that the companies should get
a fair price for their product.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-As usual,
you were the odd man out all the time.
It was always the other fellow who did it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is not
sug,gested that the gas companies will
receive more coal when the undertaking
is socialized. Mr. Lienhop, as a Minister
of the Crown, established a Board for
can trolling the allocation of black coal in
Victoria. I see no reason to believe that
if this Bill is passed the gas companies
will receive more coal; therefore it is
obvious that the Bill has not been introduced for that purpose. Apparently it
is not price, or quantity or quality of
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gas that counts. I can see no reason
to suppose that a socialist controller of
the gasometers will be able to get more
gas out of them than can anyone else.

should the Government now attempt to
take the Metropolitan Gas Company's
works from the shareholders?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Well, why
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I do not should it?
~~ppose the Bill would have anything to
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I cannot
do with the poor service that the gas say, unless it 'is the price of office. Gas
companies have been giving to 1!he com- will not be any cheaper under the
munity in recent yea1rs.
nationalized scheme.
This proposal
could
be
the
price
which
the Country
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
not think so. The gas companies have party is paying in order to remain in
proportionately added as many units of office. For years it has been the avowed
supply as has the State Electricity Co.m- object of the Labour party to socialize
the gas industry.
mission.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-Was not the
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Would
Metropolitan
Gas Company a consenting
you suggest that gas supplies were
party
to
the
Agreement?
sufficient during the winter months?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr. LienThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The sup- hop can rest assured that I shall not fail
plies were governed by the quantity of to deal with the type of bargain that was
blaok coal that was made available to made, and how it was effected.
the companies. It is not suggested that
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Your own
the companies allowed coal to lie in their
works without using it. It is obvious that Government set up a comm'ittee to inthe companies could not produce more vestiga te this proposal.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I was not
gas without additional supplies of coal.
'Dhey were dependent on the efforts of a member of any committee, and no Bill
the coal miners, and the seamen, com- was submitted along the Hnes of this
bined with the decisions of the State proposal to the Cabinet of which I was a
Board which allocated the available sup- member. No resolution to socialize the
industry was submitted to my party,
plies of black coal.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-For week~ particularly hi. regard to the socialization
shipping was held up because of adverse of the 'companies which produce gas
weather conditions. You are attempting· from black coal.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The scheme
to put all the blame on the poor old coal
was well on its way when we took office.
miners.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not. All we had to do was to put a bit of
Some of the blame for the shortage of common sense into it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
blaok coal supplies was attributable to
weather conditions, some to the coal know what somebody else was doing,
miners and some to the Communist- but it was no concern of my party.
con trolled seamen.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Your
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-And a Government was only going to give the
little blame was attachable to the bosses. Metropolitan Gas Company a paltry
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (To the £2,000,000 or £3,000,000 to carryon.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That
Hon. A. G. Warner).-Cannot you leave
out this band wag,gon stuff. We are all amount has now grown from £1,000,000
tired of hearing about the Communists. to £3,000,000. The only proposal made
by that Government was a loan to the
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr. Ken- company.
nelly and his party should be tired of
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Without
hearing about the Communists. They
have given the Labour party considerable interest.
trouble in Canberra of recent date.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What Mr.
If the complaint is not about price, Warner suggests was to be a loan could
the quality or the quantity of gas, why almost be termed a gift.
0
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The Han. A. G. WARNER.-It was
?roposed that the company should pay
to the !State interest on the loan. I now
come to the subsIdy" gag." The Government could not allow the gas companies
to increase the price of gas; that would
to them have been the last straw. Instead, it decided to subsidize the companies. Where are future price increases
to come from? Will the Government fail
to pay the dividends to the existing shareholders who are to get these so-called
preference shares? Is that how the
Government proposes to lower the price
of gas? ' The only alternative to an increased price is that the money should
be taken from the taxpayers by way of
subsidies. How much per annum is to
be used in that way? Is the corporation
to be run on lines similar to the Railway Department, and are its losses to be
a charge against the revenue of the
State? After a few years, will the
gas undertakings be in the same kind
of order as our railways are in at present? Is it expected that some years
hence Parliament will be asked to write
off an amount of £30,000,000 capital liability one year, to reduce the interest
rate from 3 per cent. to 1 per cent. in
another year, and then wipe out interest
payments altogether and charge the taxpayer? Is that the way in which the
corporation will be run, and is this to be
done merely because gas from brown
coal might be produced in 1961? The
real reason why the gas companies are
being socialized is that the Labour party
insisted upon socialization of all gas
companies as one part of its price for
supporting the Country party in office.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I think Mr.
Warner has read to the House what the
sixteen points were. He should read
them again and see if that matter is
mentioned.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Probably
one of my colleagues will read them.
The obvious point is that the State
Labour party, the Socialist partyThe Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-We are nut
afraid to admit that.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-After all,
Mr. Kennelly signed the pledge and there
is no need for him to be afraid. Having
signed the pledge of Socialism, wha t a
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marvellous opportunity has arisen for
members of the La,hour party! There
was a rumour that gas could be produced from brown coal; therefore what
a wonderful opportunity there was to
nationalize the gas companies, to introduce a Bill setting up a corporation to
manufacture Bunsen burners, gas stoves
and so on, and to provide all sorts of
powers in other ways. The real reason
for this measure is not to provide
cheaper and more gas or gas of better
quality, but to socialize the gas industry.
There is no need to take over the gas
companies to provide an amount of
£4,000,000, which allegedly the Governmen t will provide, to make gas from
brown coal. I do not think I can improve
on the words of the Honorable John
Gladstone Black McDonald who in 1945
said-The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-I hope that the extract 'Mr. Warner
proposes to read from Hansard is reasonably brief. Even quotations from
Hansard have a limited scope in this
House.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
quota tion is brief. He saidA Government that would introduce a
Bill to socialize the gas industry in the
metropolitan
area
is
completely
irresponsible.

I could not agree with him more.
also said-

He

Ii a Government claims to be catering for
the people, no matter what may be its political outlook, there are fundamental pOints
on which its merits or demerits can be
judged. The first question to ask in respect
of this measure is, what benefits will it
confer on any citizen of Melbourne if the
gas industry is socialized? . . , . . Past experiences provide signboards indicating the
way the State i,s going under Labour administra tion.
Apparently it is still under Labour

a<1mlnistra tion.
It is obvious that the people of Melbourne
will not receive cheaper gas.

I thoroughly agree with that contention.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Was he
speaking about this Bill?
The Hon. A. G. WtARNER.-He was
speaking on a Bill to nationalize the
companies making gas from black coal.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-This is not
a Bill to nationalize the gas industry.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If it is
not, I do not know what it is.
I now
wish to deal with the price that is to
be paid for the gas undertakings.
In
doing so I wish to point out tha,t in my
opinion the market value ·of the shares
-that is rthe price on the stock market
~has no relationship whatever to a fair
and 'reasonable price. A large number
of shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas
Company must have invested money
realizing that they had bought a share
in assets of a tangible nature in a company operating under a charter given by
the Crown. That charter incidentally
provided a price which the company was
supposed to get for its gas.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER. - The
charter also provided for acquisition of
the company.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
1)0.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is
just as vital as the price factor.
, The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
with that comment. The shareholders
of the Metropolitan Gas Company
bought shares at various prices. Some
purchased shares with gold sover~igns,
others with £1 notes in 1925, and so on
over the years. The average price paid
for each share was £9 3s. I want it tQ
be realized that that amount was paid
into the company, and was not the price
of the shares on the market.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.---,Some people
paid £14 for shares.
The Hon. A. G.WARNER.-Whatever people liked to pay for shares on
the open market was their own business; they did not subscribe to the company but ·merely purchased shares on
the IStock Exchange.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Was £9 3s.
the average price?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That was
the average value from 1878 to 1948.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Is that the
true average of the number of shares
sold or just an ,average of the 'prices?
'The Hon. A. G. W!A.RNER.-It is an
a verage of the prices.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is not
a trUe 'average.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so. It may be better to take it my way,
because probably a greater sum was
paid in the earlier years. The amount
of £9 3s. is not a weighted average, but
an .ordinary average price paid into the
company for each £5 share held. Before
,price control the shares were selling on
the Stock Exchange for about £13 or
£14.
What happened to those shares
when price control was introduced? In
spite oOf the fact that the company had
a charter under which it was entitled tQ
charge a price that was based upon the
cost of coal, the gas company never took
full advantage of the si tua tion. Prior
to price con trol Ithe gas company
charged a price which gave the shareholders a reasonable return upon the
real value of the assets they had
bought with their subscribed capital.
After price control was introduced the
profit element was slowly reduced, and,
in due course, gas was sold below its
cost price, so that the company had an
inadequate amount of money available
for maintenance, the same as occurred
with the railways under Government
control. The company had toO deplete its
resour,ces in order to provide gas at a
price below cost.
In my opinion the Metropolitan Gas
Company at that stage could very well
have said that it had a contract with the
Crown which determined the price at
which it was entitled to sell gas. I
realize that it could have been said that
the Prices Regulation Act was a later
enact-men t, and therefore overrode the
charter given to the company. It is
quite likely that the gas company might
not have had a claim for dama.ges, but
certainly it had a strong ~oral claim
to obtain a higher price than something
under cost for gas supplied. I am of the
opinion that it could have said to the
State Government at any stage that it
was not prepared to supply g,as at a
price which, in effect, f.orced the company to make a contrihution out of
capital to the taxpayers, the State, or
the users of gas.
If the company had adopted that attitude it Wlould have been a reasonable one,
and the State would have had to pay more
money irrespective of whether the Cain
Government,
the
Hollway-McDonald
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Government, the Hollway Government,
or the McDonald Government was in
office. I have no doubt that if the situation had been faced the directQrs of the
gas company would have received a fair
price for the gas, because I cannot believe
that any Government would have adopted
the attitude that it was legally entitled
to force the company down to a price
where the shareholders were compelled
tQ subscribe every year some capital
contribution to the consumers of gas.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-How can
it be said that the shareholders were
making a capital contribution when
dividends were being paid all the time?
It was only that they were suffering
a lower rate of dividend.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not only
is tha1t so, but the dividends in part
were paid out of capital.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Out of
accumulated profits.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That may
be so, but when a company has made a
profit and has paid a tax on that profit
most people think that what is left is
capital. It is reasonable to say that when
the gas company had paid taxes on
profits and put them into reserve,
whether it was depreciation reserve or
general reserve, it was entitled to regard
them as capital. If the company had to
draw on those funds I think I am entitled
to say that it contributed part 'Of its
capital in order to provide gas at a lower
price.
The Hon. J. H. UENHQP.-Would nQt
the Prices Commissioner have had SQmething to say about that?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-He had
something to say, and I think Mr. Lienhop
was present at various Cabinet meetings
when the matter was discussed. I am
not trying to make a party issue out of
this question. My contention is that the
shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas
Company purchased, with gold sovereigns
or £1 notes that had considerably more
value than at present, £5 shares at an
average price of £9 3s., and under tbis
arrangement they are being offered
preference shares with a face value of
£10.
The Minister of Public Works,
when making his second-.reading speech,
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sta ted that under a proper valuation
system the va,lue of the shares and the
property was unreal.
I a'gree that it
might be a little unreal if a person were
asked to name his price when he was
being choked to death.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not think
I meant it in that way.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Later I
shall quote the words the Minister used.
Two experts were employed to investigate the Metropolitan and Brighton gas
companies. It must not be thought that
they knew anything about gas plant,
machinery, or depreciation or maintenance of such plant; they were two
accounting experts.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN..-Didn't you
appoint them?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They
were appointed by the Attorney-General
or by Treasury officials.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-They were
appointed by the Liberal Government.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They were
appointed during. ,the regime of the
Liberal party Government. I am not
criticizing the two gentlemen who were
appointed to make the investigation. Both
are most competent accountants, and I
think their report i,s wonderful; in fact,
it is a "whiz."
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Seeing
that they were appointed by your
Government, that is just what one would
have expected.
The Hon. A. G. WA'RNER.-I thank
the honorable member for his 'comment.
At one time, I was engaged in the auditing field and so I am qualified to criticize
the report, which, I repeat, is wonderful.
1!f I had been requested to prepare a
report in similar circumstances, I could
not have done better. In the first place,
I invite members to consider what the
accountants were asked to report upon.
They were asked three questions. In the
submissions put to them, they were told
that there was a proposal, and although
I have carefully read the documents, I
do not know where the proposal came
from.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Don't let
the cat 'Out of the bag!
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If I knew
where the cat was located, I would unleash it.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-Who prepared the submissions?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
know, but I presume that it was done by
an official of the Treasury, -or some one
else who possessed a sense of humour.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Do you suggest that there was no Ministerial authority for the submissions?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No request for the report was submitted to
Cabinet. Of course, Cabinet or any
Minister was entitled to a'sk for a report
to be prepared. I am squawking about
the way the report has been misused,
and the way' the shareholders are being
treated-not about the report.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-These two
gentlemen were asked by the Liberal
party Government to prepare a report
and instructions to do so were given them
by the Crown Solicitor.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so, and I intend to direct attention to the
terms of their report.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It was prepared at the request of the Liberal party
Governmen t.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The instructions were given by the Crown
Solicitor.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-N ow you
are running away from what your
Governmen t did.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Many
members are interjecting, but the facts
are clear.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have the
original report.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~It was
addressed to the " Crown Solicitor,
Crown Solicitor's Office, 461 Lonsdalestreet," the officer who appointed the two
accoun tan ts to make the report.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Under
instructions from the Liberal party
Government.
The Hon. A. G. WAR!NER.-Possibly
it was done under instructions from that
Governmen t.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-You are
deser.ting your mates.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The facts
-are clear and to .prevent any misunderstanding, I point out that I did not see
the report and Cabinet did not see the
instruction to prepare the report.
1t
was nat brought before the party. I do
not know how it was done, but I can
assert that it was not done with the
authority of the party to which 1
belong.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Are you
suggesting Ithat the Crown Solicitor
acted improperly?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~I am not.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-From the
point of view of responsible government,
your remarks are most illuminating.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In case
Mr. Fraser 'tries to misinterpret my
remarks, I shall make my position clear.
I repeat that there iwas nothing to prevent any member of the Government
fram asking some one to prepare a
report. Action is commenced when Bills
are submitted to Cabinet, or decisions
are made in the party room.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-On his own
initia,tive the Crown Solicitor would not
ask for a report in connection with such
a matter of high policy.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There
was nothing to prevent a report fr'Om
being made. I made many reports that
were ignored. Action is taken when
Government policy is to be implemented.
All members have the right t'O seek information-for instance, Ministers are
always answering questions in this
House.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The axe
fell bef.ore your Government had time
to implement the report of the accountants.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If the
report had been brought bef'Ore the
party with the idea of taking action
along the lines contemplated by !the Bill
and if members had voted for it, I would
not n'Ow be a member of the party.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-In submitting the matter to Messrs. Harding and
Taylor, the Crown Solicitor saidThe State Government has under consideration a proposal for a joint venture
by the State . . . . .
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Government was considering the m'atter
of producing town's gas from brown
coal. I favour its production by the use
of public money, because I do not think
private enterprise could afford to carry
out the work. The submission to the
accountants stated that negotiations
had 'taken place and tha t the proposal from the Metropolitan Gas Company was for the allotment of 5 per
cent. preference shares that should rank
in priority over other shares and interests. The Bill does not lconform to the
proposal ,that was submitted for the
consideration 'Of the accountants. I do
not know whether the proposal in the
Bill came from the Metropolitan Gas
Company or whether it was evolved out
of discussions and so on. However, it
is clear ,that the submissions of the
Crown Solicitor to the accountants contained a proposal for a method of payment entirely different from that contemplated under the Bill.
The first
question submitted to the accountants
wasIs the proposed method of arriving at the
value of the initial share capital to be
allotted to the MetropoHtan Gas Company
and the Brighton Gas Company financially
sound and fair, and equitable in the mutual
interests of the State and the companies'
shareholders?

What could be fairer? The two accountants were being paid by the State, nat
by the directors of ,the gas company.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-The Liberal
party Government ,paid them.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They
were paid by the Crown Solicitor on behalf of some Government. Any member
can have a question placed upon the
Notice Paper asking who actually paid
the accountants.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Who
actually engaged them?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Their
report was dated the 20th of July, 1950,
and at that time the Liberal and
Country party Government was out of
office. When the report was delivered
to the Crown Solicitor and, I presume,
paid for, the Government of which I was
a 'member was not in office.
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The Hon. WILLIAM ISLATER.-Your
Government ordered the preparation of
the report, but some one else had to pay
for it!
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-This
demonstrates that if a report was
ordered to be prepared now, and by
some chance a Liberal party Government got into power again, it would not
pay for the work.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-My party
will always live up to its obligations.
As I have pointed out, the accountants
were asked whether the proposed
method of arriving at the value of the
initial share capital to be allotted to the
gas companies was fair and equitable in
the interests of the State and the shareholders. I think the answer was simply
marvellousIt is our considered view that the proposed method of arriving at the initial share
capital to be allotted to the two gas companies--

They were speaking of the 5 per cent.
preference shares and so onfrom the Government's point of view--

That is to say, from the point of view of
the people employing themis eminently fair and reasonable, being
an absolute minimum consideration which
could be offered to the shareholders of those
companies and something substantially lower
than the amount which in our view could
be assessed by an arbitrator.

In other words, they said-" For you, it
is O.K.-for the shareholders, never
mind." Since the proposed method was
eminently fair and reasonable from the
Government's point o.f view, but involving less consideration than the shareholders could expect to obtain from any
other method, the proposal was not
fair to them.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Do you
attach any blame to the directors of the
companies?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
discuss that aspect later. I repeat that
the reply was marvellous. The accountants clearly understood what they had
to do; they were commissioned by the
State to make a report.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-They
were engaged by the Liberal party
Government to do the work.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They were
engaged by the Government of which I
was a member and they were paid by the
Government which the honorable member now supports.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They were
honest in their opinion.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They
were honest enough to say to their employers, "It is all right for you, but we
will not mention the other people."
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They did
mention the other side; you do not appreciate their honesty.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They said
to the Government "The method is
eminently fair from your point of view."
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They also
said, "It is the minimum consideration
tha t could be offered the shareholders."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I repeat
tha t they were asked "Is the proposed
method of arriving at the value of the
initial share capital fair and equitable
in the mutual interests of the State and
the
companies'
shareholders."
In
effect, their reply was "From the
Government's point of view, it is
eminently fair and reasonable, being
the absolute mImmum consideration
tha t could be offered the shareholders."
Then they added, "It is
substantially lower than the amount
which could be assessed by an arbitrator."
In other words, if the matter had been
decided by an arbitrator, the shareholders would have received a better
deal.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They gave
an honest answer and you are on the
horns of a dilemma.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-Order! I do not know how Hansard
will report this debate-there have been
so many interjections.
Mr. Warner
should be permitted to develop his argument in his own way, although I think
he is courting interjections.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I repeat
that the answer really meant" From the
Government's point of view, the proposed
method is O.K., but never mind about
the shareholders."
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Do not
malign the accountants.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-This is
the effect of What they said in their
report-" From the point of view of the
Government the method is eminently fair,
but so far as the shareholders are concerned, it is less than they could otherwise obtain in the circumstances."
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAULAY.-Who
made the proposal?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
know but it provided for something substantially more than the shareholders
will receive under the Bill. I like this
too-Can the figures shown in the financial
statement referred to in paragraph 3 of the
submission be accepted by the State as a
correct statement of the assets and liabilities
of the respective companies?

Boiled down, that means, are the
auditors' reports of the past reasonable
and fair? Do they represent a fair
statement of the position from a bookkeeping point of view? It is quite
ethical in the auditing business to give
the old auditors a pat on the back, and
to say, " The audited accounts are reasonable and can be accepted."
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You have
a poor view of the ethics of the auditing
profession when you say that. You have
made a reflection on an honorable profession.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
auditors of the gas company were reputable people, and the two auditors who
reported to the Government said\Ve . have checked in detail from the
books of the respective companies the
figures relating to shareholders' capital
contributions, both by way of fixed capital
and premiums. We have not verified the
assets and liabilities otherwise, considering
that there was no necessity for this to be
done at thi'S juncture. As later shown, we
are of the opinion that the book value of
the fixed assets must of necessity be conser\l1atively stated in regard to the current
value of such assets.

In other words they said that because
all these assets were bouglit in the
time of golden sovereigns and had been
reasonably maintained over the years,
they were worth much more than was
shown in the balance sheet.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-You do not
believe that?
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The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I do, my went on to say that there were other
friend. These two gentlemen came to methods by which the assets could be
the same conclusion. Virtually they said properly valued, and they gave this listtha t, following the instructions they had
(1) Net worth.
(2) Going value.
received, they had checked the contribu(3) Capitalization of earning power.
tions of capital over the past years. I
(4) A combination of net worth and
presume they gave some credence to excess
earning power over a basic return.
what was said by the past auditors,
They
gave all the methods by which
and they added that the assets of the
company, because they were bought with the assets could be valued, and they
golden sovereigns in previous times, said that there was no way of calculating
were worth a lot more than was shown a lower price. They said that the price
proposed by the Government was the
in the books.
lowest that could be given, and that it
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-They also was" eminently suitable." Without any
said that the proposal was in the best inspection, the Government bought this
interests of the community, and merited beautiful fat pi.g in a poke, and the
every consideration.
shareholders were sold a pup.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They were
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-Do you say
then asked if there were any other tha t the directors sold them a pup?
financial aspects arising out of the
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
general figures placed before them. If directors, f.or the past four or five years,
Mr. Lienhop who has just interjected under Governments supported by Mr.
had bought a farm and the price of vValters on numerous occasions, were
his wool had been pruned down un til screwed down in the matter of the price
his land was worth very little, and then of gas until they had to go to their
the Government had said, "We will give reserves for dividends. As a result the
you lOs. in the £1," what would his price of their shares on the Stock Exreaction have been? I should like to see change fell. They have behaved like
him when the day comes for socializing gentlemen. If there ever was a lesson
farm land.
to any Board of directors not to appease
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Keep all a Government or to be co-ope'rative, this
that rubbish until the votes are needed. Bill provides it. The directors did coThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-When the operate, and they did the best for the
Government starts to socialize any in- State, and they and their shareholders
dustry in which the honorable member were crucified. Their shares would not
is interested, and proposes to take it for otherwise have fallen from £13 to £5.
half the value paid for it in the year The 5,000 shareholders were screwed
1900, and to give 3! per cent. shares in down by price control until the directors,
exchange, he will be shouting about it. in sheer desperation-and ill-advisedly,
These accountants, both of them men of I think-accepted this proposal.
Honorable members may say that they
experience, who have the approval of
myself and of everyone else, have were glad to accept it. It reminds me
written another little passage which I of the story of a tourist who was standing on the edge of a precipice when his
. think is importantguide said to him, "Don't you think
Quite obviously, the first move is a
unanimous agreement by the respective this view is worth another fiver?" The
boards of the two operating companies to gas company's shares were worth £13
recommend the proposals to their share- or £14 before price control-that is to
holders, in which event it is 1,mlikely that say, within the last seven years. First
the requisite majority would not be obtained. of all, there is the amount subscribed
The Government did obtain the consent by shareholders, which averages £9 3s.
of the directors and the approval of the a share; but the shares on the Stock
requisite majority of shareholders. I Exchange, within the last five to ten
admit that the shareholders were con- years, have sold at auction for £13 to
sulted, but in my opinion they did not £14. Although the average price was
thoroughly understand the implications £9 3s., the original shareholders paid
of this arrangement. The accountants £5, and the later ones £13.
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The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-That was
because the company was making unreasonable profits.
The HoOn. A. G. WARNER.-It was
because shareholders were obtaining a
reasonable return on their true capital
as measured by the declining £lo
There are 5,500 shareholders in the
Metropolitan Gas Company, and there is
no doubt that many of them relied for
their means of livelihood on their investments in the company. In due course
price coOntrol came along and screwed
them down to the point where they had
no return, and so the directors had to
go to capital reserves in order to pay
a small dividend.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Did we not
have a war?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We did
have a war, and we paid for it in various
ways. Mr. Walters has not had a capital
levy made on him, and I predict that he
and his Government will some day regret
the precedent set by this Bill. The two
accountants went on to point out that
the price the directors could have
charged for gas under the contract with
the present Government was twice the
price they were charging under price
control. I admit that all Governments
did it, but my Government was not the
Government that took advantage of
them when we had them on the edge of
a financial precipice.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Y.OU would
have done it. It was the Administration
of which you were a member which
commenced it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am getting tired 'Of statements such as that
made Iby Mr. Walters.
Because a
Government obtained a report on a particu}ar subject, there is no justification
for saying that it has created a precedent.
The Hon. WILLIAM ,sLATER.-The
Government of which you were a member, obtained a report in connection with
the .proposal to take over the gas companies, and set the whole thing in
motion.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Because
the Hollway Government called for a
report, that is not to say that it
sponsored a socialistic Bill, or tha tit
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forced the shareholders toO take lOs. in
the £1 f.or their assets. N either does it
mean that any other gas company could
never in -any circumstances be paid anything more than lOs. in the £1 foOr any
of its assets which mi.ght be acquired
by a Government.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Why lOs.
in the £1?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The tWtJ
gentlemen who made the report-and
who, it is agreed by all, know their
business-took into -consideration the
value of the assets of the company at
the date on which it purchased them.
They then made a comparison on the
basis of current values. They had in mind
the varying basic wage which operated
at the various dates the companies provided their assets and equipment and the
basic wage ruling at the present time. On
that basis, they made a comparison of
costs. Of course, they could have taken
the value of gold and worked out the
comparative value of the £1 note at
various stages. The resul,t would have
been much the same if the calculation
had been made .on either basis.
The
accountants, working on this basis of
values, ascertained that whereas the
book v1alue of the assets of one company
was £3,000,000, the replacement coOst of
those assets would be £8,000,000 at the
present time, the difference being
approximately £5,000,000.
In other
words, it is proposed that approximately
£8,000,000 worth of assets shall be taken
over for approximately £3,325,000.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is,
on a replacement basis? Many of the
assets twould be seriously depreciated.
Therefore, the basis you mention is not
a true basis.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Honorable members are continually interjecting, and imply.ing that the two gentlemen who -made the investigation and
report are completely stupid.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-We have
implied nothing of the kind.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-For the
informa tion of honorable members, I
should like to read what the accountants
said. I never assumed that honorable
members would not understand that
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the accountants wDuld allow fDr depreciation.
The repDrt reads: " At
replacement CDsts, less depreciatiDn,
£8,033,141."
I assumed that every
member of the House would understand
that two eminently qualified aCCDuntants
wDuld naturally ta'ke depreciatiDn into
cDnsideratiDn, and that is what they did.
The pDsitiDn is that the sharehDlders 'Of
the gas companies concerned will be
paid ap.prDximately lOs. in the £1 fDr
the net value of their equipment, after
the deduction O'f an appropriate amount
fDr depreciatiDn.
The HDn. P. L. COLEMAN.-Whose
valuations are they?
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-They are
nDt valuatiDns.
The HDn. P. L. COLEMAN.-Gnly wild
guesses.
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-They are
the estimates 'Of two em-inent business
men.
The HDn. WILLIAM SLATER.-On a
replacement basis.
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-I cannDt
understand Mr. CDleman's viewpDint.
He tells me that the two aCCDuntants
who submitted the report are cDmpetent
and hDnest, and he suggests that I am
casting SDme reflectiDn 'On them-which
I am nDt. He puts them 'On a high
pinnacle, but when I qUDte their repDrt,
he tells me that they are cDmpletely
stupid.
The HDn. P. L. COLEMAN.-I said
nDthing 'Of the kind.
The HDn. WILLIAM SLATER (.to the
Hon. A. G. Warner).-That is YDur own
statement.
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-The
accountants went tD cDnsiderable trouble
in submHting their repDrt.
Members
. who are in:terested enough t'O read thE::
repDrt will note that they tDok in:tD
cDnsideratiDn the basic wage 'Operating
in the years in which the gas companies
bought assets, and made a cDmparison
a]ter cDnsidering the basic wage at ,the
present time. After allDwing fDr depreciation at wha1t they cDnsidered to be a
reasDnable rate-I assume that after
their I'Ong experience they are c'Ompetent
t'O decide what is a reasonable rate of
deprecia tiDn after consulting gas experts
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-they made a calculatiDn which shows
that the shareh'Olders 'Of the Metr'Opolitan
Gas Company will receive lOs. in the £1
for their assets. The reason fDr that is
that the shareh'Olders have been screwed
down as a result 'Of the 'OperatiDn of price
control. The effect of that has been
that shares worth £14 have been screwed
down to the value of £7. The Governmen t said to the shareholders: "Now
we have you where we want you; you
cannot do anything about H. You will
have to take lOs. in the £1."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
shareholders' happily took it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-lt is 'Only
Mr. Slater who says they" happily took
it."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-According to press reports, there was no strong
opposition to the Government's proposals.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have no
shares in any gas company.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-NDbody has
made any complaints about the taking
over of the gas companies.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The results of the meetings of shareholders did
not indicate any strong 'Opposition on
their part to the taking over of their
companies on the proposed basis.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There
must be s'Omething wrong with the honorable member's mailbag, because I have received plenty of complaints about it. If
those members who are interjecting will
read clause 28 of the Bill, they will see
that n'O other gas company-including
probably gas companies in Mr. Walters's
territ'Ory-can receive more money than
the valuation proP'Osed under the basis,
which is 'Of the order of lOs. in the £1.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-That is only
according to your own figures .
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
speaking on the basis 'Of my 'Own figures,
but on those of the experts.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-You are
twisting the figures about.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
only what the honorable member says.
The repDrt readsPresent day assessment of value 'Of fixed
capital and premiums c'Ontri1buted by shareholders, £8,949,706.
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Net worth of undertakings as per statements of assets and liabilities . ... .
at replacement cost less depreciation,
£8,033,141.

They are to get about £3,000,000 for
them.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-YoU have
left out the important words in the
n:·port-" furnished by the respective
companies. "
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The accountants said that they were satisfied
that the capital contributions were in
order. The position is, if honorable members want my own opinion, that if the
mere value of the net assets are taken,
they are worth more than £8,000,000,
after allowing for depreciation. It must
be remembered that the Metropolitan
Gas Company owns a lot of land and
many buildings. It started its operations
about 70 years ago and it has acquired
many assets, the value of which has
risen considerably. Members must not
overlook that the value of land during
the average period of 35 years has also
risen considerably.
Again, buildings
and other equipment have been renovated
and replaced over the years. I should
say that the value of the company's
assets would be worth a sum more like
£12,000,000 than the figure accepted by
the Government accountants.
Another factor which must be considered-and this is important-is the
value of the charter granted to a company to sell gas in a particular area.
Members may call it a monopoly if they
like. The gas companies in question
were granted that concession provided
tha t they undertook to do certain things.
In other words, Parliament granted the
companies a licence to operate as vendors
of gas within a particular area, but the
companies have not been granted one
penny in consideration of losing that
licence. It must not be overlooked that
if. the Government's proposed basis of
acquisition is adopted a precedent will
be created in the event of other gas
undertakings being acquired in the
future.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-What did
the gas companies pay for the Ucence?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Probably
nothing, just as, probably, nothing was
paid originally for a hotel licence or a
taxi licence.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.~I question
that.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-When the
Licensing CouIit grants a licence,: it
now makes a charge for it.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.~ suggest
that you stick to broadcasting and wireless, if you want to avoid trouble. If
:you wish to make it rough, I can make
it rough also.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~I have
said nothing rough.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You are
most offensive.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~In that
event, I am sorry, but I did not mean
to be offensive. A number of persons
in the community have been granted
licences to carryon various types of
business, including hotels-The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-And wireless operations.
The ·Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They
have been granted licences for all kinds
of operations.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.--Some of
them should not have been licensed at
all.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We might
enlarge on that considerably.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Let us
take hotels, for instance.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN .-Suppose
you tell us about the time-payment
business?
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Order! Mr. Warner is entitled, by
way of illustration~ to discuss any type
of business he chooses. If he desires to
quote the instance of an hotel as an illustration of his argument, he is .entitled
to do so.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-rr am not.
. referring to the business of any particular member.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.--J: understand the reason for your remarks.
The PR8SIDENT.-I have not heard
any offensive remark.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-In making
my remarks, I intended no offence to
any member. r was merely quoting a
type of business for the conduct of
which a licence is required.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You cannot swim out of it in that way.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-All I
wish to point out is that in the general
course of Socialism, there will come a
time when certain industries will be
acquired by the Crown, and if the taking
over of the gas undertakings is regarded
as a precedent, those businesses will not
receive fair values for their assets.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The agreement covering the taking over of the
gas undertakings was a voluntary
agreement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In
accordance with clause 28, the next
agreement for the taking over of particular undertakings will be on the basis
of compulsory acquisition.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Not necessarily.
The Hon.
necessarily.

A.

G.

WARNER.-Yes,

The Hon. D. J. W ALTERS.-fft cannot
be voluntary and compulsory at the
same time.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-If I interpret the clause correctly, there wiH be
no misunderstanding as to its import.
The position is that if undertakings
which operate under a licence to carry
on business in a restricted area, or under
restricted rights, are acquired in future,
they will be paid only to the extent of
10s. in the £1 for their licences and their
assets. They will be granted no consideration for the businesses or licences
which they have built up or bought.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That would
depend on whether or not they were
·making a profit.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If their
profits have been screwed down, as in
this case, for instance, it will not be
·possible for them to obtain anything
more than lOs. in the £1. Let us take,
for instance, the business conducted by
·Mr. Byrnes. I do not know in detail
what it is, but I understand that he is
;a farmer.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Have a
." go" at your own business.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-J have
no monopoly, nor do I hold any licence
to carryon the business in which I am
engaged.
The Hon. iI. A. SWINBURNE.-You tried
hard to get one.
The sitting was suspended at 6.28 p.m.
until 7.53 p.m.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Before
the dinner interval, I had indicated that
the shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas
Company, in particular, are to receive
lOs. in the £1 whether it is based on the
value of their contributions of capital or
on the value of the net assets of the
undertaking, after allowing for depreciation of plant. I also pointed out that the
company was instituted under a charter
of the Crown and had the right to charge
certain prices for gas, which subsequently
came under the Prices Decontrol CommISSIOner. Owing to this control, the
value of the shares had declined; I submitted that the Government, by giving
the shareholders half the value of their
net assets as compensation was, in effect,
consummating the robbery that had
already occurred through the action of
price control. I mentioned that there
were numerous business institutions in
the State working under a Government
charter or licence of some form or other.
Among . them are transport opera tors,
hotelkeepers, gas companies, and so on.
Clause 28 of the Bill will create a precedent by which no concern in future
will receive from the Government more
than half the net capital value
of its assets.
If the preceden t is
accepted-I can see no reason why it
would not be accepted-it means that a
transport company or a passenger-carrying business operating under Government
licence will be told by the Government
" We created a precedent in the case of
the Metropolitan Gas Company and so
we will take over your business on the
1915 valuation of your plant and assets."
The same argument could be applied to
many undertaking's. As the socialization
of farm lands is one of the objectives of a
Socialist regime, the passage of this Bill
will mean the establishment of a precedent for the future nationalization of
farm lands. Assume that the Commonwealth Government or the State Government-whichever has the control of
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prices in the future--fixes the price of
butter, eggs, meat, and other primary
products on such a basis as to depreciate
the value of farm lands temporarily or to
deprive a fruit-canning company of its
profits, it will be entitled to say, "We
have wrecked your business. We will
put our hands around your throat and
make a fair and equitable bargain with
you by whi·ch we will give you half the
fIloney that you paid ,for your
undertaking. "
Possibly members do not expect
farm lands to be nationalized during their
lifetime, and they may not be, but men
who invested their savings in gas company shares with the idea of providing
for their old age or their dependants
did not contemplate that the Government would ignore its own ,charter
and the just arbitration terms that
it provides, would force gas companies on to their knees because they
had co-operated with the Government,
and would then offer lOs. in the £1 based
either upon capital contributions or the
net value of the assets. I invite members to think seriously of this proposal,
whioh, I repeat, will create a very bad
precedent. I know the reply will be,
"The shareholders agreed to the proposition." I wonder how many holders
of small parcels of shares understood
that they would be given half the value
of the money that they had put into the
concern or half the value of its assets.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Was it not
the duty of the director,s to explain that
aspect to the shareholders?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It was,
and if the directors did not explain the
position thoroughly, they were guilty of
negligence. N cw people will be forced
to sell gas shares at the low price that
obtained previously mainly because
dividends were not being paid owing to
the effect of price control. This Bill will
create a precedent by which shareholders
in other concerns will be forced by the
Government to sell their assets under
duress.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The word
" duress" has been used quite a lot during
the last week or two.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If shares
held by the honorable member were
reduced to half of their previous market
value by the action of price control and
he was forced to sell them to the Government at half cost, I am certain that
he would not agree that the arrangement was fair and equitable.
The Government has had power to
control the price of gas and also
supplies of coal. 'Surely the arrangement
i'S not fair to the shareholders of the gas
companies. I appreciate that the defence
will be that the directors agreed to the
proposal. They were weak enough to·
do so, and I make that comment without
expressing any bad feeling towards
them. For years, they had been fighting various Governments, which compelled them to supply gas at less than the
manufacturing cost.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Do you contend that the bargain was unfair from
the point of view of the shareholders?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
this is a grossly unfair bargain from
the shareholders' point of view.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Was it a
fair bargain from the Government's
po in t of view?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
say that it was a fair bargain to the
Government because the experts said
that in no circumstances could the
Government pay a lower price. I do
not see how it can be said that a man
who makes a deal while another
man's hands are at his throat has made
a fair bargain. While the Government
was finally negotiating the Agreement
it provided the gas company with
enough money to enable it to continue
operations for a month.
In other
words, it said, "Make up your mind in
30 days or you will be shot." So the
directors accepted this "fair and equitable" bargain from the Government's
point of view. I hope that no member
of this House, when socialization of his
assets is being arranged, will have to
make a "fair and equitable" bargain
of the same type.
The charter granted to the Metropolitan
Gas Company lays down that the company is entitled to charge for the gas it
manufactures approximately 100 per
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cent. more than it was charging under
the system of price ·control. In effect,
the State Government said to the company, "We repudiate the Agreement
under the charter. We will allow you to
charge only half the price the charter
would allow, and now that we have you
in that position we will give you only
half the value of your assets."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
Government of which you were a member could have given the company relief
when it was in office.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-That
Government gave them some relief, but
not enough. The present Government,
after forcing the company to accept low
prices for its products did not stop at
that, Ibut forced the shareholders to part
with their assets at half price. Now I
come to the method of payment for those
assets. The proposal submitted to the
two experts provided for a priority
payment of 5 per cent.
In other
words, the shareholders were to receive lOs. in the £1 for the value
of their assets, and that lOs. would
be paid in the form of preference shares
with a prior right to 5 per cent. before
the Government would receive anything.
The average price of preference shares
of all kinds on the Stock Exchange at
present shows a return of 4.5 per cent.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-Did the
Metropolitan Gas Company's shares rise
or fall after the making of the
Agreement?
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-They
probably rose, because they had been
reduced so low that they could do nothing else but rise. From the Government's point of view, the Agreement may
have been fair and reasonable, but from
the shareholders' point of view it was
robbery. There are plenty of speculators
on the Stock Exchange who will take
advantage of such a situation.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You
·would not!
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have
not bought gas shares at any time, and
I am not interested in the Metropolitan
Gas Company, nor is any member of my
family. The shareholders, instead of
being offered a price which would show
them a return equivalent to 4.5 per cent.,
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were given alleged preference shares.
They are supposed to receive on those
shares 4 per cent. dividends, so that is
another cut in their return. The shares
are not worth the average market value
of preference shares. Further than that,
the 4 per cent. is conditional on the gas
company making a profit, and anyone
who reads the second-reading speech of
the Minister of Public Works, who introduced ·the Bill, will learn tha1t the production of gas from brown coal will be
uneconomic for a period of ten years.
Therefore the shareholders will receive
preference shares on which the dividends will be only 4 per cent., provided
the Minister is wrong and the company
works at a profit. If I know anything
about socialistic en:terprise, I should say
we can be sure of continuous failure to
produce profit,s. The Government having
screwed the value of the shares down
and frightened everybody out of investing in the company, the value of the
sha'res fell from £14 to £7. For the ten
years prior to 1946 the average price
of the shares was £13 lOs.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Your
argument is that the gas company was
very foolish to enter into this Agreement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Decidedly
so.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Therefore
the company 'Should sue its advisers f.or
negligence.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
for the lawyers to say. If I had been a
shareholder I should have protested
loudly at the meeting where the Agreement was accepted, and should have
voted against it.
Also I should have
insisted on my protest being recorded.
The Han. F. M. THOMAS.-You would
have wanted y.uur pound of flesh.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.--Certainly,
up to £9 3s., and I should not have been
prepared ,to accept only half of what I
had paid. The shareholders were offered
preference shares in the company at 4
per cent. when the market value of preference shares Ishowed a return of 4~
per cent., in a company which, the
Government s:ays, will be uneconomic
for a ,period of ten years.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-During a
period of great capital expansion, when
it cannot hope to earn a pr.ofit.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-When
companies expand their capi·tal it does
not mean that they are going into" the
red."
Many companies are expanding
capital, but they are not getting into
tr.ouble over it. The people who own
this black c.oal gas company are in
business; they are not experimenting.
The Government is going to experiment with gas from brown coal. If it
will give the gas company a fair price for
gas under the charter the company will
be able to make fair profits even to-day.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The company itself was prepared to install a
Lurgi plant.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
directors said it was experimental, and
because of price 'control they could not
raise sufficient capital for it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-They asked
the Government for £1,000,000.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-See how
wise the ordinary investor was!
The
shareholder is now to be given a preference share carrying 4 per ;cent. in a
losing 'company.
I agree that it will
l.ose m.oney for at least ten years; it will
probably do S.o for 50 year.s, like the
railways.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Like the
State Electricity Commission?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes, like
the State Electricity Commission. The
only way in which ,the Government
would not lose money 'Would be to grant
the company a rise in the price of gas,
or, alternatively, t.o give it a subsidy,
as was done when the Government had
its hands on the shareholdern' throats.
As it is quite obvious ,that the shareholders will not receive 4 per cent. on
thei-r preference shares, the Government
guarantees to pay 3~ per cent. So what
the shareholders will get will be lOs. in
the £1 of their assets, and preference
shares which will yield them 3.5 per
cent.
In case the company by any
chance succeeds in making a profit the
shareholders will not be free to sell
their ·shares except to the State.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-And the
Government guarantees to purchase.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-My progllosticaHon is tha't the Government will
be purchasing a lot of them.
T.he Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I want
to see the Government get the lot.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And it
will get the lot.
I would not on any
consideration invest my m'Oney in anything and receive only paper for it. I
would do what investors in the gas company have done-have an interest in
assets. Honorable members can read in
any book of ec.onomics how currencies
have been debased in the past by b'Oring
h.oles in coins, paring their edges, and,
so forth, but we have a different method
to-day-we print more notes.
The
shareholders who get lOs. in the £1 for
their a'S'sets will get shares returnling a
dividend o:f 3.5 per ,cent. when the market
price is 4.5 per cent.
In effect, they
will lose another 25 per cent. Mr. Slater
say.s he hopes that by virtu~ 'Of the poor
return they will be f.orced t,o sell their
shares to the Government.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
honorable member is imputing to me
words which I did not use, and I ask ror
a withdr.awal of that imputation.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
---II do not see how I can be an aribiter of
the precise words used, but I ha:ve a
recollection of whalt was said. I think
Mr. Slater said 'by interjection that it
would be a good tlhing if the Government
did obtain those shares.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Very
well. I withdraw the remark.
The PRESIDENT.----Jt shows the
danger of interjecting. I have no
sympathy with an honorable member
who makes interjections whi;ch are misunderstood.
The Hon. A. G. WlA!RNER.-These
sha,reholders are going to get for their
lOs. in the £1, not a 4.5 per cent. preference share, which is the market, but a
3! per cent. share. Whether they ,are
forced, or persuaded, O'r do it on
their
own
judgment,
I
contend
they will sell ,these shares to the
Government quickly in order to
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get a £1 ,that they can invest in
something that will produce a very much
better return. Clearly it shows the great
duress under which these shareholders
must have been placed, when they
accepted lOs. in the £1, and agreed to
take Ishares returning 3.5 per cent. It
must be remembered that this is
not a Government investment which
is guara'nteed at 3! per cent. or
31
per
cent. ·.for eV'er.
It 1s
merely an investmen t for which
they will get maybe a return of
4 per cent.-and m'aytbe not. They
get a guarantee of 3~ per cent.
for ten years. After ten years it
will Ibe not 3~ per cent., but 3~ perhaps.
I
Icontend that
the shareholders
ha,ve
had
a
very
raw
deal.
Whether they understand what has
ha-ppened to them, I very much doubt. I
have talked to a number of shareholders
and I am quite positive that they do not·
realize what has been done. I frankly
admit that had I not read the various
reports and the Bill, and examined the
balance-sheets, and the reports of the experts, I would not have realized what
had been done.
I wish to deal now with the Bill itself.
There are a number of reasons why I
oppose it. I do not wish to dea,l with the
Bill in the same way as it will be considered in the Committee stage. I
realize that this is not the proper
stage to do that. However, I wish
to cover the general ground by showing the enormous power which is
being given t<Q this corporation, which
will be only nominally under the control
of the Government. Previously we have
had occasion to realize tfue powers
exercised by pers<Qns given the functions
of government but not controlled by the
Government or certainly not controlled
by Pa,rliament.
The Han. J. H.

LIENHOP.~Suc'h

as?

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tbe State
Electricity Commission, for example, of
which Mr. Lienhop has had a vivid
.expedence. It is well known to members of t'his House that when a body of
men has the power of law to do tfuing,s,
and ilhey are no longer under the control
-of P,arliament, they are apt to run away
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with themselves, and certainly run away
from Parliament, and from Minislterial
control.
Clauses 3 and 4 of the Bill I regard as
another imposition an the shareholders
of the gas companies. In clause 4 it is
declared that the ·two companies-the
Metropolitan Gas Oompany and the
Brighton
Gas
Company--have by
resolutions of meetings approved the
Agreement. In other words, whilst this
Bill is going through this House and
another pla'Ce, no shareholder or
director has the right to reconsider the
resolution or the Agreement. This Bill
i's designed toO ratify that Agreement,
and every shareholder is to be governed
·and :controlled by the Act of Barliament.
1: hear :murmurs to the effect that the
shareholders agreed to it. Wlhat I take
exception to is the attitude of the
Government towards those who perhaps
did nOit agree to it.
The Han. WILLIAM SLATER.~Parlia
ment cannot pass the law first and afterwards get the companies to ratify the
Agreement.
'Dhe Hon. A. G. WARJNER.-Parliame.nt could have appointed a committee
and these people could have been assured
of receiving a fair deal by aribitration.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.~It would not
have been fair from the Government's
point of view if you had been a memher
of the committee.
The Han. A. G. WARNBR.-This
Agreement was fa-ir and reasonable
from the Government's point O'f view,
but not from that of the shareholders.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-It is our
idea of fairness, not yours.
The Hon. A. G. WARNE.R.-From the
Socialist point of view the concept of
fairness is to grab everything for the
State and" to hell with the shareholders."
The Han. F. M. THoMAs.-Capitalism
puts it the other way round.
The Han. A. G. WARNiER.-Mr.
Thomas is getting involved. Clause 5
of the Bill statesThe Agreement is hereby approved validated and ratified, and shall have the force
of law.

That prevents a beneficiary under a trust
from taking action against anybody who
has been negligent in looking after hIs
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rights. That is a "pretty tough" thing
to put in a Bill and I hope it does not
rebound on many persons in the future.
This clause sets a precedent by which
future deals will be made by the State.
Clause 27 must be read in conjunction
with the clause which provides that no
new company may be formed to produce
gas in this Sta te, which means that no
municipality or other instrumentality will
be able to produce gas. The body to be
established by this Ad will be a tight
c'Drporation which will have complete
control over gas and gas appliances. By
clause 27 it will be able to inquire into
a competitor's business. If it is satisfied
that a competitor is too efficient or is
underselling the commodity, the corpora tion may have reC'Durse to a further
power conferred by clause 28 by which
it can ,acquire competitive undertakings.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-I am afraid
tha t this provision Wias taken from the
bread Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-On~
never knows. Fortuna tely we are discussing .gas. I direct attention partIcularly to clause 28. In effect, it says that,
ha ving looked around and decided that
other companies are underselling their
commJOdi ties or are more efficient, the
c(lrporation can compulsorily acqu1re
them. Honorable members might correctly say that the Metropolitan Gas
Company shareholders approved this
Agreement, but what about the other
people? They have not agreed to take
lOs. in the £1 and a dividend of perhaps
3~ per cent. 'On their shares in the future.
Under clause 28 their undertakings
could be compulsorily acquired, and in
no circumstances could they get a better
deal. They would have to take lOs. in
the £1 and something akin to a dividend
of 3~ per cent. for ten years, and nothing
thereafter.
I foresee the adoption of the same
procedure of compulsory acquisition as
is provided for in this Bill. This scheme
of ratification, so dear to Mr. Slater,
will mean that if in a future scheme
Parliament wills it, the shareholders
will have t'D take it and like it; it will
be another of these " eminently fair and
reasonable" agreements under which
shareholders get lOs. in the £1 and a
return of 3! per cent. perhaps on some
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distant day in the future, in a £1 note
which may be worth only 5s. on to-day's
values. They Will not be able to get
better rates. There can be 'Only one
reason for that clause-to mak~ sure
that no shareholder of the Metropolitan
Gas Company will see shareholders of
other companies getting a fair deal when
he did not get one himself.
The Hon. J. H. LIEN Hop.-At the
request of some of the shareholders, I
obtained a legal interpretation of this
pojnt. The legal view did not agree
with your view.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I also
had some opinions 'On the matter. Clause
28 states-Subject to such terms as Parliament hereafter provides or approves validates and
ratifies, the corporation may by agreement
or compulsorily acquire-

I take it that there is no misunderstanding about the words "compulsorily
acquire."
in whole or in part the gas undertaking and
business of any undertaker or all or any of
the stock or shares of or in any company
carrying on a gas undertaking-

I take it that is clear.
but such terms shall, so far as ,practicable-

That means as far as you can squeeze
them at the end of a gun.
be on a basis not more favourable to the
undertaker . . . .
.

" Undertaker" is a very suitable word,
I think; it means a gas company.
or the members thereof than the basis upon
which stocks or shares in, and the gas undertakings and businesses of the Metropolitan
Gas Company and the Brighton Gas Company Limited are exchanged transferred to
and vested in the corporation under this
Act.

In other words, they cannot get any
better terms than those received by the
Metropolitan Gas Company. The experts
who, it is agreed, are eminent and capable, have set out a basis for the value
of the investment from time to time,
measured against the basic wage, and
shareholders are getting about lOs. in
the £1, or, if you measure it upon the
net asset value o'f the plant as shown
by the experts, they still get only lOs.
in the £1.
I want to know how the
shareholders of other gas companies in
the country are to get more than lOs.
in the £1. If only half the contribution
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is one alternative, and half the value
of the net assets is the other alternative,
where is the third? What is the other
scheme? I should like to hear about it.
It seems dear to 'me that some prosperous, efficient, good gas company
which does nat want to sell may be
compulsoI'iily acquired if it does not
agree-with the gun held at its throatknowing that its shareholders will get
only lOs. in the £1 anyway.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHop.-Provided
that the profits are derived from the production of gas only.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I appreciate the point Mr. Lienhop has raised.
I have examined this Bill in an endeavour
to ascertain what a gas undertaking is;
it is not defined at the beginning of the
Bill. If one searches through the memo'randum and articles of association the
question becomes m'ore confusing.
It
could mean any body whioh deals in a
fuel. Jlf it is taken to that extent, it
may mean garages, because garages
handle a fuel.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You cannot read "gas undertakings" into the
memorandum of association.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think that can be done to any extent, but
in searching for a definition not in the
Act one is entitled to go to various
places to obtain a general view.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-One definition is as wide as the hills and others are
specific.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Some are
wide and some narrow. In clause 28 it
is quite clear that a gas undertaking can
be acquired on a basis of lOs. in the £1
with a dividend of 31 per cent., perhaps
-some time-on the investment. That
at least is clear.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It depends
upon the validity of your argument.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have no
doubt that we shall be able to hear Mr.
Fraser's argument on how the words
"compulsorily acquire" do not mean
" compulsorily acquire" and on how the
words "not more favourable to the undertaker" mean that undertakings compulsorily acquired will obtain a better
price than the Metropolitan Gas Company is receiving.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-YoU are
only suggesting the figure of lOs. in the
£1 for the sake of basing your argument on it. There would be the replacement value to be considered.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-Whether
it is replacement value, current market
value, or any other value, it is still lOs.
in the £1. I have no doubt that members
of the Country party will have some way
of figuring out a value contrary to that
which I have suggested, but I cannot
see how it will be done. Every gas company in Victoria is in grave danger of
compulsory acquisition, and every member who votes for the second-reading
motion will tacitly approve of the
principle of having gas companies in his
territory compulsorily acquired at half
the net value. If the Bill is passed in
its present form every member will have
something definite to answer for at the
next Council election. I shall use every
endeavour in my power to let the people
of the State know who voted for a
measure that provided that a company
could be acquired compulsorily atone
half of its asset value, and its shareholders issued with a piece of paper
bearing a guarantee for ten years of a
return of 31 per cent. There will be
no "squibbing" of a division on the
relevant clause.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-As long as
you have it on record in the same way
as the vote recorded on the adult franchise legislation it will be all right.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CHfden Eager).
-Order! Deba tes on measures dealt
with in the present session must not be
referred to.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (to the Hon.
A. G. Warner).-We are also on record
as having voted for something better
than this Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Members
will have ample opportunity of voting
on clause 28. It will also be noted that
in clause 29 municipal undertakings
are affected. Any municipality which
decides to start in opposition to this
mighty corporation, which will have all
the powers that I shall narrate, will be
affected.
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The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-What about
all the land that has been acquired by
various Governments at the 1942 pegged
values?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not a
great deal of land was pegged at the
1942 values. I was a member of the
Government which made it possible for
land to be purchased at the current
market value. We removed the old section
from the relevant legislation, as I think
it should have been removed. My impression from this Bill is that no Government would want to pay a fair price for
anything.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Not even
in the salaries of members of the Legislative Council.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That
subject is not pertinent to the debate
on this Bill. I should now direct attention to clause 46.
Sub-clause (1)
providesThe Governor in Council may make
regulations for or with respect to-

In this case the Governor in Council will
make regulations more or less in the
form in which they are submitted by
the corporation. Members who have
occupied Ministerial office know that
occasionally regulations slip before the
Governor in Council before either the
Minister or Cabinet has seen them. When
the Bill refers to the Governor in Council,
in substance it means the corporation.
Bearing that in mind, I shall read paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1), which
relates to regulationsprescribing or approving the quality and
design of materials fittings and apparatus
to be used in or in connection with gas
installations and the methods to be followed
in carrying out gas installations.

In other words, if the corporation cannot drag the business of its competitors
under the powers contained in clauses 27,
28, and 29, on the eminently" fair and
reasonable" terms referred to by some
members, it will then be able to exert
sufficient pressure on those companies
by prescribing regulations to ensure
their capitulation.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-That would
hardly be fair.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is there
anything fair about the Bill?
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The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP .-An administrative authority would not do things
like that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Lienhop has much more faith in the
corporation than I have. As one who
has worked in private enterprise, under
regulations, I can tell members that some
regulations are not fair, and most are
tough.
The Hon. J. H. UENHoP.-The regulations might be tough but they would be
just.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That, too,
is a matter of opinion. I shall now deal
with the memorandum of association.
The Bill provides that the legislation,
including the Agreement and the memorandum shall, in effect, have the full
force of law. This memorandum will
be positively tough, entirely different
from the memorandum of an ordinary
trading company, which is governed by
the law so far as it provides what can
be done under it. A private company
is also governed to a large extent by its
competitors, who ensure that it cannot
do anything unreasonably expensive.
The competitors would not let a company
act in an unreasonable way and certainly it could not afford to do H. The
corporation, however, will not to any
extent be governed by political opinion.
This particular type of corporation has
tremendous powers and usually the
backing of the Minister and the Government. I ask members to read the powers
of the corporation, having in view that
the memorandum has the full force of
law, ratified by Parliament in thi,s Bill.
Paragraph (iii) of sub-clause (4) of
clause II. of the memorandum enables
the corporation to carryon directly
or by medium of any subsidiary all or
any of the businesses ofthe recovery manufacture 'and sale of
coke, tar, pitch, asphaltum, ammonia, dyes,
and other residual and synthetic products
and by-products and residuals arising in the
manufacture of town's gas.

I agree with Mr. Lienhop tha1t a gas
undertaking is not specifically defined
in the memorandum, but if members
look at that document they will
realize the tremendous powers there incorporated under what is, in effect, a gas
corporation. I agree it is not proof that
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that means that the corporation can
acquire other businesses with identical
powers, but at least my point of view
is arguable. The question will probably
have to go to a higher court to decide
what is strtctly a gals undertaking within the meaning of this measure, including the Agreement and the powers inc.orpora ted in the memorandum.
The corporation in paragraph (vii) is
given power to undertake-the manufacture and sale of or vending
or dealing in cooking, heat-ing, lighting,
cooling, household or industrial appliances,
apparatus and fittings used in connection
with the use or consumption of town's gas
or other fuels.
I direct the attention of members, par-

ticularly Mr. Lienhop, to the words" Dr
other fuels." That Imeans that the corporation can manufacture appliances
using kerosene, petrol, and possibly
electricity, or anything thalt can be produced to use" other fuels." The corporation can manufadure, sell, or deal in
the various types of ap.pliances which
can be used with any other fuel and not
solely with town's gas. I am trying to
demonstrate how far the Bill goes, how
wide this socialistic measure extends the
powers which are given to this octopus
which will grab more and more power.
I have illustrated how it can compete
wi th every other industry on an unfair
basis, because the corporation will pay
no taxes and pr-obably any losses incurred will be passed on to the gasconsuming public.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-Private
enterprise passes on its losses in .price
charges.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Usually
private enterprise has competitors,
whioh -prevent it from running any
section of business which involves
losses into any other section. Very few
companies carryon suc.cessfully when a
particular depavtment is losing money.
Private enterprise usually cuts out the
losing section. Paragraph (vi) of subclaus-e (4) of clause II. of the memorandum gives the c.orpora tion powerTo purchase, take on lease, or otherwise
acquir? any mines, mining rights, and
metaUlferous land in the State of Victoria
or elsewhere, and any interest therein, and
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any concessioh.s,
monopolies, options,
licences, or rights in relation thereto, and
to explore, work, exercise, develop, and
turn to account the same.
I do not know how limiting members

think that could be. From my reading
the corporation could mine anything
imaginable.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-'Dhe Agreement gets worse further on! It is just
the ordinary memorandum .of association such as would be adopted by any
company.
The Hon. A. G. WIARNER.-That is
quite right.
In the memorandum of
association of many companies similar
provisions are incorporated, but the
memorandum and articles do not have
the power of law under an A,ct Ott Parliament.
A company is not in the
position olf being -em,powered to enter
any other business, to compete with
others without paying tax, and to meet
losses through a Government Department. Would Mr. WaUers like any pubIi~
servant in any Department to enter his
business, to compete with him on tlbese
terms, and at the same time pay no tax?
Would Mr. WaUers think that fair
competition?
'Dhe Hon. D. J. W ALTERS.---J: would
have more faith in any Gov'ernment, including a Liberal party Government.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then the
honorable member has more :flaith than
I have in any Government. Sub-dause
(7) in the same - clause of the
memorandum gives the corpovation
power to carry out quarrying.
It
can com1pete in any quarrying field, withou t opposi tion. Tha t is a part of the
memorandum which, in my opinion,
could be eHminated. Any member who
v-otes for the Bin, without amendment,
will be agroeeing to the estabIisihm-ent of
a cOI'lporation which will have power to
compete in any:sort of business. It will
have power under clauses 13 and 14 of
the Bill . to write off its losses
against Con.solidated Revenue. Every
person in business will be subject
to the class of competition that
emanates f,rom the various businesses
envisaged in this memorandum. When
members vote for tihJis Bill they should
realize what they are doing to all these
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people. NQ member who votes for the
second reading will be able to say that
he is not a Socialist.
SuIb-dause (8) of clause N. of the
memorandum of association gives the
cor.poration powerTo buy, sell, manufacture and deal in
minerals plant machinery implements conveniences provisions and things capable of
being used in conneotion with metallurgical
operations or required by workmen and
others employed by the corpolration ..

I do not think that is so b.ad so long as
the corporation confines itself to the use
of that power. Sub-clause (10) of the
memorandum is what I would describe
as a beautiful wide-blanket objective
which will enable the corporation to
bring in everything. H uses the words,
"to acquire," and it should be remembered that they mean, "compulsorily
acquire." The sub-dause provides that
the corporation shall have powerTo acquire construct carry out ma-intain
improve manage work control and superintend any roads ways tramways railways
bridges pipe lines reservoirs aqueducts
wharves furnaces sawmills crushing works
hydr.aulic works electrical works factories
warehouses shops and other works and conveniences which may seem directly or indirectly conducive to any of the objects of
the corporation and to contribute to subsidize or otherwise aid or take part in any
such operations.

I emphasize the words, "which may
seem." When such words are included
it is surprising what" 'may seem" CQnducive to something the carparatian
might want tQ da.' I shauld like tQ knaw
where it is gaing to stQP. I have na
daubt that some supparters Q1f the
Government will be able ta explain what
the cQrparatian cannot da under that
provISIOn. I shauld like to knaw what
ty;pe 'Of business it would 'be safe far me
ta indulge in ta get a,way from some 'Of
these powers.
The Han. D. J. WALTERs.-None
whatever.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-That is
the most intelligent interjectian Mr.
Walters has made ta-night.
In case
there shauld be any misunderstanding,
sub-clause (11) is included, which
readsTo carryon any other business whether
trading manufacturing or otherwise which
may seem capable of being conveniently
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carried on in connection with any of the
above or calculated .directly or indkectly
to enhance the value of or render profitable
any of the praperty or rig.hts 'Of the corparation.

Knowing that this Bill has been influenced by the uabour party, I should
like, in passing, ta direct attention to
sub-c.Jause (12).
The Han. G. L. CHANDLER.--Do s1milar
provisians relate to tJhe State Electridty
Cammissian?
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-Nat to
the same extent. An amendment was
made ta its Act-incorrectly I think-to
give the State Electricity Commissian
the right ta manuf.a'cture appliances
which could be connected to el~ctrical
pawer.
Other,wise the powers of the
Cammissian are strictly limited ta the
productian of eleetrilc current. In subclause (12.) ther,e is the right to the
corporatian to advance and lend money
with 'Or withoUlt security. In sub-dause
(22) 'Of the same c1ause--clause II.-of
the memarandum 'Of assaciatian'The Han. D. J. WALTERS.---lWhy leave
aut sub-dause (16)?
The Han. A. G. WARNiER.----,J lert aut
that sub-dause with some justification.
It gives the carporation the ri.ght ta
acquire any business which the COI'pa.ra'tian is authariz·ed ta carryon. If
that pawer were restri,cted ta the production 'Of gas I should be happy with
sub-dause (1'6). But, because of the
ather sub-clauses, sub-dause (16) becarnes 'Of majar impartance. If the Bill
were restricted ta the reasonable
prapositian of producing gas fram browD.
caal there wauld be na abjection ta
sub-clause (16). I naw direct attentian
ta sub-clause (22) which readsTo give guarantees bonds and indemnitie:,
and to make draw accept endorse execute
discount issue and negotiate bills of exchange promissory notes drafts bills of
lading debentures and all or any negotiable
or transferable instruments.

It will be naticed that pawer is nat included for the purpose Q1f raising money
far ·the particular business of the carporatian.
That is dealt with under
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another sub-daus'e.
Under this subclause the corlporation will be empowered
to ad as bankers. Under sub-clause (23)
the corporation will have powerto recei,ve money on deposit from any person
firm company or corporation or from the
State of Victoria either at call or for such.
period or periods or upon such terms and
conditions as the Board thinks fit.

I would not be far wrong in saying
that it would be possible to conduct a
banking business under those two subclauses Q1f the memorandum of association. If I am wrong, I hope some lawyer
in the Chamber will correct me. To Mr.
Walters I say that a trading company
merely sets out to do those things which
it is perm,itted to do within the law,
under its memorandum and arUcles of
association; it is Subject to tihe laws of
the State and to the disability of having
to compete with others. That is not so
under the memorandum of association
of the corporation. Sub-dause (3'8) is
important. It readsTo construct execute carry out equip improve work develop administer regulate
manage or control establishments and conveniences of all kinds-

and, in case thCllt does not mean anythingincluding public buildings, markets, shops-

the sub-daUlSe does not say which shops
-it probably includes butchers' shops
at Bendigohospitals, dwelling ..houses-

it does not say which kind-and recreation facilities which may seem-

I love this partdirectly or indire,ctly to enhance the value
of any property in which the corporation is
interested or which may directly or indirectly further any of the objects of the
corporation.

It would be interes,ting to know what
success a pri,vate individual would have
of proving before a Judge that the corporation was ex,ceeding its powers. Any
money not found for preference shareholders, up to 3~ per cent., has to be
guaranteed out of Consolidated Revenue,
which will be appropriated in the usual
manner.
'Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.---.Wha1t will be
the position if there is no revenue?
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.---.A charge
will be made against either the consumer or the taxpayer. A very Sicientific
procedure which has been successful
in all socialistic enterprises, from time
immemorial, is that the taxpayer pays.
I desire to refer to the Financial Agreement between the State and the Commonwealth. ,Sub-clause (1) of clause 13 of
this Bill readsThe due repayment of the principal sums
and the payment of all interest secured by
any debentures or debenture stock issued
by the corporation is hereby guaranteed by
the Government of Victoria.

In effect, the money is to be paid from
Consolidated Revenue, that is, the
taxpayer.
That answers the question raised by Sir William Angliss.
Another nice point arises in respect
of clause 14 of the Bill. The preference shareholders who will receive
lOs. in the £1 at 3! per cent., perhaps, if n
they want to sell their shares-and, be- \/
lieve me, there ought to be a rush-will
be paid from Consolidated Revenue. The
sum involved is £4,000,000. One would
have thought that, unless there is some
ulterior motive, the £4,000,000 would
have been obtained from loan funds, but
it will be taken from Consolidated Revenue. Clause 14 of the Bill may referbut I do not think it does-to interest on
these particular preference shares. It
provides that the corporation shall find
the money to buy its own preference
shares. I presume the corporation will
act as trustee for the Government. The
clause statesAny sums required by the Agreement to
be paid by the State to the Corporation in
trust for preference shareholders shall be
paid out of the Consolidated Revenue . . . .

The marginal note in respect of the clause
states that it relates to dividends. But, if
the £4,000,000 is to be paid under some
other dause, the position is not very
clear to me. If the money is to be paid
out of Consolidated Revenue I suggest
that is not a proper procedure because
the £4,000,000 might well have to be
found within three months. Let me
assume that the money is to be paid from
loan funds. Then, this pojnt is reached:
Immediately this Bill is proclaimed. the
State will 'be committed to make payment
to any preference shareholder who wants
to cash his preference shares. Tha t
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commitment will amount to about
£4,000,000. Consequently, there will be
a contingent-'and I think quick and
urgent-liability of £4,000,000. In addition, the Government will be committed
to find £4,000,000, for its share of new
shareholders' funds.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-For developmental purposes.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I prefer
the term "experimental purposes." In
any case, the Government will have to
find another £4,000,000.
Therefore,
there will be a contingent-and almost
immediate-liability of £4,000,000 and
another experimental lump sum of
£4,000,000 making a fairly immediate
contingent liability of £8,000,000. In
addition to the £4,000,000 required
for the Morwell plant, another £4,000,000
will be required for the expansion
o of the black coal gas companies,
making a total commitment of approximately £12,000,000. My friend, Mr.
Walters, may laugh. If he had a 31 per
cent. share and eould get £1 for it, he
would get it quick and lively and invest
his money in something which would
yield a return of 4l per cent. That would
be a natural procedure for even my
Socialist friends to adopt.

It is clearly stated that the gas companies, in effect, require £4,000,000 to
extend their normal operations. Another
£4,000,000 must be found to maintain the
operations of gas companies in extending
their gas production from black coal.
Then, over a period, it will be necessary
to find a further £4,000,000 for the gasification of brown coal. If my guess is
correct and, judged on the usual estimates of the rate at which the £1 is depreciating, the amount which will probably be needed for the gasification of
brown coal will be nearer £12,000,000.
Therefore,
the eontingent liability
appears to be between £12,000,000
and £18,000,000.
I
should have
thought that, in all normal circumstances, a sum of that magnitude would
ha ve been referred to the Australian
Loan Council. This State has entered
into an agreement with the other
States and with the Commonwealth
Government by which it is not supposed
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to incur substantial loan liabilities. That
is certainly the spirit of the Financial
Agreement.

The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-The
Government has not incurred the expenditure yet.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~I realize
thalt under the provisions of clause 20
the whole transaction is subject to the
provisions of the Loan Agreement Act.
I appreciate why the clause is there.
It is certainly a little cover-up, but it
does not alter the fact that if the State
Government is going to enter into a
capital commitment of something between £12,000,000 and £18,000,000, on
top of all the losses that may oecur, the
Agreement ought to be subject to the
approval of the Loan Council. That
approval should be obtained before the
Bill is proclaimed and the' Governm,en t
is com:mitted to the expenditure.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-We do that
with all loan Bills.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Loan
Bills are subject to subsequent ratification. When this Bill has been proclaimed
there will be no backing out of the
Agreement. The Government will have
to pay, and the company will have the
power to sue. It is not, as in the case
of loan Bills, a future possible commitment. I also suggest tha't as the Government is entering into partnership with
the shareholders, they wil1 have some
Tights, and the Government will be
almost bound to continue the scheme.
The whole principle behind the Bill is a
denial of the Financial Agreement with
the Commonwealth.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is only
normal procedure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-My friend
Mr. M'cDonald points out that clause 20
rela tes only to the last four preceding
clauses, and although I think that clause
16 certainly gives power to raise loans
f.or the purpose of this capital expenditure, we are committed to this expenditure at a future date. The Government
is not trying to do anything it is not
perm1itted to do under the Finandal
Agreement, but I do say that in all
conscience i't is violating the spirit of
the Agreement because the Bill is not
subject to an administrative act.
?
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is the
usual provision in any loan-raising Bill.
You are on unsafe ground, and are
spoiling a good speech.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I thank
the Minister very much. As a rule, when
it is proposed to do something for a
State instrumentality a Bill comes before
the House to authorize that institution
to spend money, and subject to the
Financial Agreement the Government
undertakes to raise £20,000,000 or
£30,000,000 as the case may be. In the
present instance there is a different
point at issue. In the Bill we are asked
to ratify an agreement by which the
Government will definitely have to pay.
It is not a case of authorizing expenditure, but of cO'mmitting ourselves to a
third party to pay. With one hand the
Bill says, "We agree without limitation
to pay this money," and with the other
hand it says, "This is subject to the
Financial Agreement."
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The Loan
Council will not refuse its sanction.
The Hon. A. G. WARNlER.-Perhaps
the Government will try another duress
argument on the Loan Council,' and say
to that body, "We have you down and
you are not going to get up." In conclusion I should like to repeat the reasons
why I am opposed to the Bill. I think
I have fairly shown that ratifying an
agreement o'f this type, where there
is no power in Parliament to alter it,
is an abuse of parliamentary authority
by the Government. It is not a reasonable and fair thing to do, and it brings
Parliament into conternlpt. I believe
that the whole Bill is a device for
socializing companies which are producing gas from black coal, and no
argument has been produced as to why
the State will be better off as a result.
I think I have shown that the shareholders have been victimized by price
control, and that the victimization has
been followed through to the bargain
which has been made.
An unreasonable compulsion has been
placed on the companies. They have been
compelled by circumstances and by the
form O'f the reference to the two experts,
and they have been subject to duress
throughout. I believe that one of the
Session 1950.-[66]
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worst features of the Bill is predetermining the robbery of the shareholders
of the other gas companies, which have
not been parties to the Agreement. I
believe in the .general principle that just
terms should be embodied in -everything
we do. The price paid to the shareholders, and the method of payment, are
unreasonable. There has not been any
attempt to properly value the assets of
the companies. The powers gran ted
under the Bill are excessiv-e and unreasonable, and those granted in the
memorandum are even more excessive
and more unreasonable.
The worst
feature of the Bill is that it creates a
very bad precedent for the future regarding the form socialistic acquisition
may take.
Lastly, and perhaps most
important of all, the Government has
not conformed to the spirit O'f the
Financial Agreemen t
between
the
Commonwealth and the Sta;tes.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Mel-.
bourne West Province).-I rise to support the Bill. I agree with the opening
remarks of the unofficial Leader that the
terms of the Agreement are fair and
reasonable. I would even agree that the
shareholders-although this is contrary
to the opinion held by Mr. Warner--have
received a very fair deal. It is easy to
criticize a Bill such as this. It is a tremendously big Bill, and a very important
one. If one were to set out to offer
criticism of it he would have ample scope.
I do not intend to aecept it without
criticism, because I think constructive
criticism is alwa.ys justifiable, and will be
received with appreciation by the Government. I do not think that even the
Government claims that it is a perfect
Bill.
It would be impossible, I should say,
to prepare a Bill which would meet
,Mr. Warner's ',vishes, mine, and those of
other memb2rs of the House, to define
the functions for which the corporation
will be 'formed. Therefore, I think members on this occa-sion will indulge in a lot
of criticism, but even after allowing for
that the Government was justified in
bringing the Bill forward. It is a measure which should receive the approval
of the House, as I believe it will. Those
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who, like myself, will criticize it, will
eventually vote for it as being in the best
interests of the State we live in.
There are two functions provided for
in the Bill. The first is to manufacture
gas from brown coal with a view eventually to making this State, so far as gas is
concerned, jndependent of supplies of
black coal from New South Wales. The
second is to create a corporation for that
purpose. It is interesting to trace briefly
the history' of the idea of manufacturing
gas from brown coal. I can go back only
as far as 1945, when in December of that
year a sub-committee af Cabinet was
appointed to report on the possibilities
of finding further uses for brawn caal.
That was f·arced up an the Gavernment
af the day because it realized the necessity for finding a substitute for black
caal, and far eventually making thi·s
State independent af supplies of black
caal fram New Sauth Wales. At that
Hme this State needed from 36,000 to'
40,000 tans af black eaa,l a week from
New Sauth Wales, but i't Was e~tremely
fortunate to receive between 20,000 and
25,000 tons, thus leaving a tremendaus
deficiency.
Naturally the Gavernment felt that it
was impassible to' increase supplies fram
New Sauth Wales. The black coal mined
in New Sauth Wales is appartianed to'
the variaus States an a basis fixed by the
Caal Baard, and although over the years
the praductian of black caal has increased
tremendausly, So' has the demand far it.
Therefore, there seems to' be nO' future
in this State if we are to' cantinue to'
depend on black caal fram New Sau th
Wales.
Successive Gavernments have
tried to' bridge Ithe gap between the
quantity required in Victaria and the
quantity received fram NeW South
Wales. The anly alternative to' black
caal fram New Sauth Wales is to develap
Victarian resaur·ces af brawn caal.
During the discussian af a measure
tha twas befare this Hause last week I
instanced effarts made by Gavernments
since 1945 to' increase supplies af brawn
caal, and to' induce industry, to use it.
The result has been that many new industries are using brown coal, and same
industries that farmerly used bla,ck caal
have changed to' brawn coal, thus freeing black caal far industries which can
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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use no other. It is interesting to read a
recommendation of that sub-committee
which to my mind was the first revelation
of interest in the possibility of manufacturing gas fram brawn caal. This is
an extract from the repartThe inquiries Df the sub-cDmmittee have
emphasized the need fDr an early CDmmencement being made with the cDnversiDn
of the gas supply of the metropDlitan area
frDma system based on New SDuth Wales
black cDal tOo a system based entirely Dn
brDwn coal. The task wDuld be Dne Df
cDnsiderable magnitude and it cDuld nDt be
accDmplished in a short periDd because,
apart frDm the majDr engineering wDrks
invDlved, the existing black cDal plants
cDuld nDt be discarded while they retained
useful life.
TherefDre, the sub-cDmmittee has in mind
a gradual CDnversiDn prDgramme . . . .
having as an ultimate objective the establishment Df g.as wDrks in the Latrobe valley
and the piping tOo MelbDurne of the whDle
Df its gas requirements. (The sub-cDmmittee
has nDt cDncerned itself with gas undertakings in prDvincial and cDuntry centres).

Here is the recammendatianIt appears to the sub-cDmmittee that
there are at least three alternative courses
which the Government might pursue in
Drder tOo give effect tOo the a:bDve-mentiDned
pDlicy, namely:(a) The GDvernment might bring the gas
supply Df the metrDpDlitan area
under complete State Dwnershiip and
management, and itself undertake
bOoth manufacture and distributiDn.
(b) The GDvernment might itself erect
and operate the plants and sell the
gas in bulk tOo the existing undertakings in the metropolitan area,
which wDuld CDntinue retail distributiDn.
(c) The GDvernment might enter intD
an agreement with the MetropDlitan
Gas CDmpany as being the largest
gas undertaking in the State,
whereby the cDmpany wDuld erect
and Dperate the necessary plants.
bOoth for its Dwn reticulatiDn system
and fOol' sale in bulk tOo Dther private
cDmpanies and munidpal undertakings in the metrDpDlitan area.
Under such an agreement the CDmpany nD dDubt wDuld wish tOo supply
gas tOo tDwns within range Df the·
main pipe line tOo MelbDurne.

That repart marked the first real interest displayed in the passibility of
manufacturing gas from brawn coal. It
provided the inspiratian far successive·
Gavernments to' interest themselves in
this remarkable praject.
Mr. Warner dealt in his speech with
the reparts of experts an the passibility
of manufacturing gas fram brown coal,.
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and indicated that there was some doubt
about their authenticity. A number of
experts were quoted, and Mr. Warner
made the point that all these 'experts were
employees of the Lurgi people in Germany. I should think the persons most
competent to advise on this matter were
those interested in the manufacture of
the Lurgi plant and in the manner in
which it is used in Germany, where gas
making from brown coal originated.
Those persons would be able to advise
this or any other State which intended
to embark on this remarkable project.
Tn case the experts may have been
believed to have been biased-and I do
not for one moment accept that suggestion-I have here the opinion of Dr.
R. S. Andrews, the chief chemist of the
Metropolitan Gas Company, and Mr.
R. C. Evans, general manager of the
same company. It will be agreed that
as regards the manufacture of gas from
black coal Mr. Evans is an accepted
authority. On the manufacturing side,
to my mind one of the greatest authorities in this country is Dr. R. S. Andrews,
who is fully qualified and has had experience of gas making from brown coal
in Germany. To a certain extent gas
from brown coal is manufactured on the
west coast of America. Dr. Andrews
has, on a number of occasions, inspected
those manufacturing plants and has made
an exhaustive investigation of the
possibilities O'f the manufacture of gas
from brown coal.
In the event of Mr. Warner having influenced members of this House to believe
that the Metropolitan Gas Company
thought of this project only within the
last few months, I shall quote another
brief extract from the sub-committee's
report. This sub-committee took evidence
from every person who it believed had
some knowledge of the manufacture of
gas. The report, which was made in
March, 1946, statedThe company-

The Metropolitan Gas Company was
the company referred tohas been making technical experiments in
the gasification of brown coal for some time
and it has installed a pilot plant operating
'on the "Didier" principle; it has also paid
.for the installation of an experimental
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"Lurgi" plant at the university. The
company desires to collaborate with the
Government in every possible way.
Town's gas can be made from brown coal,
but it is not yet clear whether the fuel
should be in the form of briquettes, with
the plant situated in the metropolitan area,
or in the form of raw brown coal, with the
plant located at Yallourn and the gas
piped to Melbourne. One of the company's directors recently brought ba'ck from
England considerable information obtained
from Germany, and this is now being
examined.
The company is agreeable to go into the
matter wholeheartedly and it presumes the
Government would have no objection to
passing any necessary legislation. It is
probable that the company would be prepared to set up a 500,000 cubic feet per day
.. Lurgi" plant at Yallourn to investigate
the method on a semi-commercial scale:
this proposal will be thoroughly examined.
It IS considered extremely important that
the State Electricity Commission and the
company should work in close collaboration-

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It should
be noted that the sub-committee suggested that the plant should be set up
only for investigation.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.---{[ have
quoted the report to indicate that, contrary to the impression that may have
been left in this House, the Metropolitan Gas Company was interested
in the manufacture of gas from brown
coal in 1946 and sought to collaborate
with the then Government in its effort
to have the proposal put into effect.
Concerning the creation of a corporation, I would point out that it was
necessary to create a body to implement
the proposals embodied in the Bill.
Acting upon a suggestion made by the
Liberal party-this was embodied in the
Governor's Speech prepared by that
party's Government and, therefore, was a
matter of future policy of the Liberal
party-the Country party Government
took up the suggestion and, in my
opinion, put forward a very good proposal. Contrary to the opinion held by
many persons, there is still a tremendous demand for gas. I know that
many people are under the impression
that the gas industry is dying. Figures
which I propose to quote to the House
will indicate that not only is there to-day
a great demand for gas, but that the
demand is rapidly increasing. In 1948
the increase in consumption of gas
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thraughaut Australia campared with the
year 1947-that is, for a twelve months'
periad-was 4.7 per cent. In the periad
of nine years from 1939 to 1948, the
increase in the consumption af gas was
68.8 per cent.
Installatian of meters is a gaad indicatian af the demand far gas. In 1939
the number af gas meters installed
thraughaut Australia was 903,000. In
1947 it was 1,092,000, and in 1948 it was
1,113,000. In one year, fram 1947 to
1948, the increase was 21,000. In the
periad of nine years, fram 1939 to' 1948,
the increase tatalled 200,000. Using
those figures as a guide, it could be
reasanably anticipated that the estimated
increase in consumpUan of gas for the
next ten years will be probably abaut
50 per cent.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is an
average increase of about 5 per cent. each
year.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.~I have
already stated there was an increase of
4.7 per cent. in 1948. The increase is approximately 5 per cent. per annum.
Those figures indicate that some body
must be charged with the responsibility
of planning to meet the increased
demand for gas. It is an accepted
fact that the Metropolitan Gas Company particularly is in no position
to cope with 'this increased demand.
:a is impassible for the present plant
to cope with it. Owing to the company's
present financial position it is impossible
for it to raise the necessary amount,
approximately £4,053,000, which it is
anticipated will be required in the
neX't three or four years to install the
necessary plant to cape with the
increased demand.
Therefore, some
body, the Government or some other
authority, must be charged with the
respansibility of rna'king the necessary
provision, because it is essential to plan
to meet the increased demand for gas.
Concerning the agreement between the
Government and the Metropolitan and
Brightan gas companies and the form,atian of the corporation, I shauld point
Jut tha t this propasal originated with
the Liberal party. I do not say that
that party would have had in its proposed agreement such terms as are included in this one. Possibly it may have;
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possibly it would not. I will nat bind
'the Liberal party to an acceptance of
the terms of this Agreement.
The proposal that a corporation should
be formed, consisting of the Government
and the sharehalders af the Metrapolitan
Gas Company, with the Gavernment
halding a majority of the shares,
emanated from the Liberal party. It
was part af the palicy the party prapased
to put into effect had it continued as
a Gavernment. Jot was ane of the outstanding features af the Governar's
Speech prepared by the Liberal party
Gavernment.
The Agreement is fair and reasonable
and an that paint I disagree with Mr.
Warner. He cantends that the sharehalders have been fleeced. Taking all
11ihings into ·cansideraUon, I can sider
that the deal was fair and rea san able.
The Agreement itself was based an the
report of two expert accountants
appainted by the Liberal party Gavernment. It will be readily agreed that
they were comipetent to' prepare tJha t
repart. The inquiry was based upan a
submissian to' the Government by the
Metrapalitan Gas Campany, which praposed that a carparation shauld be
formed, and laid dawn certain conditians, some of which Mr. Warner has
quated, upan which the Metrapolitan
Gas Company should be taken over by
the carparatian. Fram the rep art of
the twa expert accauntants, and subsequent consultatians between the
Gavernmen t and the directors af the
Metrapolitan Gas Company, emanated the
Agreement we are discussing to-night.
I base the assumption that this Bill
is a reasanable Bill upan several facts.
It is well knawn that over the last few
years the dividends af the Metrapolitan
Gas Campany have been decreasing
rapidly, and many reasans, with which
I shall presently deal, have been given
far the decrease. Last year this campany, and the Brightan Gas Campany,
shawed a definite lass, but both persisted
in paying di'vidends. It was paid
from a fund which Mr. WlaTner
suggested was an asset. That fund was
farmed from an accumulation af profits.
No ane appeaTS to' know why the reserve
was created. Many reasons have been
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given for it, one being that it was
crea ted for replacements and extension
of plant.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The 1912
committee suggested that it consisted
of contingent liabilities.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It may
have been created for the equalization
of dividends. When the directors saw
the company slipping downhill, they
may have put aside in a good year certain
of the profits in order to be able to
continue to pay dividends and to maintain the prestige of the company.
That the plant has deteriorated rapidly
during the last few years is well known.
Apart from the expected increase in the
demand for gas, the existing plant of
the Metropolitan Gas Company would
not be able to meet the presen t needs
for much longer than one or two years.
The suggestion that the shareholders
have had a bad deal is based upon valuations which Mr. Warner said are not fair
and equitable. He suggested that the
assets of the Metropolitan Gas Company
should be valued on replacement value
and on that argument he based his statement that the shareholders were being
given the equivalent of lOs. in the £1. I
have had a fair amount of experience in
the preparation of balance sheets and I
have never found 'anyone who wished to
dispose of a business appreciating the
aSlsets, which are shown in the balancesheet at cost less depreciation. To suggest that one is going to sell assets to
the Government, or to anyone else, and
is going to appreciate the value of those
assets -in order to enhance the values in
the balance-sheet, is fantastic. Noone,
including Mr. Warner, would purchase a
business and accept the valuation offered,
without demanding a revaluation of the
assets, particularly under present conditions, with prices rising rapidly. I do
not know of any business that would be
sold on the terms suggested by Mr.
Warner. I reject his contention, based
on the suggested valuation he has placed
before the House, that the shareholders
have had a raw deal and are being made
to accept lOs. in the £1.
The fact is that the shareholders of the
gas companies-with the possible exception of a small band of shareholders
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mentioned by Sir James Kennedy,
namely, the employee slharehoilders who,
to my mind, have not received
a good deal under the Bill---'have
received satisfactory treatment.
The
figures which I shall ,present are
authentic and tlhey disclose that over the
}a:st 70 years of the his1:ory of the Metropolitan Gas COll1jpany, dividends up to 2-3
per cent. have been paid. Over the whole
of that period the average dividend, even
taking into account the loss last year
and the reduced dividend over recent
years, has been 12 per cent.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is that on the
£5 share?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It is on
the full value of the shares. On those
figures nobody can successfully contend
that the shareholders are receiving a bad
deal under this arrangement. This contention is biased on the alp'precia'ted
value of ass-ets which, under :present ciflcum1stances, are not acceptable;
and
secondly
the
figures
over the last 70 years indicate that an
average dividend of 12 per cent. per
annum has been paid. Many reasons
have been given for the losses involved in
the operations of gas companies in recent
years, the first being the shortage of
coal. That has involved a loss of production, a loss in turnover, and therefore
a loss in profits. That has been occasioned
by the fact, as I indicated earlier, that
although production of black coal in New
South Wales has increased rapidly, so
too has the demand for black coal. In
spite of the efforts of the previous
Government, which even went to the
extent of denuding essential industries in
order to keep gas supplies going, it was
necessary to ration gas. That has reduced production and profit.
Increased costs have had ,some effect
upon the financial position of the gas
companies. Most of those costs are
beyond the control of the companies concerned. Wages are fixed by Wages
Boards and the Arbitration Court. The
rising oost of materials, including black
coal, has influenced the downward trend
of profits of the Metropolitan Gas Company in particular. Another contributing factor is obsolescence of plant. There
has been no replacement of plant to any
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great extent over a number of years.
That obsolescence of the plant has led
to uneconomical manufacture, with a
consequent depletion of profits. One has
only to mention the estimated loss of
gas from gas mains to appreci'ate the
strength of what I aim saying.
We
know that the mains are not in a good
condition. That is obvious from various
fa,cts, such as explosions which have
taken place recen tly . That indica tes
tha t there is something wrong with the
m'ains of the Metropolitan Gas Company.
I forget the exact figtUre, but an amazing
quantity of gas is lost through faulty
mains. All such factors must interfere
with the revenue of the company and
lead to a depletion of profits.

say has arisen were wholly responsible
for the position that the gas companies
find themselves in to-day. It seems
ludicrous to me that a member of
this House, who was the assistant
Minister in charge of price con tro[ in
another Government and who, I suppose,
had mor,e to do with the direction of
price control than any member of· the
Cabinet~with the possible exception oJ
the Minister in Charge of Prices-should
charge vhe present Government with
taking advantage of the strangulation of
the gras companies which was effected
by himself or his Government.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-How can
the company mainla'in its plant when it
is so 8crewed down that it has no
reserves?
The Hon. P. L. OaLEMAN.~uch
discussion has taken :place on the effect
of prJce control on the .profits of gas
com:panies, with particu1ar reference to
the present financial position O'f the
Metropolitan Gas Company.
I agree
that price control has had a big influence. I would remind members of the
criticislrn that has emanated from members of the Liberal' paTty who consisten:tly advocated that price control
should be taken froOm the Commonwealth Government and placed in the
hands o.f the State Governments.
In
view of recent experience of these companies, -obviously they would have preferred control to remain in the hands
of the Commonwealth Government instead of being transferred to the State
Governments. I know the reason why
Governments in the past have refrained
from increasing profit margins-it has
been very unpopular. That remark
applies to every Government.
I was amused to find that one of the
slrongest arguments advanced against
the Bill was the fact that first of all the
Government had held the gas companies
by the throat by eXeI'lcising price' control,
had pmctically strangled them and then
had forced them to sell out at an uneconomi,c price so far as the shareholders were concerned. Members who
are com'Plaining about the position they

The Hon. P. L. COLEM!AN.-,-The
Government of which Mr. Warner was
a member was not in power long enough
to do that. In view of the circumstances
I have outlined, I believe the formall:ion
of the cor,poration is the only acceptable
alternative, if adequate gas supplies are
to be maintained in the metropolitan
area. The set-up of the proposed corporation is very good. lit is .proposed
tha t there should be seven diredtors,
three to be nominated by the gas companies, and three director,s and a chairman appointed by the Government, thus
giving the Government comrol of the
Board. To my mind there is nothing
wrong with tha t. After all, as the
Government has to find the money, it
should boa ve a major voice in how tha,t
money is to be expended and how the
cor.poration is to be conducted. In the
shar€lhol:ding the Government will aLso
hold the majority of shares. Thus with
a majority of directors on the Board
and with the majority of shares in the
Government's hands, the set-up is
excellent. The Government will retain
control over the corporation at all times.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-When we
got them down we did not kilck them to
death.

I hope that the appointment of the
directors will be undertaken wHh considerable care.
I trust that the first
consideraltion of the Government will be
to get men of experience, men fuHy
qualified t'O operate a corporation of this
kind. I believe that all interests should
be represented, but the Government
should insist upon the appointees
possessing thorough experience and the
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highest qualifications. Upon the personnel of the Board will depend the
success or otherwise of what I might
term "this experiment." I hope the
Government wHI give full consideration
to these representations.
Some discussion has ensued about, and
some criticism has been levelled against,
the in terest return to the shareholders in
the gas companies. The original proposal from the Metropolitan Gas Company directors was thalt the shareholders in :that ,company should be
given a guaranteed return olf 5 per
cen t.
Eventually the figure delCided
upon was 3~ per cent.
In regard
to the 5 per cent. and the 3?i per
cent. Mr. Warner should know that the
leaders of the three parties in Parliament comerred and it was agreed
that a 3i per cent. guaranteed return
was fair and re·asonable for those who
were to be sha1I'eholders in the corporation. The proposed 5 per cent was disregarded by the Leaders of the three
parties and I can see no justification for
the cri ticism levelled against the
guarantee of 3~ per cent. return included
in the Bill.
On the question of the transfer of
shares, there is a restriction but, as Mr.
Warner has pointed out, I do not think
it amounts to very much. I agree with
hIm on this point, that the shareholders
probably will be only too anxious to
transfer their shares to the Government.
They will find some more lucrative investment outside the corporation, something on which they can obtain more than
a return of 3·} per cent. The clause in
the Bill which compels them to offer
their shares to the Government is not
taken very seriously by me because I
think the shareholders will be only too
pleased, without compulsion, to take
advantage of that provision.
When
certain members. of this House get into
difficulties in their fight against certain legislation, invariably they fall
back on the old cry of socialization.
I think that cry has outlived its usefulness. In regard to Socialism there are
always some members who charge others
with being Socialists. I do not deny that
I am inclined towards Socialism, in
certain circumstances.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In all circumstances, because you have signed the
Labour party pledge.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I do not
deny that I have certain leanings in that
direction. I have heard some members
decrying Socialism, and the socialistic
activities or tendencies of this Government, yet when they were in power,
they implemented a similar policy.
Take, for instance, one item criticized by
Mr. Warner. Recently he referred to the
socialistic tendencies of the ·Forests CommISSIOn.
Mr. ·Warner will probably
remember that Mr. Gartside, when Minister of Health in the Hollway Government,
introduced a State Forests Loan and
Application Bill, and during the debate
on that measure I made reference to the
tendency of the Forests Commission to
socialize the timber industry. I have no
objection to that, but what I did object
to was that the Commissioners were not
carrying out the socialistic policy to the
full extent, inasmuch as they were not
giving the service to the public whom
they were appointed to serve.
To my mind the Latrobe valley
development scheme is the greatest
socialistic enterprise in the Sta'te to-day.
There are other socialistic enterprises,
such as those conducted by the
State Electricity· Commission and the
Housing Commission, over which Mr.
Warner presided for some time.
I
have heard him boast of the success of
that socialistic enterprise-the Housing
Commission. He has quoted figures in an
endeavour to convince members that the
Housing Commission did a tremendously
good job, particularly during the time he
was in charge of its administration. He
claimed that it built more houses during
the regime of his Government than had
been erected when the Cain Socialist
Government was in charge, from 1945 to
1947. In fact, Mr. Warner is a better
Socialist than are a number of persons
who do not deny that they have
socialistic tendencies.
The Hon. A. E. McDoNALD.-Mr.
Warner was responsible for the introduction of legislation to enable tenants
of Housing Commission properties to buy
their homes.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN .-Not too
many have taken advantage of that
legislation. Without duress the shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas Company and the Brighton Gas Company
accepted the proposal contained in the
Bill. They were not subjected to any
coercion, and from information in my
possession I can say that there was
hardly one dissentient to the acceptance of the proposal submitted to
the shareholders.
Let us consider
the directors of the .Metropolitan
Gas Company. One man mentioned
to-night was Mr. Frank Derham
and I could also mention Major-General
Clive Steele. Nobody would imagine
that gentlemen of their calibre could be
coerced into accepting anything that they
did not believe was fair and equitable.
I could not imagine Major-General Steele
misleading the shareholders. In my
opinion, the case was put fairly by the
directors and coercion was not used. The
shareholders agreed to enter the corporation in partnership with the Government.
.
I have some misgivings about clause 28
and I am inclined to agree with the remarks of Mr. Warner to some extent.
Consideration should be given to companies that are trading at a profit, particularly those with modern and efficient
plant. When the Government is considering taking over the Colonial Gas Association, it should proceed on a different
basis, because that undertaking has made
profits over the years and has been capably . administered.
In addition, its
plant is up-to-date. HoWever, there are
other gas companies of a standard similar to the Metropolitan Gas Company
and the Brighton Gas Company.
My criticism of the Bill is in line wi th
the remarks made by Mr. Warner after
the dinner interval. I agree with him as
to the power proposed to be given the
corporation. The framers of articles of
association of an ordinary company make
its powers as wide as possible so that it
will not be necessary to approach a court
a't a later date to vary the articles and
memorandum of association.
It is
dangerous to give a public body of this
type such wide powers as are included in
these articles and memorandum of association. In this connection, I have often
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referred to the powers possessed by the
State Electricity Commission, the Housing Commission, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, and other
bodies. They operate under special Acts
of Parliament, which make them practically immune from the directions of the
Government of the day. I trust that
some Government will have the courage
to limit the powers of those instrumentalities, which should implement the
Government's policy. T.he present position
is dangerous because these authorities
could commit the Government to a policy
that was not popular with the electors.
I see that danger in this Bill, and I have
directed attention to it because I wish
to act consistently in these matters.
When I was a member of the Labour
Government, I emphasized the risk of
giving too much power to State authorities.
One aspect I wish to mention in regard
to the memorandum of association is the
fact that the corporation will be authorized to do almost anything, whereas its
powers, in my opinion, should be confined
to the manufacture of gas and activities
incidental thereto. For that reason I was
pleased to note the assurance of the
Premier in relation to the formation of
a hard fuel authority. The Gas and Fuel
Corporation should not have control over
the manufacture and distribution of hard
fuels, such as black coal, brown coal,
briquettes, coke and wood. I have no objection to its controlling derivatives from
the manufacture of gas from brown coal.
The Premier has given an undertaking
that a Bill will be introduced next
session to denude the corpO'ration
O'f cO'ntrO'I over the
production and
distributiO'n O'f hard fuels, and that a
separate authO'rity will be established to'
take charge of the distribution of black
coal, the production of brown coal, and
supplies O'f briquettes not required
by the State Electricity CommissiO'n and
this cO'rpO'ratiO'n.
As the unofficial Leader said, this
measure marks a milestone in the
political history of this State. A tremendO'us number of difficulties will have
to be overcome before the corporation
is functioning effectively but the principle underlying its constitution is a
good O'ne. In the near future, I trust
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that there will be a gradual change over
from the manufacturing of gas from
black coal to brown coal in order to
supply the increasing demands for gas.
That will make available thousands of
tons of black coal that must of necessity
be used in certain forms of industry.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I am sure that all members
regret the necessity for a Bill of this
character. It is to the credit of the
Hollway Government that its proposals
involved joint ownership on a fifty-fifty
basis between private enterprise and the
Government for :the manufacture of
town's gas from brown coal. Members
of that Government did not have in mind
a Government-owned concern. I wish
to reply to certain remarks of Mr. Coleman; who claimed that no solvent company revalued its assets. On investigation, he will find that many companies
are revaluing their assets, possibly with
the view of issuing bonus shares to their
shareholders. It is a common practice
to revalue assets.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I said that
assets are not revalued when a business
is being offered for sale.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-When a
sale is being effected, the true value of
the assets should be ascertained. Mr.
Coleman contended that the assets of
the Metropolitan Gas Company were
out of date, and that money had not
been spent on replacements. I have before me a copy of the company's balance
sheet. It shows that for the last financial
year, it spent £145,600 on new buildings,
manufacturing plant, and so on;
£186,000 on new mains and services;
and £21,000 on new meters; totalling
a.pproximately £350,000.
Its capital
account has been over-spent to the extent
of £1.,329,000, with the result that its
bank overdraf.t amounts to £1,757,000.
It is obvious that it will be impossible
for the Metropolitan Gas Company to
obtain a fresh issue of capital, and
probably that is one of the reasons for
the Bill.
I think members will agree that gas
has been the football of politics for many
years, particularly in the matter of its
price. In addition, the industry has
suffered from the need to use inferior
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coal. Previously shares in the Metropolitan Gas Company were regarded as
being gUt-edged investments, and investors were prepared to pay £13 or
£14 for a £5 share. I think the company has been unfairly criticized as to
the amount of the dividend it has paid.
Mr. Coleman said that the dividend
averaged 12 per cent., but it must be
remembered that that was paid on a
£5 share, which brought an average price
of £10; many people, I repeat, were
prepared to pay as much as £13 for a
share. That price was not paid on the
Stock Exchange, but at auction. There-:fore the cOl111Pany received a share
premium, which was capital contributed
by its shareholders. The gas companies
have suffered because of the treat!InentJ
meted out to them, particularly in tile
fixing of the price of gas. The Metropoli tan Gas Company returned to shareholders only 2! per cent. during 1949.
Directors and shareholders felt, "We
are at the mercy of politi'cs. We do not
know what the fulture holds for us, and
H we can save sometthing from tihe
wreek we had better do so."
Whether it is fair or unfair, the direc-·
tors certainly wanted to ensure that the
shareholders received back at-least some
of their contributions. Apparently the
contributions to be returned will be £10
a share or a little more than the
average price of £9 3s. paid for shares,
but the shareholders will certainly receive the compensation in a depreciated
currency. I confess that it is difficult to
know where payment in depreciated
currency should begin and end. [n the
Metropolitan Gas Company, for instance,
there is a debenture liability of more
than £3,000,000, which will be trans··
ferred to the corporation. The interest
rate on it is about 4 per cent., and the
debentures mature from time to time.
The people who lent that money to the
company will receive their money back
in a depreciated currency. Those facts
apply to all financial relationships, and
particularly to fixed interest-bearing
in vestmen ts.
I have the balance sheet of the Metropolitan Gas Company Employees' Share
Purchase Association.
It has 1,500
members, and during the years it has
existed it has acquired 96,615 shares at
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a cost of £237,347. It is really a form
of company, and after paying expenses
a dividend is declared to shareholders.
The purpose is to provide something
against their future retirement. For their
expenditure of more than £237,000 they
will receive as compensation £193,230.
So these hard-working, thrifty employees
of the Metropolitan Gas Company. because of this agreement, will lose
£44,117.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Plus depreciation of the £1.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-As a result
O'f the unfortunate position of the company during the last few years many
members of the association have withdrawn their money. Consequently, there
is a large bank overdraft. The interesting point is that the average price paid
over 40 years for shares has been £12
lOs. 9d., and the compensation to be
received will be £10. The dividend received by members ()If the association for
the past year has been 1! per cent. It is
a very fine system of co-operation between the employees and the company.
We have heard much about the purpose of the Bill. I1s first pUIiPose is to
create a Gas and Fuel Corporation Ito
produce t'Own':s gas fr'Om brown coal.
Woe all -agree that that sh'Ould be done,
and we realize that it is quite hopeless
f'Or private enterprise to undertake a
scheme whilch for aboult ten years will
I
provide nothing for shareholders.
was ass'Ociated f'Ormany years wit!h the
fornl'er Melb'Ourne General Electric
Supply C'Ompany. British investors took
the risk, when electricity was coming on
the market, and subSicribed a few
hundred 1!houSiand pounds, but it was
ten years bef'Ore the c'Om.pany could pay
divi.dends. Had it not been f'Or the kindness of big investment companies in
Great Britain the company in Melbourne would have g'One bankrupt, for it
had rea'ched the end 'Of its resources. Its
bank account was changed three
times
in
an
eff'Ort
t'O
'Obtain
more money. The people of Great
Britain provided the money and ultimately the company became a strong
corpora tion.
The first ten or eleven years in a
speculative business are very difficult.
In experimenting with the production
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of gas from brown coal there are
obviously great risks and difficult
problems, and only a Government could
engage in such an undertaking. We
hope tha't ultimately the scheme will
make this State independent of supplies
af black coal from New South Wales.
Victoria has tremendous resources of
brown coal whkh, if it can be used for
the ,produc'tion or! t'Own's gas, will be of
great benefit. The second purpose of the
Bill is to provide ]or the acquisition of
the M'elbourne and Brighton gas undertakings, and to provide for future
acquisi tions.
I am not one of those who think that
gas will be supplied all over Victoria.
The objective of every Government
should be to provide electricity all over
Victoria. 11: would be the height of extravaganc-e to have gas and electricity
competing with each other throughout
the State. If farmers could be provided
with all-electric homes and all-electric
farms it would make a wonderful
difference to them. The duplication of
gas and electricity services over long
distances would be extremely expensive,
so I do not visualiz'e such an expansion.
According to the plan, the first gas
from brown coal will be produced at
Morwell in 1956, and by that 1iIne the
capHal cost will have been £4,500,000.
We are informed that not until 1961 will
the scheme be economic, and by that
time the capital cost, interest, and losses
will be £10,349,000. Because 'Of the
inability of the gas companies to raise
the price of gas in order ,to show a profit,
they could not raise extra capital. Investors are not prepared to put capital
into any company unless there is a
prospect of adequate returns. The two
companies have been gilt-edged investments for a number of years, but now the
shareholders have agreed to sell to the
Government. I do not propose to reply
to the arguments advanced by Mr.
Warner. For about 35 years, I have
been a consumer of gas made by the
Brighton Gas Company and for many
years that gas was among the cheapest
supplied in Australia.
The only gas
supplies that were cheaper were those
close to Newcastle and Sydney, where the
cost of transporting coal was low. The
residents of Brighton in the future will be
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fortunate if they receive as good a
service from the corporation as they have
received in .the past from the Brighton
Gas Company.
My experience is that when a meter
reader or anyone else becomes a
Governmen t employee he thinks he is
the Government; but when he is in
private employment he has to render
service to consumers. The previou~
Government certainly did not visualize
anything like the provisions of the
present Bill. We had in mind a scheme
similar to Commonwealth Oil Refineries,
with 49 per cent. of private capital and
51 per cent. of Government capital. We
had no contemplation of the gradual
absorption of shares so that eventually
the concern wo't1ld be owned by the
Government, nor had we in mind the
powers proposed to be given to the new
corporation. The previous Government
appointed two experts to examine the
matter, and their report was received
by the present Government. Mr. Warner
has explained how the accountants reported on the price to be paid for the
undertaking. Definitely the report was
favourable from the Government's point
of view, but the accountants did say
it was the absolute minimum that should
be offered to the companies. They did
not report on the draft memorandum of
associa'tion. The words used were-It is our considered view that the proposed method of arriving at the initial share
capital to be allotted to the two gas companies, from the Government's point of
view, is eminently fair and reasonable,
being an absolute minimum consideration
which could be offered to the shareholders
of those companies and something substantially lower than the amount which in
our view could be assessed by an arbitrator.

Mr. Warner has quoted the figures
showing that they suggested that the
present day assessment of the fixed
capital .and premiums contributed by
shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas
Company would amount to £8,949,706,
against which they were to receive in
shares £3,325,000.
So far as the
Brighton Gas Company is concerned, the
present day assessment of fixed capital
and premiums is £846,000, but the shareholders are to receive only 616,413
shares. All members are familiar with
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the terms of acquisition, that the shareholders in the Metropolitan Gas Company are to receive two shares for o11e
and tha t the shareholders in the
Brighton Gas Company are to receive
four shares for every three shares held.

It is of interest to notice that although
the Metropolitan Gas Company and
Brighton Ga,s Company have been termed
"capitalistic," in the former there are
5,592 shareholders, and the average
holding is 297 shar~s per shareholder.
In the Brighton company there are 1,267
shareholders and ,the average holding is
365 shares. Tihe ma'r,ket value of the
shares at different times 'are worth recording. In November, 1948, Metropolitan Gas Company shares of £5 each
were quoted at £10. In July, 1950, the
same shares were quoted at £5 1718. 6d.,
which is a little above pa!r. In November,
1948, Brighton Gas Company shares were
quoted at 27s. 6d. and in July, 1950, at
20s. 3d. Members can easily understand why the shareholders in the
Brighton company were not concerned
with the depreciated currency. All they
knew was that ,the deprecia ted currency on the market wa5 giving them
only a Ii ttle over £1 a share.
We now find that the market
price of Metropolitan Gas Company shares has risen to 38s. and
shareholders are to get £2 a share
if they desire to sell to the Government.
The Brighton Gas Company's share~
have risen from 20.s. 3d. to 26s. The
market price on the Stock Exchange,
with the depreciated value of to-day's
currency, was very much less than the
shareholders could get from the Government. Atthough they might be receiving the depreciated £1 worth, in order to
get something out of the wreckage they
felt obliged to accept the Government's
offer.
As is to be read in the report of the
accountants, there are a number of ways
of valuing undertakings, particularly
public utilities. The Metropolitan Gas
Company's Act of 1878 provided for the
eighteen years' purchase of its annual
net profit estimated on the average of
the three preceding years. One year or
so ago the Act was amended, because it
was realized that probably the com.pany
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would get nothing if it were sold up. pieces. That would have wiped out the
We did not thmk that the company value of the Melbourne Electric Supply
would be c.ompelled 10 ac.cept anything Company's major assets and we would
like what is included in this measure. have goOt nothing. We had to do the
We thought that it would have to go to best we could for the shareholders, but
arbitration and that we were protecting the Government of the day was not too
Jot used its
it. Apparently arbitration has not been good in many ways.
used in this instance.
However, the powers
very
stringently
and
I
'term's have been agreed to by the direc- know vhat the company lWas contors and the shareholders of the com- siderably penalized. Probably it did
panies c.oncerned, therefore I suppose not come out of it too badly because
we ,can say that arbitration is not neces- it had a fairly successful undertaking.
sary.
It ,is not our business to
The Adelaide Electric Supply Company
consider whether they have been under- was 'on a totally different footing. A
paid.
very fair method of acquisition was
The shareholders and directors have adopted by the South Australian Governagreed to the terms offered and .our main ment in that instance. That company
business is to see that the public and had not been completely ruined by price
the Government are protected. 'I1he c.ontrols. The South Attstralian Premier,
accountants say it is fair and reasonable, . Mr. Playford, decided that in order to
although we might think that the share- develop the Leigh Creek coal mine it was
holder.s were probably wrong in accept- necessary for the Government to acquire
ing the offer made. I can remember the Adelaide Electric Supply Company's
when I was associated with the Mel- undertaking, and it was decided to
bourne
Electric
Supply
Company acquire on a certain day. Legislation
Limited. When that undertaking was was introduced providing that the comtaken over by the State Electricity Com- pany's undertaking should be acquired
mission a totally different method of on the 1st of August, 1945, on the
acquisition was adopted. Consideration market value .of the shares, and it was a
of plans for the acquisition started in decent market value. The shareholders
1920 and it was not until 1924 that in the Adelaide company received 4 per
agreement was reached. In December of cen t. debentures covering ten years in
that year an Act w,as passed ratifying place .of the market price of their shares,
the agreement, without amendment, but and did fairly well out of it.
that was due to the totally different conMr. Warner has referred to the ability
ditions that applied.
of the Metropolitan Gas Company to
The Hon WILLIAM SLATER.-The basis have charged a much higher price for
of acquisition was the original cost of gas. Under the 1878 Act the company
the enterprise less 3 per cent. deprecia- was permitted to charge 7s. per 1,000
cubic feet, subject to the price of coal
tion.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Under the being 30s. a ton. As the price of
Electric Light and Power Act we could coal increased the cO'st would be inhave used different malchinery in arriv .. creased. With coal at its present price
ing at a fair basis. It provided for of £3 9s. 7d. a ton the company under
acquisition on the vhen value .of the the existing A'ct had power to charge
assets. We had to consider whether the 16'S. 3d. per 1,000 cubic feet for gas.
then value of the assets would be better The Metropolitan Gas Company has been
than the book value less depreciation. very fair and reasonable to the conThe method adopted on that occasion sumers.
The price of gas receives considerable
w,as most unusual. I think the depreciaHon taken off book value of assets was publicity particularly when a rise is
about £900,000. It must be remembered mooted. Rec;ently there was an increase
that the company's lease had expired; of 4d. per 1,000 cubic feet. What does
we were acting on a franchise which that amount to in the average case? The
expired in 1925. Certain municipalities, normal private householder uses about
including Fitzroy and others, wanted to 3,000 cubic feet of gas a month, theresplit up 'our undertaking into small fore the increase of 4d. per 1,000 cubic
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feet meant an increase of about 1s. on the
monthly account. The newspapers made
considerable play on the 4d. increase, but
it meant only 3d. a week to the avera.ge
householder. On the o1:her hand, let us
consider the price of primary products,
par'ticularly vegetables. The other day
my daughter had to pay 4s. a lb. for
tomatoes. Peas and beans are at an
exorbitant price, but there has not been
any great publicity given to that. The
main newspaper publicity has been
centred around the fact that the gas
companies have increased the price of
their product by 3d. a week. Probably
the average housewife's greengrocery
bill has been increased by lOs. a week
because of the enormous prices charged
for vegetables.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The newspaper propr~etors recently increased the
price of their product by 2s. a month.
Sir JAME'S KENNEDY.-Mr. Warner
has indica-ted that primary produce costs
to the metropolitan user have increased
by about 600 per cent., and members can
appreciate what a tremendous effect
that increase has had on the household
budget. I do not think the price of .gas
is anJithing like the important Hem in the
household budget that many people
would like to .make out it is. It is in
a similar position to the charge for
electric power and lighting. The average
householder receives a bill every 90 days
from the S'ta te Electricity Commission
and usually U amounts to £2 or £3. When
that amount is divided by the number of
days on which service is provided, the
daily cost of electricity is not excessive.
I join with M7'. Warner in his references to the memorandum of association,
but first I shall deal with clause 28 of
the Bill. I do not know how anyone is
going to judge the meaning of the term
"not more favourable." There are two
companies each with diff·erent terms
applicable to them. Which will be taken
into account in the ncquisition of other
companies, the .good one or the one that
is a little worse than the other? I
challenge anyone to suggest what would
be a satisfactory definition of " not more
fa vourable."
Most of 'the other clauses are necessary
for the efficient operation of a gas undertaking. The Agreement is simply a
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document that guarantees a return of
31 per cent. to shareholders until 1960,
and prohibits the transfer of shares. The
memorandum of association, however,
is to me a most remarkable document.
I do not suppose this Government knows
very much about memoranda of
association. Probably it was presented
with a memlorandum similar to that
con tained in the articles of ,the Metropolitan and Brighton gas companies,
which w,ould include all the subject
matters incorporated in the schedule to
this measure. I have been associated
with the preparation of memoranda
of association all my life. I know that
they normally include everything under
the sun. A company mi.ght desire to do
some little job but because it is not
covered by its memorandum it cannot be
done. No private company has either
the capacity or the abili,ty to do the one
hundred and one things set out in normal
memoranda. But when similar provisions are incorporated under an Act of
Parliament, to give a Government utility
powers similar to those included in the
schedule, it is a different matter.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
understand you. If it is right for a gas
company to incorporate these provisions
in -its memorandum of association why
is it wrong to include them in this
memorandum of the corporation?
Sir JAMES KENNiEDY.-I invite
members to read the schedule, particularly the declaration which follows subclause (40) of clause n. of the memorandum of association in these termsAnd it is hereby declared that the intention is that the corporation shall have
power to do any of the matters herein
mentioned (whether in one or more paragraphs) apart from or in addition to any
other of the said matters and none of the
general or other descriptions given in this
clause shall be limited or re'strained by
reference to the name of the corporation
or by reference to matters of the same or
some similar kind to those elsewhere in this
clause mentioned or referred to or be otherwise limited or restrained by any other part
of this clause not containing an express
limitation or restraint nor by any inference
to be drawn from such other part and Sf)
that the objects specified in this memorandum may be carried out and acted upon in as
full and ample a manner and construed in as
wide a manner as if each of the paragraphs
hereof defined separate and independent
objects.
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The memorandum reveals that the
corpora tion will be tremendously powerful. Much has been heard of the difficulties experienced by Ministers in securing control of the State Electricity Commission, but the powers of that body are
not to be compared with those included
in the memorandum of association of
the corporation.
The only limitation
appears to be in respect of finance.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The powers
of the corporation will be alterable.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I believe the
powers should be limited by reference to
the Governor in Council. The corporation should not be at liberty to execute
all the powers provided in this measure.
They should be restricted in some way.
If the s€cond reading is passed, the Bill
should be amended so that the fears that
ha ve been expressed will not become an
actuality.
It is well known that the
Ct'rporation will involve the State in the
expenditure of a considerable amount of
money, and it is not proposed in the Bill
tv place upon that body the responsibility
of operating on a sound financial basis.
1 have never favoured socialization. 1
played a leading part in helping to defeat
R socialistic Bill which was introduced
into this House about four years ago.
This measure merely makes a pretence
of sharing control between the Government and private enterprise.
1 agree
with Mr. Warner that, if·1 were a gas
company shareholder, as soon as the
corpora tion became effective 1 would be
happy to accept my £1 a share and invest
the money so as to yield the average
return on p:oeference shares, rather than
depend upon the corporation being able
to pay the preference dividends. This is
a dangerous Bill, in many ways. The
memorandum of association has been
accepted without careful scrutiny. The
measure will result in complete socialization. 1 think the House should be very
careful before agreeing to a Bill of this
nature.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province}.-Mr. Warner, in opening the debate, made a very unhappy
allusion when he referred to the measure
as one which stinks." [do not think
that remark did credit to the case which
he subsequently presented. He was particularly critical of those provisions
1/
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which deal with the terms under which
acqUisition is to be made. I take my
mind back to some 26 years ago when
a Liberal Government-truly liberal in
instinct and purpose--made a revolutionary change in this State by introducing the legislation setting up the State
Electricity Commission.
One of the
processes of that legislation involved the
acquiring of the undertaking to which
Sir James Kennedy has just referred.
There was some opposition in this
House to the terms of acquisition, and
ultimately a great Australian who was
the leader of the State Electricity Commission and to whose inspiration and
leadership a great deal of the success of
that magnificent Socialist undertaking is
due---JSir John Monash-was privileged
to address both Houses of Parliament.
After his brilliant exposition of the future
that he so accurately portrayed for this
new Socialist enterprise about which my
friend was so sceptical and cynical, tha1
venture was born. [invite challenge
from any Liberal members of this House
to assert that they would turn back the
hands of the clock and throw the production and distribution of electrical
power and energy into the hands
of private owners. They would not
do so. They know, just as the managers
of the gas undertakings of this State
and of the Old World know, that it is impossible for these disintegrated undertakings to cope with the increasing
demands of consumers for electrical and
gas power and energy. Those were the
circumstances under which a Liberal
Government introduced a vast Socialist
proposal in Victoria.
Our friends of the Country party are
not by any means Socialist minded.
Because of the great urgency of thi~
problem, they are obliged to seek some
halfway proposal-not to go the full
distance which the Labour Government
proposed in 1946 when it introduced in
a whole hog" fashion the proposal for
social ownership and social control of
the gas undertakings of Melbourne.
1

1/

Mr. Warner has spoken about the
acquisition of shares.
The monopoly
charter of the Metropolitan Gas Company
would never have been approved in 1878
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were it not for the provision that the
community was able to acquire the
undertaking at any time it sought.
The gas industry has been the subject
of many interesting inquiries during the
last 70 years. Not one of those inquiries
has resulted in favourable c'Omment being
made upon the structure or financial
status of the Metropolitan Gas .company.
I remind Mr. Warner that all committees
of inquiry-both Parliamentary and nonParliamentary-in 1880, 1912, 1'918, and
1~23, recommended the social ownership
and control of the gas undertakings. It
is now too late in the day for the honorable member to suggest that this is a
dreadful C'Ommunistic pr'OPosal for
acquiring on just terms some 'Of the
shares in those undertakings. When it
wrote the legislation, Parliament expressly provided that the community at
any time had the right of acquiring the
gas undertakings. But what acti'On was
taken a year ago by the G'Overnment
of which Mr. Warner was a member?
The terms of acquisition were altered
because that suited the interests of the
gas companies. The Hollway Government al1:ered the terms of acquisition so
that the acquisition, if undertaken by
the Government, would be carried out on
terms far m'Ore advantageous to the gas
undertakings.
Al though Mr. Warner spoke f'Or three
hours I did not hear one expression on
behalf of the people who count most in
this problem-the consumers of gas. He
gave merely a critical exposition of an
alleged injustice to shareholders in the
gas companies because 'Of the terms of
agreement. He said nothing about the
people who are most concerned and who
should be the owners of this public
utility. As I stated previ'Ously, each of
the inquiries has indicated the necessity
for socialawner.ship. Surely, the claims
for social ownership of our public
utilitieS' cannot be contested? If 'Mr.
Warner is prepared to argue that the
control and ownership of gas undertakings should be in the hands of a small
body of shareholders, it might as logically and powerfully be argued that the
supply of water, and the services of
sewerage, transport, and electrical power
and energy should be in the hands of
private enterprise also.
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All over the world the principle has
been established for almost 100 years
that as far as public utilities are concerned, 'Ownership should swing from
private individuals to the mass of the
people. It is now too late for Mr.
Warner to argue that the predatory
hands of private enterprise should continue to hold in their grasp these great
public utilities which serve the needs of
the masses. I direct attention to the
. observations of a committee presided
over by a prominent member of the
Liberal party, who, in his earlier life,
was a great figure in public life in this
community and in 1923 was appointed
chairman of a Parliamentary Select Committee composed of seven members, of
whom four were non-Labour and three
Labour men. The chairman of the committee was Sir Frederic Eggleston. The
committee inquired into the functioning
of the Metropolitan Gas Company. This
is one observation that was made by the
committee, in its report to Parliament~
Your committee recommend the purchase
of the undertaking of the Metropolitan Gas
Company and that it should be run as a
public utility by an authority representing
the citizens of the metropolitan area.

Paragraph 5 of the report statedAs a universally used commodity for important purposes of every-day life, the
supply of gas has for many years been
treated as a public utility service and in
almost all countries, even in such individualistic countries as Great Britain, and the
United States of America, it has been subject to a greater or less measure of public
control.
'

In paragraph 7, the report continued-F,rom the point of view of a public utility
the supply of gas differs in no way from
other important utilities and services, such
as the supply of electricity and water, transport and the disposal of sewage. The
technical problems are different, but the
relations of all these utilities to the citizens
are similar, and the problems of distribution, administration, control and finance are
the same.

Finally, the report sta tedIt seems obvious therefore that the best
course to pursue is for the present position
to be ended, and the concern taken over by
the public. With it might be purchased the
undertakings of all other gas companieS
operating in the metropolitan area.
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I direct attention also to these words: Sir Jonathan R. Davidson, C.M.G., M.Sc.,
The proper owners of the industry are M.lnst.e.E. ; Mr. Gavin Martin; and
the citizens of the area served by it, and it Professor D. M. Newitt, M.e., F.R.S.
should be acquired on their behalf and run They were all competent men in their
by an authority responsible to them. A
body like the Melbourne and Metropolitan particular spheres. They conducted a
Board of Works, which carries on the im- meticulous survey of the gas industry of
portant utilities under its charge so Great Britain. Their recommendations
efficiently, would be a good body to take were not for the continuance of private
charge of the gas supply. If the whole
staff of the gas industry were taken over, control, in favour of which Mr. Warner
though this would add to its responsibility, so eloquently argued to-night. The comthe work of the Board would not be greatly mittee was composed of leading business
added to. It would probably be difficult to . executives and, in 194'5, its recommendaimprovise another representative body on
the same lines as the metropolitan Board, tions having been translated into legisbut an expert Commission, similar to the lative effect, the gas industry in Great
State Electricity Commission, would prob- Britain was changed over to social
ably run the industry most efficiently in ownership.
trust for the citizens of the metropolitan
area.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-How much
That is not a rabid Socialist view, but in the £1 did the Government pay the
the considered opinion of Sir Frederic companies?
Eggleston and his committee of seven
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
members of the Legislative Assembly,
terms
of acquisition are written into the
consisting of four members of the
Liberal party and three members of the law. Shareholders in the gas companies
Labour party who reported on this concerned received 3i per cent. upon the
value of the undertaking, as assessed by
problem in 1923.
arbitration.
Mr. Warner's argument
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-He had not was destructive of the proposals in the
seen your Bill.
Bill because of their socialistic implicaThe Hon. WILLIA'M SLA TER.-With- tions. I suggest that, for the same
out reservation or qualification, he spoke reasons as obtained in the Old W orId, the
of the imperative necessity of the public gas companies in this State were becomcon trol of this utili ty. All the arguing in ing incapable of continUing to function
the world will not wash out those words. because of the limitations placed upon
Let us now come to more recent develop- them in acquiring new capital. That is
Mr. Warner
ments in the control of public utilities. not a new problem.
In 1944, the Imperial Government was suggested that the rigours of price conba ttling wi th this problem of fuel and trol and their effect on the dividend
power control, particularly in relation to rate was the reason why the gas enterthe gas undertakings of Great Britain. prises were unable to acquire further
In many cases, those industries were capital. In 1918 when a report was
di.sintegrated and inefficient. The time made by the Treasury, it was indicated
had arrived when the Government had that it was beyond the financial resources
seriously to -consider their overhaul. At of the Metropolitan Gas Company-unthat time, the British Government was less amending legislation was passedled, not by a Labour man, but by the to acquire further funds. Consequently,
Right Honorable Winston Churchill, who no expansion could have taken place in
appointed a very competent committee ".he industry which was required to meet
of experts known as the Heyworth com- the increasing demands of a large nummittee. I shall state the personnel of ber of citizens for gas for domestic and
that committee because of the import- industrial purposes. The same situaanceof the inquiry and the results which tion as arose in Great ~ritain exists in
Victoria.
The Heyworth committee
flowed from their deliberations.
The committee apl10inted by the recommended that regional boards or
Churchill Government to inquire into the authorities should be con Sltituted, and
problem of the gas industry consisted of should control and direct the supply of
Mr. Geoffrey Heyworth, who was chair- gas to the consumers in their respective
man, Mr. Stuart CoopeI', M.C., F.C.A.; areas.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Wauld yaur
Gavernment have been prepared ta campensa te the owners on the basis of an
assessment by arbitration?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.The Government 'Of which the hanarable
member was a member set in motion
the proceedings frQm which the present
Bill emanated, but he tried ta repudiate
the accountants selected by the farmer
Premier tQ report on the proposal.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No.
The Han. WILLIAM SLATER.It is nQ use Mr. Warner endeavouring
to make us believe that a humble official
in the Crown Law Department, without
authority or responsibility, composed
the terms of reference and submitted
them to the Government which displaced
the Hollway Administration. A statement of that kind will nQt deceive anybody. The problem 'Of the gas industry
was so real to the previous Government
that is was prepared ta buttress up the
structure of private enterprise.
Mr.
Warner, the arch-priest of rugged individualism, was prepared for the
Government to IQan £1,000,000 of public
money ta private enterprise at a low
rate of interest. He is a paternal capitalist. When it suits him ta do SQ, he
will use the money tha t belang~ ta the
cammunity in order ta buttress tottering elements in the structure of private
enterprise.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-That is
better than robbery.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.That is only the honarable member's view
that it is robbery. The Guvernment of
which he was a supporter appointed tWQ
accountants whQ made recommendations.
Those recommendatiQns were subsequently submitted to meetings of the
shareholders 'Of the two gas cQmpanies
cancerned. I read the reports 'Of thase
meetings, and I did not notice that there
was any violent disagreement with the
proposals. [do not think any share..
holder who attended meetings violently
disagreed with the proposals submitted
by the Government. The Government's
offer had the effect of almost immediately
daubling their haldings in the enterprise.
Would the honorable member complain
if a similar offer were made tQ him?
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He would have accepted with both hands
the 'Offer which would have doubled his
capital.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It would
have cut it in halves.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.Before the Government's offer was made,
the value of gas company shares on the
Stock Exchange had been quoted as
£5 13s. The effect of the Government's
proposal was to double their value, bringing them up to approximately £10. That
is not halving a person's holding, but
doubling it. The honorable member in
the course of his remarks referred to a
basis of comparison which took into
consideration the gold standard, and he
dealt with the depreciation of the £lo
Those factors do not apply only to gas
companies, but to every other current
problem in the community. Surely, he
derives no satisfaction from putting that
point of view to the House, or in suggesting that the Government's proposals
amount to robbing the shareholders of
the gas enterprise.
The only way by which there could
be anything like an elevation of gas
company dividends to their former levels,
wauld be by the freeing of industry
from price ,control and by allawing
private enterprise ,to charge whatever it
liked far its commodities. But na Governmen t would allow tha t. When the
Hollway Government was in office, Mr.
Warner sat tightly on the Ministerial
bench and never lifted a finger ta
interfere with the price-fixing controls,
which included control of the price of
gas. Naw that he is nat charged with
the same responsibility, and owes no
allegiance to the present Gavernment, he
tells 'Others what ta da. I remind him
that when he was in office, he was nat
courageous enough to do what he now
advacates ..
There is no praspect in my view 'Of
securing for the gas campanies or any
other manapoly any freedam from the
necessity of imposing price control,
particularly in view of the economy 'Of
the cauntry at the present time. In view
of that fact, is nat the gas enterprise a
sinking ship, as I suggested by interjection, and the prapasal 'Of the Gavernment is by no means a socialistic
proposal? It is a piebald proposal, and
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I cannot find apt words to describe it my suggestion which I consider is
appropriately. The proposal is a mixture reasonable. I do not consider that memof State control and private enterprise. bers will be -able ,to do justice to the
It will make it possible at a later stage----- debate if it is prolonged 'into the early
I do not hesitate to express my hopes on hours of the morning. However, in view
this point-for the Government to be of the Minister's attitude, I have no
able to acquire all the shares in the gas alternative but to state my views. I
undertaking, particularly as the Govern- wish to express my warm appreciation
ment owns the latent resources from of the speech made by Mr. Warner. 1
which the power will ultimately be think he made an excellent representaderived. Happily, private enterprise has tion of the views of members of this
not been able to lay its predatory hands House who are opposed to the wholesale
on the brown coal deposits of the State, socializa tion of the ,gas industry and of
although many individuals would like those many activities that come within
to hav-e done so. Happily, the brown its ambit and ramifications. I realize
coal deposits of the State had been that only one thing counts in politics,
retained by the State for the use of and that is numbers. In spite of what
ourselves and posterity, to serve the any member of the House may say on
needs of the people and not those of a the Bill, in the final analysis numbers
selfish, ambitious few.
will count. F'or that reas'On I do not
Is it not appropriate, therefore, that want to prolong the debate unduly, but
the State, through the proposed corpora- rather to reach the stage when we can
tion, should avail itself of the modern declare our attitude for or against the
advantages of scientific discoveries for measure. The Bill is extensive, and I
the gasification of the brown coal deposits personally regard it in the light of the
and the piping of that gas to the curate's egg-g'Ood in parts. This debate
metropolis to serve the growing needs will provide an opportunity to separate
of the people of Melbourne and provincial the good parts from the bad.
cities of Victoria? Those considerations
I cannot say that I agree entirely with
constitute an overwhelming case in the views expressed by Mr. Warner, befavour of the Bill. I do not hesitate to cause if I were a shareholder of the
express the view that the time is not far Metropolitan Gas Company or the Brighdistant when-if there are any timorous ton Gas Company, I should feel in
shareholders, like my friends in this existing circumstances that I was being
Chamber, who would be prepared to get offered quite a reas'Onable deal by the
something and get out-the State will Government, and I should be extremely
have the -opportunity to acquire their anxious to sell my shares. In addition,
shares and ultimately acquire the public I believe that if the offer had not been
utility which the cOllljlllunity desires made to the gas companies, and the unshould be in the hands of the people and economic conditions of the past five
not under the control of a comparatively yea:rs were t'O continue for an'Other five
small body of persons who are satisfied years, the shares in those undertakings
that this great monopoly should function would become valueless. Just why this
in their own private interests and not in is S'O is worthy of a little e)G3.mina tion.
the interests of the mass of the people.
In the first place, price control, as stated
The Hon. C. P. GARTSII)E (South- by Mr. Warner, has been a major conEastern Province).-At this late hour, tributing factor to the inability of the
I suggest that the Leader of the House, gas companies t'o make a profit; and
agree to an adjournment of the debate secondly, without elaborating that aspect
until to-morrow. I understand that a unduly, the efforts of coal miners, waternumber of members still desire to speak. side workers, and others in interfering
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The with the output and delivery of coal,
Government desires to proceed as far as .have helped to bring about the economic
possible with the Bill to-night.
downfall of the industry.
As the bad parts in the Bill predomiThe Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I regret
that the Minister at present in charge of nate and create many dangerous prethe House is not prepared to accede to cedents f.or Government control of
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industries in future, the public should be
fully warned concerning its contents. Its
socialistic intent is made manifest by the
memorandum and articles of association
attached to the Bill. We all know that
there is a difference between the rights
and privileges of an individual, a firm,
a corporation, or a company, and the
rights and privileges of a socialistic
enterprise. A socialistic enterprise is
not called upon to pay taxes or to bear
the responsibility for losses incurred;
but on the other hand firms and companies have to pay excessive taxes to
the Government for the maintenance of
the Government machine, and in addition
they are held responsible for losses
incurred in their undertakings. For
that reason they should have some protection from the socialistic clauses in the
memorandum and articles of association.
I want to examine a few of the clauses
of the memorandum of association in
order to give honorable members and
the public a clear conception ,of what
may be done under the Bill. Although
the hour is late, I feel that it is necessary
for every member to. express his views
on a Bill of this nature. I said that I
would show to what extent the Bill
applies its socialistic intent to undertakings not associated with gas. Paragraph (vii) of sub-clause (4) of clause
II. of the memorandum of association
provides that the corporation may carry
on directly or by medium of any subsidiary all or any of the business ofThe manufacture and sale of or vending
?r dealing in cooking heating lighting coolmg household or industrial appliances
apparatus and fittings used in connection
with the use or consumption of town's gas
or other fuels.'

That is a sweeping provision even for
such a socialistic enterprise. I suggest
tha·t an institution with such rights conferred upon it by law could enter into
competition with the State Electricity
Commission. In addition to competing
in the manufacture and sale of fuel,
lighting, and appliances, it could enter
the realms of undiscovered science, including research into the atomic bomb.
It could even go so far as to take by
force any patented process that might
be evolved for the better use of fuel,
light, and power. I wish to read several
of the provisions so that they may be
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recorded in Hansard) where the public
can read what the Bill contains. Subclause (6) gives the corporation the
rightTo purchase take on lease or otherwise
acquire any mines mining rights and
metalliferous land in the State of Victoria
or elsewhere and any interest therein and
any concessions monopolies options licences
or rights in relation thereto and to explore
work exercise develop and turn to account
the same.

That would include gold mining, and
it might enable the corporation to
develop such an industry as lead and
copper mining now operated by the
Broken Hill Company Proprietary
Limited.
The power given to the corporation is quite outside the needs of any
institution appointed for the manufacture and distribution of town's gas.
The two following sub-clauses are consequential on the adoption of sub-clause
(6). Sub-clause (7) gives the corporation powerTo crush win get quarry smelt calcine
refine dress amalgamate manipulate and
prepare for market ore metal and mineral
substances of all kinds and to carryon any
other metallurgical operations which may
seem conducive to any of these objects.

Sub-clause (8) is another interesting
provision because it states that the corporation maybuy, sell, manufacture and deal in minerals
plant machinery implements conveniences
provisions and things capable of being used
in connection with metallurgical operations
or required by workmen and others employed by the corporation.
It can do all these things in connec-

tion with the winning of metal, and I can
see no logical link between those clauses
and the needs of an institution created
to develop gas for the community.
Sub-clause (10) provides for the socialization of anything whatsoever outside
the needs of the corporation. It makes
interes1ting reading. It gives the corporation powerTo acquire construct carry out maintain
improve man'age work control and superintend any roads ways tramw,ays railways
bridges pipe lines reservoirs watercourses
aqueducts
wharfs
furnaces
saw-mills
crushing works hydraulic works electrical
works factories warehouses shops and other
works and conveniences which m'ay seem
directly or indirectly conducive to any of
the objects of the. corporation and to contribute to subsidize or otherwise aid or take
part in any such operations.
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Everything in the world seems to have
been included except the kitchen sink.
While mentioning the kitchen sink, it is
pertinent to note that the sub-clause
refers with emphasis to "conveniences,"
so it seems that even the lavatory is
included. I direct the attention of honorable members who represent rural
industries to sub-clause (11), which
states-To carryon any other business whether
trading manufacturing or otherwise which
may seem capable of being conveniently
carried on in connection with any of the
above or calculated directly or indirectly to
enhance the value of or render profitable
any of the property or rights of the
corporation.

Corporation Bill.

real estate business. I cannot see any
association between real estate and a gas
corporation, but the sub-clause provides
that the corpora'tion will have powerTo purchase take on lease exchange or
otherwise acquire improve develop exercise
all rights in respect of lease mortgage sell
dispose lof turn to account place under
option and otherwise deal with real or
personal property of any description or any
easements or rights over or connected
therewith.
I cannot see any analogy between that
and anything that a gas corporation
wants to do. That power will enable the
·corporation to purchase huge tracts of
real estate. Certainly those conditions
were in the charter of the private company, and they werp. never removed.

There is more in that sub-clause than
meets the ordinary eye; more than the
average man will understand. It says,
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-If the
"To carryon any other business." That corporation did not have power to take
is without limit; it circles the globe, and easements, how would it get easements
it includes primary industry. The cor- on which to put down pipe lines?
pora'tion could go into the wool business,
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-It is not
or the wool-scouring business, or the
growing of whea1t-in fact it could do a matter of easements; it is giving the
anything.
Gas companies throughout corporation the right to take over
the Commonwealth make a bi-product private property whenever and wherever
called ammonium sulphate.
It is a
it desires. Sub-clause (31) is a most
stimulating manure used in the produc- extraordinary provision in these termstion of agricultural crops. It is not reTo take part in the management superquired as an independent unit, but is vision or control of the whole or any part of
incorporated
with
other
artificial the business or operations of any person
manures to give it a galvanic action in firm or corporation and for that purpose to
the production of small plant life. appoint and remunerate and indemnify any
Directors Accountants Solicitors or other
I believe it would be possible under the experts or agents.
ram'ifi,cationsof this BiH for the corporation to withhold supplies of sul- The corporation is there given the right
phate of amm,onia to pf'ivate industry so to put its ,fingers into another man's
that it could be used in the establish- business, to participate in its management by the corporation of primary in- men and to pay the man. appointed to
dustries. Ammonia is the stimulating interfere in that business. I cannot
base .of 90 per cent. of the artificial reconcile tha t wi th any reasonable
manures used at present. The only sub- approach to this problem. Sub-clause
stitute 'for sulphate of ammonia is (32 ) adopts a mor,e reasonable method of
nitrate of soda, which is not produced in apPI10ach in these termsthis country but is imported from
To enter into partnership or into any
Chile.
I direct the attention O'f the arrangement for sharing of profits union of
Government to the danger of that pro- interests co-operation joint adventure
vision in the Bill. It is not necessary, reciprocal concessions or otherwise with any
Government public body person or company
except to widen the socialistic ramifica- in such manner and on such terms as may
tions of the measure.
. be deemed advisable.
Sub-clause (15) of the memorandum
is of interest becablS'e it gives the
corporation the right to enter into the
The Ron. C. P. Gartside.

However, that is unnecessary in the
memorandum .of association ·of even a
socialistic organization.
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Sub-clause (38) -of the memorandum
is most interesting providing as it does
that the corporation will have powerTo construct execute carry out equip
improve work develop administer regulate
manage or control establishments and conveniences of all kinds including public buildings, markets, shops, hospitals, dwelling
houses and recreation facilities which may
seem directly or indirectly to enhance the
value of any property in which the corporation is interested or which may directly or
indirectly further any of the objects of the
corporation.

That is too sweeping a clause altogether.
There is no relationship between that
provision and the purpose for which the
gas corporation is to be established. As
far as the memorandum of association is
concerned, I think I have gone far
enough and I shall leave it to other members who desire to deal more extensively
wi th specific provisions.
Socialization of everything under the
sun is made possible in this Bill. Perhaps
it would be of interest if I were to refer
to the policies of the various political
parties on the subject of socialization.
Everyone knows that the fundamental
basis of the policy of the Liberal and
Country party is opposition to Socialism.
We are definitely non-socialistic and
believe in private enterprise. The platform and objects of the Country party
are worth quoting. It is pledged to
oppose socialization in every way. There
can be no question about the obligation of
the non-Socialist members of the Victorian Parliam-ent. We are all pledged
to our electors to reject Socialism in any
iorm.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-And to
foster capitalism.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I am
referring to the encroachmen t of
Socialism in to our social order. I do not
blame the Labour party for this Bill and
its desire to have the measure carried in
its present form. I do blame non-Labour
-members, however, for violating their
pledge to the electors, not only at the
recent Assembly elections but also at
the Council elections. The Labour party
is honest and consistent. It knows that
if the Bill is passed in its present form
it will give effect to the first plank of the
Labour party platform, namely, the
socialization of all means of production,
distribution and exchange.
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Labour members openly claim that
this is a socialistic measure, and we can
forgive them for striving to achieve what
since 1921 has been their major objective.
Their jubilation is apparent in the faces
of supporters of that party in this House.
Socialism is part of the price of keeping
a minority Government in power. I
had one object in entering into the discussion - on the socialization of the gas
industry, to encourage a frank talk
among members of the Liberal and the
Country parties.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-There is no
hope of a coalition Government. Your
party has burnt its bridges.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I do not
suggest that some members of the
Liberal and Country party need a lecture
from me in regard to their obligations.
r am perfectly sa'tisfied to r'emind them
that they owe an obligation to their
party and to the electors to resist this
form of Socialism. I do not contend that
there should not be a partial na.tionalizationof the gas undertakings similar to
that which exists with regard to electricity, water, and other services mentioned by Mr. Slater. However, when a
corpora tion is to be given an open bill
of righ t, such as is proposed in this
measure, it is time to call a halt. I
should now like to refer to a Bill that
was introduced into this Chamber by the
Labour Government in 1946 and having
a similar objective to this measure.
Members -opposed to the Bill would not
agree to the second reading, and every
member of the Country party voted
against it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Was H the
same Bill?
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-It was a
similar Bill. The inconsistency of the
Country party is illustrated by the fact
that it voted against a Bill in 1946 and
to-day, as the price of office, has
accepted an identical measure. Only a
confirmed Socialist could agree with the
memorandum of association contained in
the schedule to the Bill. My remarks
have been made so that there will be no
future misunderstanding. I know that
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when an election is imminent and an
account of stewardship has to be given
to the electors members of the Government party will say to their constituents,
" Weare amazed, we did not know the
gun was loaded." There can be no
mistake at all in that regard, because
the gun has been loaded under their eyes
and the trigger cocked ready to be
pulled. Hansard will contain a record
of the speeches made, and it will be
apparent that members of the Governmen t do know what is contained in the
Bill.
Finally I wish to borrow from the
marriage ceremony the phrase "If any
man knows any reason why these two
should not be joined together in holy
rna trimony let him now speak or forever
hold his peace."
Members of this
Chamber who realize the socialistic intent of this measure should prove by
their votes that they are not Socialists,
or in the future for ever hold their peace,
because if 'they ,vote in favour of
this Bill it will be known that they are
confirmed Socialists.
The Hon. A. E. l\lcDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-I ask the Minister
of Public Works to agree to an adjournment of the debate until to-morrow,
because I understand that several members still desire to speak on the Bill.
Everyone will agree that this is a Bill
upon which there should be full discussion and that debate should not be
stultified because of the late hour.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
PulbH,c Works).~Speaking by leave, I
am not 'Prepared to agree to an
adj'Ournment.
This Bill has already
been adjoourned on two occasi.ons and
members have had a Long time to consider it. There are seventeen Bills on
the Notice Paper and the business of the
House must be proceeded with. I believe
that the second reading of this Bill can
be disposed of to-night.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern
Province) .-1
regret
the
Minister's decision, which I think is unreasonable, because this is only the first
occasion on which the measure has been
deba ted. I move-That the debate be now adjourned.
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The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)-

11
15

Ayes
Noes
Majority
motion

against

the
4

AYES.

Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McDonald

Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Rankin
Mr. Warner.
Tellers:
Mr. Kittson
Mr. McArthur.
NOES.

Mr. Beckett
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Coleman
Mr. Harvey
Mr. Inchbold
Mr. Kennelly
Colonel Lansell
Mr. Lienhop

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Slater
Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett
Walters.
Tellers:
Mr. Jones
Mr. MacAulay.
PAIR.

Sir Frank Beaurepaire I Mr. A. M. Fraser.

The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWest Province) . -While I regret the
decision of the House, I bow to it. This
is the most important and far-reaching
measure that has been presented in the
ten years during which I have been a
member of this House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What about
the Legislative Council Reform Bill?
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I claim
that this measure is even more farreaching than that; consequently I do
not desire to record a silent vote on the
Bill. After listening to the debate and
forming an opinion from what I have
heard, I should be satisfied, on the
arguments submitted by Mr. Coleman
and Mr. Slater, to reject the second
reading of this Bill. Without reviewing
in detail what each of those honorable
members stated, the position might be
briefly expressed in this way.
M['.
Coleman supported the Bill in general,
but he was somewhat critical of it,
particularly in regard to clause 28 and
the memorandum of association. He
expressed the view that in many respects
t:he Bill went further than was necessary.
That, in itself, is sufficient to warrant
rejection of the second-reading motion.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I did not go
as far as that.
The Hon. A. E. McDON.A!LD.-I am
not suggesting that Mr. Coleman advocated the rejection of the second-reading
motion but he expressed the opinion that
clause 28 was far too wide.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I offered
constructive criticism.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-The
criticism was constructive inasmuch as
the honorable member stated clause 28
should not be included in the Bill.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I did not
say that.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-That
was the inference I drew from the
honorable member's remarks. I also
understood him to say tha t the
memorandum contained more than was
necessary. On tha t ground alone I
suggest that the Bill should be rejected
at the second-reading stage and redrafted to cover what the Government
apparently set out to achieve. Mr.
Coleman said that, in certain circumstances he had no objection to Socialism.
That was a fair statement for the
honorable member to make.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It is the
policy of the party which I represent.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-That is
true. Had Mr. Coleman said otherwise,
honorable members would have been
surprised. Despite the difference in our
political views, I respect the sentiments
-expressed by Mr. Coleman in this matter.
I suggest this Bill deals with one sphere
in which there should not be Socialism.
I Isuggest that partly in view of some
-of ,the grounds mentioned by ,Mr. Slater.
He 'is a member of a party that supports
Socialism. He had no doubt as to where
he stood in regard to the Bill.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I have no
doubt whatever.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-In my
view, this is a socialistic measure, and
so Mr. Slater i,s supporting it. He said
tha t he hoped it would not be long
before the Government owned all ,the
,shares of the corporation. Mr. Slater
read an extract from the report of a
Parliamentary Select Committee appointed in 1923 which, I underistand,
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recommended ,that an authority composed of metropolitan citizens should
take over this undertaking for the bene.
fi t of the metropolis. In substance, that
is what the Select Committee decided.
However, the Bill provides that the
undertaking shall be taken over for the
benefit of the State. I fail to appreciatp
how people outside the metropolitan
area can hope to benefit from the proposal.
The water supply of Melbourne was
instanced as being provided for the
citizens of Melbourne by the Melbourn~
and Metropolitan Board of Works, which
i,s also responsible for drainage and
sewerage. The Board does not depend
upon the Government for finance; it
raises its own revenue under its own
borrowing powers, and manages its own
affairs. That i·s why I suggest that in
this instance there should not he
SociaUsm for the whole of the State.
An authority in the metropolitan area
is to take over the gas undertaking for
the 'benefit of the metropoli tan area. Why
should ,citizens outside tha't area-in
places as far afield as Mi1dura and
Wodonga-carry the financial burden of
the corporation? It is wrong when a
particular undertaking is to benefit only
a certain section that the whole community outside a specified area ·should
be burdened with it.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS-How man v
shareholders reside outside the metr~
poli tan area?
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I am
not interested in the shareholders but
in the millions of pounds that must be
poured into ,the coffers of the corporation. The Bill envisages the expenditure of between £10,000,000 and
£20,000,000. M'embers can rest assured
that that win be merely the beginning.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
statement is unsupported by ,the facts.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I have
made a prediction. For SoQ long as Mr.
Kennelly and I are members of thUi
House, we will be asked ,to discuss
measures designed to make additional
sums available to the corporation. Why
should persons residing outside the metropoli tan area be burdened wi,th the
financial obliga tioQns of this undertaking?
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The Hon. WILLIAM IMACAULAY.People living adjacent to the pipe line
from Morwell will be supplied with gas.

The Hon. A. E. McDONAJuD.-They
should bear their proportion of the
financial burden.
It is said that gas
underta'kings are public utilities th'at
should be nationalized.
'Dhe corporation wHI not 'be a public utility, but
an undertaking that will ,serve only a
small section of the public.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Did you
say a small section of the ,public?
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-It is
the announced desire of the present
Government to take po pula Hon from the
metropolitan area.
If that ideal is
achieved, the lesser part of Victoria's
popula tion will be located in the metropolis. Even if the greater part .of the
State'·s population remains near Melbourne, why should the minority residing outside that area provide tihis utility
for the metropolis?
In ,Melbourne,
there is more than one gas undertaking.
Apparently ,two concerns gat into deep
financial waters. We Imust admit that
in the past they have been frank and
open with the -consuming public in that
they have not charged the rates permitted
by their special charters. It may be
that they acted unwisely, because failure
to charge according to their charters
prevented them from accumulating reserves to offset the depreciation of plant
and so -on. The price of gas was controlled originally under the National
Securi ty Regula Hons. When they disappeared, control was assumed by the
State.
All Governments ,in power
in Victor.ia during the ajpplication
of price contTol Imust 'Share the
responsibility for the present financial
position of these companies.
It is
true, if my re'collection is correct,
that at one time the price of gas was
decontrolled, but the price was recontrolled during the regime of the
Government of which I was a member.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You must
have had a good reason for reimposing
control.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-Increases in the price of gas were approved
frO'm time to tirme by the Prices
De·contr.ol com-m'issioner.
It may have
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been
that a wrong policy was
pursued in ,controlling the prJ.ce of
gas at any time. Knowing the past
performances of the gas ,com1panies,
which were reliable, honest and fair, it
might have been better if the price of
gas had not been controlled at any time.
In that event, the present position of the
companies might have been entirely
different. It is easy to say that all
Governments run away from price
control, and that they are not c.ourageous
enough to increase prices. When the
Government of which I was a member
was in office, the price of gas was raised.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is
why you are on the" outer" now.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-If that
is so, the public has not understood the
position. When an increase in the price
of gas was sought subsequent to the
C.ountry party Government taking office,
members of the Ministry held up their
hands in horror and said, " We cannot
allow any increase, but we will pay a
I
subsidy to the gas companies."
challenge the legality of the sllbsidy
which has been paid. From the point of
view .of policy, it was wrong to pay a
subsidy to the gas companies, because
that subsidy was being contributed by
all theci tizens of the State for the
benefit of a section of consumers in the
metropolitan area only.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-Do you suggest that the subsidy was illegal?
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-Yes. In
view of the Federal Constitution, I consider that the payment of the subsidy
was illegal. In a period of about three
months, a total of £60,000 or £70,000
was paid. Despite the payment of that
subsidy, the present position is that
something has still to be done. I anticipa te that the price of gas will be further
increased. The Government should have
the courage to say, " Well, if the Prices
Decontrol Commissioner considers that
the price of ga's should be increased, a
rise must be permitted." The Government should not run away from the
problem by hiding behind a subsidy, and
say later, "We must now withdraw the
subsidy, and the price of gas must rise."
The sitting was suspended at 12 midnight until 12.38 a.m. (Wednesday).
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The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-Just
prior to the supper interval I was dealing
with the position in which the gas companies found themselves. ,I suggest that
through no fault of their own and mainly
because of price control-for which I
contend all Governments must take a
share of responsibility-the gas companies' financial position became difficult.
There is no need for me to enter into the
details, such as the trouble experienced
in obtaining supplies of coal, the
increases in the priee of that comThe fact
modity, and so forth.
is that -circumstances beyond the
control of, for instance, the Metropolitan Gas Company, caused its
financial position to become difficult. As
I understand the situation, consideration
of the question of the production of gas
. from brown coal was then revived. In
fact, as was mentioned by Mr. Coleman,
that problem had been given some
thought in previous years. While I do not
affect to possess any special knowledge
of the question whether gas can be produced fr·om brown coal, I considerfrom what I have heard and read-that
its production has not yet been proved.
Even in Germany and on the east coast
of America brown coal gas is used to
only a small extent, and merely as a
subsidiary to gas produced from black
coal.
I do not think that Victoria possesses
sufficient knowledge rega·rding the production of gas from brown coal to
warrant the expenditure indicated by the
present Bill. The' project should be
proved sound, both scientifically and
economically, but that has not been the
case up to the present. Still, we are
asked to rush headlong into legislation
such as that now proposed. I understand
that the Metropolitan Gas Company, in
view of the lack of knowledge on the
subject, said, in effect, "We have to
reconstruct ourselves and we desire to
experiment in relation to the production
of gas from brown coal. To enable us
to do so a loan of £1,000,000 is required."
I suggest that the proper way in which
1:Ihe situation should have been handled
was to leave the produotion of gas with
private enterprise and make available to
it the loan required, even at a rate
of interest as low as 2 per cent. It was
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not to be a gift; it was a loan for
which the Metropolitan Gas Company
and the whole of its assets would be
liable, and which would enable the
company to pass through a st·age of reconstruction and carrry out experiments
in the production of gas from brown
coal. It cannot be suggested that the
proposal made in that regard was wrong.
It was a case in which an industry had
reached a certain position through no
fault of its own and desired a loan for
the purposes of further experiments.
One can name other industries which,
through no fault of their own, got into
diffi·culties.
For instance, there is
primary production, which encountered
trouble a few years ago. Not one member of this House would suggest that the
primary producers were responsible for
that state of affairs, nor would it be
suggested that the Metropolitan Gas
Company was responsible for its position. At no time was it said to the
primary producers "Because you are in
difficulties the State will take over your
assets and your undertakings." On the
contr,ary, it was said, " Provided that the
primary producers are given breathing
space and that some financial assistance
can be rendered to them " - The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-At the
expense of the unsecured creditors!
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I
thank the honorable member for his
reminder with which I shall deal. The
attitude taken at the time towards the
primary producer was that, provided
that he was assisted in the manner 1
indi,caoted, he would be enabled to regain
his feet. As Mr. Lienhop ha's said, the
unsecured creditors came out of it
rather badly. Many of the debtrs owing
to them were greatly reduced and, in
some instances, wiped off. Liabilities on
fiI1st mortgages were reduced in many
cases.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-I cannot see how these matters are
connected with the Bill.
The Hon. A. E. MoDONALD.-To
re-establish primary producing industries money was lent, not at 2 per cent.
but interest free. That is what should
have been done in relation to the Metropolitan Gas Company.
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The Hon. J. H. LIENHop.-Tohe Commonwealth Government provided the
money to assist primary production.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.T.hrough the medium of the State. The
gas industry in Victoria should have
been provided with a loan at 2 per
cent., which was all that was sought;
but, instead, advantage has been taken,
by the submission of the present
measure, of the unfortunate position Jf
the companies. If they had been len t
money there would have been no need
for the Bill. The industry would have
been carried on by private enterprisp.
wh ()IS e e~periments would have bel?n
advanced.
Private enterprise would
have been left to control the industry,
as distinct altogether from socializing
it. I am prepared to say that as the
Government owns the brown coal fielrts,
it is its duty to carryon the experimental stage of the production of gas
from that commodity.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Would you
caB that Socialism?
The Hon. A. E. MoDONALD.-I would
not. It is not Socialism when Governments are eonducting experiments any
more than 'it is Socialism of the medical
profession when some of its members
are employed by the Government to
undertake research.
The Bill now
before the House is one of the most far
reaching ever to be presented. It deals
not only wHh the production of gas,
because it is styled the Gas and Fuel
CorporaUon Bill.
In addition to gas,
that covers, so far as fuel i,s concerned
a multitude of 'things. The Agreement
was made by the Premier, on behalf of
the State, with the companies concerned.
I draw the attention of the House to
what it means.
According to the
definition.• The Agreement" means the Agreement
a copy of which is set out in the schedule
of this Act and includes the memorandum
and articles of association in the schedule to
tha t Agreement.
The Agreement is not only the Agreement, but it includes the memorandum
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and articles of association. Clause 4
readsIt is hereby declared that on the twentyfifth day of August One thousand nine
hundred and fifty(a) the members of The Metropolitan Gas
Company; and
(b) the members of The Brighton Gas
Company Limitedrespectively approved the Agreement by
resolutions in general meetings.
I have been pondering on why such
a clause is necessary. If the shareholders approved of the Agreement in
general meetings, the minutes of the
respective compani'es would show the
fact. Why is it necessary to make that
pure statement of fact in clause 4? We
do not need to have a declaration of
something that has already happened.
Read with the Agreement, it means that.
when clauses 2 and 4 have passed the
Committee stage nothing can be done to
amend the Agreement or the memorandum and articles of association.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-A welldrafted Bill!
. The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I was
going to say a cunningly-drafted Bill.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.~Do you
urge that we should reject the Agreement?
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-I think
we should. I do not like the Agreement
or the memorandum, and, because the
Agreement includes the memorandum,
we should not approve of it. Once this
Parliament approves of the Agreement
it approves of it. together with the
memorandum, which is part of it.
Dealing briefly with the functions of the
corporation, there is nothing that I can
think of that it cannot do. It will be
able to run trains, to run a line of
steamers, to open shops or general
stores, to operate farms, and to become
bankers and insurers.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-All the
things I have fought f.or years to obtain.
11he Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-That is
why I oppose the Bill. When a proposal
was made to nationalize the trading
banks it was rejected by the people, and
if the people of Victoria realized that
under the Bill the banks could be run by
the corporation, they would reject the
idea. Is it the intention of the Government that the corporation should be able
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The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-The
toO dQ everything, or that it should
merely supply gas to a section only of Statute Law Revision Committee is conthe public, although those outside the sidering that subject and possib~y the
metropolitan area will have to bear their law will be amended in the near future.
portion of the burden of the cost? If The Government has entered into an
the Government's intenti.on is to assist agreement with the two eompanies conthe production of gas it should wekome cerned but it can only get the money
the rejection of the Bill at the second- subject to the terms of the Commonreading stage in order to redraft it and wealth and Sta'tes Financial Agreements
produce a new Bill to pr.ovide only for Acts. It has already committed itself
to the expenditure of some millions of
the production of gas from brown coal.
Much has been said about the gas pounds, but what will happen if the
companies and the shareholders. I do money is not made available by the
Clause 20 specificaHy
not propose to deal with that again, but Loan Council?
I. want to say that, so far as I personally refers to the Commonwealth and States
am concerned-and I think every mem- Financial Agreements Acts but it is
ber will agree with me-we are in this applicable .only to clauses 16 t.o 19
There is nothing in the
House not to represent a particular inclusive.
section, such as the directors or share- Agreement with the companies to the
holders of the gas companies, but the effect that it is subject to the State
One
whole of the people of the State. That being able to ohtain the money.
is our responsibility and our duty, and would have expected any prudent busiwhen we look at the Bill through the ness man who was not assured of obtaineyes of the people of the whole of the ing the money to have included a saving
State, I say it is our duty t.o reject it. provision in the Agreement to ,tha t
The people have never asked for it. It effect. It is another instance of thp
has never been an issue at an election. complete financial recklessness of the
The details of the legi'slati.on are known Government. It is prepared to commit
to only a few people-the directors and the State to the expenditure of some
shareholders of the gas companies, and millions of pounds even before it know"
where the money is to come from.
the Government.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-And toO
Government
of which you were a memparliamentarians.
ber took similar action on a number of
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-They oocasions. lit budgeted .for a deficit and
learned of it only after the making of did not know where the money wa."
the Agreement. There is n.o mandate coming from to meet that deficit.
for the legislation.
The Hon. A. E. MoDONALD.-One
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Why did .the could go through the Bill in detail and
Government t.o which y.oU belonged put
point Qut numerous anomalies.
If a
it in a Governor's speech?
trustee is under an obligation with reThe Hon. E. A. McDONALD.-There spect to shares in the companies conwas nothing in the Governor's speech at cerned, with a stroke of the pen the
tha t time resembling the proposals in corpora tion can take those shares from
the Bill. Such a Bill as this would never the trustee and di1scharge him from his
have been intr·oduced. by us if we had trusteeship. A person who some years
remained in office. Despite the claim ago made pr·ovislon that shares held by
of the Government that with the passage him would be subject to certain trustl:l
of the Bill the gas troubles of the metro- . now fin~s that provision wiped away
politan housewife will disappear, there completely. I do not like Socialism and
is a clause in the Bill which provides have always spoken against it. Comthat it will not be compUlsory to supply munism believes in showing that private
gas. Why is that clause included?
enterprise is incapable of handling cerThe Hon. J. H. UENH.oP.-How could tain work, and Socialism is the next step
any ·one proceed against the Crown for to Communism. I do not suggest that
non-fulfilment of contract.
The King members of the Labour party are Comcan do no wrong.
munists or that they are in any way
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associated with Communists, but this
Bill is Socialism in the extreme and will
make it easier for the Communists
ul tima tely to assume 'control.
I am sure that the Minister of Labour
did not realize the full implications of
this Bill, under which the whole State
eould be socialized. No other provision
on the statute-book contains such wide
,powers towards the socialistic objective
of the Labour party. If the Government
is sincere, it will withdraw the Bill and
redraft it in accordance with what it
desires to a,ohieve, namely, the provision
of adequate gas supplies to Melbourne.
Possibly it does not even desire to
achieve that, otherwise it would have
made a specific provi,sion in the Bill for
the purpose. If the Government did not
understand the full implications of the
measure before the debate to-night ,at
least it has now been thoroughly explained to Government supporters in
thi,s House. The Minister in charge of
the Bill could justifiably say, "Because
there are certain risks in the Bill I am
prepared to withdraw H and have it redrafted." I say unhesitatingly that any
member who votes f'Dr the second reading of this Bill is a Socialist.
In view of the provisions in sub-icllause
(28) of clause II. of the memorandum of

association one wonders what the
Government really has in mind so far as
g.as undertakings are oon'cerned. 'Dhere
are gas companies in the country as well
as in the metropolitan area, and subclause (28) empowers the corporation toO
acquire any such company. The subclause includes the words "not more
favourable."
But how that is going to
be wonked out I do not know.
By voting for the Bill, Government
supporters rwHI indicate that this
is their intention that private property
can be confilscated and some one will be
penalized. I repeat that I shall oppose
Socialism whenever I can. This Bill is
the strongest indication of the socialistic tendencies of the present Government
that it would be possible to have. I say
emphatically that anyone who votes for
the second reading of the measure can
never again say that he is not a Socialist.
I urge the House to reject the Bill.
The Hon. A. E. McDonald.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne-West Province).-I support the
Bill because without it the people of
Melbourne will never be ensured of an
ad'equate supply of gas. Disregarding
the Brighton Gas Company for the time
being, the Metropolitan Gas Company is
not in a financial position to increase gas
production in keeping with the growth
of the metropolis.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is that
company nearly as bad as the State
Electricity Commission?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-H is
worse, because the State Electricity
Commission is noOt handicapped in the
same w,ay as is the gas company.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You mean
that the Commission is not subject to
price control.
The Hon. P. J. KEN'NELLY.-The
State Electricity Commission can find
the necessary money, but it requires
machinery, which in the main comes
from OV'2fseas, to give to the people of
Victoria a satisfactory supply of electricity. The Metropolitan Gas Company
would not have approached the previous
Administration for a loan of £1,000,000
if it could have raised that amount of
money. I should like to submit the
reason why the company could not
raise that sum. Other speakers have
referred to the price control era. We
all know that since the war the price of
gas has been subject to control. It is
partly true, as M1I'. McDonald said, that
all Governments have had a hand in
price con tro!. It would have been more
correct if he had said that all political
parties in Australia have had a hand in
it, because for two years the Victorian
Government had nothing to do with price
control as it was under the jurisdiction
of the Commonwealth. However, it is
necessary to trace the history of the
Metropolitan Gas Company a little
further back than the inception of price
control. Prior to 1939 the company
could have charged for its commodity
in accordance with the provisions of the
legislation of 1878, and no Governmen t
could have prevented it. Why was not
that done?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The com~
pany was too generous.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNlELLY.-Let us
face the cold facts. The Metropolitan
Gas Company did not charge consumers
the rate that could have been struck
under that legislation because the State
Electricity Commission was a competitor
in the supply of power to commercial
undertakings. The gas company produced gas for commercial purposes and
kept the price down trusting to good
fortune that when it captured a large
share of the supply of power it would
obtain its pound of flesh. However, the
company could not foresee that in 1939
Australia would be embroiled in a war.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I suppose
you will agree that the pound of flesh is
now down to half a pound.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Irrespective of what Mr. Warner may say
the facts I am citing are correct. Under
its charter the Metropolitan Gas Company quite rightly entered the field of
heating and refrigeration, but it w:as
caught up in a world catastrophe that
continued from 1939 to 1945. Prices
were then brought under control, and
whatever may now be said we should
at least be fair and say that none of us
would have removed gas from price
control. Despite what Mr. McDonald
said, the Government of which he was a
member received a recommendation from
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner in
respect of gas two or three months
before the last election.
The then
IVLinister in Charge of Prices, Mr.
Oldham, admitted quite frankly in discussion in the Legislative Assembly that
it was not politic to deal with that
recommendation. I agree with him, but
it cannot be denied that the previous
Administration could have dealt with
the price of .gas.
When the Metropolitan Gas Company
had power to charge what it desired and
was paying dividends at the rate of 8
per cent., and sometimes higher, what
did it do to provide for maintenance
and the securing of up to date
plant?
Some mains of that undertaking were laid in Victoria in 1878. I
should like to know what replacements
of mains the Metropolitan Gas Company
provided for? The gas companies ·cannot produce the gas needed by Melbourne, because the money cannot be
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found. That wars the reason for the
presentation of a gas Bin by the previous
Administration. That Bill was SO bad
vha t, although the Liberal party had the
numbers at the time, it was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Do you
realize what you are saying?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-What I
say is quite true.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
managements of the gas undertakings
were so gentlemanly that they did not
ask a sufficient price.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Mr.
Warner may construe the position as
he desires. My main point i!s that the
Metropolitan Gas Company cannot produce the gas required by the public.
The money cannot be found for extra
plan t that is ne-eded, ex·cept under this
Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The price
of gas could be increased.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That is
not possible, because of the operation of
price control. The price of gas cannot
be raised sufficiently high to provide the
gas companies with the money needed
to construct requisite plant for the production of all the gas needed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-'Price control knocks the gas companies down,
but this Bill kicks thelm to death.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-No.
The general manager of the Metropolitan
Gas Company, Mr. Evans, is a very
able man. Mr. Evans knows what he
wants and, as a rule, he gets it. From
the number of times I have noticed him
in the precincts of Parliament House
when the Bill wafS bejng debated in the
Assembly-I do not say this in any
derogatory way, because he had a perfect right to be here--I am certain that
if he thought his company could have
stood on its own feet and found the
money from any other source to produce
sufficient gas for the city of Melbourne, he
would not have been as wholeheartedly
in favour of this measure as he apparently is. For that reason I claim that,
wirthout this Bill, the people of Melbourne would not be able to procure
gas. That is not on account Qf price
control alone; it is on account of the
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avariciausness of the gas oampanies in
their desire to defeat their competitor,
the State Electricity Commission, long
befare price cantral aperated, under the
contral af either the Cammanwealth ar
the State Governments.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-WiU price
cantrol aperate when this Bill becomes
law?
The Han. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
is a matter far the Gavernment af the
day to determine. As far as I am concerned, it will. I do nat believe that
this Bill will pravide cheap gas. I have
never made that claim. I merely say
that it will pravide an adequate gas
supply because, under this Bill, maney
will be made available far bhe enlargement of the present plant Of the Metrapolitan Gas Company in and araund the
city af Melbaurne. The Gavernment is
to' be cammended far having made such
an excellent deal on behalf of the public
of Victaria. My persanal observatian is
that if the legislation praposed in 1946
had been enacted, Victoria wauld have
been invalved in an expendi,ture of between £1,500,000 and £2,000,000 mare
than it wiH be under this Bill. The mast
remarkable feature is that the measure
satisfies the gas campanies. Therefare,
I cannat understand why there shauld be
any apposi tian to' it at all. Another
paint is, "How cauld the great brawn
caal depasits of this State be fully
utilized except by a measure such as
this ?"
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-Da .you
think it is necessary to' take in the
Brightan Gas Campany to' make gas
fram brown caal?
The Han. P. J. KENNELLY.-I believe
it is necessary to' secure affioers fram the
Metrapolitan Gas Campany whO', I knaw,
have made a study of brown coal gasifi·ca ti on. I pay great tribute to' their
knowledge. Mr. Warner says he wants
the brawn caal depasi ts af this State
develaped. He believes there shauld be
gasificatian of brawn caal. I agree with
him an that. But, after the brawn caal
gas is praduced, where daes he think it
shauld ga? Lagically, it shauld be
braught into Melbaurne. Mr. Warner, nO'
doubt, wauld want to bring it to the
fringe af the city or to' Sauth Melbourne
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ar West Melbourne where the gas holders
are situated, and then sell it to the
Metropolitan Gas Company in order that
its shareholders m'ay make a profit aut
of the distributian. Mr. Warner is
entitled to that opinion, but I disagree
wi th him. After hearing evidence, the
all-party cammittee appainted by the
previous Administratian agreed unanimausly that the gasification should be
carried out at the source af brawn coal
supply. Having agreed upan that, the
lagical procedure wauld be to pipe the
gas to' Melbaurne and thence reticulate
it through the mains. I am not altagether
happy with the present state of the
mains but I recagnize that I cannat have
everything my own way. Daubtless a
large sum of maney will need to' be
expended on the pravisian af neW mains
to' prevent leakages of gas because I have
been given to' understand that a cansiderable quantity is now last between
the gasameters and the consumption
paints.
The Bill is a step in the right directian as it will safeguard bhe ecanamy
of the State. I am nat as pessilmistic as
Mr. Warner, whO' s'aid that the metrapalis might be supplied with brawn eaal
gas "in the sweet bye and bye"; I
trust that it will be available in the
metrapalitan area befare 1956. By that
time Victaria shauld cease to' be a vassal
Sta te af New South Wales. Mare than
15,000 tans af Maitland eaal is used each
week to manufaoture gas. If it had nat
been for bhe pali tical catastrophe that
occurred in this Sta1te in 1947, we would
have been at least two years further
ahead with the pr,agramme to manufacture gas from brown caal. I deS'ire
the diversion ·af at least 15,000 tans of
Mai tland caal each week toO industries
that need it desperately.
In 1920, the Sta'te Electricity Commissian was established by the Liberal
party Gavernment af the day, and
I pay tribute to its foresight.
I
am disappainted when I hear certain members speaking af Sacialism
and Cammunism.
Surely they can
leave comments af that descriptian
to the cheap press af Flinders-street.
The Bill will benefit the State, and although the scheme of acquisi'iian may
cantain imperfectians fram the paint af
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view of the shareholders, the directors of
the companies knew of the implica Hons
of the Bill, and they also realized the
handicaps facing Ithe gas 'industry.
Those handicaps would have remained,
no matter what political party was in
power. In my opinion this Bill is as
good as the Bill introduced in 1920 to
constitute the State Electricity Commission.
I bear no malice towards members
who have indulged in claptrap. They
should have debated the measure on
its merits and their failure to do so
i,s an insult to the people of the Statf'.
I ,am sorry that I cannot be certain that
gas from brown coal will be available
in the metropolitan area by 1956. Even
if the cost of producing the gas is found
to be more tban the sum the Bill envisages, I trust that the purpose of thE
measure will be carried out to the full.
The Liberal party Government was interested in this mat'ter but would not
take it through t.o complp.tion.
The
former Premier wa& as interested in the
proposal as is any member of the
present Administration. As the Leader
of the Government in this House pointed
out,there is little in the Bill that would
not have appeared in a measure prepared for the Liberal party Governmen t.
In fact, neg.otia tions were in course between the Leader of the Liberal party
Government and the gas companies before the present Adminis1tra tion assumed
office.
In Committee, I shall be wHling to
discuss the implications of the var,ious
clauses. I used to feel sick when, as a
member of the Labour Government, I
was called upon to seek extra supplies
of coal from New South W'ales in order
to keep eSlsential industries functioning.
Under the Bill, this State will be able
to use its brown coal resources to manutacture gas and SlO make corresponding
quantities of New South Wales black
coal available for essential industries.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
Province).-During the debate, a great
deal has been said regarding the shareholders of the gas companies and the
prices of gas.
I stha'll deal with the
matter from a different angle. [do not
wish to cast a silent vote on such an
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imp'ortant measure.
Mr.
Kennelly
referred to the cheap newsipa,pe~s in
Flinders-street., I do not think Ithe
newspapers will be the only ones who
wiN be :carrying a message t.o the
people of the country that they will have
the privilege of paying f'or the deficit
tha t will be incurred if this Bill is
passed.
It cannot be denied that although gas
might be produced from brown coal in
1961, the corporation could not possibly
be a paying proposition for the next
fifteen years-if it ever pays. The deficit
that will be incurred will have to be
made up by the country taxpayers. I am
surprised that a Country party Government, which is supposed to be
sympathetic in the interests of country
people, should, for the price of office,
require country taxpayers to make good
the loss that will be incurred by the
corporation.
Probably, the State of Victoria has
never been thoroughly surveyed geophysically. On l.ooking at a geophysical
map of the United States of America,
it will be seen that the na:tural gases in
that country are piped over the length
and breadth of that continent. In only
one place in Victoria have I seen natural
gases exuding from the gr.ound, and that
was in the Gippsland Lakes area. In the
s.outh-western corner of the State I have
seen a bore which was put down in
search of oil. It was sunk to a depth of
more than 3,000 feet. Gas from the
ground blew up mud to a height of 100
feet in the air, showing that there is a
pressure of natural ga!s in the ground in
Victoria.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Under the
Bill, that could all be socialized.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-Definitely.
That could be done under clause 28 of
the Bill. Before a huge sum of money is
expended in the installation and operation of the Lurgi gasification system,
geophysical surveys of the State should
be made, but I do not think that qualified
gas engineers who thoroughly understand the gasification of natural gases,
as is undertaken in America, are to be
found in Victoria.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-I do not
know that you are right on that point.
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The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-I contend
that I am, bec.ause when the State
Government worked in oo-operation with
the Federal Government in the search
for oil in Victoria and utilized the only
deep-boring plant in this State, our Victorian geologists said that in any part
of Victoria the bottom-by which they
meant the granite rock-would be
reached at a depth of 1,600 feet. A,fter
a long discourse on the matter, it was
decided to make a test at Nelson in the
south-western corner of the State. In
that locality, a bore to a depth of more
than 7,000 feet has been put down, but
the bottom has not yet been reached.
Therefore, I do not think that competent
engineers for that purpose are to be
found in Victoria.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is boring still
taking place there?
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-No, because
equipment and machines sufficiently
powerful are not available to continue
the boring to a greater depth. Bits of
the plant are lying idle at Nelson.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-They were
boring there when I was Minister of
Mines.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-The bore
was being put down when Mr. Hogan
was Minister of Mines. It has been
sta ted tha't if the brown coal deposits
at Morwell are developed and gasified,
and if the gas is piped to Melbourne,
people living in towns a,long the pipe
line w.ill have the advantage of a
supply of gas by the corpora Hon.
I
point out that f.or many years there
have been overhead electrical wires between Yallourn and W'arrnam'bool, yet
people outside the metropolitan area who
have applied for electricity to be supplied to their farms and homesteads have
not yet received the benefi't of that
amenity. In areas where a number of
farmers have clubbed together and
asked to be supplied with electrical
power, they have been required to pay
up to £120 a year in order to have the
service connected, irrespective of the
quantity of electricity supplied.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-They do
not pay that sum.
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The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-In the old
da)'ls, farmers made that payment to the
Sta te Electricity Commission, even before the connections were made to their
farms.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-They do
not p~y that sum now.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-The
oountry people will find that the only
privilege they will enjoy will be the
happy one of supplying the money to enable cheaper gas to be produced for use
by residents of the metropolitan area. I
am surprised that the Country party
Government would lead their supporters
into such a mess. It has been said that
the Bill is not a socialistic measure.
However, I direct the attention of honorable members to the sub-clause of the
memorandum O'f association, as set out
in the schedule to the Bill, whi,ch indicates that the corporation shall have
powerTo acquire construct carry out maintain
improve manage work control and superintend any roads ways tramways railways
bridges pipe lines reservoirs watercourses
aqueducts
wharfs
furnaces
saw-miUs
crushing works hydraulic works electrical
works factories warehouses shops and
other works.

As has already been stated, the corporation will have power to acquire gas
undertakings in country towns, which
at present may be conducted by private
enterprise. I remind the members of
this House who represent country districts that many of those undertakings
for the supply of both gas and eleotricity are run by the municipalities, and
tha t enables the councils to carryon
their functions. The undertakings have
been the milch cows for the districts
affected.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-They are
all clamouring for the corpora'tion to
take over their undertakings.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-Although
the Country party Government says that
city people will be supplied with cheap
gas, it is making no attempt to supply
country people with electricity at a flat
rate.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-It is.
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The Hon. R. C. RANK!IN.-Al:l that
the Country party Government has done
has been to -make promises on an
election platform, but it has never
brought in a Bill to provide for
the charging of 'Country electricity
consumers a flat rate .for power.
People incoun try towns are paying
10d. a unit -f.or light and 4d. a
unit for power, whereas city residents
receive their lighting for 4d. a unit and
power f.or a 1d. a unit. I claim that
not only are country people paying the
top price for electricity, but that in
future they will have the added privilege of paying for the su,pply of cheap
gas to consumers in Melbourne.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is part
of the price of the Labour party for its
support of the Country party.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-The
Country party is paying for the privilege
of governing the State, just as the
coun try people will be paying for the
privilege granted to city people in the
form of cheap gas.
Under the
memorandum of association the corporation could do practically anything. In
fact, I think there is suggested a way in
which Mr. Galbally could have his liquor
reform proposals given effect. Among
other things, the corporation will have
power to control sawmills from which it
will be able to obtain timber. There is
nothing to prevent the corporation from
building a brewery, having its own
hotels, or even making alcoholic beverages. I am unable to say whether
trading hours would be restricted to six
o'clock closing; possibly the corporation
would obtain a special permit. If the
present measure represents part of the
payment given by the Country party
Government to the Labour party, for its
support, the Country party is showing
that it has committed the people of the
country districts to the responsibility 01
making good the loss that will be incurred on the gasifica Hon of brown coal
scheme.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-My colleagues who
have opposed this Bill have logically and
soundly put forward my own views but
at this late hour I desire briefly, though
none the less strongly, to express my
opposition to the measure. The extreme
powers proposed to be granted by the
Session 1950.-J67]
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memorandum and articles of association
of the 'Proposed corporation constitute
a real menace to all classes of
business activity. It is not ,the preda tory hands of capitalism-as suggested
by Mr. S}ater~that are to be fear-ed, but
the predatory and strangling hands of
Socialism. By way of -illustration I
would point out that this measure has
been submitted by a Country party
Government that was elected on an antisocialist policy and platform. When it
is said that the Country party has presented the Bill, we regard it as a token
of appeasement to the stronger partner
supporting that Government.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-N ot partner
-master.
The Hon. E. P. CAMElRON.-That
term can be used if so desired. One's
mind is taken back some years to a
time when throughout Europe the
weaker nations tried appeasementto cope
with the menace of Hitlerism that was
attacking them. What happened? Those
nations were strangled-they were put
"down under."
Therein may be a
warning to the Country party Government of this State.
The Honorable
William Slater mentioned that little had
been said about the consumer. I join with
him in expressing surprise in that regard,
but on thinking over the matter I can
appreciate that those supporting the Bill
would say as little as possible about the
consumer. The consumer cannot expect
to be given any guarantee, first, in
relation to continuity of supply and,
next, in regard to the price of the gas.
As to continuity of supply, one brings
into consideration other Government
instrumentalities. For example, there
has been no continuity of railway
serwilCe, and the ;same applies, in
some degree, to the tramway service.
One can also recall interruptions to the
supply of electricity. Can the consumer
expect an acceptable price for gas produced under the aegis of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation? Is there a Government or semi-Government intrumentality
that has ever shown anything but a
deficit? Who makes good the deficits?
The answer is, the consumer, and he
does so by way of taxation or by some
indirect method.
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It is no wonder, therefore, that little
or nothing has been said, in respect of
the present measure, about the consumer.
The consumer, who imagines that he will
be charged a more satisfactory price for
gas, at the same time obtaining continuity of supply of gas of a better
quality than formerly, is due for a rude
awakening, more especially if past experience with .governmental activities is
repeated in relation to the activities of
the proposed corporation. I do not desire
to pursue the subject any further, but
I wish it to be placed on record that,
together with my colleagues, I strongly
oppose this measure and regret that it
was brought forward by a Government
elected on an anti-Socialist ip1atfoI'lm.
The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)Ayes
14
No~
11

Majority for the motion

3

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Harvey
Inchbold
Kennelly
Lienhop
MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Slater
Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett.

Tellers:
Mr. Jones
Mr. Walters.
~I

NOES.

Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Gartside
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McArthur
Mr. McDonald

Mr. MacLeod

Rankin
IMr.
Mr. Warner.

Tellers:
Mr. Isaac
I Mr. Kittson.
PAIRS.

Mr. Fraser

I Sir Frank Beaurepaire

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreecl to.
Clause 2 (Interprptation).
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I do not know what we are
coming to in the conduct of the affairs
of this House. [was informed by the
Leader of the Government that the
House would adjourn after the second
reading of the Bnl.
Some members
have left, and the Government now
apparently intends to proceed with the
Bill. The Committee can amend the
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Bill, but the Gnvernment i,s denying it
the opportunity. We recognize that we
may not be able to amend the A~ree
ment. We have sat until 2 o'clock in
the morning, and it is wrong for the
Government, by a process of physical
exhaustion, tn attempt to force through
Commi tJtee at this hour a Bill of 46
clauses. I am amazed that a party such
as the Country party should abuse its
power in such a way.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support my colleague in the protest he has made. I
understood that there was to be an adjournment of the proceedings after the
second reading of the Bill. A number
of members of our party have gone home
on the understanding that later to-day
they would have an opportunity to speak
on the clauses of the Bill, a.nd I am
sure they expected to be abJe to vote
on at least a number of them. To persist with the Bill now would be a breach
of an understanding given to the House.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).- Do I understand
that the Minister in charge of the House
now says he will proceed with the Committee stage of the Bin, notwithstanding
the statemen:t of Sir James Kennedy
that the Minister jnformed him that the
House would adjourn a iter the second
reading of the Bill? That promise was
made to me by more than nne Minister.
It is nat a matter of bargaining, but of
whether the statement by the Minister
can be accepted. There are two questions-will the Leader of the House
honour what he said earlier, or, if he
did not promise, does he intend to persist
with the Committee stage of a complicated Bill on which there must be protracted discussion? The House will be
sitting again later to-clay, and we can
if needs be sit on Thur~day, or even on
Friday of this week. Why the Bill
should be pressed on at this stage I do
not know.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.----.:The honorable member irs protesting too loudly.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-The
circumstances warrant a loud protest.
It is not right of the Government to ask
us to continue to sit unnecessarily. If
this was the last week of the session and
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if the legislation had to be passed, he

knows quite well that we would sit all
night if necessary. He is taking advantage of the position in the House,
and is not honouring a promise made to
Sir James Kennedy. Those are strong
statements, but they are not stronger
than the circumstances warrant.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-No one can say that at
all times I have not met the wishes of
members of this House, pa,rticularly in
regard to the Bill, which has now been
bef.ore the House for some time. The
unofficial Leader asked for an adjournment of the second-reading debate after
I had made my second-reading speech,
and I agreed to it. Later, Mr. Warner,
after the unofficial Leader had spoken,
asked for a further adjournment, and
no objection was taken on behalf of the
Government. This evening, if I had had
the co-operation of the House, I should
still have been willing to meet the wishes
of honorable members, but when I asked
earlier in the sitting if the House would.
agree to the s€'cond reading of the Bill
before rising, an attempt was made to
take the business of the House out of
the hands of the Government by moving
the adjournment of the debate. That
could be taken only as a direct vote of
want of confidence in the Government.
Mr. Warner has supplied me with a
number of amendments which he proposes to submit in Committee and, with
one exception, they all relate to the
memorandum of association.
I say
frankly that I cannot accept any amendment to the memorandum and the
articles because that would mean the
destruction of the Agreement arrived at
between the Government and the companies concerned.
Any amendments
would have to be ratified by the shareholders and that would destroy the basis
on which the Agreement has been made
between the Premier and the companies,
subject of course to ratification by
Parliament. It would re-open the whole
discussion with the shareholders who
have already intimated that they are
satisfied to accept the Agreement; their
directors have signed it. The only clause
which might be discussed is clause 28,
on which Mr. Warner has intimated that
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he will propose an amendment. Members
have had an ample opportunity to consider the Bill and prepare amendments.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-You gave
an assurance that the House would
adjourn after 'the second-reading motion
had been disposed of.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Members
who have left the precincts of the building have been paired.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Sir Frank
Clarke did not understand that the Committee stage would be dealt with at this
hour.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West).-I admit that when a
promise is made it should be honoured, if
all the conditions are complied with. It
Sir James Kennedy received a promise
from the Leader of the House that only
the second-reading stage would be taken
to-night and nothing else had transpired
in the interim I believe the Leader of the
Government would have honoured his
promise. But what has happened?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There were
no conditions attached to the promise.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-After
the promise was given a senior member
of the Liberal and Country party deliberately attempted to take the business of
the House out of the hands of the
Government, before the second-reading
motion had been agreed to.
Tha t
knocked out any understanding arrived
at. Mr. Warner suggests that some members who are not present may desire
to make long speeches on the clauses. I
have yet to hear Sir Frank Clarke make
a long speech on anything. I was not
here in 1947 when he made a most important speech because his banking
masters told him to make it. I should
like to hear Sir Frank Beaurepaire make
a long speech, and who would suggest
that Sir William Angliss would make a
lengthy contribution to the debate on
any clause of this Bill. Mr. Ludbroo k, I
understand, is on the Government side
on this measure. If Sir James Kennedy
had controlled certain members of his
party the Minister's promise would have
been honoured. He did not, and I hope
the Committee will continue with the
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deliberations on this measure. If members want it that way we are prepared
to play the game rough, boots and all.
The HOD. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-Mr. Kennelly has
suggested that a repudiation of the
promise given by the Leader of the
House is justifiable, because of certain
events that have occurred. At 10 p.m. I
asked the Leader of the House when it
w.as proposed that the House should
adjourn.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I said that
we would adjourn when the secondreading debate was finished, if it was
finished by half-past eleven. You asked
me not to finish bef.ore then because you
wanted t.o speak on the Bill.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I asked
when it was proposed to terminate tonight's sitting. The Minister said he
wanted to go as far as he could with
the second-reading debate to-night but
he would endeav.our to adjourn the
House about 11 p.m. He gave me his
promise that the House would not sit
after 11.30 p.m.
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.-I did not. I
promised tha t the House would not
adjourn before 11.30 p.m.
The Hon. C. P. GAR'DSIDE.-The
reason I asked the question was that I
was entertaining visit-or.s in Parliament
House and I was anxious that they
should return to their homes at a reasonable hour. This is a clear case of
repudia tion of a promise by the Leader
of the Government in this Chamber. In
a fit of pique the Government has
adopted this method of retaliation. If I
had my way I would walk out of the
Chamber and let the business proceed in
my absence.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-I was not present
when the Minister of Public Works made
a promise about adjourning the House,
but messages conveyed to me intimated
nhat that was the impressi.on of most
members who have Ileft for their homes.
I think we should have a statement from
the Minister on whether or not he is
g.oing to honour his pr.omise.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I take strong exception
to Mr. Warner's remarks. An obvious
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attempt was made toO stonewall the Bill
about 11.30 p.m. and at that hour Mr.
McDonald moved for an adjournment of
the debate. I was told that there were
not to be many speakers on the secondreading motion. An obvious attempt
was made to stonewall the Bill and to
delay its progress. Mr. McDonald then
endeavoured to take the business out
of the hands of the Government. When
any member, other than a member of
the Government, moves for the adjournment of the debate and presses for a
division it is clearly an attempt
to discredit and attack the Government ,and take the business out of
its hands. Anyone who does that
is asking for trouble.
A member
with the political experience of Mr.
McDonald knows What he is doing when
he takes such a step. He did not
move his motion as a result of his love
or affection for me as Leader of the
House but simply to further his own
political ambitions and ideas; therefore,
he must take the consequences.
The HOD. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-I did not intend
to speak again, but in view of the statement of the Minister of Public Works,
I wish to place on record that I accept
full responsibility for the motion I submitted.
To be childish and adopt
the attitude, "All right, I am going
to take my f.ootball home" as the
Minister is doing must lead to an
impossible situation.
I shall now
explain why I took the initiative
and submitted the motion for the adjournment of the debate. To say that
an effort has !been made to stonewall
the Bill is merely to suggest that a
member has not the right to speak and
express his views. I can assure the
Minister that there has been no effort
to stonewall the Bill.
Surely he does
not deny toO anybody the right to speak
on the measure?
I asked for the adjournment of the
debate to suit my own personal conveni·ence. Unfortunately I have not been
well for some wee,ks; I was absent from
the House the week before last, and I
had to leave Parliament House again
last week. Mr. Coleman met me outside
to-night and knowing I was ill,
offered me a pair if I desired
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to leave. The reason I sought the
adjournment was because of my
present state of health which has been
brought about as the result of an attack
of malaria. I am not well and I desired
an adjournment in order that I might
go home to bed as soon as possible. I
took the initiative without the knowledge
of my party colleagues. When the adjournment was denied to me, I then
stuck to my job and spoke on the Bill.
I have ,made that statement so that it
may be recorded in Hansard in view of
Wha t was said by the Minister of Public
Works. Having heard my explanation
I suggest that he should now honour the
promise he gave to Sir James Kennedy.

a ttiltude !being adopted !by the Government, because I believe that althougtb i:1:
has desired to co-operate /With all members there has been no reciprocity. I am
prepared to remain until ftthe Oomm-ittee
deals with all dauses of the lBill.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne-West Province).-We all sympathize with Mr. McDonald. It is true that
I did offer him a pair because I knew
that he was not well. However, he did
not make that explanation when he
sought the adjournment of the debate.
What is more important, although
he took a certain course on his own
initiative, when a division was called
for every member of his party supported
him. That indicated that they were not
prepared to carry out their part of any
promise. The Minister of Public Works
informed me that it was proposed to
adjourn after the second reading of the
Bill had been agreed to. If an undertaking was given to Sir James Kennedy
it was on the understanding that all
members would fulfil their part of the
arrangement. However, a further attempt
was made to adjourn the debate on this
measure.
I consider that the Minister has been
very considerate in regard to this matter.
Previously, when the Bill was before
the House, he had agreed to adjournments requested by the unofficial Leader
and Mr. Warner. He has accepted notice
of the proposed amendments and has
informed members quite frankly that
he does not intend to accept any
of them. I do not think one logical
argument has been advanced against
the Bill. An attempt is being made
to cloud the issue with the parrot
cry of "Socialism." In my opinion,
if we proceed, no further arguments will
be advanced to induce members to
change their views.
'I agree with the

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-li aU members
adoptJed a vindictive 'atititude for the remainder ,olf the session it would. !be
childish. In my opinion every cour.tesy
has been shown ,to the Minister of
Public Works.
No a t.tempt has been
made to stonewall the Bill or to raise
any difficulties. Mil'. M'cDonald stated
his reasons for asking ,for an adjournment of the debate. Surely that does
not entitle the Minister to break his
word. No 'Condition was attached to the
promise he 'made.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-It seems strange that after
a promise has Ibeen given, because of a
certain action a vindictive attitude must
be adOlpted and 'an attempt Imiade to get
even. !Surely all the ,troubles in the
world to-day have arisen because of that
aHitude. I -consider Uhat it is a compleltely wrong principle to adopt in this
Chamber.

The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).--J propose to move
that the words, "and includes the
memorandum and articles of association
in the schedule to that Agreement" be
omitted from the definition of "The
Agreement" in sub-clause (2). The
definiUon will then read"The Agreement" means the Agreement
a copy of which is set out in the schedule
to this Act."

As the defini tion now reads 1Jhe Agreement includes the memorandum and
a,rticles elf association.
Once that
definition and c}auses 4 and 5 are agreed
to, it will not he .possi:ble to amend tlbe
memorandum. However, if the words I
have sug.gested are omitted the memorandum may then be amended, because
the Agreement that will fbe ratified will
not include the memorandum.
The CHAIRMAN

(the Hon. R. T.

R.anldn).-The memorandum cannot be
amended, because it is part of the Agreement.
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"r.heHon. A. E. MoDONAlLD.-That is
wlhy I propose that Ithe words making
the 'memorandum 'part of l1!he Agreement should be omitted.
The OHA'IRIMAN.-Cl'ause 2 'Of the
Ag,ree:ment providesThe State shall establish a statutory corporation to be known 'as" Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria" (hereinafter called
"the corporation") as a public authority of
the State with a memorandum and articles
of association in ,accordance with the
schedule to this Agreement.

If the !Words proposed to be ami tted by
Mr. ,McDonald ar,e omi tied the Agreement will !be amended.
The Hon. A. E. MoDONALD.-'J1ha,t is
so. If the ,words I propose are omitted
and a consequential amendment made to
clause 5, the Agreement could be
amended.
The CHAIRMAN.-That view is not
correct.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I direct attention to
clause 8, which may cause you, Mr.
Chairman, to give a different ruling on
this matter.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I rise to a
point of order. Y.ou, Mr. Chairman,
having ruled on this matter, the honorable member has a method of expressing
disagreement with your ruling. He must
not advise you to change your ruling,
without moving accordingly.
The CHAIRMAN (The Hon. R. C.
Ranldn).-I realize that. I am endeavouring to ascertain the point to
which Mr. W'arner is directing attention.
The lIon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-If I may continue
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I rise again to
a point of order. You, Mr. Chairman,
have ruled on this matter-The CHAIRMAN.-I have not yet
heard the basis of Mr. Warner's request.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-You,
Mr. Chairman, have ruled that the
amendment proposed by Mr. McDonald
is not in order.
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The CHAIRMAN.-That is so. Mr.
Warner has not yet suggested any
amendment. He has merely asked that
I should direct 'my attention to dause 8
of the Agreement. I do not yet know
his purpose.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Mr.
Warner said that if you, Mr. Chairman,
would look at clause 8 of the Agreement
that would induce you to change your
mind on the ruling you have given.
The CHAIRMAN.-I did not hear
those words.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 pr,opose to direct
attention ,to clause 2 of the Bill, which
refers to the memoranaum and articles
,of association. I understand Mr. McDonald proposes to move an amendment to
sub-clause (1) of clause 2 in respect of
the definition of "the Agreement" on the
ground that, if clause 2 is passed, the
House will be committed to the memorandum of association.
I understand
tha t the argument has been pres en ted
that the memorandum cannot be
amended without breaking the Agreemen t.
I direct a tten tion to the fact
that, in clause 8 of the Agreement, it is
clearly statedThe Premier of the State and the Metropolitan Gas and Brighton Gas companies
may at any time until this Agreement is
approved, validated, ,and ratified by Act of
the Parliament of the State--

I suggest that it has not yet been ratified
by Parliament.
The Hon. P. L.
be long now.

COLElVIAN.-It

The Hon. A. G.
clause ,continues-

will not

WARNER.-The

vary or modify the prov,isions of the
memorandum and articles of association in
any matters of detail considered to be conducive to the more effective establishment,
operation, management, control, or regulation of the corporation.

In those -Circumstances, I suggest that
the definition "the Agreement" should
be modified. Then the House would be
in a position to modify the memorandum
of association in accordance with the
terms of the Agreement, which provide
for modification of the memorandum at
any time before the Act is ratified.
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The CHA1RMAN.-1 have already
ruled that there can be no amendment of
the memorandum and articles of association nor to the Agreement. Therefore,
I cannot accept any amendment to
clauses 2, 3, 4, or 5.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
Clause 4 (Approval of Agreement by
member of companies).
The lIon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-1 understand that
you, Mr. Chairman, have ruled that there
can be no amendment to clauses 3,4 or 5.
The CHA1RMAN.-That is so; otherwise the Agreement would be affected.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Mr. McDonald may vote against the clause if
he so desires.
The Hon. A. E. MdDONALD.I appreciate that. I ask the Minister to
explain the meaning of clause 4, which
readsIt is hereby declared that on the twentyfifth day of August One thousand nine
hundred and fifty(a) the members of the Metropolitan Gas
Company; and
(b) the members of the Brighton Gas
Company Limitedrespectively approved the Agreement by
resolutions in general meetings.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is selfexplanatory.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.If the members of the gas companies have
approved, a record of such approval will
appear in the minutes and books of the
companies. I inquire why it is necessary to state the fact in the Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The clause is designed
to place on public record the fact that
such an Agreement was made. In other
words, the Agreement was signed and
sealed between the parties concerned.
,The Hon. A. E. l\'IcDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-With respect, I
claim that is not what the clause states.
The schedule reveals that the Agreement
was signed and sealed by the Premier,
also by the directors and secretary of
the Metropolitan Gas Company and by
the directors and secretary of the Brighton Gas Company Limited. The copy of
the Agreement which is included in the
schedule is the only record required that
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an agreement was made.
It can be
assumed that the directors of the gas
companies have acted within their
powers, which are not doubted. I submit that the Minister's explanation does
not give the reason for the inclusion Qf
clause 4 in the Bill.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
maintain that clause 4 is superfluous?
The Hon. A. E. MCIDONALD.I cannot understand the explanation
given by the Minister of Public Works;
therefore I am seeking further information.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It is only a
statement of fact.
The Hon. A. E. MdDONALD.-I
am wondering why such an unusual
course has been adopted by including in
the Bill a statement of fact. This is the
first occasion when I have seen in a
measure a clause of this nature.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I understand that
you, Mr. Chairman, gave a ruling in
regard to clause 2, but I take it that
ruling does not necessarily apply in regard to clause 4 until that clause has been
debated.
The CHA1RMAN.-The honorable
member cannot amend the clause, but he
may discuss it.
Tohe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There
has been no debate upon what I will propose. I suggest it is unnecessary for the
Minister of Public Works to make a decision in relation to the clause before it
has been discussed. I do not know
whether the Chairman proposes to give
a ruling before he hears my argument.
The Agreement contained in the schedule
to the Bill does not, in any part of it, require the Government to include any
clause in a Bill of this nature. Therefore, I suggest with respect that, if clause
4 is amended, there will be no alteration
or amendment of the Agreement, nor will
there be any alteration or amendment of
the memorandum and articles of association. Neither will the clauses of the
Agreement be affected. Amendments of
clause 4 should be considered.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 always try to debate a
]TIf'RSI.1re from the Doint of view of
effecting some useful purpose. On the
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18th of· August, agreement was· arrived
at between the Government and the
directors of the companies, and clause 4
merely recites that the Agreement was
approved by the directors.
Unless
honorable members desire to stonewall
the Bill, what valid objection can they
raise to the clause?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Until I
receive a ruling from the Chairman it
is of no use my explaining the reasons
underlying my proposed amendment.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The Committee cannot amend a statement of fact.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-In the first place,
I submitted that clause 4 recites a statement of fact. The Committee must first
determine if there is any provision in the
articles or memorandum of association
making it obligatory on the Government
to include clause 4. I suggest that the
clause should be deleted.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankiri).-Mr. Warner should vote
against the clause.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The clause
has been included to debar shal~eholders
from saying, in effect, that they did not
vote for the resolution.
The Hon P. T. BYRNEs.-The clause
does not say that the Agreement was
approved unanimously.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It will
embarrass any shareholder in the companies who desires to contend that the
provisions of the Agreement are ultra
vires the articles and memorandum of
association of either company. A shareholder will be embarrassed from that
point of view.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.---'-Shareholders
have had sufficient time in which to lodge
complaints.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Thc
Governmen t desires to grind these people
down. If that is not the Government's
object, it should agree to amend the
clause.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutt~
Galla Province).-I do not agree with
the views expressed by Mr. Warner.
Clause 4 is merely a· declaratory statement of what happened. It states that
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the shareholders of the M·etropolitan
Gas Company and the Brighton Gas
Company carried resolutions.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbot!ham Province).--Clause 5 pums the
final nail in the coffin of the sharehoLders
by saying that the Agreement is
approved, va!lida ted and ra tified.
If
clause 5 is passed in its pr·esent form,
it will bealmast impossible for an
aggrieved shareholder }a ter to ·assert his
righ ts against a director or any other
person.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Since the
25th of August, any aggrieved shareholder has had time in which to ventilate
a grievance.
The Hon. A. G. W ARN:ER.--'Some
members are not worried about the
in terests of the shareholders.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Even if the
clause is superfluous, there is no point
in amending it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why is
it necessary to nail down the coffin of
the shareholders in this way?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Tha t may
be necessary in view of shrewd moves
made by some people.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHoP.-Does Mr.
Warner suggest that the directors of
these companies "put it over" their
shareholders?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not.
It is unusual to include clauses of the type
of clause 4 and clause 5. According to
the unofficial" Leader they may be unnecessary; but I contend that they appear
in this Bill for a cunning reason. As
Mr. Slater implied, some shrewd men
will not have to accept payment of lOs.
in the £1.
\
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The implication of your remarks is against the
probity of the directors of the companies.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think they acted dishonestly; they acted
unintelligently. In fairness to those
people who may for some reason have a
just claim against somebody, this clause
ought to· be omitted.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).~Mr. Warner has made
a serious ·a ttack on the directors of the
gas enterprises in suggesting that they
have not protected the shareholders.
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The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.--I did not
say that.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.---':The
honorable member does not attribute any
motives to them, but suggested that they
displayed gross negligence.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They might
have been negligent.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.--He
shuffles all the time.
It is the most
direct charge that could be made against
men of the highest character in the community. I do not hold any brief for the
directors of the gas -companies, but the
re,putation, character, and intelligence
of men like ,Mr. Frank Derham, General
Steele, and Sir Harold Luxton is such as
to have secured for them their ,appointment as directors of the gas company
and enabled them Ito secure the passage,
with very few dissentients of the resolutions submitted at the meetings of Ithe
shareholders. The press does not suggest that there was any great body of
hostile opposition against the resolutions.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There never
is.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-If
that is so, the shareholders must be a
docile, dumb body of persons. It is true
that there was opposition by some
sharehoiders to the resolutions, but it
was not considerable. As far as can be
ascertained from the press reports, the
resolutions were carried wi th very few
dissentients.
I am concerned about
clause 4, which states that resolutions
were carried by members of the two gas
companies approving the Agreement. It
will form part of the statute and there
may be very good reasons for having it
in the Bill.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 do not desire that it shall
be put on record that in any way I consider clause 4 to be superfluous.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then, explain the purpose of the clause.
The Hon. W. J. HEJOKETT.-Clause
4 is material to the Bill.
Appa'rently,
Mr. Warner has not read the Agreement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have.
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The Hon. W. J. BBCKETT.--..:Mr.
Warner made a careful analysis of the
Bill, which was infoQrmative to honorable members, but if he reads the
Agreement he will see that it shall have
no force and shall not be binding unless
certain steps are taken before a certain
date. Those steps a're that it shall} be
agreed to by' resolution of the shareholders of both companies, and ratified
by an Act ·of Parliament. Therefore, it
is essential that clause 4 be included in
the Bill, so a~ toO make the Agreement
binding. Until it is approved, it is not
binding.
.
The CommHtee divided on the clause,
(the Hon. R. C. Rankin in the chair)Ayes
[5
No~

9

Majority for the clause

6

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Harvey
Inchbold
Isaac
Jones
Lienhop
MacAulay
Slater

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
I Mr.

I

Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett
Walters.
Tellers:

Mr.
I; Mr.

Coleman
Kennelly.

NOES.

Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson
Mr. McArthur

Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Warner.
Tellers:
Mr. Gartside
Mr. McDonald.

PAIRS.

Mr. Fraser

ISir Frank Beaurepaire

Claus'e 5The Agreement is hereby approved
validated and ratified, and shall have the
force of law.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I . prOlpose toO -sulhmit an
amendlmen t which I do not ,think affeCts
the Agreement or the memorandum of
association. I move-That the following words be inserted at
the end of the clause:Provided' that the objects and powers
(other than objects and .powers in relation
to the production distribution and supply
of g,as and by-products -arising from such
production and objects and powers incidental to the last-mentioned objects and
'Powers) granted to or conferred on the
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~orporaU.on in or by the memorandum of
association shall have effect and be
€xer,cised only with the prior approval of
the Governor in Council.

The ambit of the .memorandum {)If assodation is as wide as the earth; it gives
every power under the 'Sun. The amendment will not ·affect the Agreement, but
simply means 'that if the corporation
wishes toexeI'cise 'po,wers not as'sociated
with the pI'oduotion, distribution, and
su:pply ·of gas and by-!products---'for instance, if it desired to .go in for the
establishmenlt of hotels or swimming
pools, or acquiring mines, or other
undertakings not associated with the pro. duction OJf gas-that 'power mus,t !be
exercised IQn~y wivh the approval {)If the
Governor in Council. The powers of the
State Electricity Commission and other
b-odies are specifically prescribed in the
legislation under which. they operate.
Recently the Sta,te ElectTi!cily Commission desir,ed to amend 'certain provisions
relating to the amount and period of
contracts not requiring the consent of
the 'Governor in Council. It was decided
tha trhe relevant Act Ishould be amended
acoordingly. In that Wlay Pa,rliament retained rt!he .power of control over the
COimmission. The same position has
arisen in respect of other bodies est'ablished under Acts of Parlialment. The
measure now under conside'ra Hon places
no restriction whatever on the power of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation. My proposed amendmeilit would afford 'Considerable protection against the possibility of dictatorial powers 'being
ex,er.cised by the .co.rporati-on, and would
retain in 'the hands of Parliament,
through the Government of the day,
powers whiclh ought to be retained.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province) .-1 contend that the
amendment is not admissible. It would
make an alteration to the Agreement and
the .·compet'ence of this Chamber is either
to accept or reject that Agreement; it
canno t be amended. I submit, io,r your
ruling, Mr. Chairman, that the a'mendment is not permissible.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin).-The amendment would not
alter, the Agreement; it would make
certain objectives subject to the condition
indicated.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-With all
respect I submit that the amendment
would alter the Agreement.
The lion. W. J. BEC1l1E7T (Melbourne
Province).-The amendment would certainly modify the powers of the corporation. In that event would not the
terms of the Agreement be nullified? If
I enter into an agreement with another
party to perform a certain act and afterwards a proposal is made that the agreemen t is to be pu t in to effect only
wi th the permission of some one
else, that certainly alters the agreement bet.w·een the two parties. I am
exceedingly doubtful whether the amendment is in order. Even if it is, I think it
would so alter the whole tenor of the
measure, the Agreement and the memorandum of association that I am sure the
Government would not accept it.
It
would certainly nullify many of the
clauses in the memorandum. As I have
already favoured the measure as a whole,
including the memorandum and the
Agreement, I could not advise the Committee to accept the amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I hope, Mr. Chairman, that you will not rule in accordance
with the suggestion of the unofficial
Leader. If you do, it will mean that my
mild suggestion that Parliament was becoming a rubber stamp will be magnified
and clarified.
It will mean also that
whatever has been inserted in the memorandum and articles of association, in
spite of the fact that one clause of the
Agreement provides that it ·can be modified before it is ratified, this Chamber
must swallow. It appears that clause 8
of the Agreement, to which I have just
referred, has no effect, and that the
power of Parliament is set aside. If that
is true, the proper procedure is for the
Minister to withdraw the Bill with the
view of considering all the questions
raised. If the Bill is passed in its present form and all these powers are conferred upon the corporation, thenassuming that the argument of the unofficial Leader is correct-the corporation
will have more power than Parliament
has. It will have more power than will
Ministers or the Cabinet.
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I understand, from a decision given in
another place, that the amendment is
capable of consideration by this Chamber. I am horrified to think that the unofficial Leader's interpretation is correct.
In the past, I have heard ,Mr. Kennelly,
Mr. Coleman and other members protest
about powers given to the State Electricity Commission, the Commission of
Public Health, and other bodies of a
similar type, so that they could act in
an independent manner. Those powers,
however, are nothing compared with the
powers proposed to be given to the gas
corpora tion by the memorandum of association. If Mr. Slater's interpretation is
right, Parliament will certainly be giving
to the corporation a blank cheque of
power, with which the powers granted by
any other legislation, either in Victoria
or in other States, cannot compare. The
position should be capable of modification, so as to give Parliament control.
Earlier in the debate Mr. Walters directed
attention to clause 40 of the memorandum of association.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-But the
Committee is now dealing with clause
5 of the Bill itself.
The HOll. A. G. WARNER.-That
clause, in effect, will ratify the memorandum of association.
I was under
t!1e impression that all the clauses had
to be taken together, but I see that
[ldvantage has b2en taken of a recent
d2'cision. Under sub-clause (40) all the
powers are insepara.ble. Each is a
different power, and is not limited by
the others. Clause 8 of the Agreement
states clearly that until it is ratified by
Parliament certain things can be done to
the memorandum and articles of association. Mr. Slater has said that the Agreement can be altered only by the Premier
in conjunction with the gas companies.
Parliament is not even a rubber stamp.
This body, which will be organized,
operated, and controlled by the State,
will have more power than any other
institution that has ever been formed
in the Commonwealth, and it will function under an Act of Parliam·ent which
cannot be modified by Parliament, but
only by the Premier and the gas companies operating together. So, in effect,
it cannot be altered at all.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It can be
rejected and sent back for reconsideration.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And I
suggest, with respect, that it should
be rejected. Mr. Coleman, on several
occasions, has said that the powers of
outside bodies not controlled by Parliament should be limited. I suggest that
progress should be reported. Mr. Slater
has said, and I am not arguing against
it, that this Parliament cannot alter a
clause in the Bill.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I have
not suggested anything of the kind.
What I said was that the memorandum
and articles of association are unalterable.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-If that
is so, the amendment to clause 5 is in
order.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-This new
body will be a corporation, not a Government Department in which the State
is the controlling authority. The State
will appoint four directors out of seven,
indica ting the control the State will
have. It will be a corporation running
in a business way with the State Parliament. If, in the bright and happy future,
it becomes State controlled, the honorable member can then introduce the
Governor in Council.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I cannot
agree with that interpretation, but in
any case it does not alter the case I
am making. The corporation has a
memorandum and articles of association
which, under the clause, are given the
force of law.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You are
quite right. Clause 5 says the Agreement now becomes law, and the Agreement includes the memorandum and
articles of association.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Minister does not see the Agreement as
I see it. Clause 2 says that" the Agreement/' means so and so, and includes
the memorandum and articles of association. Clause 5 statesThe Agreement is hereby approved
validated and ratified, and shall have t·he

force of law.
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In o.ther wo.rds, the memorandum and without the approval o.f 'the Governor
articles of association of the corporation in Council then the Government is going
will have the force of law, and the cor- a long way towards giving an outside
po.ratio.n will be entitled to do. everything bo.dy po.wers no.t po.ssessed by a Minister
set o.ut in them.
o.f the Cro.wn o.r any Go.vernment DeThe Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-In my opinion partment.
the clause is the Bill.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (MelThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-To.o. right bo.urne West Pro.vince) .-1 desire to.
it is, and it says clearly that the directors, make my po.sition perfectly clear.
'Dhe Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Why disonce appo.inted, will be able to do everything described in the memorandum and cuss the matter when you have the
articles of asso.ciatio.n without reference numbers?
to. Parliament, to the Minister, or to. the
The Hon. P. L. COLE,MAN.-I indIGovernment of the day.
cated that I held certain views in regard
The Ho.n. J. H. LIENHo.p.-That is to the Agreement embo.died in the Bill,
and I want no misapprehension about
what it says.
where
I stand o.n either the Bill or the
The Ho.n. A. G. WARNER.-So. any
Agreement.
The Minlster has indicated
one who votes for clause 5 is voting to
give an o.utside organization unlimited that clause 5 is the crux of the measure.
The ilIo.n. P. T. BYRNES.-Ii clause 5
powers. It is true that the corpo.ratio.n
will be set up by the Government, and is passed the Bill is passed.
that its directors will be partly appo.inted
The Hon. P. L. COLEJMAN.-Any
by the Government, but it will be able amendment of the Agreement would be
to do. anything without control by Parlia- a repudiation of the Agreement between
ment. Several members have spoken the Premier and the directors of the gas
'against the extravagant powers that are companies who were acting on behalf
to be given to the corporation and I of the shareholders. While I agree with
suggest that the clause be postponed to. Mr. Warner as to the powers given to
enable members to look mOore carefully Government instrumentalities and this
into the matter.
oorporation-it is my view that the
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Regulations powers given are too wide-We find o.urunder 'the Bill 'are Isubject to. the selves in Ithe po.sitio.n that the Premier
approval ()If the Go.vernor in Co.uncil. If negotiated the Agreement with the comyou suggest that the Governor in Ooun- panies, and it is binding on the Premier
cil provisio.n is no goo.d why do. y.o.u seek and the shareholders of the oompanies.
Subsequently the shareho.lders endo.rsed
to linsert it in this clause?
the Agreement.
The Hon. A. G. 'WARNER.-.so that
It may be said tha t the Premier
when the corporation desires to buy a
garage, or take over a transport com- should have consuLted Parliament repany, it cannot do so without first ob- garding the terms of the Agreement
taining the co.nsent o.f the Go.verno.r 1n bef.ore it was made, but there was
danger in that procedure.
I accepted
Co.uncil.
the view that if these negotiations had
The Hon. P. L. Co.LEMAN.-You said been made pubUc, or if any number of
the Go.vernor in Council provision was members had known of them, certain
not wo.rth worrying about.
people oo.uld have "cashed in" on the
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I did not. proposal and made a . tremendous
I said approval is o.ften given too freely. amount of money through their knowThe whole purpo.se of the amendment is ledge of the impending nego.tiations.
to pro.tect Parliament. It is reasonable The Agreement was announced on a
to say, "We will give the corpo.ration Friday and on the f.ollowing Monday
certain powers subject to ratification and Tuesday the value of shares in the
by the Governor in Coun.cil." If Parlia- gas companies concerned jumped trement is deprived of the right of saying mendously. Had anybody outside the
that po.wers that have nothing to do 'select few had a knowledge of the prowith gasmaking are not to. be exer,cised posed Agreement he oo.uld have bought
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shares at a low pri'ce and sold at the
enhanced value on the follQwing Tuesday. The Government had implicit trust
in the Premier in his negotia tiQns wi tll
the companies. Many things happen in
a Cabinet which necessitate 'the 'Premier
or a responsible Minister ta.king certain
initiative and seeking confirmation of
his actions afterwards. In ,many cases
time is the essence of the contract. If
·the amendment is agreed to, the Agreement will be altered; the Premier will
have to return it to the gas companies,
which in turn will have tQ call another
meeting of shareholders to approve of
the alterations. I am not prepared to
for,ce the Government into that position.
I still hold the views I originally held
that too much power can be given to a
State instrumentality, which, in some
cases, and in the circumstances I have
mentioned, might be in a position to
embarrass the Government. The Minister of Public Works might give to this
Oommittee an assurance that ,the
Premier gave in the Assembly. Certain
of these powers wiH be deleted when
legislation relating to the formatiQn of
a fuel authority is introduced early next
year. That will whittle down the powers
of the corporation considerably. I know
where the suggestion came from in
regard to that matter; the Premier was
anxious to co-opera te but he did nQt
want to alter the Agreement at this
stage and be obliged to have the alterations subsequently ratified.
I aocept
the Premier's assurance that a fuel
authority will be constituted early next
year. It will reduce the powers of the
corpora tion and 'will, to' my mind,
soften the blow. I will always hold the
view that Parliament should be supreme
and not subservient to any Government
instrumen tali ty.
The Oommittee divided on Sir James
Kennedy's amendment (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin in the chair)Ayes

10

Noes

14

Majori ty
motion

against

.the
4
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AYES.

Mr. Chandler
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson
Mr. McArthur

1 Mr.

McDonald
Mr. Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Cameron
Mr. MacLeod.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Ha.rvey
Inchbold
Jones
Kennelly
MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett
Walters.
Tellers:

Mr. Lienhop
Mr. Slater.
PAIR.

Sir Frank Beaurepaire-I Mr. Fraser.

The clause was agreed to, as were
cl:auses 6 to 9.
Clause 10, providing, inter alia -.
In the recruitment of clerical or administrative staff, the corporation shall make
appointments in order of merit from
successful
candidates
at
competitive
eX!aminations conducted by or under the
direction of the corporation.

The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-J do not faV'our the
appointment of a purely academic and
theoretica'l ma'n who can obtain 90 per
cent. or 100 per 'cent. at ,an examination.
Another person who obtains 85 per ·cen't.
to 90 .percent. .may have more iniUative,
personality and individuality, and be
much better equipped for the position.
The Hon. J. H.LIENHOP.---.;Would not
tha t be a maHer for the corpora.tion to
decide?
The Hon. A. E. ·MoDON.AJJjD.-The
corporation will have no choice except
as a result of a competitive examination,
The Bon. J. H. iLIENHoP.-The corporation ,will lay down the ·conditions.
The Han. A. E. MdDONtA.fLD.11hat is not so. That would be contrary
tQ the provisions of the Bill. I do not
propose to move an amendment, but I
desire to point out tha:t the Board of
Directors, ,of whom four are to be
appointed by the Government, will be
men of outstanding ability and honesty,
and wiU have the final choilce.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The Board
of Directors will not choose junior
clerks.
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The Hon. A. E. MoDONtAJLD.They will have to a'C'cept the responsibili'uy. I think appointments could well
ha ve been left to the corporation. In my
opinion it is always dangerous to appoin\t
a man purely on his academic ability and
theoretical knolWledge. Very often he is
not a good practical· man and does not
displ'ay the initiative and personaHty of
one not so bright academically who
renders much /better servi,ce.
The dause lWas a,greed to, as were
clauses 11 to 27.
Clause 28, providing, inter alia(1) Subject to such terms as Parliament
hereafter provides or approves validates and
ratifies, the corporation may by agreement
or compulsorily acquire in whole or in part
the gas undertaking and business of any
undertaker or all or any of the stock or
shares of or in any company carrying on a
gas undertaking but such terms shall, so far
as practicable, 'be on a basis not more favourable to the undertaker or the members
thereof than the basis upon which stock or
shares in, and the gas undertakings and
businesses of, The Metropolitan Gas Company and The Brighton Gas Company
Limited are exchanged transferred to and
vested in the corporation under this Act.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-This is a very important -clause. It has nothing to do with
the memorandum of association nor the
Agreement. It merely empowers the
corporation-which already will have
very wide powers-to take' over its
future competitors. I know that honorable members on both sides of the
Chamber are of opinion that this is a very
harsh and unfair clause. It will give the
corporation power, 'Subject to ratification
by Parliament, to acquire other gas
underta'kings in future. In the course
of the debate, we have learned what is
meant by 'Parliamentary ratification.
The corporation will be empowered to
I
compulsorily acquire a competitor.
suggest that that provision is bad in
itself.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you not
think the safeguard of ratification by
Parliament is sufficient?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not
if Parliament is to act as a rubber
stamp, as in this case. The power
to alter clause 5 was questioned
and it was also asserted that Parliament could not alter the memorandum
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or articles of association, nor modify
the Agreement. Neither could any clause
be amended which would affect the
Agreement. If a Bill is introduced by a
Government possessing the requisite
numbers, it is merely railroaded through
Parliament.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-'f,he corporation cannot acquire any other gas undertaking by itself, directly, under this Bill.
It must bring an entirely new Agreement
to Parliament in regard to any future
purchase or acquisition.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree,
in part. Like any other organization,
the corporation will seek more power and
more territory. In due course, it will
desire to acquire other gas undertakings.
It will say in effect, " We will make a
submission to the Government for compulsory acquisition of your business."
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What
would be wrong with that?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
like to make my speech uninterrupted.
If I were a director of the corporation
and were seeking after power, I should
approach any competitor who might be
selling Bunsen burners, gas stoves or
similar appliances, under hire purchase
agreements, and causing me embarrassmen t by virtue of the fact that I could not
compete with him in open competition.
I should tell him that I would have to
make an arrangement to compulsorily
acquire his business.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-How can
that argument apply to a corporation
which has a monopoly in the metropolis?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The measure does not mention gas undertakings
in the metropolis; it relates to gas undertakings anywhere in Victoria.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-They will
not be competing against the corporation.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
suggest that they would be. But, any
gas undertaking which sells gas more
cheaply or sells gas-consuming appliances on better terms of hire purchaseThe Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The measure applies only to gas undertakings.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A gas undertaking undoubtedly is an institution
which sells gas, but it sells gas appurtenances as well. The Metropolitan Gas
Company already manufactures many
articles for sale under hire-purchase
terms. I am not referring to something
which might be done, but something
which will be done immediately the Bill
is ratified.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It is ridiculous to suggest that a corporation with
a capital of £15,000,000 would be afraid
of competition from a small undertaking
with a capital of about £500,000.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Honorable members may be surprised to know
how many large corporations are afraid
of competition from small organizations.
I admit that, as far as private enterprise
is concerned, efforts are made to buyout
small competitors.
'f.he Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is
the inevitable trend of capitalism.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is also
the inevitable trend of Socialism.
The
State Electricity Commission is slowly
acquiring the electrical undertakings of
various municipalities throughout Victoria. Whether it be done under Socialism
or by capitalism, there will be a desire
on the part of those undertakings to
extend their territory and expand their
influence. Interjectors have admitted
the truth of that comment. The corpora tion will desire to extend the area
of its operations and will find from time
to time that small gas companies in
other areas will be selling Bunsen
burners, gas rings, gas stoves, and gas
at less than the prices of the monopoly,
and it will be able to stop them.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-You are
merely making an assumption. The
corporation will extend its field of operatior..s only if it is successful.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The corpora tion will be working under the
anspices of the State and so it will be
able to expand its operations even if
they are not profitable.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-ItS service to the community will not be
r:easured in money terms.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Whether
the corporation makes profits or losses
or whether it merely desires to suppress
competition, it will take over other gas
undertakings.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-There IS
nothing wrong with its doing so.
The Hon. A. G. WARNlER.-I thank
the honorable member for his comment.
It will say, "We will make the position
clear by entering into an agreement
that will be ratified by the Government."
People who are close to the Minister
have great power, but concerns that are
not willing to accept terms similar to
those included in the Agreement in the
Bill shoutd not be compelled to accept
compensation at the rate of lOs. in the £1
of the value of their assets or 3! per
cent. on their shares in the corporation;
they should be permitted to have the
matter adjusted by arbitration so that
they would receive what is fair and
reasonable. I understand that -members
of the Labour party agree with the
principles of arbitration.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-You did
not agree with the principle because
you voted against an increase in the
salaries of members of this Chamber.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~Some
are not worth an increase. If other
undertakings are acquired compulsorily,
I suggest that their shareholders should
not have applied to them terms similar
to those applied to the shareholders
of the Metropolitan Gas Company,
and so I propose to move tha I
in sub-clause (1), after the word
" COl:lpulsory " the words " subject
to the provisions of the Arbitration Act
1928 in the event of disagreement as to
terms· and conditions of acquisition"
be inserted. If the amendment is agreed
to, consequential amendments will have
to be made. I suggest that it is reasonable to give the shareholders in these
conce~'ns an opportunity to have their
case settled by arbitration. If members
do not agree to the amendment, I shall
suggest that, in sub-clause (1), the word
" more" shall be omitted with the view
of inserting the word" less." That will
provide that no other company may be
compulsorily acquired on worse terms
than the payment of lOs. in the £1 for
its assets or the payment of a dividend
at the rate of 3~ per cent. per annum.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-What will
happen in the case of a company that
desires to enter the corporation of its
own free will?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The conditions of entry should be decided by
arbitra tion; its shareholders should receive more than those who were forced
to come to an agreement on the matter.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Now you say
tha t you desire any company that would
no'taccept the terms of the Agreement
to be paid more than the two companies in question.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A company desiring to come into the corporation would make an offer at a certain
price. Under the amendment I have
suggested the Government eould not
suggest terms that were worse than those
offered to the Metropolitan Gas Company
and the Brighton Gas Company. Under
this clause a voluntary offer may now
be considered only on the basis of approximately lOs. in the £1, or less, or
3~ percent. per annum.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-I discussed
the matter with an eminent King's
Counsel, a representative af the very
company for which y'0U are pleading,
and he said that the view you are ~x
pressing is wrong.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
pleading a case 'on behalf of any partkular gas company. I have no interest
in any gas undertaking, directly, indirectly, financially, morally, or politically.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.~Do not
say that you have no interest in the gas
companies politically, because they help
to put in the cash to fight election
_
campaigns.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Brighton Gas Company, which is in my
province, asked me to support the Bill.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The company Is anxious that this clause shall be
agreed to.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-'Mr. Lienhop's statement is entirely without
foundation. I repeat that I have no
political interest in the gas companies.
I am opposing the Bill because I
thoroughly dislik-e its terms and because
of the principles on which I was elected
to Parliament. Under clause 28 no
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undertakings can be taken over compulsorily or voluntarily if the terms
of the offer to such undertaking
are more favourable than
those
under which the 'Metropolitan and
Brighton gas companies are to be
acquired. According to statements of
members who sit on my left hand side,
the Metropolitan Gas Company has
fallen on ha'rd Urnes and is in financial
difficulties. For that reason it accepted
the proposition which gave that company, whose shares had fallen in value
from £13 to £5, an opportunity to get out
" from under" at half its real value. It
has been stated that the directors of the
companies to be acquired were pleased
with the offer O'f the Government, and
that the shareholders accepted it, but
any other independent company might
not be so willing to accept similar
terms. There is no reason why a precedent should be established under
which a transport company or any other
undertaking making profits should have
to aocept the price agreed to by a company in financial difficulties. I suggest
that clause 28 be deleted so that no
other company will be embarrassed .in
future.
Then, the Government of the
day would be free to make its own
arrangement with the undertaking to be
acquired.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Y,ou want
an open sesame.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-An alternative would be t'0 insert in the Bill an
arbitration clause that would not be an
open sesame, or a clause to provide
that
an
undertaking which
the
Government might desire to acquire
should not be paid less than lOs. in the
£1. That is a fair and reasonable proposal Which will not affect the deal with
the Metropolitan and Brighton gas companies. Surely there is no reaS'0n to put
into the Bill a clause which will make
it incumbent on the corporation to offer
another undertaking a very low price
for its business. That will not help the
Government in its handling of brown or
black coal or with its nationalization
programme. Therefore, I moveThat in sub-clause (1), after the word
•. -compulsorHy ", the words" (subject to the
provisions of the Arbitration Act 1928 in
the event of disagreement as to terms and
conditions o~ acquisition)" be inserted.
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If the amendment is agreed to, I shall

then move that from the expression
" not more favourable" tthe word
" more" Ibe omiHed with a view of
inserting the word "less."
In other
words, I sham. move that the restI'lktion
be removed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 do not propose to
accept the amendment. The Metropolitan and the Brighton gas companies
voluntarily accepted the Agreement, as
set out in the schedule. I am fully conversant with the terms of the Agreement and of the negotiations that took
place in connection with it. For various
reasons, the directors of the two companies were happy to accept the Government's offer.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But the
directors of other companies might not be
equally happy to accept a similar offer.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A third
company supplying gas in Victoria was
not willing to enter into the Agreement, and no compulsion was brought to
bear on it. That company might or
might not desire at some future time to
come under the same arrangement as is
to apply in the cas'e of the Metropolitan
and the Brighton gas companies. It is
considered that the terms of acquisition
of the two companies concerned are fair
and reasonable. At some future time,
the third company, and perhaps one or
two smaller undertakings in the country, may conclude that things are not
going as well as they should, and decide
to drive as hard a bargain as they can
with the Government. Parliament may at
a future time ratify an agreement to take
over those other undertakings, but the
terms of the agreement must be on lines
similar to those under which the Metropolitan and the Brighton gas companies
are to be acquired. If it is fair and reasonable that the proposed terms shall
apply to those two companies, it should
also be fair and reasonable to take over
other gas undertakings on a similar
basis. After an agreement has been confirmed by Cabinet, in 99 cases out of 100,
it is ratified by Parliament in exactly
the same form.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-There is nothing to indicate that the Agreement has
been approved by Cabinet.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is,
because the clause reads, "Subject to
such terms as Parliament hereafter provides." Parliament is the Government
of the day. The corporation cannot
draw up an agreement and purchase
other gas undertakings if that agreement is not ratified by the Government of
the day. There are sufficient safeguards.
I could argue for a long time on the case
advanced by Mr. Warner. This Agreement ·is fair to the two companies concerned, and any company acquired in the
future will be bought on as fair an
agreement, which will have to be
ratified by Parliament.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-I wish to state my
views on this proposal.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do you
realiz.e that it is four o'clock in the
morning?
The. Hon.A. E. McDONALD.-I am
not responsible for the unofficial Leader
being here at this hour. When I rise
to address myself to the clause, as I am
entitled to do, and as it is my duty to do,
I ought not to be accused of being
responsible for the prolonged sitting. I
am the one person in the House who cannot be charged with that responsibility.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-You wanted
to fight the Government, and now you
are complaining about the consequences.
The Hon. A. E. MeDON ALD.-J: do
not think the Minister of Public Works
understands the clause. Clause 27 provides that the corporation " may
establish purchase and acquire gas
undertakings." La tel' in the Bill the
Lands Compensation Act is made applicable to such transactions. Clause 28
pre-supposes that in future a gas undertaking may be acquired. Outside the
metropolitan area there are gas undertakings at Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong,
and certain other country centres. They
are good concerns and are standing on
their own legs. The corporation may
desire to take them over, and only when
they are taken over on some other basis
than cash purchase will it b~come necessary to obtain Parliament's approval of
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the terms. Parliament will need to
appr'Ove if the basis of taking over is
more favourable than the basis on which
the two metropolitan companies are
acquired.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is so.
lt puts an upper limit.
The Han. A. E. McDONALD.-There
is power apart from this clause to take
over a gas company. I suggest that we
should not bind future Parliaments by
setting an upper limit.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-l must admit
tha t I was a t first not particularly
enamoured of the clause, but on reading
it carefully I see there are certain safeguard~ for any organization that may be
affected. It says, " subject to such terms
as Parliament hereafter provides or
approves validates and ratifies." That
provides that there cannot be any
arbitrary action. If the corporation desires to acquire a gas undertaking,
negotiations must take place between it
and the company, and the result will
later be submitted to Parliament .. Parliament will have every opportunity to
discuss the Agreement and to decide
whether it is a fair or an unfair one.
I cannot imagine Parliament endorsing
any agreement that would inflict hardship on a gas company. I object to that
part of the clause which says, "on a
basis not more favourable." That, in
my mind, is wrong, but it is improved
by the words in the preceding line,
"but such terms shall, so far as practicable," which allows the Governffient
to vary the objectionable feature. I
cannot conceive of any Government taking unjustifiable action in the acquisition
of an undertaking. There may be a gas
manufa'cturing company which has a
peculiar set-up and in ,a different category from those that are being taken
over. voluntarily.
Any Government
would view such a case in its true Ught
and Iwould take advantage of the words
in the clause " so far as practicable." A
Government does not desire to be vindictive to any organization which has
not come into the scheme voluntarily,
and if it is necessary for the corporation to acquire any gas undertaking due
consideration will be given to all relevant fa'ctors.
I think we can safely

lea ve it in the hands of the Government
and P!arliament to see that a fair thing
is d'One. I deplore the sham fight that
has been put up by Liberal party m'embers, because the party as a whole has
approved of the Bill in .principle.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It does not
approve oJ clause '28.
The Hon. P. L. COLBMAN.-There
was a sham fight 'On dause 2 and an
obstructive move was made on that
clause. I am disturbed about the wOTds
in the clause to wliich I have direoted
attention, but I rely on the good sense
o,f this or any otlher Government to see
tha t justice is done.
The Committee divided on Mr. Warner's
amendment (the Hon. R. C. Rankin in
the chair)Ayes
10
Noes
14
-Majority against
amendment..
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AYES.

Ml.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

CamerOll
Gartside
James Kennedy
Kitts'on
McArthur
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Harvey
Inchbold
Jones
Kennelly
Lienhop

Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Warner.

Tellers:
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Isaac.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Slater
Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett.

Tellers:
Mr. MacAulay
Mr. Walters.
PAIR.

Sir Frank Beaurepaire IMr. Fraser.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-l moveThat, in sub-clause (1) the word more"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
word ., less."
/I

Under the present wording of subclause (1) the unknown company to be
acquired under unknown circumstances
will receive terms the same as or less
favourable than thos:e given to the two
companies now being acquired, which are
subject to price control. I suggest that
future companies should not be taken
over on worse terms than those applying
to the Metropolitan and Brighton gas
companies.

